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Foreword
When Being Reader #1 Is Awesome

Therí A. Pickens

Sometimes being reader #1 is awesome. Reading this manuscript was one of 
 those times. I received the call for papers (cfp) for Crip Genealogies in Decem-
ber 2016. At the time, I was working on what would become Black Madness :: 
Mad Blackness. I was also at the beginning of a prolonged crisis with myasthe-
nia gravis that, when it was done, had resulted in the following: five hospital 
stays longer than three weeks, including a stint in a nursing home and reha-
bilitation center; six other hospital stays for recurring pancreatitis; three emer-
gency surgeries and one preplanned surgery; several rounds of chemotherapy; 
and innumerable doctors’ appointments. And that was just my medical life.

I disclose this information  because I write in the tradition of Black femi-
nists who believe my specific location influences my analy sis. It  matters that I 
am disabled and Black and  woman and more. I also believe Anna Julia Coo-
per: to paraphrase, when and where I enter,  others enter as well. In this case, I 
enter where the ramp is, usually at the back or on the side of a building, if it is 
 there at all.

The editors of this volume (authors and luminaries each in their own right) 
understood the necessity of a collection that perturbs readers interested in the 
history of what the American acad emy calls “disability studies.” Their call for 
papers read, “In this anthology, we want to push back against the expectation 
of a coherent narrative of disability studies, one without contradictions, and 
its  limited and limiting approach to race. In its place, we want stories of a dis-
ability studies very much entwined with, and indebted to, the fields of femi-
nist studies, queer studies, postcolonial studies, and race and ethnic studies. 
We want to think through alternative intellectual histories and genealogies. 
We suggest that offering critical genealogies, ones that recognize critical race 
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theorists’ and  theory’s contributions to disability studies,  counters hegemonic 
genealogies and in so  doing remakes the field.”

Returning to the discipline (!) of En glish, I offer comments on form and 
function. Chen, Kafer, Kim, and Minich knew that this type of inquiry re-
quired a collection. You need a cacophony of voices to have this conversation, 
and an edited volume does the trick. Further, this type of inquiry— a usefully 
cranky one— pushes against the possibility of cohesion  because it asks read-
ers and writers to deliberately consider the places where the narrative refuses 
cohesion. In Matthew Salesses’s work in Craft in the Real World, the accepted 
stories of a culture rely on forms of erasure. Salesses opines, “Any story relies on 
negative space, and a tradition relies on the negative space of history. . . .  Some 
readers are asked to stay always, only, in the negative. To wield craft responsibly 
is to take responsibility for absence” (19).  These editors asked, who is left out of 
a field that champions itself as the most marginalized? They curated the essays 
you now hold, which fill in the gaps and retell the dominant and, heretofore ac-
cepted, narratives about disability the world over. I would be remiss if I did not 
add that their introduction defies the formal expectations of an introduction 
by asking questions, being transparent, and opening up conversations rather 
than foreclosing them through forced cohesion.

When I received the first iteration of Crip Genealogies, I was thrilled to be 
reader #1. For  those who are unfamiliar, publishers typically choose two ex-
perts in the field to read a manuscript and approve it or decline it for eventual 
publication. The  running joke is that reader #2 tends to be the most irritable. I 
have no idea  whether this is true for this volume, but I  will say that irritability 
is rather a standard state for many academics. In my case, I felt negatively im-
plicated by the reading— Why had I not considered the issues raised  here? What 
the hell was I  doing, such that I could not answer the cfp?— but also buoyed and 
represented by it. This emotional mélange of need and chagrin made  music as 
it shivered up my spine.

In 2009, I saw Christopher Bell for the last time at the Rocky Mountain 
mla conference in Snowbird, Utah. Michelle Jarman and I spoke with him 
about disability over sandwiches. We each had our own misgivings about the 
field: it did not feel wide enough for the  people we  were most interested in hon-
oring. Characteristically, Chris abruptly ended the conversation and pushed 
Michelle and me into a picture. Now, when I see our  faces smirking from the 
photo, I can only envision Mel Chen, Alison Kafer, Eunjung Kim, and Julie 
Avril Minich in the frame with us, Chris and other crip ancestors  behind the 
lens, a diff er ent sos, come in, wherever you are, urgent, calling you, calling all 
of us, come in, y’all, come on in.



We open with a feeling of welcome and generosity,  eager for the com-
pany of  others.

This book is for  those of you

 who have had your hearts broken  after years of engaging with disability 
studies;

 who keep returning to disability studies, even with a broken heart, 
even though it sometimes leaves you sharply wanting and exhausted;

 who have wanted to engage with disability studies but  haven’t felt 
welcomed or supported in  doing so;

 who have left disability studies (but are still hopeful for the possibility 
of return);

 who have dismissed disability studies altogether, assuming it is only 
white disability studies, or Western/Northern disability studies, or 
disability with a capital “D”;

 who seek affirmation that anti- ableist and antiracist theorizing is not 
separate and can coexist;

 who are committed to finding knowledge away from traditional 
 academic routes;

 who  labor in academic institutions and are committed to finding 
ways to make them livable;

 who yearn for an opening that welcomes your presence in all of  these 
endeavors;

 and who seek com pany and crip camaraderie in  doing so.

INTRODUCTION

Crip Genealogies
mel y. chen, alison kafer, eunjung kim,  

and julie avril minich
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This book is our incomplete offering and our invitation.

Sticky Note: This introduction is much longer than is typical 
for a book like this. We have divided our introduction into mini- 
chapters for ease of reading, and we invite you to read in what ever 
way is accessible for you. Read out of order, pick and choose the 
sections you need now, go at your own pace.

— Crip Feelings
— Metaphors of Genealogies, Genealogies of Meta phors
— Methodically Crip: More Crip Feelings
— White Disability Studies and Access Exceptionalism
— Transnational Disability Studies

At the end of the introduction, we have included a brief over-
view of the book as well as some concluding thoughts.

The four of us— Alison, Eunjung, Julie, and Mel— first came together around 
shared feelings: a wish for histories and recognitions to be held differently; a love 
for movements and orientations seldom recognized as part of disability studies; 
a commitment to crip as a form of praxis; and a belief in the transformative pos-
sibilities of knowledge, regardless of  whether it is part of an academically recog-
nized field or discipline. All of  these feelings inform what follows, including the 
decision to begin this introduction with a focus on crip— the word, its histories, 
and our shifting orientations to it— less a genealogy of crip than a mapping of its 
movement into, through, and against the acad emy (and us).

Crip Feelings

I love hearing this word, crip, come out of your mouths, in reference to us.

I’m writing about crip but feelings come in.

The praxis of crip is about being in relation to each other in such a way that 
risks a falling out with disability studies. In naming this anthology, we used the 
word “crip” instead of “disability studies” to signal our investment in disrupting 
the established histories and  imagined  futures of the field. If crip indexes a wide 
range of positions, orientations, subjects, and acts, not all of them academic, 
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then disability studies hews more closely to notions of academic discipline. In 
the spirit of honoring more complex genealogies, we wanted to keep questions 
of institutionality and disciplinarity afloat.

Due in part to its distance from diagnosis and  legal recognition, the term 
crip has the potential to remain open, allowing for disabilities and illnesses not 
yet marked as such; for traumas, health histories, and other “unwellness” that 
rarely register as “disability”; for nonnormative ways of being that have his-
torical and con temporary resonances with “disability”; and for po liti cal ori-
entations, affiliations, and solidarities still emerging.1 Crip is less tethered to 
the structures of academia than disability studies, not yet defined or contained 
within university governance structures or funding cycles, and, unlike dis-
ability, it has not yet been incorporated into bureaucratic mechanisms of “in-
clusion” or “accommodation.” Crip instead can signal a refusal of social and 
bureaucratized systems of classification, and crip theory and crip politics tend 
to recognize the limitations and exclusions of rights- based claims on the state. 
As Aimi Hamraie reminds us, the goal of  those kinds of initiatives, such as 
the Americans with Disabilities Act, “was not to foster crip culture but to re-
integrate disabled [white] men into the realms of productive  labor and con-
sumption,” fostering “inclusion in exchange for contributions  toward national 
productivity.”2

I was recently asked to weigh in on the disability language in a draft “Diversity 

and Inclusion Statement” at my university: “The university is dedicated to attracting 

highly qualified students, faculty and staff, of all races, ethnicities,  peoples, nation-

alities, religious backgrounds, sexual orientations, gender identities/expressions, 

socioeconomic statuses, and regardless of disability, marital, parental, age, or vet-

eran status.”

“Thank you for asking,” I responded, and then suggested that “moving ‘disability’ 

before the ‘regardless’ would send a stronger and more affirming message. In the 

current version, disability and disabled  people might register more as something/

someone that we are willing to tolerate but  aren’t especially interested in attract-

ing. Moving ‘disability’ to the list with ‘races, ethnicities’ also makes room for an 

acknowl edgment of ableism in ways that the ‘regardless’ phrase does not. Adding 

‘health’ is impor tant, too, especially given the current state of  things. So it could 

read something like: ‘The university is dedicated to attracting highly qualified stu-

dents, faculty and staff, of all races, ethnicities,  peoples, ºnationalities, religious 

backgrounds, sexual orientations, gender identities/expressions, socioeconomic 

statuses, disabilities and health histories, and regardless of marital, parental, age, 

or veteran status.’ ”
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But the committee pushed back. If they agreed to move “disability” out of the list 

of  things that the university  will accept (“regardless of”) and into the list of  things 

the university wants to attract (“all races, ethnicities, sexual orientations”), then they 

wanted to replace “disabilities” with “abilities.”

Note that the institution was fine with the language of disability when it came 

 after “regardless,” but once we moved from tolerance to desire, “disability” no 

longer worked.  People “of all abilities” are welcome, but “disability” is not (well, 

 people of “all” abilities are welcome as long as they are also “highly-  qualified,” 

which is another disavowal of disability). The rhe toric of “regardless of,” common 

to antidiscrimination policies, builds on the presumption that each of the named 

conditions— disability, marital, parental, age, or veteran status— can only have a 

deleterious effect on one’s per for mance, qualifications, and abilities. They can be 

accounted for— accommodated— but never desired.

Sticky Note: Throughout this introduction, we leave many stories, 
such as the one above, unattributed, although readers who know 
basic details about the four of us— like the names of the institu-
tions where we work— might imagine that they know whose sto-
ries they are. In sharing  these stories collectively, untethered to a 
par tic u lar person’s experience or institution, we are accentuating 
the pervasiveness of  these experiences, making clear their ongoing 
repetitiveness across multiple institutional locations.

Academia, ableist to its core, rejects disability in its love for abilities (read: 
merit, excellence, rigor, achievement, productivity, and so on), a preference so 
strong that disability is lost and, with it, sick and disabled  people. Ableism dic-
tates the very conditions  under which diversity and inclusion are allowed into 
the university, with both increasingly framed and justified in terms of how they 
boost “per for mance” and increase “capacity.” Disability is to be tamed through 
the expectation of “reasonable accommodations” as conceived within the nar-
row bounds of legislation like the ada (Americans with Disabilities Act) and 
its amendments. The typical negative framing of disability—as aligned against, 
opposed to, and the absence of ability— reveals abledness as the liberal founda-
tion of equality. But we also want to highlight how, as evidenced by the insti-
tution’s quick recoil in the story above, disability is potentially no less radical 
than crip. If crip allows for expansiveness and openness, then disability’s force 
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of negativity disavows any attachment to “abilities” and exceeds the limits of 
“reasonableness.” It can and does disrupt, and has done so. We want  these dis-
ruptions to continue.

Crip is not  free of its own contradictions, and in choosing this term, we 
also commit to its ongoing examination. Crip’s po liti cal openness has long 
been complicated by its stronger association with mobility impairments than 
with chronic illnesses or  mental and cognitive disabilities. As M. Remi Yergeau 
points out, “Crip histories largely elide the neurodivergent, privileging rhetors 
who are critically conversant and academically able, constructions that often 
silence  those with cognitive disabilities.”3 Moreover, crip is a site of tension in 
its very refusal of rights and recognition, as it cannot capture or honor ways of 
engaging with disability that might include a demand for rights that have been 
denied. Some uses of crip— and some crips— are able to note the limitations of 
rights- based politics precisely  because their critiques are issued from a position 
of  legal security. For  those whose documentable disabilities are accommodated 
within existing  legal structures, or for  those whose intersections of race, ethnic-
ity, nationality, caste, gender conformity, and class position offer protection, 
challenging the limitations of rights- based policies might feel more pos si ble 
 because one’s rights are not other wise in jeopardy.

But other uses of crip– and other crips— situate themselves within a disabil-
ity justice agenda that, in Jina B. Kim’s words, “orients its politics around the 
most marginalized within disability communities,” namely  those “for whom 
 legal rights are inaccessible.”4 As documented in Skin, Tooth, and Bone: The 
Basis of Movement Is Our  People, a primer published by Bay Area (California, 
USA) arts organ ization Sins Invalid, the call for disability justice emerged out 
of frustration with the limitations of the mainstream disability rights move-
ment. Building on prior and ongoing organ izing by disabled  people of color 
and/or queer and trans disabled  people, activists developed a set of princi ples 
and practices for approaching disability organ izing from a diff er ent center. 
Leah Lakshmi Piepzna- Samarasinha explains that the term disability justice 
was “coined by the Black, brown, queer, and trans members of the original Dis-
ability Justice Collective, founded in 2005 by Patty Berne, Mia Mingus, Leroy 
Moore, Eli Clare, and Sebastian Margaret.”5 While “disability justice work is 
largely done by individuals within their respective settings,” groups such as 
Sins Invalid and the Disability Justice Collectives based in New York City, Se-
attle, and Vancouver have been and continue to be instrumental in shaping 
the movement.6 The tenets of disability justice include challenging ableism as 
entangled with white supremacy, settler colonialism, racism, capitalism, and 
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heteropatriarchy and emphasizing collectivity and solidarity in building sus-
tainable movements for justice and liberation. Disability justice has pushed 
many progressive communities to challenge their own ableist assumptions 
about bodies, be hav iors, and abilities, particularly insofar as they require pro-
ductivity, speed, and efficiency in their activists. It also has pushed for disability 
studies and disability rights movements to abandon a single- issue approach to 
disability (one often centered only on par tic u lar physical disabilities) grounded 
in white liberal individualism. Such approaches, Sins Invalid explains, erase 
“the lives of disabled  people of color, immigrants with disabilities, disabled 
 people who practice marginalized religions (in par tic u lar  those experiencing 
the vio lence of anti- Islamic beliefs and actions), queers with disabilities, trans 
and gender non- conforming  people with disabilities,  people with disabilities 
who are  house less,  people with disabilities who are incarcerated,  people with 
disabilities who have had their ancestral lands stolen, amongst  others.”7 The 
leadership of queer and trans disabled  people of color, disabled  people of color, 
and queer and trans disabled  people has been the consistent emphasis of dis-
ability justice theorizing and organ izing.

Too often, however, mainstream white- majority disability organ izations 
and  those working in white disability studies have taken up the language of 
disability justice without actually transforming their leadership, frameworks, 
and agendas as would be required to address capitalism, racism, classism, het-
erosexism, and transphobia within disability communities or even to reckon 
with the exclusions and failures of rights- focused initiatives such as the ada. 
Berne criticizes this trend of adding “the word ‘justice’ onto every thing dis-
ability related— from disability ser vices to advocacy to disability studies, . . .  as 
if adding the word ‘justice’ brings work into alignment with disability justice. 
It  doesn’t.”8

Mere citation does not accomplish it; neither does repre sen ta tional “cover-
age” as the mea sure of substantive engagement. Isolated moves to cite, publish, 
or invite- to- keynote more scholars of color, Indigenous scholars, or non- US- 
based scholars have not sufficiently dislodged a per sis tent white US/ settler 
 orientation in the field. Instead, such moves have resulted in a dynamic in which 
the same  people are tasked with “representing,” even as repre sen ta tion itself 
is substituted for meaningful re orientation. Prominent  women of color with 
histories of disability and illness, such as Audre Lorde and Gloria Anzaldúa, 
are often cited in extractive and reductive ways, incorporating them into the 
bureaucratic and normative operations of disability rights/disability studies 
rather than fully engaging with the radical changes that their work and dis-
ability justice require.
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Sticky Note: Our critique of reductive and extractive citational 
practices results in a challenge to the field that this volume, by it-
self, cannot fully answer. And our re sis tance to mere repre sen ta-
tion does not justify or excuse this volume’s gaps, some of which 
we recognize and some of which we have yet to understand. While 
we hope that we are  doing the work of reorientation— and mak-
ing room for more impor tant work to come—we nonetheless ac-
knowledge this insufficiency.

One such change might be admitting the limits of exclusively defining crip 
as equivalent to queer.9 While we continue to be moved by the frictions and re-
verberations between both terms, we also want to reaffirm the work of scholars 
and activists who have, both in de pen dently and collectively, worked to chart al-
ternate genealogies for crip, not (only) via (white) queerness but through criti-
cal theories of race, ethnicity, and indigeneity, as well as Black feminism, Black 
 music, and queer of color critique. Leroy Moore, of Sins Invalid and Krip- Hop 
Nation, aligns his use of the word Krip with Black  music history: “ We’re also 
using it in a way that connects to history  because  there  were a  couple blues art-
ists that named themselves ‘Crippled.’ So  we’re taking it, twisting it, and put-
ting it back out  there. . . .  That’s what I want to get out  there: Dig deeper. Open 
your eyes and find out about black deaf history, black blind blues history. It’s so 
rich.”10 For Moore, part of that richness is about linking disability culture and 
activism to histories of organ izing for racial and economic justice, organ izing 
that is less focused on making claims on the state. According to Jina B. Kim’s 
formulation, a crip- of- color critique reveals how “the state, rather than protect-
ing disabled  people, in fact operates as an apparatus of racialized disablement, 
 whether through criminalization and police brutality, or compromised pub-
lic educational systems and welfare reform.” Nirmala Erevelles makes similar 
moves, drawing on crip to interrogate the racist, ableist, and classist logics of 
the school- to- prison pipeline, as does Liat Ben- Moshe, who casts “crip/mad of 
color critique” as central to analyses of incarceration and decarceration. Crip 
in  these formulations allows us, as Ben- Moshe puts it, to refuse “approaches 
that look at vio lence and discrimination as related to individual acts and in-
stead focus, through an intersectional lens, on systemic issues and structural 
inequalities.”11

 Doing so might mean acknowledging another significant history of the 
term crip, namely its use in designating members of the gang/underground 
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economic organ ization that first arose in Los Angeles. This connection is often 
dismissed as merely coincidental; yet Erevelles reminds us that the experi-
ences of  those who “becom[e] disabled as a result of gang vio lence and who 
are often also confined in incarcerated spaces like prisons” compel genealogi-
cal attention.12 The possibilities, effects, costs, and implications of living with 
 disabilities are deeply entangled with ongoing histories of racism, classism, dis-
enfranchisement, vio lence, and geopolitics, suggesting that the link between 
Crips and crip is no mere coincidence. We do not want to repeat a sweep of crip 
that simply distances the word from the gang or acknowledges this history only 
to appropriate or romanticize it. Rather, we want to ensure that  people whose 
lives have been most directly  shaped by  these histories— the development of 
gangs as well as social responses to them, both sites of potential vio lence— have 
a place in the investments of the field in their lived fullness: not as antagonists 
to crip, not as separable from crip, and not as mere meta phors for crip,  because 
each of  those moves renders affected lives and deaths tangential or disposable. 
This is particularly so at a moment when a humanitarian crisis facing Central 
American mi grants at the US- Mexico border has been overdetermined by rhe-
toric that assumes the need to exclude gang- affiliated mi grants and by ques-
tions about  whether fear of gang vio lence constitutes po liti cal persecution.13 
Such exclusions are happening at the same time that disabled militia members 
and some disabled veterans are embracing ultranationalist politics and urging 
(para)military interventions.14 How does the hypervisible criminality of gangs 
serve to obfuscate state, privatized military, and police operations by marking 
them as fundamentally diff er ent? We want to suggest that the proximity of crip 
to crip urges us neither to uphold the existing line of distinction between “crip-
plers” and the “crippled” nor to aim for a definitive or monolithic position in 
exploring the connections between vio lence and disabilities.15

Even within disability- centered communities, crip and cripples have not al-
ways been used with a consistent po liti cal or ideological orientation. As sug-
gested by our brief gloss, and as evidenced by the work in this collection, 
activists and scholars draw on multiple origin stories for  these words and use 
them  toward diff er ent goals and to diff er ent effect. Moreover, reclaiming crip is 
neither the only option nor an isolated phenomenon: users of other languages 
have taken up other words typically considered outdated or derogatory in 
order to signal intimacy, nonconformity, and a po liti cal commitment to radi-
cal social transformation.

Disability justice foregrounds crip ways of thinking, feeling,  doing, interact-
ing, and loving, and it centers crip ways of resisting normativity, recognition, 
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rights, and incorporation.16 Crip also urges us to leave open the meanings of 
each of  these terms, as well as notions of “justice,” “community,” and “sustain-
ability.” What are the historical, material, philosophical, cultural, and po liti cal 
origins, assumptions, and effects of such orientations? How might crip itself 
need to shift meanings in a po liti cal context in which identities are understood 
as community- based rather than as  matters of self- determination? Or in situ-
ations in which ideals of collectivity have been based on romanticized histo-
ries or majoritarian understandings of liberation? Could crip shift meanings in 
such contexts, working in opposition to rigid understandings of community or 
expectations of collectivity? How might any of  these frames limit our imagina-
tions and transformations?

I started my first tenure- track job in 2008, at a time when disability studies was 

still difficult to explain to search committees (maybe it still is?). Then crip cleared a 

path for me that I  wasn’t entirely comfortable with. Colleagues who seemed to get 

anxious around the term disability studies— too stodgy, too mired in dated versions 

of identity politics— were suddenly receptive to crip theory. I was supposed to feel 

validated, I think, but I was terrified. At the time I still considered myself nondis-

abled, unaware of (or unwilling to acknowledge) my cognitive disabilities, and being 

attached to crip felt like posing, like appropriating, like stealing an insider term. 

Has my relationship to the word changed only  because I no longer identify as “non-

disabled”? Or is  there something  else in me, in the word, that makes me feel right 

using it now?

In the pro cess of academic branding, at least in some scholarship produced 
in the United States, crip underwent an aestheticization that often took the form 
of a separation from—or a superficial gesture  toward— ethical and po liti cal in-
vestments in anti- ableism. Crip and cripping as theory and method began to 
flourish in spaces where sick and disabled  people could not. Rather than an 
intersectional and cross- movement analy sis of how norms of achievement, pro-
ductivity, competence, fairness, and development continue to function to sur-
veil the bound aries of the acad emy, cripping too often came to focus narrowly 
on pushing the bound aries of interpretation and intervening at the level of the 
individual or interpersonal.

This dynamic is one in which our title participates, and we are writing from 
within US institutional locations that have often been  eager to claim crip the-
ory as their own. But what genealogies are erased or effaced in that appro-
priation? Claiming crip in ways aligned with disability justice would require 
grappling with the relentless consumption of ideas in the acad emy, namely the 
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taking up of crip as a more aesthetic, more theoretical, more high, more edgy term 
(as well as the assumption that being more of any of  these  things is itself desir-
able). Such positioning, we argue, accentuates crip’s proprietary whiteness. At-
taching itself to the concept of crip as a tool, white disability studies invests in 
carving out agendas concerned with disability alone and turns away from inter-
sectional ways of being, from lives and communities that trou ble access to insid-
iously class-  and race- dependent expectations, such as “worth,” “pride,” “dignity,” 
“rights,” “privacy,” and more. This amounts to a usage of crip that runs  counter to 
its nominal purpose of troubling recognition and rights, instead reconsolidating 
whiteness and a proprietary relationship to ideas, rights, and power itself.

Note that as many “academics” insist that disability justice requires posi-
tioning crip not as an identity but only as an analytic or method, many dis-
ability justice “activists”— that is, the very group the academics are often 
name- checking— have long used and encouraged crip as identity. This disjuncture 
suggests the need for continued engagement with identity and identification, 
and we are reminded  here of Cathy Cohen’s call for the “destabilization, and 
not the destruction or abandonment, of identity categories.”17 In  Cohen’s re-
minder that only by “recognizing the many manifestations of power, across and 
within categories, can we truly begin to build a movement based on one’s poli-
tics and not exclusively on one’s identity,” we find an impor tant precursor to 
the kind of theory and praxis we yearn for.18

Like the four of us, the individual contributors to this volume make diff er ent 
choices about using the word crip and route it through diff er ent genealogies. Lez-
lie Frye uses a conceptualization of crip pasts to critique a “whitewashed, victori-
ous narrative of disability rights as the apex of civil rights in the United States” 
that “conceals the presence and  labor of disabled  people of color, namely Black 
activists.” In Frye’s formulation,  these crip pasts have the potential to disrupt es-
tablished disability histories. Magda García’s analy sis of Noemi Martinez’s zines 
positions both Martinez and her zines as crip in order to elaborate how a crip 
position illuminates logics of debilitation in the Rio Grande Valley. Natalia 
Duong uses crip in its verb form, describing a relational sense of chemical kin-
ship tied to Agent Orange that “crips the transnational export of neoliberal  legal 
and social discourses of disability in con temporary Vietnam.” Suzanne Bost 
grapples with the implications of using the word to describe the interventions 
of a cultural worker (Aurora Levins Morales) who does not use the term herself, 
even as she acknowledges that “Levins Morales’s contributions to the per for-
mance proj ect Sins Invalid resonate with the radical disability pride associated 
with the term crip.” Leah Lakshmi Piepzna- Samarasinha and Stacey Park Mil-
bern use the term enthusiastically and extensively, in ways that capture the very 
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multiplicity and complexity of the term that we explore  here: to define them-
selves as crips, but even more as a way of marking radical forms of solidarity, 
community, resistance— being a crip elder, practicing crip wisdom, experiencing 
crip grief and bitterness. Translating the Korean word bulgu to crip, Tari Young- 
Jung Na explains that crip politics enables expansive solidarities among minori-
ties without resorting to the very language of identity categories deployed by 
social institutions. Crip politics instead signals the potential for a unified aboli-
tion movement, one opposed to practices of institutionalization that encompass 
many diff er ent forms of segregation, isolation, and incarceration. Sony Coráñez 
Bolton raises a question about the meaning of crip in supercrip, arguing that the 
role taken up by an ill, disabled, colonized, Indigenous  woman in a feminized 
national space— one where indigeneity is associated with disability—is that 
of a supercrip. Kateřina Kolářová positions crip as inseparable from and ma-
terialized with race and racialized understandings of ethnicity. Kolářová takes 
on the articulation of crip genealogies directly “from the point of homosexual, 
nonreproductive, non- straight, unwholesome, paid- for, virus- infected, across- 
the- borders sex acts” so that she does not reproduce whiteness through, in Sara 
Ahmed’s terms, “good genealogical straight lines.”19

Yet even as all of  these authors offer more meaningful and sustaining uses of 
crip, we also want to suggest that this book as a  whole seeks to let go of didac-
tic obligations such as a drive for completion or definitiveness, even or perhaps 
especially around crip. As Jasbir K. Puar notes in her chapter, even though “crip 
theorizing about care webs, resisting productivity, and embracing the collectiv-
ization of slow life” is “capacious and frankly life- saving,” we cannot ignore “the 
epistemological foreclosures of this lexicon in settler colonial contexts such as 
Palestine, where mass impairment is a predominating source of disability.” Crip 
remains incomplete, as do any of its genealogies.

Though we are aware of the sneaky centering weight of US- based modes 
of thought, we note that this multiplicity of genealogies also hints at the im-
possibility of limiting crip to something that singularly originated in Anglo- 
American contexts. As authors of  these chapters write across geopo liti cal contexts 
(what Keguro Macharia calls “the geohistories of location”) about what crip can 
create and connect and how it may disrupt, crip begins to escape singularity 
in its origins and meanings. How might we read this escape in relation to the 
presumed portability of disability justice across borders, a portability that typi-
cally divorces the movement from its origins and even the princi ples attached 
to it.20

And so, while we find ourselves with some kinds of longing for more work to 
be included in this volume, and as we urge our readers to note the incomplete 
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“coverage” of topics and geopo liti cal “sites” in this volume, we si mul ta neously 
urge detaching from the vio lence of such spatial models, particularly the ones 
inherited from area studies and its own inheritance of imperialist investments. 
We also point to the  limited understanding of transnationality as only manifest 
when multiple locales are addressed. It is our view that geopo liti cal analy sis of dis-
ability cannot be done only by looking at “flows” and “undoing borders” without 
attending to how borders have participated in ideas about specific locations, as 
well as their tangled histories of transnational power strug gles and interactions. 
This lengthy introduction serves partly as our effort to extend that critique.

Meta phors of Genealogies, Genealogies of Meta phors

Scholarship, as a privileged form of currency among intellectuals, is a site 
through which power is articulated in ways that deeply impact genealogies.21 
Scholarship’s normative praxis traditionally involves notions of canon, inheri-
tance, filiality, gatekeeping, citation, property, credit, kinship, and more. It is 
further structured by affects, such as paternalism, indebtedness, and “about-
ness”: a training of the intuitive life of the acad emy in which a given field is 
understood— implicitly or explic itly—to be about a specific set of pos si ble 
objects, methods, individuals, and geopo liti cal areas. Aboutness enables a dis-
tinctly arboreal genealogy in that it cuts off transversal affinities and rejects 
rather than welcomes uncommon archives, unexpected co ali tions, tangential 
conversations, and mixed methods. It rejects muted, but crucial, presences.

Sticky Note: The notion of “aboutness” surfaces throughout this 
introduction. It is a concept from Kandice Chuh’s essay “It’s Not 
About Anything.” Chuh writes, “I have for some time been at-
tuned to my irritation with ‘aboutness,’ partly  because of the regu-
larity and normativity of the practices or ga nized by and around 
it. . . .  It seems to me that the determination of what something (a 
novel, a field of study, a lecture) is ‘about’ often is conducted as a 
way of avoiding engagement with difference, and especially with 
racialized difference. I’m pointing attention to how aboutness 
functions as an assessment of relevance, and within the racialized 
economy of academic knowledge (canonical knowledge repro-
ducing whiteness continues to center the US acad emy and thus 
ensures that higher education maintain its long tradition of con-
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tributing to the reproduction of social in equality), preserves the 
(racist) epistemologies of (neo)liberalism through a reproductive 
logic that is utterly unqueer.”22

As disability studies attracts more readers, researchers, activists, students, and 
teachers, a narrow account of its history and status has been gaining ground. 
According to this narrative, the field initially formed in alliance with disability 
rights movements in the United Kingdom and the United States, became more 
intersectional in its engagement with race, class, gender, and sexuality, and fi-
nally grew increasingly diversified and global. This account is reliant on a par tic-
u lar set of meta phors:  after “emerging,” the field has fi nally “arrived”; the “second 
wave” of the field is “flourishing” or even giving way to a newer “third wave.”

But this celebratory rhe toric obscures the unevenness of the field’s growth, 
as well as the conditions that promote it. What effects does this rhe toric have 
on our thinking? How are our conceptualizations of disability studies— and 
thus of disability itself— bound up in or even bound by the frameworks we use 
to describe it? How do the concepts and frameworks we use to describe the 
field orient our thinking in some directions but not  others, or align the field 
with some proj ects rather than  others?

Although  these kinds of questions are urgent, they are not new. Narrations, 
articulations, theorizations, and enactments of a differently centered disability 
studies have long been and continue to be developed among communities of 
scholars and activists, some of which have circulated widely,  others of which 
have remained more closely grounded. All of this scholarship contains provo-
cations, interventions, and insights pertinent to all of our work, and we are 
learning much from the resonances and frictions we have found in scholarship 
calling for “transnational disability studies,” “global disability studies,” “south-
ern disability studies,” and more.23 Part of what feels impor tant to remember 
 here, in this discussion of genealogies and lineages, is that the namings of “dis-
ability studies” found in this scholarship includes vital histories and overviews 
of “the field,” including an identification of key tenets and developments, but 
that field is often described quite differently than in readers and textbooks ed-
ited by academics in the United States. Quite simply, other ways of naming, 
describing, and teaching disability studies— keywords and timelines emerging 
from diff er ent and multiple centers and margins— exist.24

Thus, one of our motivations for this anthology is to make apparent, to 
problematize, to interrogate, question, trou ble, and disrupt the scholarly  habits 
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of the field. To note not only the whiteness of the field but also the ways in 
which it both stays white and perpetuates whiteness. Informed by the work of 
transnational feminism and  women of color feminism, we want to suggest that 
among  those mechanisms of whiteness is not only this language of “field devel-
opment” but also the assumption that “development” (and thus also growth, 
expansion, institutionalization, and so on) is what we are all working  toward.

The wave habit is a habit of whiteness. We are arguing for an installation of 

new habits, ones that refuse the law of coherence in order to make more pathways 

for pre sent and  future work.

Naming the existence of a prior “first wave” of disability studies gives the field 
a history and legacy, suggesting a legitimacy conferred by years of strug gle. The 
“first wave” then serves as a repository, a location in the past for  those theories 
that we have moved beyond, that have outlasted their usefulness, that are no lon-
ger relevant. As Therí A. Pickens notes, “to reach backward for intellectual fore-
bears and trace a clear line of thought” positions what ever “theory emerges as 
not only useful, but inevitable.”25 The wave meta phor also signals that the field 
has a  future: if we are in the second wave now, surely the third (or fourth) wave 
is coming. The wave model thus positions scholarship as linear, as progressing 
neatly from one wave to the next, with each wave constituting separate and dis-
crete lines of thought. One manifestation of this way of thinking is the still com-
mon assertion in white disability studies and activism that it is disability’s turn 
in the spotlight, that it is time for disability studies now that “ we’ve done race/
gender/sexuality.” But as that example suggests, determining what counts as first 
or second wave, or which inquiries had to happen first and are now “over,” is a po-
liti cal move, rife with assumptions about the field and its subjects of study. The 
wave model thus serves as a mechanism for canonizing white disability studies 
texts as foundational to what ever scholarship comes “next,” insisting on the pri-
macy of that scholarship (the “first wave”) to more recent disability scholarship, 
even though the latter might be more attuned to work in ethnic studies, queer 
theory, or queer of color critique. As  feminist theorists such as Michelle Rowley 
and Kimberly Springer have long noted, the wave meta phor is an assimilating 
logic, reserving legibility for  those theories and movements framed in relation 
to white Western ideas and positions. It obscures the fact that theory outside of 
the white Anglo- American context, outside of white Anglophone imaginaries, 
has unfolded along diff er ent chronologies, temporalities, and taxonomies.26

But waves are not the only naturalistic meta phor to trou ble, that trou ble. 
Think of how trees have been drawn into the very discourses disability studies 
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aims to resist: “Like a tree, eugenics draws its materials from many sources and 
organizes them into an harmonious entity,” reads the caption on an infamous 
eugenic tract below a line- drawing of a large, sprawling tree. Sociology, anthro-
pology, history, and biology constitute some of the roots of this eugenics tree, 
right alongside  mental testing and anthropometry.27 “The self- direction of 
 human evolution,” namely the upward thrust and spread of the tree, explic itly 
relies on disciplinary systems of knowledge- making. What crip work might we 
make of this investment in a single line of owner ship  going all the way back, 
much like the grab of universality? How do attempts to ground disability stud-
ies in disciplinary histories, to trace the lineages of our thoughts back to  earlier 
sources, replicate this move to “draw materials from many sources and or ga nize 
them into an harmonious entity”?

Feelings continue to swirl. If one is inspired to give “credit” where credit is due— 

one way to extend lines of recognition to genuine moments of inspiration and the 

 people who made them pos si ble—is it pos si ble to disentangle gratitude from align-

ing with only and always genealogical gratitude? Is it enough to queer ancestry if the 

arboreal ancestry has been a violent heteropaternalism?

Even if genealogy can be revised to mean not only (an imagination of ) arbo-
real descent but instead something having “no beginning and end” with “each 
point [a]s the center”—as in the videopoem in Natalia Duong’s essay in this 
volume—or something even more coincidentally generative and unconnected 
to evolutionary time, it is still worth asking the questions: To what extent is one 
still functioning in a settler colonial and imperial model of attribution, prop-
erty, and personhood? What does one do when facing genealogy as a mode of 
obligational aboutness, which necessarily constitutes  those who can arbitrate? 
Is it pos si ble to continue in the face of a genealogy that legitimizes defensive 
acts of vio lence on individuals whose very work or presence would defang that 
genealogy? How does one manage to enact a metaphysics of presence, rather 
than absence, in order to be recognized as “ doing the work” to “advance” a 
field, a contravening subfield, or a cause of some kind? Must one disengage, and 
how? Can we also imagine undoing, relinquishing, shrinking, and unsettling 
the field—or certain aspects of it—as opposed to  doing, acquiring, expanding, 
and occupying it? If crip genealogies rely on disconnect and incomprehensibil-
ity as much as connection, translatability, and per sis tence, then what kinds of 
meta phor enable us to think about transversality or about coincidental hap-
penings that  bubble up in diff er ent places? What imaginations would allow us 
to presume the presence of multilingual expressions?
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Alternative meta phors can sometimes be ones that attempt to re- naturalize 
nature; a famous one is Deleuze and Guattari’s meta phor of the rhizome, a spa-
tialization (and to some degree temporalization) of thought that is multilin-
eal, multidirectional, and multiple rather than binaristic, and horizontal rather 
than strictly vertical. Rhizomatic entities, such as some fungi, are said to oper-
ate in mutualistic ways rather than unidirectional feeding, which would seem 
to liberate a more toxic rendering of  labor. The affective rehearsal is seen over 
and over again in an exchange in the classroom: “Well, but what if we look at 
it outside of a linear model of inheritance? What about a rhizome?” followed 
by smiles of plea sure and relief. But the question must be asked: Does anyone 
 really know how all kinds of rhizomes grow, and do they all simply evacuate 
dominance? What does horizontality actually mean? Horizontality can also 
be a site of vio lence and encroachment; horizontality can imply discreteness as 
much as connection. The rhizome  doesn’t eliminate the possibility of single- 
source growth from iconic, dubious schematic origins, and it does not remove 
the fantasy of territorial growth from its fantasy of distribution of knowledge. 
Even the rhizome can be colonial.

And meta phors of waves, trees, and even rhizomes can be tools not only of 
white disability studies, but also of settler and imperial disability studies. Let’s 
add the notion of field itself to the mix. In its reliance on developmental mod-
els of scholarship, “field” inscribes colonial temporalities and spatialities into 
our conceptions of scholarship. Lineages are claimed; scholars and texts are 
flagged as belonging (or not belonging) to the field; borders are demarcated; 
pioneers of the field are named and celebrated. The “field” begins to resemble a 
sovereign nation- state in which one needs to be qualified as a citizen for legiti-
macy and presence. Within such logics, growing, expanding, and incorporat-
ing more territory into the field are largely unquestioned goals; so, too, is the 
institutionalization of disability studies itself into departments, programs, cen-
ters; curricula and degree requirements; bud gets and governance structures.

We have encouraged or been part of some of  these moves ourselves, urging 
the field to move in new directions or participating in initiatives to seed dis-
ability studies across our universities; this very introduction could be read in 
that light. Institutionalization can help make our research practices, theoretical 
insights, and pedagogies legible to funders, or hiring committees, or reviewers 
and evaluators. But we also want to trou ble the move to institutionalize, mak-
ing plain that the two diff er ent definitions of institutionalization— integrating 
a field of study into the structure of the university and confining  people into 
highly restricted and surveilled spaces— are not as fully distinct as one might 
imagine. Confining knowledge, separating it from the communities most 
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 affected by it; using institutional power to sort, label, regulate, and surveil: 
naming such habits, technologies, and practices helps surface the disciplining 
power of the institution. What might it tell us about “disability studies” that it 
si mul ta neously offers deep critiques of the practice of institutionalization even 
as it argues for its own institutionalization within the acad emy?

Yet our feeling is that we cannot simply reject academic spaces and scholar-
ship as a  whole, even as we disavow their historical roots and continued invest-
ment in legacy building, settler colonialism, and white supremacy. Yearning 
brought us to the acad emy and to disability studies, and yearning keeps us 
 there: yearning for the love of and connection to kindred thinkers; for the joy 
found in teaching and creating intellectual work; for the possibility of shared 
rebellion and transgression, however small it is; and for the hopefulness of what 
academic spaces might allow us to explore. We remember, too, that oppression 
and privilege are not monolithic: institutional legitimacy has not always been 
made available to disability studies, even as many declare that disability studies 
has “arrived.” Students have difficulty finding curricula that speak to their ex-
periences and often meet re sis tance from faculty when they propose proj ects, 
readings, and methods informed by disability/disability studies. Instructors 
face gatekeeping at multiple scales: curriculum committees refuse to allow crip 
in course titles and descriptions; committees approve disability courses only as 
electives or supplements to the “core” program; and institutions keep disabil-
ity studies scholars / disabled scholars in contingent positions, allowed in only 
as visitors or adjuncts to the scholarly community. Sick and disabled faculty, 
staff, and students continue to face access barriers at  every level of the institu-
tion, with one of the most stubborn of  those barriers being the presumption 
that  these are personal (and personnel) prob lems rather than structural ones.28 
Most  people who want to learn and practice disability studies have to find their 
place in conventional disciplines with rigid methodologies and canons that un-
dergird ableism, racism, sexism, and imperialism by default. The establishment 
of degree- granting programs in disability studies has been slow, and job op-
portunities in disability studies are  limited, often requiring faculty to identify 
other “homes” for the purposes of tenure and promotion, “homes” that may be 
ignorant of or even hostile to the work of disability studies. And the place of 
disability studies in academic institutions is made even more precarious when 
other interdisciplinary critical studies, such as critical ethnic studies and gen-
der and  women’s studies, have been subject to mergers, reductions, and closures 
 under the strategic divestment plans of universities.

As the four of us worked on this proj ect, other meta phors (about episte-
mology, knowledge organ ization, communities, and oppressions) arose in our 
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 conversations. Grids: a regulated, mea sured layout of intersecting axes that 
may potentially have centers. Networks. Assemblages. Webs: with and without 
centers and margins. Frequencies? Might they make room for simultaneity and 
concurrence, or asynchrony and disconnect, without linear notions of succes-
sion, causality, lineage, and connectivity?29 We also thought about meta phors 
for aquatic life: the life under neath the waves, the beings that do not survive 
 after emerging above  water. What is the signal when something smells fishy and 
when we are on the same wavelength? Digestion, indigestion, and ingestion 
also came up: the notion of being forced to ingest certain ideas, the notion of 
being digested into the field, feeling sick.

We won der: What are radically diff er ent ways of building crip space within, 
around, or across academia without reinforcing normative criteria for creden-
tials, degrees, evaluation, pedagogy, methodology, and genealogy? What makes 
pos si ble subversive existences undetected by the radar of the bureaucratic uni-
versity, and how can they become more radically and transformatively crip? 
Our universities’ perpetuation of vio lence and their insatiable investments in 
white supremacy, capitalism, and imperialism urge us to continue pursuing cer-
tain studies precisely  because they have been marginalized and discredited as 
irrelevant, unreasonable, unuseful, and unpractical. Use value has long been 
used as a cudgel against minoritized knowledges and the  people who produce 
them, both valued only insofar as they serve racial capitalism. How can we, to-
gether, rethink what is valued as knowledge, or dislodge the institution from 
the work produced within it?

Never forget the knowledge that does not emerge to the sight of institutional 

knowledge management, that escapes its notice. The knowledge that has to be 

hidden for survival. Theory in the flesh.30

As part of our collective writing exercises, we each wrote short reflections 
on our own intellectual histories and genealogies, tracing the multiple and id-
iosyncratic paths that continue to inform our approaches to, understandings 
of, hopes for, and feelings about our investments in disability studies. In our 
conversations that followed, Mel shared a toad gesture, or “something about 
honoring and remembering what is  here and has been  here.” Eunjung told the 
story of an “immigration bag” in which she carried books from Seoul to Chi-
cago to study disability studies, a bag that had to be dragged through airports 
 because its wheels  stopped turning. What might we learn about crip genealo-
gies in their moves? This question is partly one of citation practice and for-
matting: How do the structures and conventions of academic “style” assume 
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that our scholarly influences are contained in— and  limited to— texts? Can we 
think instead about recognizing the hold, the pull, the influence of objects or 
entities or feelings? In asking this question, in making room in citation prac-
tices for toads, gestures, bags and baggage, we affirm other ways to connect to 
crip that are not bound up with humanness, with the idea of a recognizable 
self, or stabilized as an expected positionality or vow. We feel resonances  here 
between  these kinds of intellectual moves and the tension between a relation-
ally identifiable crip (like “a queer,” perhaps) and the simultaneous desire for an 
incoherent sense of self unbound by that nominalization.

Claiming ancestors is hard, or rather, having claimed ancestors is hard (which 

is necessary for someone to write what ancestors they “have”). It requires, to me, 

turning to  human ancestors implicitly (I know not every one  will take it this way), and 

perhaps also being  human. It takes something that many folks  don’t quite have or 

necessarily even want. Ancestor is an essentially natalist, heterosexualist concept 

that to me  can’t be fully queered (maybe  because it relies on generations implicitly— 

elders  doesn’t cause the same conniption), and so, fending with diaspora, queer-

ness, my own adoption- rich  family, inhumanness, I lose power rather than gain it. 

But I fully acknowledge: this is also about me, and how difficult it is to claim  things, 

identities, lineages, groups, and the like.

Methodically Crip: More Crip Feelings

It is incumbent on  those of us thinking about crip genealogies to address one 
means of mapping genealogy: through mappings of method; tracing how 
 things are thought, how  things are done. (As in, a mode of thinking is pre-
served  because one can trace lines of thinking in a par tic u lar way through his-
tory.) How is thinking and theorizing done? What are its objects, and what is 
supposed to happen to  those objects in the shifts of knowledge that constitute 
study? How is disability made use of as a meaningful category?

Sticky Note: As a collective of disabled authors with diff er ent ac-
cess needs, our writing together has, of necessity, involved explicit 
attention to the pro cess of writing: working across diff er ent modali-
ties (writing both synchronously and asynchronously, blending typ-
ing with dictation, translating spoken ideas and stories into written 
sentences), diff er ent locations (meeting both online and in extended 
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thinking both fast and slow). Over time, we have learned how to 
write directly into each other’s sentences, finishing each other’s 
thoughts, sharing words and ideas and feelings. Writing collectively 
became a deeply speculative experience, a form of time travel, in 
which we always ended up in places we  hadn’t foreseen. Together.

We understand method as a kind of  doing. And to the extent that one can 
refer to “a” method, it is a kind of package of  doing, a script for action. At the 
same time, we note that a given method can also constitute an undoing. That is, 
method can easily work, against evidence, to undo what is already  there: relation, 
co ali tion, possibility, care. (This is why something called “queer method” has 
developed, as a way to refuse the willed perceptions and exclusions of standard 
perspectives and lines of connection.) “Rigor”— the demand for a  “rigorous” 
method— can thus double as vio lence as it undoes other relations than  those can-
onized or already known to be consequential, linear, within reason.

Thus, the four of us found the method of our work always and necessarily in-
formed not only by the scholarship that preceded us but also by the feelings that 
brought us to do this work, separately and together. That is to say: Articulating, 
naming, thinking through “crip genealogies” is not just a mode of  doing but also 
a mode of feeling. The kind of work we are hoping to see, the methods and orien-
tations and moves we want and desire, are both about  doing and about feeling.

This work radiates out: we want to do “disability studies” (for lack of a  better 
term at this moment) in par tic u lar ways, and we feel par tic u lar ways about that 
 doing; we feel par tic u lar ways about other  people’s  doing of disability studies 
and want to do  things about their  doings; we think that other  people’s  doings 
of disability studies is also about their feelings; and we are frustrated (a feel-
ing!) by being asked or expected to do disability studies in par tic u lar ways as a 
way of protecting other  people’s feelings about disability studies.

We want to acknowledge and learn from all of  these feelings. One reason 
among many would be a recognition (a queer recognition, a feminist recog-
nition) that scholarship affects us— scholarship is about incorporation, or an 
expectation of incorporation, and we have feelings about that (expectation of ) 
incorporation.

I  don’t want to read  those  people  because I  don’t have the digestive system to 

ingest  those kinds of words.
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Much of our work together on this volume required us to voice our feel-
ings (gut feelings) about whom to read, about which words to take in. This 
crip genealogical proj ect does therefore attend to “the politics of citation,” but 
it recognizes that such politics is not merely about refusing canons and cit-
ing sources. It is also about recognizing that who and what we cite shifts us, 
changes us, feeds us, depletes us, isolates us, situates us, makes expectations on 
us. (And yes, our citation practice both determines who the “us” is and who 
that “us” becomes.)

Who are we becoming in relation to what we  don’t read, or in relation to  those 

whom we turn away and turn away from? Turning  toward, turning away, turning 

away from: all are meaningful.

We are thinking not only of recognizing and practicing feelings as a kind 
of method, but of attending to, paying attention to, how a method  will be felt 
and by whom. That construction— how  will X be felt— acknowledges that 
methodologies have effects (and affects) and pushes us  toward being more 
responsible along  those lines. It has the potential to trou ble a move  toward 
instrumentalism.

In this spirit, we offer you some of the feelings that guide our method:

Crankiness
X makes me cranky.
— Julie/Eunjung/Mel/Alison, often and repeatedly, at diff er ent moments of our 
work together, with the value of X shifting and changing.

Crankiness about the field, about experiences we have all had in the field, with 
 people in the field, with descriptions of and orientations to and away from the 
field. Might crankiness be a crip method? What if the cranky feeling is a sen-
try? A way to feel navigation, a repulsion away from something about which 
we have to decide  whether to tell it, “I  don’t want you, you have done wrong” 
first?

In naming our crankiness, we remember Audre Lorde’s “The Uses of Anger.” 
Anger and crankiness are not identical, yet much in that essay feels related to 
the feelings we expressed to each other  under the name of crankiness: “I cannot 
hide my anger to spare you guilt, nor hurt feelings, nor answering anger; for to 
do so insults and trivializes all our efforts,” Lorde writes. And  later adds, “When 
we turn from anger we turn from insight, saying we  will accept only the designs 
already known, deadly and safely familiar. I have tried to learn my anger’s useful-
ness to me, as well as its limitations.” Our method in this volume— the feelings 
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we bring to this volume— led us away from the “designs already known,” at once 
both deadly and safe.31

As four  people thinking together, part of what makes us cranky is the drive 
to complete: the drive to turn disability into a kind of totalizing narrative (“mas-
ter trope”), the drive to make “disability” always the central category that il-
luminates every thing about all the other categories, the drive to have answers 
at the ready for all the questions we want to pose and with which we want to 
linger. The imperative to do something leaves unchallenged the notion that the 
only  thing that  matters is action, that one’s impulse to act, to do, to answer, is a 
good one. One might do the wrong  thing, but that can be fixed.  There’s a meld-
ing of  doing and intention  here, so that neither  doing nor intending are ques-
tioned in and of themselves; both are often tools of ableist white supremacy. 
But/and we can therefore think of a methodological undoing as a move away 
from this assertion of completion, of closure, of successor narratives, of univer-
sality, of “application,” of comprehension, of achievement, of intervention, of 
correction, of omniscience, of action.

NOTICE:  these are all words of white ableist productivity.

Sticky Note: The idea of the master trope appears in a number of 
widely cited disability theory texts. It refers to the idea— one that 
trou bles us, that we hope to trou ble— that disability functions as a 
sort of guiding princi ple of oppression, that social hierarchies of all 
kinds are at root hierarchies of ability.

As much as crankiness is pointing outward, it is also entangled with our com-
mitment to being where we are, the place where disability does not just appear 
in passing or in the “ etc.” Crankiness is yearning for more.

Obligation/disloyalty
The feeling of “having to” cite someone. The sense that certain  people “have to” 
be cited for work to be legible as disability studies. The sense that we need to 
perform certain kinds of gratitude to  those in the field who preceded us. Want-
ing to name names. Wanting to not name names.

Responsibility
To whom do we feel responsible?
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Responsibility as method. Responsibility as accountability, as recognizing 
the  people and stories we want to hold in this volume.

Responsibility as responsiveness. Responsiveness to the voices we want to 
center/amplify/lift, responsiveness to pervasive problems/injustices in the 
world at large as well as in the field.

Natalia Duong’s essay in this book offers dance as one pos si ble model for the 
kind of responsibility/responsiveness we feel and want to enact. “For in dance,” 
Duong writes, “the weight exchange between bodies molds force into some-
thing to be received and traded rather than unidirectionally imposed. Each 
body is responsible, and enabled to respond. Perhaps the threat of unpredict-
ability looms; however, it is mediated by the premise that  every action is always 
already being received by another, new, consequent action.”

Joy
Our love for each other is generative for our work. Feeling good about the 
work we know is happening out  there and in this book, feeling good about 
the work  because we feel good about the  people, in this volume and elsewhere, 
 doing the work. The four of us feeling good about each other, about coming to 
this work together.

Expansiveness
The feeling that so many possibilities for disability studies— for what the field 
can be and do— keep getting shut down  because of narrow ideas of “what dis-
ability is,” “what disability studies is,” who gets to “be” disability studies and 
who gets to “speak for” disability studies. The feeling of expansiveness when 
 those possibilities are welcomed and nourished instead of shut down.

When disability studies scholars expand our understanding of what constitutes disability 
politics, understanding that disability politics can be enacted by  those who might never 
call their work disability activism or identify themselves as disabled, then we can begin 
to build a stronger understanding of how disability activism and anti- ableist thinking has 
occurred historically within a wide range of activist and community spaces, especially 
among racialized and other oppressed groups.
— Sami Schalk, in this volume

Complicity
The work of compiling this volume and cowriting this introduction has forced 
us to grapple intensely with how aligned with whiteness the field of disability 
studies is and has been.
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I am part of this field too. I  can’t disavow my role in perpetuating its whiteness.

I am complicit not only in the field’s whiteness, but also in the institution’s (and 

the field’s) ableism.

Desire
Are all “good” feelings ones that promote desire, or align desire? What are the 
dangers of desiring disability, as much as uttering  those words can be, and pro-
mote, good feelings? Is it also hard to allow ourselves to do precisely and only 
what we desire, given the configurations of  labor and power that position us 
and that provide an interpretive framework for our actions? In other words, 
does the formation of a network of desire for disability studies (both in the 
sense of within and in the sense of what is being served) make desire itself 
suspect? Or, as with any discourse of aboutness, does such a network of 
desire presume, require, and consolidate desirable centers and undesirable 
margins?

What is understood as “goodness” can be ambiguous between how a body 
feels and the value system that has told us what is good and what is bad. 
(Hence, the desirability for “bad subjects” among Foucauldians.) Forms of 
violation, whiteness, master moves, helping  others, are made to feel good/de-
sirable in ways that feel undeniable and verifiable in the body’s experience of 
the feeling.

Lezlie Frye’s contribution to this volume uses the phrase “desirable discord” 
to trou ble a well- established narrative that treats the US- based disability rights 
movement as an extension or outgrowth of the Black civil rights movement. 
 Here Frye aligns desire not with “feeling good” but with tension, contradic-
tion, dissent. Desire becomes not an affirmation of what is already presumed 
good but a mechanism for opposing a narrative that, as Frye argues, both 
“maintains the whiteness of disability studies” and “haunts con temporary so-
cial justice movements predicated on co ali tion work.” Might Frye’s use of 
desire orient us away from desiring disability even as it moves us into the ter-
rain of crip desire?

The Unnamable, Uncategorizable Feelings
Some feelings, like the pain in my back that I know is  there but that I cannot 
quite feel, are not quite nameable: they require periphrastic language, or they 
simply make us feel “off.” What of  those?

“Yikes!” is another feeling!
— Mel
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Nonalignment/disidentification
Developed by Latinx queer theorist José Esteban Muñoz, disidentification is 
a term now widely associated with queer method— a way of  doing that acts 
both within and against available theoretical currents. Yet, as Sami Schalk 
points out in her essay “Coming to Claim Crip,” disidentification is also a feel-
ing: “I find myself, a minoritarian subject, disidentifying with disability stud-
ies, a minoritarian field of research,  because although the field’s re sis tance to 
the pathologization of non- normative bodies appeals to me as a nondisabled, 
fat, black, queer  woman, the shortage of substantive race analy sis within the 
field and the relatively minor attention given to issues of class and sexuality 
trou ble me deeply and disallow me any direct Good Subject identification. . . .  
Despite the disjuncture I experience in the field as it currently exists, I still have 
a deeply personal, emotional affinity with disability studies scholar and activist 
communities.”32

Using this term— disidentification— puts us in a queer genealogy that starts 
with Muñoz and flows through Schalk. To describe our relationship with dis-
ability studies as disidentification means coming to disability not via the usual 
paths but via queer of color critique and a Black feminist disability theorist. 
And yet, as Schalk herself reminds us, “Disidentification is not, however, the 
only useful minoritarian po liti cal strategy and may not be appropriate or ef-
fective for all subjects or situations.” Disidentification is one way to structure 
the feelings that animate the crip genealogy we seek to trace, but  there are 
 others.

Another way to describe our relationship to or feelings about disability 
studies comes to us via— and note, enforcers of aboutness, this turn is neither 
unusual nor “flighty”— the Non- Aligned Movement of African and Asian 
countries in 1961, which understood nonalignment as an anti- Western/North-
ern, anti- imperialist, and interdependent practice of refusal.33 We take both the 
gesture of nonalignment and the history of  people turning away from West-
ern/Northern dominance and  toward each other as meaningful to this proj-
ect. Nonalignment immediately calls to mind thoughts of bodies, minds, and 
bodyminds that  don’t “align.” But rather than misalignment, which suggests a 
 mistake that can perhaps be fixed, nonalignment points to a refusal of the norm 
altogether.

And yet:  there are  things, bodies, presences, entities, theories, orientations, move-

ments, and gestures  toward which or even with which we do want to align, no? Nor 

can we disavow the ways in which the word align associates with perfect matches 

and straight lines; the ways in which  nonalignment itself associates with a Cold 
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War history in which a nation- state is forced to choose one of the two superpow-

ers to survive or the countries who have created an alliance based on not aligning 

themselves with the superpowers. We note our ambivalence about nonalignment 

as a way of marking that no descriptor is without its potential prob lems and pitfalls.

What the term nonalignment gives us, via the history of the Non- Aligned 
Movement, is a way to speak to the need for affiliating differently, for devel-
oping practices of anticoloniality, collectivity, copresence, and touch that can 
make nonalignment with power pos si ble.  Here we invoke Jina B. Kim’s pro-
posal for a reading practice that looks for patterns and practices of care and 
support rather than assertions of re sis tance: “Rather than reading for evidence 
of self- ownership or re sis tance,” Kim suggests reading “for relations of social, 
material, and prosthetic support— that is, the vari ous means through which 
lives are enriched, enabled, and made pos si ble.”34 Might this be a way of de-
centering not just disability studies but canon and field- defining work in gen-
eral, as well as assumptions of geographic consolidation in the West? Can we 
think of ways of naming nonalignment and disidentification not as forms of 
re sis tance ( because re sis tance implies against or to something, such that the 
orienting object remains white disability studies, for example), but as forms of 
support, care, and relation that instead take no heed of existing consolidations 
of majoritarian power?

 There are years that ask questions and years that answer.
— Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes  Were Watching God

Incomplete
We have questions. In many cases, we are offering questions without offering 
answers. This, too, is a method: a way  toward incompleteness. Centering ques-
tions can be a way of shifting energies: not this but that. Centering questions 
might also require shifts: we must think differently for a question to register 
as a question. One of our early readers noted that we are offering “questions 
and challenges in [our] introduction that the volume seems unable to address 
in some contexts.” We agree! As the four of us worked together on this intro-
duction, we succumbed more and more (individually at times and collectively 
at  others) to bouts of concern that we  were raising too many questions and 
challenges for which we did not have immediate answers. We found ourselves 
per sis tently thinking through what a question is asking of us, what it is asking 
us to do. We became more committed to the challenges even as adequate an-
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swers seemed increasingly elusive. Our questions— leaving them in some cases 
unanswered— are a crucial aspect of our intervention. We invite you to con-
tinue asking, thinking, and feeling— incompletely— with us.

Sticky Note: Lists appear throughout this introduction. Although 
we did not originally intend to keep  these lists (they initially ap-
peared only as drafts, as places in the text to return and expand our 
thinking), their repetition and recurrence as a form fi nally made 
us take notice. We came to see them not only as a form of access, 
allowing readers to pick up ideas in a diff er ent format, but also 
as a way of marking some of our influences. While Christopher 
Bell’s “Modest Proposal” is widely cited for its argument about the 
whiteness of disability studies, a key ele ment of its structure— the 
top ten list of “do nots”—is rarely mentioned. We felt its echoes as 
we created our own lists of how white disability studies works and 
of scholarly habits to avoid. But inspired, too, by the more recent 
work of Angel L. Miles, Akemi Nishida, and Anjali J. Forber- Pratt, 
we have also included lists of habits to cultivate: lists of feelings, 
orientations, and practices that help us think ds other wise.

Can lists also resist completion? Is  there something about their 
form that makes more allowance for incompleteness  because 
other points can be added without requiring significant revision 
to what came before . . .  or might lists, especially lists of do’s and 
do not’s, generate the dangerous expectation of prescriptions as a 
way out?

White Disability Studies and Access Exceptionalism

As many of us know,  there are  those who have left and continue to leave sds [the 
Society for Disability Studies] and disability studies  because they feel the effects of 
racism— they feel unsafe, even as  others continue to name sds as the only place they 
feel safe, feel home; multiple affective responses circulate. Part of being in relation is 
to acknowledge  these affective ruptures and not paper over them; to not insist on a 
single story or experience of disability studies but rather to see all of  these orientations 
and affects as part of the genealogy of disability studies, as determining what disability 
studies and its gatherings like sds can become. Attention to affect and archive, in our 
view, might inform an alternate law of cohesion— one more fleshed out than a sheer 
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cynical application of “intersectionality” in which race can be “done.” We know this is 
no panacea; and yet, race is not done, and no one has arrived. This might be a bad feeling 
worth working for.
— Mel and Alison, Critical Ethnic Studies Association Conference, 2013

We begin this section with questions not of “ whether,” but of “how.” How does 
a mandate for coherence in disability studies serve whiteness, white suprem-
acy, and forms of cultural or intellectual imperialism? How does the insistence 
on a single, coherent narrative of disability studies (and perhaps of disability 
itself ) allow, above and beyond mere disciplinarity, the whitewashing of dis-
ability studies, of disability histories, and of histories of disability studies in 
classrooms and bibliography sections and beyond? How do we challenge the 
per sis tent impulse to deny the fact that disability has primarily been politicized 
in terms of whiteness (at least in white- dominant socie ties), which has fostered 
the proliferation of analogies between disability and nonwhite racial forma-
tions? How might we begin to recognize the capacious and generative possi-
bilities of a disability studies that is less interested in “incorporating” race and 
more interested in engaging deeply with the fields, practices, and knowledges 
of critical race and ethnic studies and related areas? How do meta phors restrain 
and open up  these endeavors?

Whiteness is constituted through vari ous enactments of the power to de-
clare that what is understood as race exists only in nonwhite bodies. If whiteness 
is exceptional to or “ free of ” racialization, it is thought to reveal the impact of 
disability more clearly, rather than showing how whiteness and figures of dis-
ability work together. “Single- issue politics”— say, accounts of disability that are 
thought “simpler” from the perspective of white narration— are actually masked 
intersections of privilege and oppression (white disabled  people) that  don’t re-
ceive as much attention as marked intersections of minoritization or disadvan-
tage (disabled  people of color). One of the manifestations of this constitution is 
that whiteness confers on itself the sole ability, capacity, or right to talk about, 
comprehend, and define both whiteness/white  people and “every one  else.” 
Whiteness comes to function as consumption, incorporation, omniscience, om-
nipotence. Whiteness has a global currency (global white supremacy) in which 
white  people hold the power to legitimize and evaluate someone or something’s 
quality. Whiteness and light skin color as a currency is at work even in non-
white majority nation- states that view nonwhite  people as the default group of 
citizenship, yet still seek white approval of their sovereignty and per for mance. 
Whiteness has enabled access to material resources and cultural and identitarian 
repre sen ta tions as well as grievances and  legal reparations.
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And yet: as late cap i tal ist austerity mea sures continue to threaten the sur-
vival of  people with disabilities, many white disabled  people seem to assume 
that white privilege and ableist precarity cannot coexist, as if living  under 
one threat means you cannot si mul ta neously be protected from  others. It is 
this refusal to acknowledge whiteness as a shield that allows one to separate 
disability- based oppression from other systems of oppression. By calling at-
tention to  these dynamics, we are not arguing for a denial or minimization of 
the mea sures that threaten the survival of disabled  people, but rather for being 
more attentive to the differential effects and impacts of  these threats.

Moreover, naming the whiteness of disability studies can be a way of effec-
tively preserving that whiteness; to begin and end with a statement about dom-
inance, as do opening disclaimers about  limited authority on the basis of one’s 
positioning as white— only to go on with a  limited perspective of a white ge-
nealogy of scholarship— further obscures the work that has always been  there, 
albeit ignored by a proprietary genealogy of whiteness. Are  there not moments 
when we might best be served by assuming that the field has not always been 
already and only white,  because it might push us to expand our notions of what 
counts as disability studies?

White disability studies, the term coined by Christopher Bell, has become a 
frequently invoked term, used to distinguish one’s intellectual work from work 
that does not attend to whiteness (even when engaging with nonwhiteness). 
We note, then, the need to distinguish white disability studies from the claim 
that “disability studies is white.” In an effort to take this distinction seriously, 
we have de cided to examine “white disability studies” in an effort to provin-
cialize it, to assert that white disability studies is not and never has been the 
only disability studies, to make plain that one can do disability studies without 
 doing white disability studies.

Sticky Note: Chris Bell’s essay was first published in the second 
edition of the Disability Studies Reader (edited by Lennard Davis, 
2006). It was retitled in the third and fifth editions of the reader 
(2010, 2017),  after Bell’s death in 2009. The essay was omitted from 
the fourth edition (2013) when it was mistakenly thought that the 
essay’s call was no longer needed.

“Introducing White Disability Studies: A Modest Proposal.” 
2nd edition, 2006
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“Is Disability Studies Actually White Disability Studies?” 3rd edi-
tion, 2010
 4th edition, 2013
“Is Disability Studies Actually White Disability Studies?” 5th edi-
tion, 2017

What are some of the attributes of white disability studies? We offer an in-
complete list  here, and we do so noting that the “moves” named below are ones 
in which we have participated; we are not seeking to claim our own innocence 
or disavow our own involvement in white disability studies.

— Aiming to have disability recognized as a valuable  human difference (as a 
self- sufficient abstraction) without attending to how other forms of differ-
ence fundamentally reconfigure binaries of disability/ability and reshape 
human/nonhuman relations. Do we  really want to use “ human being” as the 
central mode of po liti cal thought, as if the  human itself is “a natu ral organism”?35 
Or to deploy a sweeping register of “diversity” centralized around the  human 
figure? Cripping can also mean recognizing nonhumanity as a posture and as an 
intervention.

— Instrumentalization. Disability scholars are often deeply attentive to the 
ways in which disabled  people, positions, materials, and archives—as well as the 
enterprise of “crip theory”— have become instruments for  others’ theorizations 
and arguments. But in what ways have we as disability scholars participated 
in the instrumentalization of  others’ knowledge (and “other” knowledges)? 
Can we know in advance the difference between instrumentalism and mutual 
or complex engagement? How have we (“we” as a field, as well as “we” as the 
scholars who have put this anthology together) failed to be self- critical as re-
gards our own desire to engage with other/different/“exotic” knowledges?36

— Rhetorical surveillance. In their theorization of a Black feminist disabil-
ity studies framework, Moya Bailey and Izetta Autumn Mobley highlight is-
sues of language and rhe toric as an urgent site of analy sis, noting that “Black 
 people are often singled out and critiqued for the use of ableist language” with-
out more nuanced attention to the ways in which “Black cultural production is 
often rearranging the original meaning and use of words for specific anti- racist 
purposes.”37 Hershini Bhana Young’s work similarly reveals the nuanced depic-
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tions of illness, disability, and “differential movement” pre sent in African dia-
sporic cultural production that are lost to scholars who refuse to engage with 
per for mances of disability by artists “without” disabilities. Indeed, an extensive 
archive of art and activism by disabled cultural workers of color has been ex-
cluded from analy sis by disability scholars  because the language it deploys to 
explore disability experience does not conform to that used by white disability 
activists.

— Access washing. Stacey Park Milbern warns us about access washing, when 
institutions and dominant groups “leverag[e] ‘accessibility’ as justification to 
harm communities of color and poor & working class communities,” such 
as when counties in Georgia moved to close polling places in majority Black 
neighborhoods by claiming they  were inaccessible to disabled voters.38 Other 
examples include policies that increase gentrification and displacement; 
Milbern mentions a “city government implementing anti- homeless mea sures 
 under the guise of making streets more accessible to  people with disabilities, 
with no consideration that  those most harmed by this— houseless commu-
nity members losing access to public space without alternative safety nets— 
are  people [with] disabilities themselves.”39 Laura Jaffee offers a transnational 
conceptualization of access washing, with a focus on US and Israeli settler co-
lonialisms. She defines access washing as “rhe toric and practices that render 
vis i ble and valuable to the state par tic u lar, relatively privileged (namely white, 
settler, straight, cis- male) disabled  people while leaving unmoved a state struc-
ture premised on the production of disability injustice (in par tic u lar, through 
settler- colonialism and imperialism).”40 Her concern resonates with Aimi 
Hamraie’s interrogatory approach to access: access for whom, access to what?41 
Jaffee turns  these questions to an event that provided “access” but  violated 
the Palestinian- led movement for Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions (bds) 
against Israel. Access—as “indexed by the provision of asl and cart— was 
a mechanism to recruit a larger audience to an event that normalized Israeli 
settler- colonialism and  violated an international call for academic boycott by 
Palestinian  people.”42

Milbern and Jaffee’s access washing often conspires with a practice we are 
calling access exceptionalism, or the prioritizing of access above all other dimen-
sions of justice, thereby narrowing down what constitutes access itself.

— Access exceptionalism: the use of access as a tool of exerting whiteness 
and severing disability access from broader social justice. In discussing ac-
cess exceptionalism, we are hoping to open a conversation about the ways in 
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which (a dominant and dominating understanding of ) “access” operates as a 
tool of whiteness and white supremacy. When “access” is understood in indi-
vidualized ways, as something with which to comply, it frequently functions 
as a deployment of whiteness; conversely, access understood in this way can 
be deployed in ser vice of white supremacy. Access washing is a prime exam-
ple of such deployment of whiteness, by highlighting access provisions in a 
way that aids and hides injustice against nonwhite communities. Exception-
alizing access manifests in calling out what is perceived as access failure, par-
ticularly “failures” by  people of color or  others living at or aware of lives at the 
intersections. The idea that certain accommodations, often  those institution-
ally funded, must first be implemented in a prioritized, efficient, and seamless 
way— above other mea sures that might allow for intersectional approaches and 
solidarities— enables aggressions against bipoc as the easy target in grievances 
of access failures. In other words, in both access washing and access exception-
alism, access is used as a tool of vio lence against  people of color.

The center I direct at Berkeley, the Center for the Study of Sexual Culture, was 

set to host Sami Schalk for a talk on the Black Panther  Party’s involvement in dis-

ability activism. As we prepared for the event, we set up disability access stan-

dards, including scent access, that are considered standard for disability studies 

events, but we added nourishing food as our own internal standard for providing 

for eco nom ically imperiled participants. This was in recognition of the undeni-

able fact that uc Berkeley has been rocked by dynamic and growing precarities: 

costs of living that have become unsustainable and  labor practices that fob off 

questions of food, housing, and employment security to individuals ill equipped 

to manage.

Six days in advance we learned that on the day of Schalk’s scheduled talk, a 

uc- wide one- day strike had been scheduled by the American Federation of State, 

County, and Municipal Employees (afscme), which at the uc includes 24,000 ser-

vice workers, half of whom are Latinx and a supermajority of whom are  people of 

color. They  were being pushed out of what meager mea sures of security they had 

 because the uc was looking to hire lower- wage private contractors in their stead. In 

solidarity with the strike, and understanding the entanglement of ser vice work with 

occupational disability, as well as disability with poverty (though  those “content” 

relations are not necessary to act on supporting workers of any kind), we immedi-

ately moved to find a location off campus. The  Labor Center, already off the central 

campus, was itself counted as a strike location; we kept looking. Then I recalled 

a privately owned café that had once warmly welcomed my class when it sought 

an off- campus location when he li cop ters flew overhead during the campus’s mili-
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tarized, backpack- searching, gun- wielding defense of the  free speech of alt- right 

speakers. It was owned by the Muslim  brother of an impor tant Berkeley scholar of 

Islamophobia. I contacted him about using the café as an alternative location; he 

asked about the content of the talk as what I  imagined would be a protective mea-

sure for the café; he offered a low rental cost; and I de cided that cssc would buy a 

generous amount of  Middle Eastern food for attendees to increase our monetary 

gratitude.

 There  were so many ways in which this move “felt right,” felt like solidarity, felt 

like a symbolically meaningful intervention in the congealing of race, class, na-

tion, and disability in ways that facilitate harmful and life- threatening combina-

tions of oppression. Only  later did I realize, with a start, that  there was no elevator 

to provide access from the event down the stairs to the bathroom. In a panic, we 

sent out a quick announcement that we  were working out the details for access 

to the bathroom and would offer more information as soon as pos si ble. We got 

immediate feedback. The center’s only other staff, a wonderful gradu ate student 

researcher, told me that someone on the mailing list for the event had written an 

immediate response even before we sent out a relieved email an hour  later that 

 there was a ramp external to the café by which one could easily reenter at the 

bathroom level. The indignant, angry email read, Shame on you! The BPP would 

never do this!

I told the gradu ate student researcher I  didn’t want to know who it was, that 

this was a form of community that was painful to experience. I felt a moment of 

shame, but then I felt anger. I did want to know  whether the student could identify 

the person as white, given the kind of relationship I had observed— remarkably 

consistent— between a certain form of hostile surveillance “on behalf of  people of 

color” and whiteness. Indeed, she confirmed that the person was white. I still  don’t 

know who it is, and I  can’t bear to know. I had been steeled, in my introduction, to 

publicly say, “I’m just  going to give your shame politics right back to you,” if the per-

son again came forward. This is wasted and harmful energy.

What kinds of access come first— the most institutional, the most templatic, 

the most “obvious” to  those with established power (at the very least, that power 

endowed by whiteness, not necessarily class) within a community? What does it 

mean when someone with power— myself, as director of a unit nevertheless run 

on a shoestring— perceives and  supports one institutionally suppressed form of 

access before the other, conventional one, in spite of my institutional and neoliberal 

training?

 Needless to say, Schalk’s story of the Black Panther Party was one with com-

plexity and negotiation about disability—at the very least, it was not a story of 

“nevers.”
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Which bodies are made available for blaming and shaming for structural ac-
cess failures, and which bodies are shielded from blame/shame? What are the 
ways in which calls for access or, especially, criticisms of inaccessibility, have 
been used to assert white privilege and dominance? Who surveils access perfec-
tion before any conversation about racism can occur? We are describing struc-
tures of privilege and affect that involve a kind of “muscularity” associated with 
white and Western settler supremacy.

Aimi Hamraie notes that the notion of barrier- free design— a core com-
ponent of access— emerged from the US polio epidemic in the late 1940s, 
when “legible polio outbreaks in predominantly white communities led to 
the creation of new architectural and urban spaces, premised upon the right 
of (white) citizens to access public space”; the first access guidelines in the 
United States  were developed on the campus of a university (the Univer-
sity of Illinois at Urbana- Champaign) where only 0.01   percent of students 
 were African American. Hamraie thus concludes, reviewing this history, that 
barrier- free design as a mea sure of access comes into existence “against the 
backdrop of systemic racial exclusion and vio lence in the Jim Crow era.”43 
An examination of the logic of “but for,” deployed by well- resourced, well- 
positioned  people with recourse to recognition, is telling: “but for this ac-
cess barrier, I would be able to access the power, recognition, and resources 
afforded me and to which I am entitled by my white skin/citizenship/gender 
normativity.”44 Removing that one narrowly described access barrier thus be-
comes the apex of disability politics (and the point of origin extended met-
onymically from the individual to the entire disability movement, since this 
individual is a proper repre sen ta tion of that movement and entitled to take 
that role).

 These access aggressions are also about the reassertion of economic domi-
nance. The structure of a combined intersectional economic- ethnic privilege 
of “white  people of modest means” is (ironically) taken to reassert a suprem-
acy in relation to other intersectional positions. The need to prioritize access 
for white  people of modest means— who have, moreover, earned the entitle-
ment  because it is they who “carry disability studies forward”— before imag-
ining significant shifts in who does the scholarship, who can populate the 
conference, who can work in the university, or who can attend the meet-
ing exemplifies an ableist quantification of access in which some kinds of ac-
cess are just “too much”: unreasonable not only  under the law but also to 
the good disabled subject and well- meaning ally.  Here we mean the “other 
kinds of access,”  those outside of the realm of ada definability, including 
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chemical sensitivity, often resulting from labor- related chemical injury, and 
economic access: we first ensure that  those with ada- recognized disabilities 
are served before ensuring that  those from eco nom ically racially suppressed 
communities subject to environmental injustices have any opportunity for 
remedy or reparation, or access to affordable food, as if  there are no over-
laps between  these groups, as if providing one type of access necessarily fore-
closes another— access as zero- sum game. Note that  these entitlements are 
secured often by the very same  people who  will pronounce the interest of the 
field in “diversity and inclusion.” And the emphasis on reinforcing via white-
ness, rather than via broadening, access to such “resources” as land (redlin-
ing), buildings, conferences and events (scholarship, knowledge forms), and 
jobs (ada) suggests a lurking stability to a history of the settler assertion of 
“whiteness as property,” a phrase made vividly palpable by the  legal scholar 
Cheryl Harris.45 Whiteness functions as property, Harris demonstrates, and 
in so  doing consolidates the  legal imagination of property securely with 
whiteness. Understood as a par tic u lar lens on the securing and expansion of 
property, owner ship, and capital, then, the fact that access exceptionalism 
bears essential marks of whiteness in the examples we observe should not be 
a surprise, but an expectation.

In conjunction with the above forms of prioritized securing of continued or 
increased access for some,  there are both outwardly hostile and liberally mild 
forms of refusal for  others. The hostile form marks par tic u lar bodies as too loud 
(“distracting”), as too “smelly”— such that inaccessibility becomes something 
that sticks to par tic u lar kinds of racialized (and classed, lending an irony to the 
“modesty” of the white bodies above) bodies.  Those bodies,  because they are 
racialized,  can’t by definition be disabled in the entitled sense above. At best, 
they can occupy incommensurable, unrecognizable, abject forms of debility 
and wrongness and thus fall outside of the anointed zone of rehabilitatability 
or reclaimability for disability pride. They can then in turn never have their own 
access needs or requests, can never face their own access barriers (“about disabil-
ity” or other wise)  because they are by definition themselves inaccessible. The 
liberal form of refusal  isn’t a sheer “no,” but is experienced as the effect of a “soft 
no,” a shrug, “sorry, try next time,” or the echo of a civil rights “wait, we  will get 
to you if you wait,” or “keep coming and maybe  we’ll consider you next time,” 
when it’s clear that this time has already foretold the structuring failure of that 
 future. Hostile or liberal, the aggressive surveillance of  these targeted (in  every 
sense) accusations of inaccessibility is what allows for the larger structures of 
inaccessibility and exclusion (including ableism) to go unchallenged. Access as 
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a tool of whiteness links to the facile marking of disability as diversity. The 
consolidation of a “charmed circle” (to use Gayle Rubin’s term in a distinct, if 
overlapping, context) of access is directly linked to the removal, erasure, and 
whitewashing of all other histories and structures as  either invisible or subor-
dinate to this one.46

In sum: if we quantify access in certain preferential ways, not only  will  legal 
mechanisms like the ada (and  those recognized in its language) continue to 
mark (and limit) the horizon of our politics, but in addition, a continuous pop-
ulation of white disability studies scholars of modest (and perhaps increasing) 
means is guaranteed. It is pos si ble then to understand how access can be used 
as a litmus test. If X movement/event  doesn’t meet a par tic u lar version of ac-
cess, then it  isn’t worth engaging. A par tic u lar form of community is main-
tained against other forms of community- making, which renders the idea of 
disability community into a kind of selective lie. And yet, at the same time, 
intersectionality— the idea of living at multiple intersections on the “under-
side” of difference— can be used to shut down the conversation: if attention to 
racialized policing is rejected as legitimate disability studies, it’s  because the in-
jury occurs at an intersection of race and disability that  doesn’t minimally and 
essentially include white disabled  people of modest means. Access vigilance is 
thus also a mode of field- defining and boundary making, another iteration of 
“aboutness.” Aboutness materializes in the regulation not only of what counts 
as “access” and inaccessibility, but of what counts as a legitimate access claim, of 
who is seen as able to make access claims.

We want disability studies to be a place for developing language that can 
help us navigate, challenge, and refuse this  whole operation of access surveil-
lance. Disability studies should be a site where access is constantly  imagined 
and re imagined, with the goal of making access as radically comprehensive and 
transformational as pos si ble— not one where compliance with the minimum 
standards of the ada is “the best we can do” and therefore all we strive for and 
imagine. Puar (this volume) prompts such a transformational reimagining of 
access as she juxtaposes how the term is deployed by US disability rights ad-
vocates against its meanings in Palestine: “For example,” she writes, “bus and 
taxis  drivers are conjuring constantly shifting ‘access maps’ through monitoring 
and assessing impromptu checkpoints, divided highways, the vio lence of the 
Israeli occupation forces, the presence of settlers, increasing drone surveillance, 
unexplained road closures, protest and mass demonstrations, spontaneous pa-
rades that welcome released prisoners, and  house de mo li tions.” Access in this 
framing, of necessity, “foregrounds the intermeshed matrices of settler colo-
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nialism, empire, and infrastructures of disablement that cut across other wise 
self- apparent geographies.”

Is access exceptionalism the right term for the aggression we describe? What 
do we seek instead? We reproduce  here notes from our discussion of this ques-
tion. We want to keep thinking.

Access exceptionalism
Access supremacy
Supreme access
Access as the most impor tant marker
. . .  for the largest minority / the most marginalized
. . .  the last/next/best/most timely group

Unsettling access
Collective access47

Access intimacy48

Radical collective care
Access indignation

Access crankiness
Access incompleteness

Access animacies
Access reciprocity

Access grace
Access solidarity

Access exceptionalism hinders relationality and solidarity; it renders all 
 encounters antagonistic and competitive. In fall 2019, Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-
Samarasinha joined an academic conference by Zoom for access reasons. The 
conference had allowed this only after insisting Zoom was too complicated, if 
anyone Zoomed then everyone would, and the Hilton conference center might 
not “be able to handle” Zoom. Pre-pandemic, video conference technologies 
frequently used by disabled organizers were regularly disallowed by institutions 
as a mode of access. Technology prob lems occurred at the event, and the chair of 
the panel apologized repeatedly, to the degree that Piepzna- Samarasinha began 
to feel unwelcome, as if their participation had become a burden. In stark con-
trast, they explain, disabled bipoc communities anticipate technological glitches 
and access gaps, providing room for  mistakes. When access is approached from 
this position, such that failures become opportunities for improvisation and ne-
gotiation, then access can be a means  toward greater solidarity, community, and 
relationality, rather than obligation, competition, and requirement.
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We navigate clashing access needs  every day in our lives and relationships. We find 
cooperative solutions that could never be dreamed in abled imaginations.
— Stacy Park Milbern

Transnational Disability Studies

Deciding to have a separate section on “the transnational” and “transnational 
disability studies” was not a decision we made lightly, and it remains a source 
of unease and ambivalence. Structurally, it continues the very habits we are 
trying to undo, namely assuming (always unmarked) English- language, US- 
based, white disability studies to be universally applicable while “transna-
tional disability studies” is an optional add-on, a “new” or “emerging” subfield, 
a specialty relevant only in par tic u lar (always marked) contexts and only to 
par tic u lar (always marked) locales,  people, and “populations,” the subject of 
special issues and conference tracks tangential to the larger trajectories of the 
field.49 “Disability studies” thereby remains intact and fully separable from this 
Other mode of engagement, such that the decision not to engage with transna-
tional scholarship (or not to contextualize one’s own scholarship in a specific 
location) is itself removed from analy sis. But if we are  really attempting to pro-
vincialize “disability studies”— perhaps in part by naming it not only as white, 
but also as Anglophone, Western, Global Northern, US/Canadian/British, or 
settler— then why have a separate section titled “Transnational”?

Our concern is that, in much white/Anglophone/Western/imperial/settler 
colonial/Northern disability studies, race and nation are often discussed in tan-
dem, with  little attempt to disentangle them or map their relations, while eth-
nicity and nationality dis appear. As a result, “whiteness” often comes to stand 
in for all forms of domination, flattening out and obfuscating other forms of 
power and other genealogies of dominance. Scholars can then condemn “white 
disability studies” without attending to the ways in which their/our analyses 
continue to assume unmarked geopo liti cally situated perspectives. The field’s 
origins in British and US empires are obscured.

Disabled communities in the United States— and especially “the disabled 
community” in the United States— continue to be described in and through 
nationalist imaginations. For example, in another iteration of the “but for” 
dynamic, the experience of being disabled in an ableist society is sometimes 
framed as the denial of citizenship to an other wise entitled citizen. Although 
 there are systematic barriers to exercising citizenship for  people with disabili-
ties, framing citizenship as the prerequisite for rights suggests that our concerns 
about  these barriers are  limited only to  those  people with  legal citizenship sta-
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tus rather than advocating for the removal of  those barriers for all. Similarly, 
anti- ableist politics is sometimes expressed in nationalist terms, as a yearning 
for a disability nation or for a recognition of disability as a kind of ethnicity. 
Think, for example, of one of the iconic photo graphs of the US disability rights 
movement, in which a disability activist holds a flag of the United States, but 
with the stars aligned in the shape of a person in a wheelchair. This realign-
ment signals a clear desire for disabled  people (or  those disabled  people legible 
within the wheelchair icon) to have access to the power of the nation- state, for 
a disabled person (or at least a wheelchair user) to be imaginable as the national 
subject. But the easy reliance on and recourse to the flag, especially its symbol-
ogy of incorporated Indigenous territories into one unified shape, reveals how 
an imagination of the disabled community as a nation with a shared culture 
and identity depends on the logics of settler colonialism: territorial access, re-
naming and replacing, and possession.50

How might we instead acknowledge the harms and  hazards of collapsing 
disability into nationality and cultural difference, while still recognizing the 
desire for collectivity? Can we forge transnational connections that are not 
simply subsumed  under nationalism? Or that  aren’t subsumed  under post-  and 
anticolonial re sis tances that also wield hegemonic and majoritarian vio lence, 
erasing internal hierarchies, dissents, differences, and disabilities? What would 
such spaces of connection— beyond meetings at the un and international con-
ference gatherings— look, feel, sound, or smell like? What do we want to see in-
stead of  these assumptions that collectivity can take only the form of the nation 
with its attendant exclusions based on citizenship and documented belonging?

 Simple references to ableist nationalism and imperialism too often fail to ad-
dress the sub- empires that serve as brokers or mediators between empires and 
sites of exploitation. Sub- empires seek approval from white empires and aspire 
to join their rank by expanding the network of military and cap i tal ist alliances 
to maximize their expropriation and exploitation. Moreover, provincializing 
white/imperial/settler colonial/Western/Northern disability studies— a move 
against unmarked generalization and monopolization of disability studies— 
also requires grounding it within the spaces of Anglo- American settler colonial 
socie ties.  Doing so allows for the exploration of ableism’s entanglements not 
only with racism but also with settler colonialism. It is problematic, in other 
words, to challenge the whiteness of disability studies without reckoning with 
the field’s own attachments to settler futurities (e.g., claiming access only for 
disabled citizens within the US nation- state, assuming access to territory is an 
uncomplicated good and national right, and so on).51 Fi nally, we are interested 
in tracking the field’s global traffic outward from the imperial centers and the 
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effects of its passing as universal. Decentering and dethroning whiteness is not 
necessarily sufficient in challenging this selective geopo liti cal positioning, es-
pecially if “whiteness” and “nonwhiteness” are defined solely through US/UK 
histories and par ameters.

What are the costs to our theories and practices of not questioning nation- 
states as in de pen dent self- contained entities, as if they can exist outside of 
transnational rubrics of relationality? Or, to put it differently, as scholars con-
tinue to flesh out methodologies of disability studies and disability studies as 
methodology, what does a transnational disability studies make pos si ble, what 
does it do, what are its orientations and investments and aims? What does 
an attention to disability as more than mere consequence of injustice reveal 
about settler colonialism, neo co lo nial ism, ethnicism, racism, colorism, caste-
ism, and nationalism?  These oppressions have taken shape differently and in-
teractively through transnational constructions of global white abledness as a 
normative entity and its supplemental hierarchies, materialities, and ideologi-
cal manifestations— all of which are typically unmarked. Being more precise 
about the historical contexts of cooperations and oppositions, rather than blur-
ring them all together or listing them in one breath,  will also help us theorize 
disability differently, without simplifying and homogenizing the meanings of 
disabled lives. What has happened/happens/will happen to bodies that have 
become/are becoming/will become disabled? What do disabled lives need? 
What do disabled  people desire?

By forwarding  these questions we are calling for critiques that are recipro-
cal and multidirectional. For flows of knowledge that do not move only one 
way. For theories that do not announce themselves as universally applicable. 
For scholarship that does not presume a concept that works in one context  will 
work in another context without attending to the specificities of its emergence. 
For scholars who recognize that permission to speak in universal terms has al-
ways only been available to some. Tari Young- Jung Na’s essay in this volume 
offers a generative model  here, as it focuses explic itly on questions that have 
emerged in South Korean contexts (and as it recognizes that “South Korean 
contexts” are not monolithic, singular, or contained within national borders) 
in order to respond to urgent questions of deinstitutionalization but without 
aiming to write a generalized and generalizable theory. Yet, through its careful 
and grounded accounting, Na’s analy sis does have resonance in other locations 
in its expansive conceptualization of what constitutes an institutionalized life. 
Offering other transnational approaches, Natalia Duong’s and Sony Coráñez 
Bolton’s essays generate knowledge from (by grounding their stories in) co-
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lonial legacies that are ongoing. By transposing and defamiliarizing disability 
critiques of individual rights and supercrips, they generate, in Bolton’s terms, 
transnational understandings of disability “located within the historical and 
cultural detritus of the colonial.” In so  doing, they offer potential responses to 
Adria L. Imada’s question, “How might decolonization proj ects differ in their 
relationship to disability?”52

Is “transnational disability studies” just an Anglophone knowledge- making proj-

ect about the rest of the world? Or is the question of cripping transnationalism even 

the right question, given how crip is considered to be grounded in US  theoretical 

practices, activist histories, and knowledge bases? How does a research  proj ect 

on disability in the United States with a transnational approach differ from one that 

 doesn’t engage with transnational dynamics in which the United States richly par-

takes? Transnationality seems to recognize borders and nations as products of 

geopo liti cal histories and their differences, yet it aims not to be delimited by borders 

in other ways, such as understanding the connectedness of  human and nonhuman 

beings. It also aims to acknowledge the strug gles to have borders and nationhood be 

recognized by international entities.

Academic conferences— and not only in the United States and United 
Kingdom— are commonly held exclusively in En glish, a commonplace that 
often goes unmarked, unmentioned, and assumed. Associations, their boards, 
and their members too often overlook the discrepancy between their desire 
for “more” international participants or “more” transnational analy sis and their 
unquestioned assumption that every thing  will transpire in En glish. Other lan-
guages may be “welcomed,” but only through participants’ own  labor, net-
works, and time, or cordoned off into “social” time. (Sign language users  will 
undoubtedly recognize  these logics at work in the hegemony of spoken and 
written language in the acad emy, as conferences and institutions continue to 
provide access to sign language only on a  limited basis, if at all.)

Please note: En glish and asl are the two main languages in use at sds; if you have other 
language needs, please indicate such on your proposal and we  will try to assist you in 
obtaining accommodations.
— Call for Papers, Society for Disability Studies, “Cosmopolitan? Disability Studies 
Crips the City,” 2008

The Society for Disability Studies’ Call for Papers for its conference in New 
York City demonstrated some awareness of the linguistic dominance of En-
glish and asl and the existence of other language needs. But such  recognition 
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can often serve only to defend and reinforce current linguistic practices. In its 
willingness to assist “in obtaining accommodations,” sds transferred its re-
sponsibility to the individual, obscuring what assistance could be provided and 
the pro cess by which accommodations could be obtained. Yet we also want 
to highlight how its acknowl edgment of language needs as a  whole, without 
separating them based on proximity to disability, suggests a broader crip praxis 
of language justice, potentially allowing multiple linguistic practices to coexist 
alongside other kinds of access practices.

To enable broad transnational communications and to share scholarship 
and activist works, translation ser vices are necessary. Thinking of translation 
ser vices as diff er ent from sign language interpreter ser vices ignores the en-
tanglement of the colonial erasure of spoken languages with the ableist/aud-
ist erasure of sign languages. Centuries of linguistic imperialism establishing 
and enforcing the hegemony of En glish have made most scholars who work 
only in  En glish fully unaware of scholarship and activism that  don’t take 
place in En glish or the other frequently translated Eu ro pean languages. This 
unawareness and assumed absence allows  these scholars to claim an idea as 
unpre ce dented and prevents them from noticing the wide range of anti- ableist 
consciousness and practices already / long happening outside of the privileged 
locations of the United States/North/West. And this unawareness often means 
that when such scholars do engage other locations, they recognize only vio-
lence, or debilitation, or ableism, and not the histories, pre sents, and  futures 
of re sis tance, art, lifeways, and cultures. It is also worth noting in this context 
that, to the extent it is provided at all, asl too can occupy a hegemonic po-
sition; rarely do academic conferences in the United States offer interpreters 
for signed languages other than asl. It too is assumed that asl would be ac-
cessible by and to all deaf  people and sign users.53 This linguistic hegemony 
intersects with temporal and phonetic norms that marginalize nonverbal com-
munication, machine-  and people- assisted communication, speech marked as 
slow or fast, consecutive interpretation, and nondominant accents.

What we are suggesting, then, is that conversations about accessibility be 
broadened to include language and communication. We know that we are mov-
ing far beyond what counts as a “disability” in  legal terms (and we are most 
definitely not arguing that an inability or unwillingness to use En glish con-
stitutes a disability), but that is precisely our point. The unquestioned as-
sumption of access to En glish testifies to a continued reliance on rights-  and 
accommodation- based models in the United States, even among many of  those 
scholars who critique them. Falling back on the  legal requirements of the ada 
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without addressing their limitations, or adhering to the constraints disability 
law places on what an entity must legally provide, means that we can bracket 
language use as not a disability issue and therefore not an access issue. Deaf 
 people’s advocacy of sign language as a minority language similarly supports 
such an expansion of access to include language use; they are calling for solidar-
ity among minority language users in a given space without legally privileging 
one over the other.

At the same time, by framing language translation as a  matter of access, we 
 don’t mean to suggest that it is not also, si mul ta neously, a  matter of language 
justice; we  aren’t arguing for a universalizing model of access in which all issues 
of inequity or re distribution become subsumed  under notions of accessibility, 
thereby flattening out the workings of imperial, settler disability studies. Lan-
guage justice, as an approach, might also make room for thinking through the 
ramifications of communications among  people who have no common empiri-
cal and cultural backgrounds; translation alone cannot ensure access in a con-
text of unquestioned ethnocentrism.54

We also want to recognize the vibrant and ongoing activisms that can occur 
at the site of such failures, the meaningful engagements that can happen via 
the improvised efforts that often animate transnational encounters. When a re-
quest for language accommodation is denied, for example, improvised peer- to- 
peer access  labor often erupts. How, then, have moments of incomplete access 
often led to moments of connection?  These moments too are an impor tant part 
of crip genealogies. What kinds of access experiences, including access failures, 
catalyze or animate relationality? And can  those failures be responded to with 
creativity, solidarity, and grace? What possibilities for unexpected connection 
are lost when we focus solely on institutionally funded professional ser vices 
and architectural designs? If “the revolution  will not be funded,” as incite! 
teaches us, what (re)imaginations are required in building access animacies 
into the revolutionary work?55 Through improvisation and direct engagement, 
access animacies both generate and rely on the embodied knowledges that are 
crucial to broader changes.

Transnational disability studies exceeds the par ameters set for it, and we yearn 

for the radical (or potential) possibilities of encounters  toward transnational crip/

disability solidarity, frictions, and transnational crip/disability activism. At the same 

time, it is not about simply transcending borders and passing through borderlands, 

but also about dwelling in historical specificities and spaces demarcated by the 

complex imperial effects of fragmentations and partitionings.
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Sticky Note: In many parts of this introduction, pronouns fail 
us.  “I” am writing to myself, reminding myself to do and think 
differently, while “you” are writing to me, modeling other ways of 
thinking. “We” are a collective of writers, thinkers, and editors, but 
“we” are not equally positioned or equally situated in relation to 
the questions and the lists that appear in this introduction. Some 
of “our” work (“my” work) could be used to illustrate the do not 
list below, while other ones of “us” are creating scholarship and en-
gaging in world- making practices that move the dos into being. 
Or, to put it differently: what vio lences and erasures am “I” enact-
ing by writing as if “my” understanding of  these insights predated 
learning them from “you”?

Habits of thinking, ways of orienting, practices of feeling, modes of prac-
tice to undo—or, what we  don’t want to do:

• Proceeding from the assumption that “we” are bringing or teaching or 
extending disability rights to the Global South, thereby

° obscuring the leadership of  those in the Global South in interna-
tional disability rights work within the  human rights frame (e.g., 
the un Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities)

° ignoring how “disability rights” has diff er ent histories, functions, 
roles, and meanings in diff er ent contexts

° re- centering the Global North even in/under the cover of “trans-
national analy sis”

• Treating transnational analy sis as only a  matter of addition and cita-
tion, such that the fundamental arguments and assumptions of the 
work and the field remain unchanged by the work newly incorpo-
rated (digested, consumed, commodified) into it

• Reducing transnational scholarship to a  matter of mere “coverage”: 
adding scholars from X location (or who “work on” Y region) to the 
panel/keynote/anthology without considering the geopolitics of the 
panel/keynote/anthology itself

• Treating intersectional analy sis and transnational analy sis as fully sep-
arate and separable, or as if “intersectional” is for work “within” the 
United States and “transnational” for work “outside” of it56
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• “Translating” the work of disability activists and theorists in the 
Global South into concepts and terms created by theorists working in 
Anglophone white settler socie ties

° as if the ideas are the “same”

° as if the ideas, though the same, nonetheless work better once ex-
pressed in terms more familiar to Anglophone white settler scholars

• Using the work of disability activists and scholars from the Global South 
while si mul ta neously apologizing for their “failure” to use the “correct” 
terminology, to cite the “canonical” sources, to engage in “properly rig-
orous” modes of scholarship; and for their “awkward” syntax, which is 
then attributed to their use of En glish as a “second language”

• Cordoning “transnational analy sis” away from accounts of disability, 
debility, and ableism within imperial centers

• Reifying the value of in de pen dent living without considering the 
transnational  labor market that makes in de pen dent living available

• Defining “ablenationalism” only as a subset of ableism, obscuring the 
complicity of disability studies and disability rights in nationalist 
proj ects and imaginaries

• Conflating colonialism, settler colonialism, and imperialism (and 
transnational, postcolonial, and decolonial)

• Approaching transnational disability studies as a mode of extraction, 
mining the intellectual/po liti cal/emotional/material  labor of disabil-
ity activists and scholars in the Global South for “answers” to prob-
lems in the Global North

° as if that work  were impor tant only to the extent that it addresses 
questions generated in and by  those in the Global North, or

° as if that work can only shape the trajectory of the field if first 
vetted by scholars working in En glish from within the Global 
North

• Celebrating “disability pride” without considering questions of health 
care access, vulnerability to vio lence,  labor conditions, or diff er ent 
cultural connotations of pride and the individual

° more: mandating forms and expressions of “disability pride” easily 
recognizable as such by white Western observers

° more: illustrating or defining “disability pride” only through re-
course to the nation

° more: using “disability pride” as an indication of a movement’s 
health, stage of development, consciousness, criticality, or pro gress
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■ as if health, developmental stages, and pro gress  were not them-
selves concepts deeply steeped in ableism (and targets of dis-
ability critique in other contexts)

• Urging the activists and scholars in the Global North to “pay atten-
tion” to the realities of disabled  people in the Global South in the 
name of  human rights and to save them from their cultural and so-
cial practices that are considered “barbaric” and “unthinkable in the 
Global North,” thereby concealing the vio lence and abuse of disabled 
 people in the Global North

• Using colonialism and imperialism as meta phors for white disability 
experiences in the ableist world, unaware of and disinterested in the 
histories, experiences, and existence of disabled  people  under colonial 
and imperial exploitation

• Assuming disability justice, critical race theories, critical ethnic stud-
ies, queer theories, and feminist theories have the same or similar reso-
nances across all locations

• Assuming the same disability yields the same experiences and solidar-
ity across the globe

• Supporting and participating in imperialist knowledge proj ects that 
legitimize and justify military intervention and economic exploita-
tion in the name of disability inclusion, accessibility,  human rights, or 
humanitarianism

Habits of thinking, ways of orienting, practices of feeling, modes of prac-
tice we want to cultivate—or, what we want to do:

This list is a lot harder to write and that means something . . .

• Acknowledging complicity in settler colonialism, imperialism, na-
tionalism, war, and state vio lence

° examining how “disability rights” is deployed in the ser vice of 
 these phenomena

° recognizing that having a disability or identifying as disabled does 
not necessarily preclude support for  these phenomena

• Reading, rereading, seeking, translating, and citing disability activists 
and scholars who are not based in the United States/Canada/United 
Kingdom and/or whose work  wasn’t originally written in En glish

• Recognizing that models of disability activism grounded in liberal 
princi ples (such as in de pen dence, individuality, and rights) are not the 
only models and do not have universal meanings and manifestations
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• Understanding differences as sites of and for ingenuity and creativity
• Being open to terms, feelings, orientations, and priorities that you/I/

we  don’t recognize, or feel comfortable with, or feel hailed by
• Sharing frameworks and strategies of disability re sis tance that arise in 

diff er ent places
• Collaborating to formulate transnational agendas and solidarities, 

even if they may not have “disability” at the forefront of their agenda
• Acknowledging the presence of power dynamics and the per sis tence 

of assumptions about gender, culture, nation, religion, race, ethnicity, 
and indigeneity in inter-  and intranational encounters

• Attending to geopolitics and entangled histories

° recognizing that international policies and diplomatic practices 
shape disabled  people’s lives

° exploring the parts of the world too often skipped over or homog-
enized,  those occupying an ambiguous  middle between the Global 
North and the Global South (e.g., Northeast Asia, Eastern Eu rope, 
 Middle East)

• Holding governments, militaries, corporations, and supranational 
organ izations in the Global North accountable for systematic injus-
tice, exploitation, and vio lence

• Seeking feedback from the  people who are studied and portrayed in 
the research, bringing the research back to them, and making it acces-
sible and accountable to all

• Attending to the effects of maps, photos, and journalistic descriptions 
of scenes that are unfamiliar to targeted readers

• Critically engaging with repre sen ta tions of disability that are pre-
sented as and assumed to “be” signs of suffering and that give no at-
tention to strategies of survival, re sis tance, and solidarity

• Being equally critical of disability repre sen ta tions that romanticize 
conditions of community with no acknowl edgment of structural hi-
erarchies and conflicts.

We note that every thing in this section is much more easily said than 
done. For example, as we revised this introduction, we frequently found 
ourselves asking  whether we had cited robustly enough from beyond 
the US acad emy, and the answer was always an emphatic no. How then 
might we resist the temptation of attempting to remedy the limitations 
of our analy sis through mere strategic citation? What does it reveal 
about the concept of “the transnational” that many of the “transnational 
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disability scholars” recommended to us— and that we ourselves have rec-
ommended to  others— have PhDs from and/or jobs at US, Canadian, 
Australian, or UK institutions? Is it pos si ble to ever fully know the dif-
ference between citing amply and citing tokenistically?

We keep  these lists open, incomplete, and ongoing; we continue to 
ask questions.

Although  these two lists are not the only ones contained in this introduc-
tion or even in this volume, we are uneasy about our turn to the form in this 
par tic u lar section. We know that even as lists can make content accessible and 
declarative (lists are how some of us think), they can also reduce, freeze, and 
leap. The genre of the list has played a prominent role in global disability stud-
ies scholarship, which often features long litanies of “realities”— implicitly and 
explic itly contrasted to “theories”— such as war, displacement, malnutrition, 
detention and incarceration, environmental degradation, and absent or inad-
equate resources.  These descriptions are frequently accompanied by statistics 
broken down by nation- states or regions. All of this data is necessary and vital, 
and too  little of it has been recognized or addressed by white imperial disability 
studies. Yet when offered in the form of lists— without careful explanations of 
historical and geopo liti cal intricacies, without reference to the multiple analyses 
generated from within  those contexts— then  those lists serve to simplify entire 
nations and regions. Lists often fail to convey internal hierarchies and differ-
ences; they obscure the stories of community, plea sure, relationality, and cre-
ativity that exist alongside and beyond suffering, loss, and survival. They can 
serve the colonial proj ect by offering imagery of the “rampant sufferings in the 
third- world” that need to be alleviated by external intervention. All the nuances, 
textures, desires, experiences, imaginations, and re sis tances that emerge from 
disability and illness experiences dis appear in  those “sobering” realities of “war- 
torn” countries filled with suffering and wounded bodies. Transnational femi-
nist scholars have long criticized this materializing trope of the Third World 
that fuels the very white saviorism that produces and justifies further (disabling 
and debilitating) “interventions.” Details about the material conditions of the 
Global South can serve to conceal and abstract as much as they reveal.

Overview of the Book

The essays collected in this volume do not all accumulate to a singular argu-
ment about the field; their authors do not share a single relationship to it. Just 
as we committed to incompleteness in the introduction, we did not strive 
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to select essays that would tell a singular narrative or that would collectively 
add up to a “complete” perspective. At the same time, the contributors to the 
 volume do share an interest in the overlapping themes and ideas described  here. 
Authors take up related questions, draw on the same sources, use similar words. 
We hope you  will find the resonances and gaps within and across texts illumi-
nating in thinking through your own crip genealogies.

Another point of generative friction among the essays is the question of style, 
or the recognition of diff er ent audiences. Many of the pieces anticipate readers 
familiar with debates within academic disability studies, while  others are more 
closely conversant with the work of disability activists or scholars immersed in 
other fields. Some authors lean heavi ly into the terminological and method-
ological habits of their disciplines and areas of study, and some have chosen to 
write more broadly, to share a conversation, or to tell stories. We hesitate to use 
the language of accessibility, marking some chapters as more accessible or read-
able than  others,  because such attributions often mark deep assumptions about 
inside/outside and academic/activist; they can also be used to reify narrow un-
derstandings of neurodiversity, neuroqueerness, communication, and cogni-
tion. A mandate to write “accessibly”— especially if the histories, contexts, and 
meanings of “accessible writing” are left unspoken or unexplored— can serve as 
yet another taken- for- granted expectation that serves to mark some texts as in-
appropriate, or incorrect, or unworthy, thereby further constraining the kinds 
of voices pre sent in the acad emy. Given that any one kind of writing is never 
accessible to all, we welcomed writers with varying degrees of, approaches to, 
and modes of accessibility to find their readers, leaving open questions of what 
constitutes an accessible text (accessible to whom? accessible for what?). To put 
it differently: some chapters  will speak more directly, or more clearly, or more 
urgently, to you than  others, but part of the work of this volume is to trou ble 
the suggestion that we can know in advance (not to mention claim on your 
behalf ) which chapters  those are. Texts become accessible and inaccessible to 
vari ous readers— and writers—in unexpected ways, ways not  limited to one’s 
location in (or distance from) the acad emy or one’s experiential and cultural 
knowledges.57

Rather than attempt to represent all pos si ble subject positions and experi-
ences of marginalization, the volume overall includes an effort to lend par tic u-
lar specificity to the modes of disability attendant to Asian and Asian American 
lives, particularly given a legacy of the racialization of Asians as subject to, or 
 people of, illness and disease.58 Several chapters thus focus on the experiences 
of Asian subjects living with illnesses and disabilities (produced)  under cap i tal-
ist, colonial, and imperial dominations.
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Part I, Mobilization and Co ali tion, examines how disability justice activ-
ists move and work in concert with other social justice proj ects. Tari Young- 
Jung Na explores how the deinstitutionalization movement in South  Korea 
can offer a radical vision for liberation. From a postcolonial perspective, Na 
reconsiders the prob lem of institutionalization, which became full- fledged in 
South Korean society with the birth of the modern state, searching for an epis-
temology of deinstitutionalization at the intersections of the disability liber-
ation movement, feminist movement, and queer movement in South  Korea. 
Lezlie Frye traces the legacy of US disability rights through and against Black 
civil rights and Black power. Combining close readings of interviews, ephem-
era, and activist and scholarly articles and monographs, Frye critically re orients 
the presumed origins of this social movement, focusing instead on the racial 
dimensions of the po liti cal trajectory it has pursued. Through conversation, 
Stacey Park Milbern and Leah Lakshmi Piepzna- Samarasinha discuss what 
they call “crip doulaship,” or the pro cess of coming into disabled identity and 
awareness through caring, mentoring, and modeling community relationships. 
The crip lineages they outline, which include forms of relation such as “being 
closer to the dead than the living,” attune to the particularities of qtbipoc 
lives and histories, allow for grief and longing, and assert the primary impor-
tance of intersectional forms of liberation. Jasbir K. Puar outlines the diff er ent 
issues that arise when studying disability in the Global South, suggesting that a 
diversification of critical disability studies winds up reinforcing the US bound-
aries of the field, while relegating southern disability studies as an Other that 
gestures  toward a transnational and global frame.

Part II, Crip Ecologies and Senses, considers crip environments. Nata-
lia Duong examines how dance can articulate a diff er ent relational experi-
ence of disability. She highlights an ethics of care and kinship through her 
analy sis of the dancefilm Rhizophora, which disrupts the trope of other doc-
umentary portrayals of Agent Orange by depicting a community of  people 
who come together through their relationship with disability. Suzanne Bost 
stages a dialogue between posthumanist theory and the writings of Aurora 
Levins Morales, a Latina feminist whose recent works examine the social and 
 environmental dimensions of chronic illness and disability. Bost proposes an 
other- than- humanist approach to disability ethics that is not derived from 
the lineages of Western thought. Magda García elaborates how the cultural 
worker and zinester Noemi Martinez has expansively contributed to discus-
sions of queerness, sexuality, and illness over the course of two de cades. Her 
essay focuses on Martinez’s South Texas Experience Zine Proj ect (2005) and 
South Texas Experience: Love Letters (2015), which pre sent a sensual and affec-
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tive encounter and confrontation with the geopo liti cal location that is South 
Texas and its colonial markings.

Part III, Genealogies, considers what it means to refuse concepts of lineal 
descent. Faith Njahîra Wangarî narrates the pro cess of growing into disabil-
ity and learning to trust her body. In telling her story, she shows that  there are 
no neat lines; we can honor the experiences, the  people, and the places with-
out seeking hierarchical and professional validations of any form. Kateřina 
Kolářová turns to the postsocialist geopo liti cal and temporal context of East-
ern Eu rope, and specifically to Czech o slo vak i a/Czech Republic, as a location 
that bears witness to the complex and complicated transnational translations 
of disability theory. She thinks with the cinematographic oeuvre of Wiktor 
Grodecki, a US- based Polish émigré who was drawn back to Eastern Eu rope 
in the mid-1990s by the subject of msm sex work. Sami Schalk argues that the 
Black Panther Party’s material and ideological solidarity with 504 activists can 
be read as a genealogical precursor to disability justice  today. By connecting 
concepts in disability justice to the BPP, Schalk argues that disability studies 
must not only expand our understanding of what constitutes disability politics 
 today, but also what constituted disability politics in the past, especially within 
Black and other oppressed populations.

Part IV, Institutional Undoing, broadly rejects assimilatory urges  toward 
institutional coherency, recognizing the implicit vio lences they comprise. James 
Kyung- Jin Lee explores the characteristics of recent Asian American illness 
memoirs, such as Paul Kalanithi’s When Breath Becomes Air, evidencing, cyn-
ically, “a new structure of feeling in watching model minorities get sick and 
sometimes die.” He ultimately arrives at the possibility of unique, iconoclastic 
Asian American memoir, rejecting the contiguity of model minoritarianism 
and all it engenders. Sony Coráñez Bolton recuperates the figure of the “Fili-
pina supercrip,” reading mestizo Filipino author José Reyes’s Novela de la Vida 
Real (1930) to cata logue the ways that repre sen ta tions of illness, impairment, 
and disability are aligned to consolidate the power of an elite literary culture 
through the rehabilitation of Filipino Indigenous subjects. Mel Y. Chen con-
siders the widespread unmarked of racialized disability within the bounds of 
the university, and the ways that it takes an integral part in a broad, emergent 
counterforce, not necessarily intellected or composed, that Chen calls “agita-
tion.” Chen explores a recent installation by Australian- Badtjala artist Fiona 
Foley in relation to what Snaza and Singh call the necessary potency of “educa-
tional undergrowth,” showing that agitations work across the physical- mental 
divide and move against the disciplining forces of entangled educational, secu-
rity, and medical systems.59
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Conclusion

Although this introduction focuses on the promises and failures of disability 
studies and crip theory, we have each spent most if not all of our academic  careers 
in feminist/women’s/gender/sexuality studies departments and programs in 
the United States, and every thing that we say  here has been influenced by  those 
locations. In marking that trace, we mean to acknowledge our intellectual, po-
liti cal, and psychic ties to feminist, queer, and trans scholarship and activism, 
 particularly queer of color critique, transnational feminism, and  women of color 
feminisms. But we also want to acknowledge the ableism of some of that work, 
and to underscore that many of the critiques detailed above have also been and 
continue to be directed to feminist and queer scholarship and activism (we have 
learned much from  those critiques). Or, to put it differently, part of the work of 
crip genealogies is to read the oppressive and liberatory practices of one field in 
relation to  others, rather than simply determining one field as better or worse 
than another. Disability studies, in other words, is not a singularly oppressive 
field any more than disability is a singularly oppressed condition.

Although  those two attributions— disability studies as most oppressive, dis-
abled  people as most oppressed— seem to run  counter to each other, they both 
share a removal of disability from larger historical contexts, an assumption that 
the prob lem of disability/disability studies can be discussed in isolation. But 
as the covid-19 pandemic continues to unfold and decimate, it is ever more 
vital to write against  these removals and not just in terms of white/nonwhite 
dyads. The conjunction of anti- Black racism, ableism, and sanism in the extra-
judicial murders of Black men,  women, nonbinary folks, and  children (add-
ing to the judicial forms of death and slow death within the prison industrial 
complex); the marking of sick, disabled, and old  people, of  people confined in 
institutions, and/or of Black, Indigenous, Pacific Islander, and Latinx  people 
as “high- risk” and therefore inevitable or acceptable losses to covid-19; the 
cynical use of “preexisting conditions” as a cover for the deadly effects of polic-
ing and a racially and eco nom ically stratified health- care system; the insistence 
on “reopening” economies on the backs of low- income ser vice workers, most 
of whom are immigrants and/or  people of color; the attacks on Asian  people 
as presumptively sick and contagious, which makes impossible to imagine the 
vulnerabilities faced by certain intersectionalities within the disaggregated api 
populace: all of  these must be viewed as integral rather than incidental to the 
questions we pose around crip genealogies.

We began writing together, in vari ous forms and to diff er ent ends, in 2013; 
some of that writing appears  here. During the intervening years, and espe-
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cially in the time period when work on this collection began in earnest, diff er-
ent configurations of us have experienced intensifications of illness, changing 
 relationships to  mental and cognitive disabilities (and diagnoses), “high- risk” 
pregnancy, inadequate and discriminatory health care, cancer and other “scares,” 
pain and fatigue of unknown etiology, illnesses and deaths of  family  members, 
shifting work accommodations and access failures, along with the stress of 
keeping pace with changing policy in the universities where we do much of 
our work.  These experiences of ableism and healthism are also entangled with 
racism, sexism, homophobia, transphobia, and anti- immigrant vitriol, and oc-
curred both beyond and within the borders of the universities where we never-
theless have a  limited if precious form of security of employment. Continuing 
to learn about the workings of  these forces, and in par tic u lar making sense of 
them in collaboration, lent fire to this proj ect, and also gave us opportunities to 
find new forms of wisdom, fury, peace, and dedication. If it’s obvious that our ex-
periences have not been the “same,” what is critically impor tant in this context 
is that  there have been resonances across and through them: temporal, embod-
ied, emotional, intellectual, and po liti cal, the navigation of which potentiates, 
as we understand it, crip being. In the midst of  these lives, and in sharing them, 
we have drawn  great sustenance from each other and from  doing this work to-
gether. Perhaps we could even say that the crip time of curating and assembling 
this proj ect had to do with love as much as any hardship. All of this is part of 
our crip genealogies.

So, too, are you.
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In this chapter, I reflect on  whether the disability rights movement currently 
underway in South Korean society, or, more specifically, the deinstitutional-
ization movement, can constitute more radical politics for the liberation of 
minorities. In par tic u lar, in order to raise the prob lem of gender/sexuality op-
pression caused by institutionalization and to reveal the voices of  people who 
have been excluded and isolated socially due to gender/sexuality oppression, 
including  those of “ people living with hiv/aids” (plwha), I pose ques-
tions on the ways in which the deinstitutionalization movement must proceed. 
 These questions are very urgently placed before me and my colleagues, who 
live as activists participating in the disability liberation movement, feminist 
movement, and queer movement.

Becoming active in earnest in the 2000s, the in de pen dent living (il) move-
ment for  people with disabilities in South  Korea continued into the deinsti-
tutionalization movement, whose key arguments  were the self- determination 
and social integration of  people with disabilities.1 Through the power ful and 
tenacious strug gles of the disability rights movement, social perceptions of in-
de pen dent living and deinstitutionalization of  people with disabilities have 
changed, and  these issues, becoming mainstream to a certain extent, have been 
accepted by social welfare experts and government agencies. However, the 
transformation of claims that previously resounded in the streets into the lan-
guage of law and policy si mul ta neously produces beings and spheres outside 
the law. Now, the value and orientation of deinstitutionalization have come 

1. INSTITUTIONALIZATION, GENDER/SEXUALITY  

OPPRESSION, AND INCARCERATION  

WITHOUT WALLS IN SOUTH  KOREA

 Toward a More Radical Politics of the  
Deinstitutionalization Movement
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to reveal profound differences, depending on  whether the subject speaking of 
them is the government or the movement. For example, whereas the social in-
tegration aimed at by the disability liberation movement is for the eradication 
of isolation and exclusion, the social integration presented by the government 
as a disability policy is the demand that  people with disabilities assimilate into 
mainstream society.

The key concepts of the il movement in North Amer i ca and Northern Eu-
rope  were presented as “self- determination, consumerism, and advocacy,” and 
the need for deinstitutionalization was presented with the goal of social in-
tegration.2 The movement took on the “characteristic of intermixing  human 
rights and a service- centered management model.”3 Though the il movement 
in the West ideologically started with re sis tance against professionalism and 
with the determination of life according to the positions and needs of  people 
with disabilities, it gradually became mainstream policy and came to be closely 
linked to an emphasis that  people with disabilities  were purchasers and users of 
social welfare ser vices. This resonates with the neoliberal princi ple that rights 
can be possessed as commodities and that the allocation of rights differs ac-
cording to one’s purchasing power. Scholars who, in opposition to such dis-
ability rights movements and policies, criticized the normalization model and 
consumerism stressed broader social transformation instead.

The methodology of the American il movement began to be concretized 
in South  Korea from the end of the 1990s onward. Initiating exchange with 
the Japa nese il movement for  people with disabilities, which had been deeply 
influenced by the United States, South  Korea’s disability rights movement ac-
tively embraced the methodology of the il movement implemented in Japan. 
The Korea- Japan Seminar on Practicing In de pen dent Living was held in Seoul 
in 1998, the Japa nese movement invited four South Korean leaders with dis-
abilities in 1999 and provided il training, and, with support from the Japan 
Council on In de pen dent Living Centers, il centers  were established in Seoul 
and Gwangju in 2000, for the first time in South  Korea.4 With the South Ko-
rean government’s pi lot support for their operation, il centers embarked on 
the path to legalization starting in 2005. Subsequently, the grounds for the in-
stallation of il centers on the district (gu) level nationwide  were established 
through legalization, and the government’s support of bud gets began.

The ideology and direction of the il movement for  people with disabili-
ties, “imported” and applied at the end of the 1990s, had profound influence 
on the disability rights movement in South  Korea and served as a significant 
reference regarding ideas of what constituted “rights” and the ways in which 
ser vices  were to be designed as well. In addition, undergoing the Asian finan-
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cial crisis (1997) at the time, South  Korea received relief loans from the Inter-
national Monetary Fund, US government, and Wall Street according to the 
neoliberal princi ples of the Washington Consensus.5 During the pro cess of the 
economic crisis, social welfare ser vices in spheres such as childcare and care-
giving fi nally came to establish the “voucher” system, which saw the objects 
of ser vices as consumers/clients.6 Concepts such as choices according to one’s 
abilities, consumer rights, and normalization encompassed by the paradigm of 
the il movement tallied well with this voucher system.

From the position of activists who have been leading the il movement as a 
part of the disability liberation movement, such conditions have been discon-
certing. They perceive the danger that the demands for rights of the disability 
rights movement— with the slogan “[ There’s to be] nothing about us with-
out us” confronting the power of expert groups— will be reduced to the right 
merely to be consumers, to pay the price for ser vices directly or be subsumed 
 under mainstream norms that hitherto have isolated and excluded  people with 
disabilities. Consequently, fellow activists and I have engaged in strug gles for 
antidiscrimination and social justice, participating not only in the disability 
rights movement that critically intervenes in values surrounding normalization 
and consumerism alike and pursues social change based on Marxism but also in 
the feminist movement and the queer movement.

The Moon Jae-in administration has declared “inclusive nation” as its princi-
ple of national governance.7 The Moon Jae-In administration’s policy on the in-
de pen dent living of  people with disabilities likewise has been arranged  under 
this princi ple. However, the real ity, where, in fact, neoliberal values are stressed, 
consists of detailed moments at which agencies implementing il policies are 
evaluated by the state. For example, as for  people with disabilities who are the 
beneficiaries of deinstitutionalization support policies,  those already equipped 
with the ability to live in de pen dently are selected  because se lection is linked to 
per for mance indicators. In addition, some of the il centers implement proj-
ects promoting heterosexual dating and marriage or, in trying to emphasize 
 people’s self- reliance, use promotional phrases that describe disabilities nega-
tively as well.8 The possibility for the deinstitutionalization movement to de-
velop into a movement seeking radical change depends on how the limitations 
of the bureaucratic system and heteropatriarchal ableism can be surmounted.

Meanwhile, critical reflections on the movement and policies regarding 
deinstitutionalization are linked to examinations of points at which gender/
sexuality oppression and oppression due to institutionalization intersect in a 
complex manner. Institutions have locked in par tic u lar groups, yet how can 
 those who have been forced to live in de facto isolation outside such institutions 



figure 1.1. On April 27, 2006, the Solidarity against Disability Discrimination (Pre-
paratory Committee) sponsored a strug gle in which more than fifty  people with severe 
disabilities crossed the Hangang Bridge at their respective paces, demanding the insti-
tutionalization of the activity assistant system. As a result of the six- hour- long strug gle, 
three participants became exhausted and  were taken to the hospital in an ambulance. 
Courtesy n_m.
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participate in the deinstitutionalization movement? Answers to this question 
 will become pos si ble when we direct our attention to the structures that have 
deprived queer  people, plwha, and sex workers of places where their lives can 
unfold as well as to “normality,” that have branded them with sexual stigmas, 
and that have enforced their “incarceration without walls.” I raise questions 
about the contexts and genealogies through which the ideologies of both the il 
movement and the deinstitutionalization movement have been created and the 
circumstances  under which  these movements have been understood in South 
 Korea. I seek to expand the deinstitutionalization movement into a movement 
for the liberation of nonnormative beings in society. The failure hitherto to ana-
lyze thoroughly and to challenge the effects of the ideologies of consumerism 
and “normality” on  human rights and rights,  people with disabilities, racialized 
and ethnicized minorities, queer  people, and violators of sexual norms/labor 
norms seeking to reject normative temporality has caused their exclusion from 
being the subjects of rights. Moreover, the deinstitutionalization movement has 
consciously or unconsciously disregarded such agendas.

The effects of colonization cannot be  limited to the transmission and estab-
lishment of imperialist rule through individual national systems alone.  Unless 
the ideology of the il movement is also committed to transnational solidar-
ity based on grassroots organ izations, only the needs and arguments of  those 
occupying mainstream positions in so- called advanced nations are transmit-
ted selectively. Most of the new policies created in South  Korea are justified 
based on pre ce dents in “advanced” countries, and the national and mainstream 
accomplishments of “advanced” states are already in tune with the dominant 
order such as neoliberalism.

What does it mean to think of and to implement the deinstitutionalization 
movement from a postcolonial perspective? I examine the histories of deten-
tion and incarceration in institutions that have been implemented in South 
Korean society as a main means of oppression and domination. In the pro cess, 
the history of  people with disabilities cannot be singled out. This is  because 
 people who have led institutionalized lives,  those who have been placed in in-
stitutions for  people with disabilities, are not  limited to  people with disabili-
ties registered in the Act on Welfare of Persons with Disabilities or  those who 
have identified themselves as  people with disabilities.9 The task of agitating the 
bound aries of identity  will, I hope, decentralize the discourse of rights created 
by the First World and challenge the system where rights are allocated in ac-
cordance with identities approved by state power. In addition,  there are  people 
who, though not physically placed in residential institutions and detention fa-
cilities, have been forced to lead institutionalized lives while living in so- called 
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local communities. The lives of plwha and  women living in red- light districts 
teach the deinstitutionalization movement about the ways in which sexual stig-
mas have created incarceration without walls. In addition, strategies of re sis-
tance  will become valid if and when the methods and contents of the ways that 
sexual stigmas have operated are identified concretely through historical and 
cultural analyses and reconstructed based more on the real ity.

New Understandings of the Genealogies of Crip

 Going beyond stating that institutionalization is oppressive and engaging in 
a deinstitutionalization movement, it is necessary to ask how the histories of 
 people with disabilities and incapacitated beings, who have been detained and 
incarcerated in institutions in South Korean society  because they are consid-
ered “seditious,” “useless,” and “abnormal,” can be remembered and genealo-
gized.10 This is a task not of accepting the history of the il movement as an 
imported movement and an ideology of “advanced” nations but of linking op-
pressions based on exclusion and isolation— which have been imposed ever 
since the beginning of the Republic of  Korea (1948) following Japa nese colo-
nial domination (1910–45), the liberation (1945), and national division into 
northern and southern  Koreas (1945)—to crip re sis tance and solidarity, as well 
as to the movement for in de pen dent living for  people with disabilities in re-
sponse to that oppression.

In South  Korea’s history, both the Omura Immigration Detention Center 
(present- day Omura Immigration Center) in Japan, created during the occu-
pation of southern  Korea by the United States Army Military Government in 
 Korea (1945–48), and the residential facilities on Sorokdo, established during 
the Japa nese colonial era to isolate Hansen’s disease patients, can be seen as the 
starting points of the prob lem of institutionalization.11

Installed in 1950 in Nagasaki Prefecture in Japan, the Omura Immigration 
Detention Center detained Korean stowaways who had received deporta-
tion  orders for violations of Japan’s Immigration Control and Refugee Rec-
ognition Act up to the 1970s and thus was dubbed the Auschwitz of Japan by 
Korean residents in Japan.12 Seung-ki Cha points out that, immediately  after its 
defeat in World War II, Japan forced Koreans violating its territory and laws to 
go through the Omura Immigration Detention Center before deporting them 
to southern  Korea, occupied by the US Army. He explains that not only so- 
called stowaways— including Koreans who had  either crossed over to mainland 
Japan without authorization following Japan’s defeat in the war or returned to 
the Korean Peninsula but gone back to Japan— but also Korean residents in 
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Japan who had  violated Japa nese laws had to be deported from Japa nese terri-
tory through this “illegal entrant detention center.” In addition, Cha posits that 
the Omura Immigration Detention Center “was expected to protect [the Japa-
nese  people] safely by excluding aliens, above all, from Japan’s  labor, hygiene, 
and public security.”13 If prisons create a virtual image of a society in which 
vio lence is governed by law by isolating “criminals,” he argues, detention cen-
ters create a virtual image of a protected community by isolating and excluding 
ele ments who may cause racial (ethnic),  labor, po liti cal, or ideological unrest.14 
Si mul ta neously, the Omura Immigration Detention Center had the effect of 
firmly establishing the borders of the state of Japan and of constructing ethnic 
Koreans, who had crossed over  because of the impact of colonial rule and for 
socioeconomic reasons, as “lawbreakers.” As “one of the technical apparatuses 
that replaced the history of the colonial empire and its responsibilities with the 
prob lem of ‘eliminating criminals,’ ” the Omura Immigration Detention Cen-
ter is positioned in the genealogy of racial and ethnic discrimination against 
and hatred for Korean residents in Japan that continue to this day.15

Since the Japa nese colonial era, Hansen’s disease patients in (South)  Korea 
have been placed mainly in the Sorokdo Rehabilitation Center.  Human rights 
violations against the affected  people ranged from the forced worship at 
Shinto shrines that took place during the Japa nese colonial period to the 
forced isolation, forced internment, forced  labor, forced sterilization and abor-
tion surgeries, hunger, and cadaver dissections that continued even  after the 
liberation. Jae- hyeong Gim points out that vagrants with “leprosy” became 
symbols threatening modernization and health.16  Here, “vagrancy” and “lep-
rosy”  were perceived as identical threats to society. Jung- Gie Choi points out 
that, during the Japa nese colonial period, the colonial government mobilized 
administrative power across the territory both based on the perception that 
society must be protected from the socially pathological phenomenon of Han-
sen’s disease patients and in the name of urban “beautification proj ects.” At 
the time, the goal was not to treat the patients but to prevent the transmis-
sion of the disease and to protect society. Consequently, to hunt down patients, 
the colonial government  adopted the method of categorical inspections and 
crackdowns across the colony through the use of the police and administrative 
officials, and when affected  people  were discovered in this pro cess, they  were 
immediately sent to and forcibly interned on Sorokdo.17 Following the libera-
tion, the South Korean government continued to maintain the policy of iso-
lating patients. Patients with par tic u lar diseases such as Hansen’s disease and 
aids are isolated regardless of medical needs and are criminalized based on 
the ways in which crip bodies are governed.
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 Under military regimes from the 1960s onward, as represented by the Park 
Chung- hee regime (1963–79), how would patterns of institutionalization have 
changed as the population began to be understood scientifically and life and 
rights began to be rearranged actively for economic development? Ministry 
of Home Affairs Directive No. 410 was an administrative order regarding “the 
reporting, regulation, detention, protection, return of vagrants to hometowns, 
and follow-up management,” announced by the South Korean government on 
December 15, 1975,  under the Yusin (Restoration) system, which had forcibly 
dissolved the National Assembly (South Korean legislature). This directive 
provided a strong foundation for judging and detaining certain beings as “va-
grants.” A vagrant detention center established in Busan based on Ministry of 
Home Affairs Directive No. 410,  Brothers Home, operated from 1975 to 1987.

Represented by  Brothers Home, “vagrant protection facilities” demonstrate 
the effective operation of administrative power that the dictatorial regime ex-
ercised while pursuing economic growth and social control. At the same time, 
“vagrant protection facilities” fully demonstrate the structure wherein, once 
state subsidies to civilian welfare facilities  were established,  people considered 
“appropriate” for  these facilities  were captured like prey and exploited to enrich 
the power of the social welfare authorities. Both the government and society 
overall targeted not only  children and  women who  were perceived to be  free from 
“protection” by male heads of families but also the homeless and even, at times, 
 people simply standing in the streets as vagrants who “harm healthy society and 
urban order.”18  Brothers Home was closed  after the 1987 exposé of the deaths of 
its inmates, and Ministry of Home Affairs Directive No. 410 was discarded in 
the same year. However, the  Brothers Home Oral History Recording Team has 
pointed out that the power that seeks to “cleanse”  people who threaten social 
safety or have negative influence on society is still alive and well.19

The logic that created spaces and times of incarceration in the Omura Im-
migration Detention Center, Sorokdo Rehabilitation Center, and  Brothers 
Home has yet to be settled. In order to protect the boundary of the state, 
“wrong” beings who are in “wrong” places have been targeted, interned, and 
isolated through the establishment of the ruling order and through social per-
ceptions of disease and infection, with the assumption that they “impede” 
national development and other  people’s safety. Eugenics, an ideology and a 
praxis that justified both the provision of welfare to  those whose lives had to be 
promoted and the isolation of  those whose lives had to be weeded out, emerged 
and spread from the West at the turn of the twentieth  century. Through the 
genealogy of incarceration politics implemented in the names of social integra-
tion and the maintenance of order, po liti cal and social interpretations of why 



figure 1.2. South  Korea regulates and in defi nitely incarcerates unregistered aliens who 
have simply stayed in the country beyond their respective periods of sojourn. In 2021, a 
form of torture called “shrimp bending” was committed at the Hwaseong Immigration 
Detention Center. The victim of this torture has complained, dubbing the Hwaseong Im-
migration Detention Center “Hwaseong Guantanamo,” and a movement to close down 
immigration detention centers and to mitigate  human rights violations has been  under 
way. The photo graph shows a participant holding up a piece of cloth that reads, “Shut 
down immigration ‘protection’ [crossed out] detention centers” (the word “protection” is 
a part of the Korean- language name for  these facilities) at a press conference held on Feb-
ruary 10, 2022, in commemoration of the fifteenth anniversary of a disastrous fire at the 
Yeosu Immigration Detention Center. Source: Tari Young- Jung Na.
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 people with disabilities have been institutionalized become pos si ble. Residen-
tial institutions nominally are social welfare facilities and “protective” facilities. 
However, explanations positing  human rights violations occurring in residen-
tial institutions solely as malfunctions in social welfare or as evil deeds commit-
ted by South Korean society’s dictatorial regimes are insufficient. Hyun- Chul 
Kim stresses “incarceration as a temporal- spatial pro cess” and suggests that, 
“instead of viewing the incarcerated subjects simply as ‘bare life’ separated from 
‘quotidian society,’ [adopting the perspective of carceral geographies] is to see 
them as beings who undergo ‘becoming’ amidst the vio lence, intimacy, and 
caregiving that arise in the pro cess of incarceration.”20

The legacy of the Omura Immigration Detention Center continues to this 
day in South  Korea in the form of immigration detention centers. When aliens 
become unregistered simply  because they have stayed in the country beyond 
their respective periods of sojourn, they are subjected to regulation and in-
carceration. The South Korean government thus advertises its own activities 
at  these facilities regarding aliens: “We ensure that, immediately before leav-
ing South  Korea, [the inmates]  will be able to cherish good memories and im-
ages [of the country].” In  these immigration detention centers, however, illegal 
torture and  human rights violations have been committed amid indefinite 
incarceration. The inmates are made to receive diagnoses and examinations off 
the premises and are restrained with handcuffs and ropes when ill; they are in 
a chronically unhygienic and malnourished state, and most of  those who have 
been incarcerated for six months or more suffer from grave  mental crises. One 
individual, incarcerated in a windowless solitary cell for over five months on the 
pretext of being an hiv infectee, has not even been allowed time for exercise.21

Meanwhile, though many  people have been debilitated by such intern-
ment, they have not been included among the beneficiaries of disability wel-
fare ser vices  because many of their disabilities often are medically undiagnosed. 
In recent years, the disability rights movement has strug gled to bring about 
the abolishment of the disability rating system, which classifies  people with 
 disabilities according to the degree of “impairments” based on the medical 
model and allocates welfare ser vices according to  these ratings. The disabil-
ity liberation movement must be able to reply also to the question of  whether 
strug gles for the abolishment of the disability rating system should not only 
get rid of the hierarchy among  people with disabilities but also be linked all the 
way to the deconstruction of the bound aries between  people with disabilities 
and  people without disabilities.

Discussions on incarceration politics from the perspective of gender/sexual-
ity have been very insufficient in academic and activist circles in South  Korea 
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as well. Completed during the Park Chung- hee regime, the Resident Registra-
tion Act (1962) and the Military Ser vice Act (1949; wholly amended in 1970 
 after a series of partial amendments) have functioned as apparatuses indispens-
able to the organ ization of society that imposes gender binarism. Issued during 
the Japa nese colonial era to ferret out “seditious” ele ments, the citizen card has 
changed into the resident registration number, or a serial number containing 
a gender code assigned to  every citizen  under the Resident Registration Act, 
which continues to this day. Minorities who do not match the gender codes in 
the Resident Registration Act inevitably become beings in discord with the es-
tablishment and are subject to oppression by institutionalization, which exists 
both inside and outside institutions.22 When detained in correctional facili-
ties, transgender  people suffer greatly  because they are not acknowledged ac-
cording to self- identified genders and cannot easily obtain medical treatment 
necessary for gender transition or the  undergarments of their choice.23  Under 
South  Korea’s conscription system, the armed forces likewise are im mense fa-
cilities that forcibly detain the male body. In addition,  because the military sys-
tem constitutes power that defines “maleness,” implementing naked physical 
checkups, grading all citizens who have been classified as “male,” and detain-
ing  these “males” in facilities that are managed in accordance with the military 
order for certain duration, the gender effect of the conscription system must 
be analyzed closely from the perspective of institutionalization as well.24 South 
 Korea’s Military Criminal Act punishes consensual sexual acts between male 
members of the armed forces as “disgraceful conduct” (Article 92(6)). In its 
decisions on two cases (2002 and 2011), the Constitutional Court of  Korea 
declared the article constitutional: “Acts of sexual gratification that objectively 
arouse revulsion among the general public and run  counter to the sound sense 
of sexual morality, [same- sex acts] signify the violation of the healthy life and 
military discipline of the armed forces community.” The logic that, presuming 
the position of “objective” members of the “general public,” sexual rights may 
be  violated for the maintenance of “healthy life” is one that applies not only to 
the military but across detainment and incarceration. In the next section, I will 
examine the patterns of oppression that incarceration politics and institution-
alization have created through the order surrounding gender/sexuality.

 “Incarceration without Walls” Created by Gender/Sexuality Oppression

How can gender/sexuality oppression be problematized in the genealogies 
of “inappropriate”  people subject to institutionalization, or  those who are forced 
to become “normal” citizens through institutionalization? The histories of 
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 internment in so- called institutions for  women requiring protection targeted 
 women who lacked male heads of  house holds (“masters”)  under the  house hold 
head system including war  widows,  women who had run away from their 
homes,  women defined  under the regulations of the Prevention of Prostitu-
tion, Etc. Act (1961), and unmarried  mothers. Though licensed prostitution 
was abolished  after the liberation, the state allowed exceptions, seeking to re-
strict sex workers to par tic u lar spaces to protect both the general public and 
“normal” homes.25 In par tic u lar, with the creation of the Prevention of Pros-
titution, Etc. Act, military camp towns for US soldiers  were formed, and the 
tendency to control sex workers was further strengthened. In addition, though 
created  under the pretext of protecting homeless  women and  women sex work-
ers, the Seoul Municipal Shelter for  Women was implemented  under the Park 
regime’s princi ple of “social cleansing,” and when par tic u lar red- light districts 
 were closed, this shelter quite often accommodated more than six hundred 
 women even though its capacity was three hundred. Such “moral guidance” 
proj ects manifested themselves also as marriage proj ects, and the  women at the 
shelter  were mobilized for forced marriage with forcibly interned young males 
in the Seosan Reclamation Group as well.

Such a history has yet to be settled properly even to this day, and red- light 
districts are disappearing, one by one,  because of redevelopment. Before the leg-
islation of the Act on the Prevention of Commercial Sex Acts and Protection, 
Etc. of Victims in 2004, red- light districts  were places explic itly acknowledged 
and managed by the state. A hierarchy and a division of  labor existed among 
the diverse  people living in  these places, and the content and degree of stigma, 
too, differed according to one’s position on that hierarchy. In my view, striving to 
understand the lives of sex workers— who  were restricted to  these areas and had 
to lead difficult lives, separated from “society at large,” even though red- light 
districts had been formed at transportation hubs—in terms of institutional-
ization helps to expand our re sis tance movement against institutionalization. 
Furthermore, when the workers  were driven out without any rights, much less 
property right to the land, with the closure of red- light districts, sex workers 
embarked on new lives in the “ ‘residential’ neighborhoods” that had excluded 
them. In her research on the migration experiences of middle- aged and el derly 
 women following the closure of the Yongsan red- light district in Seoul, Mi- 
Hae Won explains, “In the histories of  those who have lived within the par tic-
u lar enclosures of red- light districts for de cades, the meaning of migration lies 
between ‘expulsion’ and a ‘challenge’ at a new life.” However, Won continues, 
the degree of crisis experienced  because of such drastic change varied for each 
individual, based on their experiences of the outside world and of control over 
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spaces as well as their life goals and initiative beyond material resources.26 Won 
argues that, in order to separate red- light districts from society, mainstream so-
ciety has branded  women in red- light districts with sexual stigmas and created 
a hierarchy. To ignore the reasons for their difficulties in forming peer relation-
ships with their neighbors in “mainstream” society  after their departure from 
red- light districts and to turn them into  people who need social adjustment is 
to isolate them, once again, within “residential” neighborhoods.

The pro cesses through which red- light districts closed down provide the 
disability deinstitutionalization movement with impor tant questions. How 
should power relations within institutions change in order for us to envi-
sion post- deinstitutionalization life? While living in institutions, how should 
 people contact  those outside? How can institutionalized  people intervene and 
participate in decision making in the pro cess of becoming deinstitutional-
ized? In addition,  after  these  people’s deinstitutionalization, how should we 
acknowledge their previous unique histories and relationships? Whom should 
we hold responsible for  these  people’s isolation and exclusion, and how should 
we  settle this past? The answers to  these questions  will become impor tant cri-
teria for making post- deinstitutionalization life pos si ble.

 People who have been victimized by crimes and received a certain degree 
of protection from the state cannot be  free from the workings of “normality.” 
Although shelters and treatment/rehabilitation programs for victims of “vio-
lence against  women” ( women victims of sexual vio lence, domestic vio lence, 
and prostitution) exist, long- term housing support and income support are not 
provided. Such facilities exist as places to prepare  these  women for “return to so-
ciety,” not as places for living. Even though policies designate victims of vio lence 
as objects of treatment and recovery,  there is no proper society to which  these 
 women— who are no longer the same as before their victimization— can return, 
 either. More questions regarding the relationship between institutionalization 
and gender/sexuality have to be raised in the deinstitutionalization movement 
in order to challenge institutionalization in South Korean society. Revealing 
this relationship is clearly necessary for exposing the essence of institutionaliza-
tion, uncovering hidden populations, and resisting the discrimination and op-
pression they have experienced, as well as making their experiences count.

The prob lems of gender/sexuality oppression and incarceration without walls 
have become concrete since  Women with Disabilities Empathy, an organ ization 
of which I am a member, began to visit institutions to support deinstitutional-
ization. When we started to visit residential facilities for  people with visual dis-
abilities,  people with developmental disabilities, and  people with severe physical 
disabilities, we noticed that the numbers of  women residents  were incomparably 
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small. The reasons for such a situation  were difficult to discover. However, we 
came to learn with certainty that statistics on the fa cil i ty inmates’ numbers and 
duration of stay  were insufficient for understanding excluded and isolated exis-
tence and lives. If so, then where are  women with disabilities? In par tic u lar, now 
that deinstitutionalization has been included in  legal policies,  those who have 
not been placed in institutions are not eligible for deinstitutionalization support 
policies and face difficulties socially representing themselves. Though  women 
with disabilities who are living in local communities with their parents experi-
ence vari ous forms of vio lence and control and thus have experiences similar to 
 those who live in institutions, their experiences and plans for in de pen dent living 
are not treated as impor tant by  either the il movement or the deinstitutionaliza-
tion movement. One gender- nonconforming person with severe disabilities who 
is a member of  Women with Disabilities Empathy and suffers from domestic vio-
lence has been continuously subject to violent restrictions of gender expression 
including forced head- shaving for the con ve nience of care by their parents. How-
ever,  because only residents of institutions are eligible for in de pen dence support 
ser vices provided by deinstitutionalization policies,  people first have to choose to 
live in institutions if they are to receive such ser vices.

That  family members play the role of institution in the community becomes 
clear considering the fact that  children, se nior citizens,  people with disabilities, 
patients, and full- time housewives— all of whom are perceived as objects of 
economic support and protection within the  family system— engage in  labor 
both inside and outside their homes. The value of such  labor or the fact that 
they work itself is concealed. In addition, when  these  people  free themselves 
from their homes, they are not seen as having become “in de pen dent” but as 
having “run away from home,” which constitutes a social prob lem. The fact 
that they are then placed in facilities proves that homes are merely another 
form of such facilities. Such cases lead to the necessity for the deinstitution-
alization movement to recognize  people who live in a state of incarceration 
without walls within their families and, once again, to delve into the prob lem 
of institutionalization, which cuts across the spaces of homes, local commu-
nities, and institutions. A state of incarceration without walls overlaps with a 
state in which one has been deprived of housing rights and  labor rights. Institu-
tionalization is justified in the name of protecting  those who are homeless and 
lack the ability to work, while the very unequal conditions that deprive one of 
housing rights and  labor rights are the very mechanism that maintains institu-
tions. Such points inevitably expand the horizons of the deinstitutionalization 
movement and, once more, prompt the movement to join with vari ous other 
movements for social justice.
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In 2020,  Women with Disabilities Empathy published the book Institu-
tionalized Society. This work raises issues regarding how  people— including 
not only  women with disabilities but also single  mothers, youths who have left 
homes, plwha, refugees, homeless  people, Korean adoptees abroad,  people 
with  mental disabilities, and survivors of gender vio lence— can live in an insti-
tutionalized state even without being confined to physical facilities. Since 2018, 
the twenty- one authors who participated in creating the book have continued 
to meet and to search for ave nues for joint action to challenge the oppression 
imposed by incarceration.

Eradication and Elimination: A Virus as a Meta phor for the Po liti cal

Though the number of  people living with hiv/aids (plwha) in South  Korea 
is smaller than that of patients who are diagnosed as having rare, incurable dis-
eases, the “aids phenomenon” surfaced in the 1980s as a major social real ity, to 
the extent that it could be dubbed a “sex panic,” which has gradually intensified 
along with homophobia. However, the narratives of “lives with hiv/aids” 
that the acronym plwha consciously seeks to reveal have yet to be properly 
publicized in South Korean society.27 Ever since “homosexuals from the West” 
and  women working at entertainment business establishments  were pointed 
out as transmitters of the disease in the 1980s, aids has become a power ful 
symbol of the fear of and stigma on sex itself. The panic, which began without 
full- fledged social discussions on sexual freedom and sexual liberation, came to 
be directed  toward social punishments for sex that does not contribute to the 
reproduction of the patriarchal  family system.

This social perception of aids still wields considerable power. In 1987, two 
years  after the emergence of the disease in South  Korea, the Prevention of Ac-
quired Immune Deficiency Syndrome Act was legislated. The need for a unified 
law on a single disease was a social, not a scientific, one. The legislation stemmed 
from the need to codify policies for regulating and controlling  people who 
“harbored” hiv rather than from the need for the government and society to 
control the virus and effectively treat  people who  were affected. The law still 
includes clauses criminalizing plwha’s sexual acts, restricting  these  people’s 
employment, and allowing the protective placement (forced detention) of 
 those who do not receive treatment. Interestingly, the hiv/aids policy is the 
basis for the only bud get allocation that acknowledges the existence of non-
heterosexual, non- cisgender beings among South Korean citizens. The govern-
ment has specially allocated a bud get for gay men and men who have sex with 
men (msm) and implemented campaigns and educational  proj ects  focusing on 
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them. However, this bud get designates the objects of the policy only as a vul-
nerable group and a high- risk group, never stipulating their empowerment and 
rights.

Minorities unwelcome within a demo cratic system often do not have ac-
cess to channels to represent and speak for themselves, and their existence has 
been socially concealed. Minority groups are depicted in the names of diseases, 
in medical language such as Mycobacterium leprae, poliovirus, and hiv. The 
World Health Organ ization established a plan to eradicate polio by 2000, and 
South  Korea, where no case has been reported since 1983, is classified as a na-
tion that has eradicated polio.  People with disabilities caused by polio in South 
 Korea are mostly in their  middle age now. My colleagues who live with  these 
disabilities and I have discussed what it feels like to know that the world no 
longer has  people with disabilities like their own. It is a good  thing yet makes 
them feel lonesome, they have told me.  Because  people with disabilities  will 
continue to exist in this world, for them, “eradication” does not seem like a 
term that re spects  people with diverse disabilities who once lived in the past 
and continue to live in the pre sent. The eradication and elimination of this 
virus, which gives rise to social phenomena precisely  because it affects living 
 people, are executed through the existing social order based on discrimination 
and exclusion.

I redirect my attention to this rhe toric of eradication and elimination 
 because, in 2017, a picket stood out from the crowd at a rally held against the 
Seoul Queer Parade, an annual lgbt pride parade held in the city. Read-
ing “Exterminate homo sexuality! Eliminate homo sexuality! A clean [South] 
 Korea (♡), hallelujah (♡),” this picket was carried by a middle- aged- looking 
man wearing a white dress shirt and a necktie. The anti- lgbt movement of 
right- wing Christians became active in 2007, when first efforts  were made to 
enact an umbrella antidiscrimination law. Ever since, it has positioned itself 
as a movement to save both homes and the nation from depravity and dis-
ease, through propaganda such as “homo sexuality = aids = death.”  After 
seeing a slogan to the effect not of “exterminate hiv, eliminate aids” but of 
“exterminate and eliminate homo sexuality,” I have come to pay attention to 
the fundamental, anti- human- rights vio lence reflected by the terms eradica-
tion and elimination. The  will to equate an identity (homo sexuality) with a 
disease (aids) manifests itself in concrete strategies that seek to pathologize 
 people with a homosexual identity and to criminalize aids. In other words, 
the logic is that homo sexuality  causes misery  because it creates aids, and aids 
is evil  because it is caused by homo sexuality. In this logic, homo sexuality itself 



figure 1.3. On June 24, 2017, some groups or ga nized to oppose the Daegu Queer Cul-
ture Festival (pride festival), held near the Dongseong-ro area in the city of Daegu, and 
carried pickets reading, “Exterminate homo sexuality! Eliminate homo sexuality! A clean 
[South]  Korea (♡), hallelujah (♡).” Courtesy Minsoo Kim.
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 becomes a contagious disease that must be exterminated; both homo sexuality 
and aids become objects of punishment and isolation.

I argue that this logic of isolation and extinction is completed by the denial 
of sexual rights and reproductive rights. Though the state allows  those consid-
ered to be socially incompetent and contaminating society with evils to sustain 
lives on the minimal level— and, at the same time, to die slowly— and occasion-
ally provides support for their survival, it denies them a  future by not ensuring 
their sexual and reproductive rights.28 The state’s denial of  these  people’s sex-
ual and reproductive rights conveys its wishes for the absence of such citizens 
in  future generations. Not only  people with disabilities and plwha but also 
other minorities are similarly portrayed as citizens who are no good, citizens 
who are undesirable, and citizens who only burden the nation. This is linked 
to the idea that  these  people therefore cannot be depicted as representing the 
citizenry and are not represented in the media as individuals with opinions and 
that only a very small number of them who have “succeeded” and “overcome” 
their circumstances selectively become beings capable of inspiring the public. 
When the “reproductive futurism” that Lee Edelman has elaborated is taken 
into consideration, minorities, especially  people with disabilities, plwha, and 
mi grants, are erased from reproductive futurism, and this pro cess is expanded 
to mea sures including the  Mother and Child Health Act, which has served as 
a ground allowing the state to intervene in “inappropriate” reproduction, the 
Prevention of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome Act, which deprives 
plwha of sexual rights, and the employment permit system, which categori-
cally expels mi grant workers  after a designated duration.29 While the rights of 
minorities who are living at pre sent are restricted through a refusal to distrib-
ute resources right now, such exclusion is justified as a mea sure for the  future.

Currently, plwha are eligible to receive basic life benefits and to apply for 
low- cost public rental apartments  because they lack the ability to work and 
have been cut off from their families. Since the Asian financial crisis, South 
 Korea’s welfare policies have been rearranged and re- signified within a neolib-
eral order. Considerable administrative power and bud get have been poured 
into verifying  people’s ability to work, while forcing on them requirements 
for productive welfare and self- supporting  labor, and into strengthening the 
screening procedures to determine welfare beneficiaries while imposing on 
families the responsibility for livelihood.30 Even though the social provisions 
have helped plwha to survive with minimal living conditions through so-
cial welfare ser vices,  because the policy’s goals have been set for public health 
rather than for the  human rights and equality of plwha, such policy has pro-
duced the effect of incarceration without walls. In my view, hiv/aids policies 
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that are implemented without the  will to eliminate discrimination by medi-
cal institutions, employment discrimination, and social stigmas experienced 
by plwha produce institutionalized lives even outside institutions.  Because 
plwha are still seen as dangerous beings threatening both society and homes, 
policies are not designed to integrate them as  family members, neighbors, col-
leagues, and citizens. Social policy support for plwha in the  future must have 
clear goals transcending such fear, stigmas, and exclusion. I argue that the in-
tention  behind the subsumption of plwha  under residual welfare systems 
through special clauses, instead of expanding universal welfare, has the effect 
of depriving plwha of the conditions  under which they can maintain their 
 labor rights and preinfection lives. Resonating with policies of monitoring and 
controlling plwha, this effect has led plwha who can no longer live alone in 
low- cost public rental apartments to move to nursing homes.31 However, most 
nursing homes refuse to take plwha, not for medical reasons but for social 
reasons. The series of pro cesses institutionalizing certain  people in domestic 
spaces and local communities gradually occur in this way.

To resolve such prob lems, the Korean Network of plwha (knp+) de cided 
in 2020 to implement a new proj ect, in which plwha would take care of one 
another in local communities. This is meaningful in that the hiv/aids move-
ment has initiated action reflecting the orientation of the deinstitutionalization 
movement. knp+ has thus initiated activities to find plwha who are forced 
to live in sanatorium hospitals  because it is difficult for them to live alone in 
local communities and to forge relationships with such  people so that they may 
continue their lives in society.

The Construction of an Epistemology of Deinstitutionalization

Why do plwha live in pain? Why are  those who nurse and provide care to 
plwha invisible? Why are the deaths of plwha not treated as meaningful? 
If experiences, emotions, memories, and relationships of sexual plea sure cannot 
be included in narratives of being ill, passing away, or providing care to  others, 
then the entire stories of the lives of plwha become invisible. aids patients 
are not provided with care  because it is not pos si ble for  people to say that they 
are providing care to aids patients. Mourning chambers for deceased aids 
patients cannot be set up when these people are incarcerated in institutions 
without walls during their lives and therefore unknown.32

The questions that are necessary now should be “What contents and forms 
must social policies take on to make the lives of plwha livable?” “How can we 
establish concrete methods for  these  people so that they  will not die in  nursing 
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homes, which function as detention facilities?” and “Who are the subjects and 
colleagues of the movement for the liberation of plwha, who have lived in 
a state of incarceration without walls due to sexual stigmas?” Currently, con-
tinuing efforts are made to fight the medical discrimination experienced by 
plwha through the Act on the Prohibition of Discrimination against Dis-
abled Persons, Remedy against Infringement of Their Rights, Etc. It is very 
meaningful, through such efforts, to expand the category of “disabilities” and 
to prompt society to perceive discrimination experienced by plwha as one 
of “universal discrimination.” However, the acknowl edgment of discrimina-
tion experienced by plwha as discrimination against  people with disabilities 
is not in itself the goal or the destination of the movement. Rather than seek-
ing the stability of certain  people’s lives simply by having one group include 
another group, I would like to recognize together the connection among the 
foundations, which have led  people to die slowly in their respective locations in 
 isolation. I would also like to explore how we can become a part of the move-
ment to challenge such foundations.

When the lives of plwha intervene in feminism against gender/sexuality 
oppression and the real ity of disability politics, more expanded questions are 
raised. If the pain of illness and death is considered to arise from sexual plea-
sure, can  people from vari ous groups join in the efforts to make their voices 
heard by society without disregarding their sexual plea sure? We must further 
explore the kinds of chemical changes that can take place when the politics 
involved in practices such as chemsex and barebacking are linked to the per-
spectives of disease and death. How can the deinstitutionalization movement 
discuss the meaning of impairments created by sex?33 I feel that it is necessary 
to explore the meaning of impairments, debilitating  labor, aging, and death 
rather than the value of birth, reproduction, and  future claimed by normativ-
ized sex. I believe that, through such questions, institutionalized lives— the 
lives of  those who live in a state of incarceration without walls and are sub-
jected to gender/sexuality oppression— will be revealed in more meaningful 
ways, positioning  these  people as impor tant colleagues and subjects of the de-
institutionalization movement.

Such a movement constructs an epistemology of deinstitutionalization 
that makes pos si ble new interpretations of rights, temporality, locationality, 
and sexual praxis. Solidarity created based on this epistemology challenges 
“normality” and smashes the patterns of endowing rights according to state- 
approved identities based on one’s ability to pay taxes and to consume, as 
well as on one’s citizenship status. By rewriting the genealogies of crip from 
a postcolonial perspective, such solidarity newly organizes peer relationships 
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for  re sis tance. In my view, such solidarity  will make it pos si ble to understand 
modes of gender/sexuality oppression and the cemented intertwinings of insti-
tutionalization and to create the ideology and praxis of the deinstitutionaliza-
tion movement based on this understanding. This pro cess consists of times and 
places for inquiring into the Eurocentrism, white- centrism, male- centrism, het-
erocentrism, nationalism, and neoliberal conformity that formed the catalyst 
of the il movement and for searching for other paths. The epistemology of de-
institutionalization argued for in this chapter poignantly challenges the mean-
ing of the politics of inclusion, which is the ideology of in de pen dent living for 
 people with disabilities in this era and the national governance princi ples of 
the administration headed by the neoliberal reformer President Moon. This 
epistemology of deinstitutionalization constitutes valid politics for re sis tance 
at this moment  because it drives a fundamental challenge to the rights and laws 
approved through the neoliberal mainstream order; reveals that the governing 
strategy of detention and incarceration in institutions has been a mechanism 
for depriving  people of homes and workplaces; and elucidates that the struc-
tures of gender/sexuality oppression have been devices not only justifying iso-
lation and exclusion but also effectively implementing incarceration without 
walls. An epistemology of deinstitutionalization reveals that the politics of in-
clusion conspires with the maintenance of incarceration without walls. What 
we need is not assimilationist social inclusion but the separation of our lives 
from the mechanism of institutionalization, which started out together with 
imperialism and the nation- state, by exposing the times and sites of incarcera-
tion. The task of writing history anew in order for oppressed  people to become 
one with the  future has never been completed but has never  stopped,  either. If 
this writing of history can be merged with the everyday strug gles for deinstitu-
tionalization,  there  will be no need to worry about a monolithic  future.

notes
I am grateful to my colleagues in  Women with Disabilities Empathy, hiv/aids Activ-
ists Network  Korea, and Oryu- dong Queer Seminars who share the problematics of 
this chapter and engage in activism together. Moreover, my thoughts on “incarceration 
without walls” existing in South Korean society have been influenced by diverse social 
movements including the disability justice movement, which has forged solidarity with 
the Palestine liberation movement. Pointing out that the Palestinians have been placed in 
a state of open- air imprisonment by ceaseless military attacks and the blockage of food, 
 water, and medical treatment and therefore harbor permanent disabilities, an organ-
ization called Sins Invalid proposes joint re sis tance for the liberation of  people who are 
in an “incarcerated” state: https:// www . youtube . com / watch ? v=w _ jre3409jA.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_jre3409jA
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 19 형제복지원구술프로젝트, 숫자가 된 사람들, 8.
 20 김현철, “ ‘감금’에서 ‘감금지리’로.”
 21 Choi, “South Korean Activists.”
 22 Consult 루인, “번호이동과 성전환,” 25–46.
 23 In 2010, a judicial judgment partly acknowledged the state’s responsibility regarding a 

case where a trans woman confined in a correctional fa cil i ty had severed her genital with 
scissors and attempted suicide  after the authorities’ rejection of her demands for mea-
sures for gender transition and  after her exposure to hate speech and vio lence within the 
fa cil i ty. However, the responsibility of the authorities acknowledged by the court was 
 limited to their neglectful management of self- harm and suicide attempts with scissors. 
천주교인권위원회, 공익인권법재단공감, 한국게이인권운동단체친구사이, 한
국성적소수자문화인권센터, 구금시설과 트랜스젠더의 인권 토론회 자료집.

 24 For further details, see Na, “South Korean Gender System,” 357–77.
 25  After liberation from Japa nese colonial rule, southern  Korea (present- day Repub-

lic of  Korea or South  Korea) saw the beginning of a ruling system  under the US 
Army Military Government in  Korea. Though the US military government abol-
ished the licensed prostitution system created by the Japa nese colonial authorities, 
at the same time, it conducted medical checkups for sexually transmitted diseases 
on “professional entertainers” (gisaeng; akin to the Japa nese geisha), “bar girls,” and 
“waitresses” in order to manage military camp towns for American soldiers instead. 
 Women who failed to pass health checkups had to be forcibly detained and receive 
treatment. 박정미, “식민지 성매매제도의 단절과 연속,” 199–238.

 26 원미혜, “보이지 않는 ‘경계’에서,” 247–48.
 27 박차민정, “aids패닉 혹은 괴담의 정치,” 12.
 28 Eunjung Kim has argued that, as in Alison Kafer’s expression, “ future without dis-

abilities,” the state has controlled the reproductive pro cess in order to produce 
par tic u lar  future versions of  humans called “normal bodies” through medical inter-
ventions and policies. Kim, Curative Vio lence, 44.

 29 Legislated in 1973, the  Mother and Child Health Act was created to implement 
state- led population control policies (birth control, eugenic policies) in a situa-
tion where abortion had been defined as a crime in the Criminal Act. In a situation 
where abortion is illegal in the Criminal Act, the clause permitting induced abor-
tion stipulated by the  Mother and Child Health Act serves as the standard for the 
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types of abortion permitted by the state. In addition, Article 19 of the Prevention of 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome Act stipulates, “No infected person  shall 
perform any act of carry ing and spreading aids to another person through blood 
or body fluids.” This clause prohibiting acts of carry ing and spreading aids makes 
it pos si ble to punish hiv- positive  people criminally if and when they  either do not 
inform sexual partners of the fact of their own infection or do not use condoms. In 
the case of the employment permit system, mi grant laborers are permitted to work 
for up to three years but are prohibited from inviting their spouses to South  Korea, 
and  children produced  after three years, when laborers have become unregistered 
mi grants, are rendered stateless beings.

 30 Emerging  after the Asian financial crisis, the Kim Dae- jung administration estab-
lished the cornerstone of  human rights policies, on the one hand, but introduced 
neoliberal welfare policies on the other. Borrowing Michel Foucault’s discussion, 
Jesook Song points out that, in liberal nations, only  people who can work, purchase 
commodities, and pay taxes— that is,  those who conform to the class system and, ul-
timately, can contribute to the maintenance of the cap i tal ist liberal state— have been 
included in the category of “citizens.” Song, South Koreans in the Debt Crisis.

 31 In accordance with Article 3 of the Medical Ser vice Act, “intermediate care 
hospital[s],” or nursing homes, are defined as “medical institution[s] in which a doc-
tor, dentist or oriental medical doctor provides his/her medical ser vices primar-
ily to inpatients.” Equipped with facilities accommodating thirty or more patients, 
 these medical institutions are established for the purpose of implementing treatment 
mainly on inpatients needing long- term care. However,  because any member of the 
general public who wants treatment at any time or rehabilitation treatment may be 
hospitalized  there as well, a structure in which  those needing care are hospitalized 
for prolonged periods has been created. This has the effect of pathologizing and 
medicalizing social prob lems, and long- term hospitalization has severed social rela-
tions, thus even leading to social isolation.

 32 I have learned through hiv/aids  human rights activist Miran Kwon that most 
 family members who provide care to plwha are  women and that their  labor is even 
more concealed than are the lives of plwha themselves. Kwon has met, counseled, 
and pondered solutions with  women from such families, who are wholly responsible 
for caregiving when plwha are expelled from or rejected by nursing homes.

 33 Chemsex signifies the use of drugs including methamphetamine, mephedrone, ket-
amine, and/or ghb/gbl by msm before or during sex. It takes place mainly in 
private homes or spaces for sex such as gay bath houses.  Because drugs prolong sexual 
functions, they enable users to participate in sex continuously with multiple partners 
for durations ranging from several hours to several days. Such situations leave par-
ticipants vulnerable to std, hiv, and hepatitis C infections and can lead to physical 
harm caused by drug overuse. Chemsex is linked to the complexity of sex by aspects 
including the loneliness experienced by gay men, the desire to connect with  others, 
sexual stigmas, sexual norms, and hiv and stds. Through the Research Group pop, 
I have been informed of the experiences of gay men and msm practicing chemsex 
and have striven to create plans for harm reduction together with drug users.



The US disability rights movement has been thoroughly recounted through a 
rich set of autobiographies, images, ephemera, and activist and scholarly nar-
ratives.1 This collected body of work is heterogeneous in nature, telling not a 
single, monolithic story but many, sometimes contesting, ones. Yet some para-
digmatic discursive threads in disability rights historiography persist, partic-
ularly regarding the movement’s presumed birth from and evolution out of 
Black civil rights. Indeed, the origin story of US disability rights is narrated 
almost unanimously as a direct, organic outgrowth of Black civil rights. Given 
the contradictory and vexed nature of this history, its relationship to Black civil 
rights is at once spectacularly obvious and at times violently obscured.

 Because the US disability rights movement is often presumed as a funda-
mental precursor to the scholarly development of disability studies, lingering 
on this relationship illuminates the conditions of possibility for the “single, co-
herent” account of the field that Crip Genealogies resists. In keeping with this 
anthology’s interrogation of temporal narratives such as “waves” or “arrival” 
of the field, I join a number of crip activist- scholars in critically revisiting the 
historical relationship between disability and Black liberation movements.2 I 
approach this site as a crucial contradiction, one that maintains the whiteness 
of disability studies as well as it haunts con temporary social justice movements 
predicated on co ali tion work. Sustaining focus on the politics of race, gender, 
and  labor that animated some early and influential white activists’ rights claims 
might also produce desirable discord, dispersing our investments in how the 
history of US disability rights is told.

Just as the largely white leadership of the burgeoning US disability rights 
movement of the 1970s and 1980s deployed discourses of racial oppression, 
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equality, and justice with the goal of integrating disabled  people into US so-
ciety and thereby making their strug gle legible, so underexamined racial poli-
tics continue to underwrite scholarly attempts to integrate disability into US 
historiography and likewise to make disability studies institutionally legible. 
When disability rights is narrated primarily as a marker of liberal pro gress 
alongside (or, more frequently, following) strug gles for racial equality, how-
ever, it is positioned against dominant regimes of power rather than complicit 
with them. Such analogic comparisons between activist strug gles for disability 
rights and racial equality tend to signal the eclipse of incommensurable strug-
gles against racial injustice and of anti- Black vio lence in the latter twentieth- 
century United States. The existing historiography thus impedes consideration 
of how precisely disability studies might have inherited or sustained broader 
investments in white supremacy, colonialism, and the related impulse to con-
sume the  labor of racialized  others. More importantly, it drains (at worst) and 
deprioritizes (at best) the more radical threads of Black re sis tance politics that 
animate(d) disability rights.

This essay is part of a broader effort to trace the legacy of US disability rights 
through and against Black civil rights and Black power. Through close readings 
of oral histories, ephemera, activist and scholarly articles and monographs, it 
critically re orients to the presumed origins of the disability rights movement, 
focusing instead on the racial dimensions of the po liti cal trajectory it pursued. 
In par tic u lar, I examine a series of discursive threads that cohere in origin stories 
of US disability rights: narratives that frame disabled  peoples’ history and lived 
experiences in terms of slavery, critiques of disabled segregation that hinge on 
claims of apartheid and incarceration, and the formulation of disabled subjectiv-
ity through analyses of colonialism.  These early articulations of the movement 
reveal constitutive failures to claim whiteness, insistence on figuring disability as 
racially neutral, and the politicization of disability against, if parallel to, Black-
ness. While disability justice activists and disability studies scholars alike have 
waged substantive critiques of such racial politics, their effects continue to res-
onate in foundational conceptualizations of the field.3 In the following pages, 
I consider how investments in whiteness that underwrite US disability rights 
have been obscured and where the traces of this movement’s racial legacy lie: 
What is the evidence of that forgetting and why has it been so effective?

By experimenting with feminist and antiracist approaches to caring for the 
legacy of this social movement, this essay gestures  toward another genealogy 
of disability rights, one that exceeds celebratory commemorations of disabled 
 people’s advancement that necessarily center legislative achievements and 
approximations of normative citizenship. Sensing crip pasts that do not lend 
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themselves to reclamation, I argue that the institutionalization of US disability 
rights was afforded in part by the undertheorized, uncompensated  labor of Black 
activists, intellectuals, and cultural workers. I am referring to the discursive and 
narrative work that frames Black liberation strug gles as well as to the po liti-
cal and legislative efforts that  were used in ser vice of the enfranchisement of 
disabled Americans, but that arguably consolidated the relationship between 
citizenship and whiteness. In other words, Black civil rights and Black power 
produced the very conditions of possibility for the development of US disabil-
ity rights, and yet, as its origin stories reveal, deep investments in whiteness per-
sist. Rather than read this movement’s history exclusively through the rubric of 
liberal pro gress, early articulations of US disability rights must be interrogated 
for their compatibility with the proj ect of racial capitalism, which normalizes 
the consumption of Black  peoples’ uncompensated  labor, the theft of Black 
culture and thought, and the obfuscation of histories of anti- Black racism.4

This premise bears further scrutiny for the limits imposed on con temporary 
social justice movements, particularly  those that focus on the reproductive 
 labor of care/work or personal assistance. Likewise, it raises impor tant ques-
tions for disability studies, which has inherited a legacy that limits both con-
ceptualizations of the field and its material effects, a central inquiry of Crip 
Genealogies. If disability rights was indeed an outgrowth of Black civil rights 
and Black power, what intellectual and structural forms of accountability 
might surface from more sustained reckonings with its vexed relationship to 
Black liberation movements? By extension, what debt do disability studies 
prac ti tion ers sustain to Black radical politics and thought? Fi nally, what po liti-
cal possibilities, desires, or  futures might come into sensation if our collective 
attention lingered on the racial politics of US disability rights historiography?

Disability Rights as the Apex of Pro gress

Activists and scholars alike recount how the early architects of US disabil-
ity rights  were inspired by the public recognition of African Americans’ sus-
tained confrontation with the US government, the movement’s many local 
protests and unpre ce dented national presence, and the teachings of its lead-
ers. Witnessing— and, no doubt, sometimes participating in— this growingly 
power ful movement, they recognized an opportunity to make vis i ble the dis-
crimination against disabled Americans. Coined by George  Will as “the last 
 great inclusion,” US disability rights emerged as a strategic vehicle for trans-
forming disabled  people into a recognizable minority group, the legitimate 
claimants of the gains of civil rights strug gles.5 As Scott Rostron of the United 
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Handicapped Federation observed in 1977, “equality is coming to the Handi-
capped communities slowly, as it has for the black,  women, el derly, and other 
sub- cultures in Amer i ca.”6

This paradigmatic temporal framing of disabled  people as “ behind” or “ after” 
other American minorities, whose inclusion was already underway, threads 
throughout accounts of US disability rights. So too does the corresponding 
framing of this social movement as the “culmination of the civil rights era,” its 
symbolic marking as the apex of pro gress.7 In the strategic reclaiming of US his-
tory as disability history, for example, disability rights is positioned as a marker 
of liberal pro gress, a po liti cal proj ect that works against  earlier histories of ex-
clusion and that leads to increased visibility and recognition in American soci-
ety. For example, the period between the mid-1970s and the turn of the  century 
is characterized as a “trailblazing crusade” of legislative triumphs,8 a journey 
“from caste to class,”9 “from segregation to integration,”10 and “from charity to 
in de pen dent living.”11 It marks out the transition “from goodwill to civil rights” 
and “from the special needs category to the  people category.”12 In short,  these 
de cades mark the path to “full” and “equal” citizenship.13 Yet this emergent per-
sonhood took shape in complex relationship to African Americans as well as 
other racial- ethnic minorities, gays and lesbians, and  women.

US disability rights leaders, indebted to “lessons . . .  carried over from the 
1960s black civil rights movement” variously related to Black civil rights as a 
precursor, an inspiration, a conflict resolved, or a parallel proj ect.14 More com-
plex accounts hold that disability rights “intersected with and borrowed from” 
or “was energized by, overlapping with, and similar to other civil rights move-
ments across the nation.”15 Susan Schweik’s “Lomax’s Matrix: Disability, Solidar-
ity, and the Black Power of 504” pre sents a rare historical snapshot of co ali tion 
work— detailing the conditions that drew Black Panthers into proximity and 
shared strug gle with Bay Area disability rights leaders leading up to the historic 
504 sit-in.  Others emphasize the ambivalence, tension, or distance that marked 
this relationship. For example, reflecting on his experience as the only Black man 
working at the Center for In de pen dent Living in Berkeley in the mid-1970s— 
which he euphemistically characterizes as “kind of a bummer period”— Donald 
Galloway recounts that “our main focus was disability. We would draw from 
the civil rights movement, some of the princi ples of nonviolence and advocacy 
and protest. We would borrow some of that, and we would appeal to the black 
politicians on  those levels.” Even so, he distinguishes, “we  were not actively in-
volved in the black movement, in a conscious way, other than to use the similar-
ity to bring about some empathy for our strug gle.”16 Until the appearance of Sami 
Schalk’s groundbreaking text, Black Disability Politics, such accounts figure only 
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sparsely into the historiography of US disability rights and into its con temporary 
practices of remembering and commemoration. Poet and activist- scholar Leroy 
Franklin Moore Jr., for another example, directs attention to “the work of Black 
disabled activists during and  after the 504 sit-in” that have been omitted from 
the formal rec ord of disabled  peoples’ activist strug gles and the correspond-
ing legislative achievements.17 This is, of course, due in part to the practice of 
“whitewash[ing] disability history, ontology and phenomenology,” to cite the 
late Chris Bell’s enduring critique of “white disability studies.”18

Discursive Strategies: From Analogy to Appropriation

In contradistinction to such forgetting, much more vis i ble are the repetitions 
of analogies, parallels, and comparisons among the positions of disabled  people 
and “blacks and  women,” as well as more divisive ranking of oppressions, racial 
appropriation, and expressions of disability exceptionalism. For example, Justin 
Dart Jr., an influential architect of the ada, reserved for disabled  people that 
most coveted position of the “poorest, most oppressed group,” also known as “the 
nation’s largest minority.”19 Alongside claims that “the possibilities affording relief 
to  others are not usually open” to disabled  people— including formal attempts at 
reparations like affirmative action, no  matter how  limited their effects— some 
disability activists and thinkers implied that institutionalized racism had been 
at least partially resolved, that racial minorities  were receiving disproportionate 
access to resources or occupied a relatively protected position in relation to the 
state.20 Disabled  people’s exceptionality was presumably due to the failure of so-
ciety to register their status as “second- class citizens” or their righ teous claim to 
“equal rights.” A blunter calculation: “If most [marginalized] persons are only 
half- visible, then the cripple, like the black man  until recently, is wholly invis-
ible.”21  Needless to say, it is “Blacks” who are made to occupy the fungible posi-
tion of comparable other, the presumably discrete figure against which racially 
unmarked disability rights activists mea sured their position in society, the condi-
tions of their lives, and their path  toward “full citizenship.”

Other influential white leaders claimed Black civil rights leaders, refrains, 
or imagery so as to make vis i ble the plight of disabled Americans. “Using Rosa 
Parks as their icon,” white disabled activist and editor of the disability maga-
zine Ragged Edge Mary Johnson recounts, members of the militant disabil-
ity rights group adapt (originally Americans Disabled for Accessible Public 
Transit)  were “often appearing at protests with name tags reading ‘My name is 
Rosa Parks’— trying to make the public connect their protest to the civil rights 
movement.”22 Another frequent refrain reasoned that “all the issues are the 
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same.” Reverend Wade Blank, a white founding member of adapt, argued 
just that: “The black movement wanted to  ride the buses equally. The black 
movement wanted to eat at the lunch  counters. The black movement wanted 
the right to vote. The black movement wanted the right to keep their families 
together. The black movement wanted the right to be integrated into the school 
system. That’s what the disability rights movement wants, exactly.”23 Such com-
parisons obviously tend to imagine African Americans and disabled  people as 
separate constituencies rather than considering their intersecting identities and 
complex social positions. They also suggest linear and discrete trajectories for 
 these social movements, obscuring more fragmented, tense, chaotic, or promis-
cuous forms of po liti cal development.24

Slavery as Meta phor, Civil Rights as Corrective

In an attempt to politicize the dehumanizing conditions of isolation and abuse 
that structured many disabled  peoples’ lives, early activists sometimes invoked 
allegories of racist institutions, most notably slavery. Echoing the utterly ubiq-
uitous use of the slavery meta phor in liberal discourse, they looked to abolition 
and other strug gles for racial freedom to make the case for— arguably, to give 
birth to— a burgeoning disability rights movement that had yet to achieve a 
liberation akin to that of its po liti cal peer. For example, the in de pen dent living 
movement was narrated (as late as the early 1990s) as “freeing the slaves,” in-
cluding by Blank, who referred to the “exodus” of eigh teen “severely disabled” 
 people out of a nursing home and into what became the Atlantis Community 
of Denver, Colorado.25 Disability advocate Bob Cooper extended this analy-
sis further yet: “We may have freed the slaves— but all we did was take the 
chains off. We’ve left them on the plantation to become sharecroppers. Only 
 those who are willing to insist that what was written on a piece of paper into 
law— who are willing to exercise their rights— have gotten them.”26  Here figuring 
the post- ada landscape as “plantation” life for disabled Americans through a 
flattened critique of Reconstruction- era racial and economic conditions, Coo-
per’s statement illuminates the instrumentalization of slavery as a means to dra-
matize discrimination against disabled  people in the form of barred access to 
education, housing, and public accommodations.

The more specific equation of racial slavery with the institutionalization of 
disabled  people (on the basis of disability and class but not, presumably, race) 
is also apparent in accounts from white disability rights activists and movement 
narrators. In the frequently cited history of the US disability rights movement, 
No Pity, Joseph P. Shapiro reasons that “as with slaves,  people in institutions  were 
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regarded as ‘inferior.’ They, too,  were cut off from their families, and their own 
possibilities for marriage.” While institutions  were not expressly designed to 
profit from disabled  people’s  labor, he concedes, “they  were put to work, often 
backbreaking work, for long hours and without pay. . . .  [Institutionalization] ex-
posed  people to deficient diets; cheap, often ill- fitting, and inadequate clothing; 
and cramped, lightly furnished barracks where they slept with large groups of 
 people.” Shapiro extends the parallel to analyze the systemic incidence of sexual 
assault, since “ there was inordinate cruelty, too, from ‘masters’ ”— that is, doctors, 
nurses, and orderlies— “just as enslaved  women  were routinely considered the 
sexual property of their white  owners and foremen.”27 Such comparisons neces-
sarily obscure the history of slavery that undergirds racial segregation and that 
structures the very landscape of institutionalization to which Shapiro refers.

In addition to invoking the plantation, leading disability rights activists lik-
ened nursing homes to prisons and other racially segregated spaces as an attempt 
to make their cause vis i ble to a national audience that might better recognize 
segregation in the aftermath of Brown v. Board of Education. Referring to King’s 
 later emphasis on economic injustice as a corollary to his own commitment to 
“the [disabled]  people that  don’t have any money,” Blank claims that “our ghet-
tos are the nursing homes.”28 Cheryl Marie Wade names the privilege of living 
in de pen dently as conferred on  those “who are on the outside.”29 Other disabil-
ity rights activists referred to disabled  people institutionalized in nursing homes 
as “locked up” or incarcerated.30 This language, echoed in the iconic images of 
wheelchair users breaking apart hand shackles, sought to demonstrate the lack 
of agency afforded to  those less- privileged disabled  people (namely  those who 
required substantive personal assistance) and to emphasize the brutality of their 
living conditions.31 However, while they  were all too willing to draw on aboli-
tionist discourse and imagery,  there is  little rec ord of  these same white activists 
fundamentally opposing prisons— sites where Black  people (disproportionately 
disabled) are the primary targets of institutionalization—so much as to attempt 
to differentiate the true criminals from the false ones.32

The use of pre ce dents for ending segregation against African Americans 
took shape in an even more troublesome claim that disabled  people occupied 
an American apartheid. For example, white disability historian Fred Pelka re-
ports that “by the mid- twentieth  century, then, Americans with disabilities 
lived  under a system of virtual apartheid, in which  those with discernible dis-
abilities  were most often hidden away in institutions, special schools, or . . .  iso-
lated in their homes.”33 Given the many ways “this isolation was reinforced by 
the physical infrastructure” and access barred to  every dimension of public life, 
he repeats po liti cal scientist Jacqueline Vaughn Switzer’s claim that “the word 
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that best describes the historical treatment of persons with disabilities is sepa-
ration.”34 In 1987, Robert Funk, a white disability rights  lawyer and founder of 
the Disability Rights Education and Defense Fund— the national  legal arm 
of the disability rights movement— goes so far as to call them a “dependent 
caste.”35 Funk, whom Shapiro describes as “one of the founding phi los o phers 
of disability integration,” used this rhe toric to denounce “discriminatory pro-
grams, policies, and laws designed to deny disabled  people’s participation in 
or ga nized society.”36 Yet, as with the equation of the social positions of “the 
cripple” and “the Negro” discussed below,  these activists envisioned an American 
apartheid fundamentally structured by disability, displacing the very analy sis of 
profound racial and class divisions that made such a claim even pos si ble.

Similarly, some white disability rights activists echoed Black civil rights cri-
tiques of “separate and unequal” accommodations (in the arenas of education, 
housing, communication, transportation, and other public spaces), expressly 
invoking racial segregation in the Jim Crow era.37 In her protest of inacces-
sible public toilets in New York City in 1992, Frieda Zames of Disabled In Ac-
tion held that “the exclusion was as blatant example of discrimination as if the 
city had put up toilets and then hung a whites only sign on each one.”38 
When then- student Fred Fay “was told that [he]  wasn’t welcome” at a faculty 
canteen in the rehabilitation center at the University of Illinois in the 1960s, 
he pictured on “the front page of [the] student newspaper . . .  a picture of some 
officials dressed up as Ku Klux Klan, saying, ‘Disabled Keep Out.’ ”39 Such com-
parisons served to make legible the segregation of (presumably non- Black) dis-
abled  people by calling up the segregation— and integration—of (presumably 
nondisabled) Black  people. In addition to obscuring the multiplicity of social 
identity categories, they also reconsolidate the Black/white binary that erases a 
range of other racial ethnic positions. Fi nally, the discursive appropriations of 
slavery and racial segregation discussed  here underscore the centrality of physi-
cal and mobility impairments to the racial construction of disability rights.

Literally by association with Black civil rights, reigning historiographies of 
US disability rights nonetheless forward a pro gress narrative that decidedly fig-
ures disabled  people— and their burgeoning movement—on the side of free-
dom. In other words, it is the establishment of formal (albeit symbolic) rights 
for newly recognized disabled citizens that functions as a corrective to the ills 
of a bigoted society presumed to have, at least nominally, resolved inequity 
resulting from anti- Black racism. The examples above indicate that at least 
some influential disability rights leaders favored a vertical model of power that 
mapped Black and white onto disabled and nondisabled. Such painful gestures 
have the effect of divorcing disability rights from the politics of race to which 
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the movement is indebted and, more specifically, from a critical history of the 
anti- Black vio lence that both preceded and followed the civil rights move-
ment. As crip activist- scholars note, the whitewashed, victorious narrative of 
disability rights as the apex of civil rights in the United States also conceals the 
presence and  labor of disabled  people of color, namely Black activists. To cite 
Moore’s poetic intervention in the false separation of Blackness and disability, 
“So many Krip- Soul  Brothers / Put their sweat and time in / From activism, 
counseling to  music.”40 Yet if the history of disabled  people is framed in terms 
of slavery, their lived experiences of segregation in terms of apartheid and in-
carceration, and their subjectivity through analyses of colonialism, it becomes 
impossible to account for how disabled activists and scholars might participate 
in or benefit from  those violent legacies.

Tracing Anti- Black Racism, From Negro to Crip

Such use of the discourses and imagery of Black civil rights and sometimes 
Black nationalism extended further to the analogue of identity encapsulated by 
“the cripple as Negro.” In a 1969 article, white disabled author and college pro-
fessor Leonard Kriegel argued that “no one can teach the cripple, can serve as 
so authoritative a model in the quest for identity, as can the black man.”41 Theo-
rizing  these parallel positions through a collapsed and decontextualized read-
ing of Frantz Fanon’s classic anticolonial text, Kriegel reasoned, “Just as  Uncle 
Tom, in order to placate the power of white Amer i ca, learned to mask his true 
self . . .  so the cripple has the right, one is tempted to say the responsibility, to 
use  every technique,  every subterfuge,  every mask,  every emotional climate—
no  matter how false and seemingly put on—to alter the balance in his relation 
to the world around him.”42 That balance, it is worth mentioning, is to be estab-
lished between the— decidedly masculine— cripple and the able- bodied world 
rather than between the overlapping communities of African American and dis-
abled  people. Therí A. Pickens forwards this critique in her assessment of how 
Kriegel’s analogy fails, naming the “racist erasure” that necessarily results from 
a comparative and hierarchical understanding of the relationship between 
Blackness and disability.43 For example, in response to an ill- advised city pro-
posal regarding handicapped parking, Kriegel argues that “forcing a man who 
has  great difficulty in walking to surrender his car, the source of his mobility, is 
comparable to calling a black man ‘boy’ in a crowd of white onlookers.”44 In de-
fense of this identification with the misrecognition entailed in “being black in a 
psychologically white world,” he insists that “the analogy is neither farfetched 
nor unusual.  Uncle Tom and Tiny Tim are  brothers  under the skin.”45 While 
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Kriegel’s essay may have lent itself to a counter- history of queer belonging lived 
through  these figures— one he begins to approach in his meditation on the 
spatial politics of race, class, and disability at the Hospital for Joint Diseases 
in Harlem—it more nearly functioned in ser vice of making vis i ble “the crip-
ple” while making invisible race, gender, sexuality, or any other axes of identity. 
Kriegel says as much in an admission that “ whether this assessment of [“the 
Negro’s”] situation is accurate is of no immediate concern, for what we are in-
terested in is its validity as an analogy for the life of the cripple.”46

While Kriegel’s position should not stand in as a decisive or singular ac-
count of the place of Black politics in burgeoning disability rights activism, it 
resonates clearly with the po liti cal impulses I am tracing to the white major-
ity of activists—so much so that disability historian Fred Pelka describes the 
article as “evidence of this new disability consciousness” of the late 1960s and 
early 1970s.47 This consciousness might be understood as a series of claims: to 
identity, culture, and pride, but also to rights, citizenship, and national/domes-
tic space. Such claims hinged on white activists’ conceptualizations of disabled 
 people through and against racialized— namely Black— noncitizens, dehistori-
cized and trans- spatial appropriations of identity that display the extractive 
dimensions of the path to disabled personhood, enduring at least into the 
1990s.48 Like Kriegel two de cades  earlier, white disabled poet- activist Marta 
Russell harshly critiques the “ Uncle Tiny Tims” among disabled  people,  those 
who “are addicted to the charity— enslavement— mode of thinking.” Instru-
mentalizing Malcolm X’s critique, she offers “house Negroes” as their corol-
lary:  those who choose not to identify as disabled, who form their primary 
relationships with nondisabled  people, and who prefer integration over build-
ing power for disabled communities.49 In contrast, disability rights activists 
envisioned politicized, militant disabled  people as “freedom fighters.” “When 
we can love disability” like Malcolm and other “US- colonized black  peoples,” 
Russell posits, “then we  will have a real movement.”50 In a parallel claim to dis-
ability culture, white disability artist and founder of the Wry Crips Disabled 
 Women’s Theatre group Cheryl Marie Wade writes, “We are more and more 
proud, we are freedom fighters, taking to the streets and the stages, raising our 
gnarly fists in defiance.”51 Among the “new definitions, new inflections,” Wade 
pre sents “cripple . . .  Dig it or not.”52  There is no question as to the enthusi-
asm and sheer possibility held in  these articulations of pride, which express po-
liti cal hope for the world- making power of disability identity.

The claiming of the term cripple by politicized disabled  people, certainly 
not widespread by the time of Kriegel’s piece, might thus be more fully under-
stood in direct relationship to the figure of the American Negro and within the 
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context of Black power in the United States. In an effort to communicate the 
po liti cal proj ect of self- definition that “compares the change to the civil rights 
movement’s replacement of ‘Negro’ with ‘black,’ ” white disabled poet and es-
sayist Nancy Mairs suggests that “in reclaiming ‘cripple,’ disabled  people are 
taking the  thing in their identity that scares the outside world the most and 
making it a cause to revel in with militant self- pride.”53 Shapiro reports on a 
survey in the Disability Rag, the local- newsletter- turned- national- magazine 
that disability rights activist Mike Ervin called “the gimp- radical’s bible,” indi-
cating that its readers preferred the term “cripple” by 1990 (notably during the 
very summer of the ada’s passage). Shapiro cites Irving K. Zola, commonly 
credited as a foundational figure in the academic field of disability studies, for 
reading this as “a sign of a new and thriving group identity.”54 This takes ex-
pression in Rag editor Mary Johnson’s disdain for po liti cally correct euphe-
misms like “differently abled” or “handi- capable” (authored by “nondisabled 
‘do- gooders’ ”)  because  these words are devoid of disability culture, “like vanilla 
custard.”55 Cripple, Shapiro reports, holds “the requisite soul power.”56 It ap-
pears that Black power as well as civil rights made available the color, flavor, 
and “soul” that could invigorate a movement (and corresponding identity) that 
was primarily represented by white leadership.

In this way, the growing movement for Black power produced discursive pos-
sibilities for US disability rights, a resource that early activists ironically used in 
ser vice of the fortification of white citizenship. I see an impor tant distinction 
between this argument and the common recognition that, in the shared spirit 
of “identity exploration,” disabled activists, “like feminists, African Americans, 
and gay and lesbian activists,” claimed their disabled bodies as “sources of po-
liti cal, sexual, and artistic strength.”57 The former framing signals an ele ment of 
extraction, and the latter emphasizes benign synergy. For the bold claim to dis-
ability pride was not merely emerging alongside or even through Black pride, 
but also sometimes against it. The arguably predictable 1969 appearance of the 
“cripple as Negro” and its iterations, explored above, prove a rich case in point. 
As Eli Clare notes, cripple, like queer (“cousins”) are “words to help forge a 
politics.”58 Indeed, gay and lesbian rights movements also participate in this 
familial habit of extraction, repeating the broader pattern of absorbing Black 
liberation into the trope of pro gress narratives. Framing it as an artifact, Pick-
ens argues that Kriegel’s essay “clarifies how the Black power movements and 
civil rights gains of the 1950s and ’60s paved the way for disability activism” that 
resulted in concrete legislative protections between the 1970s and the 1990s.59 
While disability rights activists and historians unanimously recognize(d) such 
legislative milestones as pre ce dents, unlike Pickens, they offer neither critical 
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examination of the racial politics of borrowing, exploiting, or stealing the rhe-
torics of Black civil rights and Black power nor assessments of where the politics 
of racial and economic justice live(d) in US disability rights.

If cripple indeed helped to forge a politics, then crip theory and epistemol-
ogies are among the offspring of such words and their surrounding po liti cal 
frameworks. Crip is, of course, an incomplete rubric that includes a range of 
unruly politics, praxes, and relations that the coeditors of this anthology skill-
fully survey. As they note, it is not merely a site of identity (a paradox, given 
its common genealogical routing through queer politics), a critical methodol-
ogy or analytic, an “orientation” or a site of feelings, a justice- based politic ex-
pressed through a range of art and activism, and an affinity or kinship system 
of gangs founded by Black men in Los Angeles.60 As has been remarked on 
both by implicated scholars and by artist- activists who resist appropriation of 
their intellectual and po liti cal work, it is also the basis for an increasingly mar-
ketable field of knowledge on which articles and books, curriculums, and even 
academic jobs rest (if precariously). Even as they resist the periodization of crip 
theory as a more sophisticated “successor” to disability studies— a move the 
coeditors argue “accentuates crip’s proprietary whiteness”— some of its  earlier 
descriptions in relative terms leave curious traces: more contestatory, risky, 
radical, textured.61 Does  there not live  here some unintended historical echo, 
some sediment, of early and formative white disability rights activists’ racial 
construction of cripple? This is not to disregard the deeply generative and con-
frontational materializations of crip theory, including but not  limited to the 
queer practice Jina B. Kim calls crip- of- color critique and the many “alternative 
genealogies” this anthology offers.62  There is  little utility in (re)routing disabil-
ity studies through or, worse yet, to Kriegel’s failed (or is it painfully success-
ful?) analogy. Yet, following the foundational scholarly intervention of Black 
feminist queer theorist Cathy Cohen, it is clear that the promise or potential of 
crip theory is foreclosed, impaired perhaps, by failures to fully trace (the  labor 
of ) this po liti cal proj ect through Blackness, but also— more germane to this 
chapter— through histories of anti- Black racism.63

Approaching Feminist Genealogies of US Disability Rights:  
Caring for Legacy

Caring for the legacy of disability rights thus demands a more substantive ac-
count of the reproductive  labor on which the very development of social move-
ments, like academic fields, hinges. By gesturing  toward a genealogy of US 
disability rights read through and against Black civil rights, my goal exceeds a 
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mere rehearsal of anti- Black racism— particularly given the ongoing exclusion 
of disabled  people from social justice movements composing the radical left. 
In addition to sparse acknowl edgments from early activists, disability justice 
thinkers have thoroughly articulated such critiques— including Leroy Franklin 
Moore Jr., Patty Berne, Leah Lakshmi Piepzna- Samarasinha, Stacey Park Mil-
bern, Mia Mingus, and many other activists. While racial appropriations and 
analogies for disability may be painfully familiar, the magnitude of their vio-
lence arguably endures. The formal historiography of US disability rights can-
not accurately be characterized as collectively disturbed, nor can con temporary 
social justice organizers dismiss the accumulated cultural capital and po liti cal 
power of mainstream disability rights, which has yet to account for its organ-
izing racial politics.

My purpose is rather to emphasize that Black civil rights and Black power— 
and thus the  labor of Black activists, intellectuals, and cultural workers— were 
and remain an underexamined, uncompensated resource for articulating the par a-
meters, needs, and desires of the US disability rights movement. In other words, 
disabled citizenship was afforded in direct relation to undertheorized forms of 
 labor: that of African Americans whose collective efforts made such coveted 
legislative and po liti cal victories pos si ble, their  labor in giving shape to the story 
that could be told— then and now— about disability and civil rights, and the 
 labor of personal assistants, caregivers, and all  those whose physical,  mental, and 
spiritual work enabled disabled  people to or ga nize po liti cally and that continues 
to sustain many disabled  people’s lives  today, crip theorists among them.  These 
uses of  labor correspond with the historic exploitation of Black— particularly 
 women’s— labor in the United States, a resonance that demands further scru-
tiny when it comes to social movements, understood  here as missed opportuni-
ties for co ali tion, but also when it comes to the institutionalization of disability 
studies as a field.

 These queerly curated examples speak to the discursive legacies of white 
supremacy, nationalism, and anti- Black racism playing out in disability activ-
ism and scholarship. But they also represent part of a broader effort to recover 
a crip past lurking inside the archive of US disability rights. The provisional 
tableau I offer  here may prove undesirable to the extent that it fails to fully 
encapsulate the “true story” of US disability rights. It may incite what the co-
editors of this anthology theorize as “crankiness,” a methodologically lush, if 
sometimes repulsive, feeling. Yet  there is something crucial to be gleaned from 
shifting the vantage point through which we view the history of this move-
ment, placing into the foreground what is often relegated to the background, 
the  already known. I see this approach as directly connected to the work of 
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seeking  moments of co ali tion in both the past and the pre sent, moments 
which— when strung together— tell another impor tant counter- story, one of 
solidarity, “fluidarity,” and interdependence.64 For example, public intellectuals 
and activist- scholars like Sami Schalk, Moore, Schweik, and Corbett O’Toole 
sustain this focus when they reexamine the relationship between disability 
rights and Black power leading up to the infamous Section 504 sit-in, in 1977.65 
“East Bay equaled Black disabled planet / Krip- Soul  Brothers / On both sides 
of the Bay,” Moore writes in a poem that theorizes Black disabled  people at the 
center of this story.66 Of course, they  labor to (re)member  these histories pre-
cisely  because they have been “forgotten” and “obscured.”67

By re orienting to the origin stories of US disability rights, I have turned to 
the absences, gaps, tense ties, and missed opportunities for co ali tion that re-
main, ones that rest uncomfortably with/in the radical histories  these handful 
of scholars have begun to trace. Of course, the civil rights movement is itself 
narrated through a contesting set of stories that both reveals and obscures, that 
holds moments of solidarity and betrayal, and that elicits pride and embarrass-
ment (or, it is worth adding, denial).  There are some acknowl edgments of the 
failure of Black civil rights leaders to address disability and access.68  There are 
fewer historical examinations of the betrayals of disability rights when it comes 
to Black communities and politics, however. Given that Black civil rights and 
Black power produced discursive—as well as legislative— possibilities for the 
very development of US disability rights, impor tant questions remain about 
this movement’s accountability to con temporary Black liberation movements. 
What would it mean for the field of disability studies to take seriously its debt?

If the established histories and foreclosed  futures of disability studies rest 
in part on the coherence of US disability rights historiography, then the de-
institutionalization of disability studies demands that activists and scholars 
(re)member a broader range of crip pasts. To do so is to risk displacing the hab-
its of colonization, theft, extraction, and disinheritance that have enabled the 
development of the field, alongside and between its (more easily claimed) radi-
cal histories and pre sents.
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Leah: Stacey, remember that  thing you posted about crip doulaing on Face-
book? It blew my mind. You basically posited this  whole new language around 
crips mentoring and assisting with birthing into disability culture/community, 
diff er ent kinds of disability,  etc. as something we already do all the time but 
 there is no language around in abledworld. Say more?

Stacey: Thank you, Leah. I see a lot of disabled  people of color  doing a ton 
of work in supporting  people rebirthing themselves as disabled (or more dis-
abled). This looks like a lot of  things— maybe learning how to get medicine, 
drive a wheelchair, hire attendants, change a diet, date, have sex, make requests, 
code- switch, live with an intellectual disability, go off meds,  etc.,  etc. The 
 transition itself, of becoming disabled or moving along the ability spectrum, 
is frequently invisibilized, to the point that  these changes do not even have 
a name. We do not have a way to talk about becoming disabled or more im-
paired. I feel like society not having language to describe this transition or the 
support it requires speaks to the ableism and isolation  people with disabilities 
face in our lives. Of course  there  aren’t yet words for this. Without crip inter-
vention, we are frequently left alone to figure out how to be in our bodyminds 
and in this ableist world.

Crip mentorship/coaching/modeling at its best is “disability doulaship.” 
We— you and I— are doulas. I am thankful for  every person who has trusted 
me with the honor of supporting them through their journey and  those who 
have supported me through the same. My survival and resilience has depended 
on it.

3. CRIP LINEAGES, CRIP  FUTURES

A Conversation by Stacey Park Milbern  
and Leah Lakshmi Piepzna- Samarasinha

stacey park milbern and leah lakshmi  
piepzna- samarasinha
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Leah: Yes. Yes. And that is such a huge paradigm shift—to view coming into 
disability identity as a birth, not a death, which is how the transition(s) are seen 
by ableist culture. To see it as a series of births, as our bodyminds evolve in their 
crip, neurodivergent, Deaf, sick identities over time—to name that  there are life 
stages and rites of passage of becoming disabled, that this is not a static wound, 
 these disabled bodyminds are creative, evolving strategies. Naming disability as 
a space we can be born into, not alone but supported and welcomed by other 
disabled  people— and then again and again as we acquire new disabilities or dis-
cover words for  things that have been  there all along— that warm doulaed space 
creates a container that changes not only the entire way both individuals can ex-
perience disability but the ways disability communities can be formed.

And crip doulaing is both an interpersonal dynamic and one that creates 
new disability justice space. My moment where I was like, holy shit, I can actually 
feel myself a part of a politicized disability community, was around 2007, and I 
began to find sick and disabled qtbipoc [queer and trans Black, Indigenous, 
and  people of color] community around 2008, right? Now, a de cade  later, I 
see a younger generation of sdqtbipoc [sick and disabled qtbipoc] who 
both seem to have less strug gle talking about ableism as a social justice and lived 
issue and who are creating new cultural spaces that blow my mind. The other 
day, I saw posts by some sick and disabled femmes of color who are creating 
bdsm [bondage and discipline, sadism, and masochism] parties with detailed 
access info in  houses in Oakland.  They’re trying to create sexual cultures where 
discussing trauma, consent, desirability politics, and ableism is a norm, even if 
it’s imperfect and struggling against a violent gentrification real estate market 
where finding accessible space is challenging. I  haven’t visited them in person 
yet, but I’m like, this is light- years ahead of the queer sex cultures I grew up in! 
(Which so often  weren’t accessible— not wheelchair or Deaf or fragrance acces-
sible and also just in their assumptions that  people have sex and how  people have 
sex.) And I’m like, this happened  because of the doulaing as organ izing we did, the 
talking and supporting and hanging out and sharing articles and writing them. Or 
when I see qwocmap [the Queer  Women of Color Media Access Proj ect, an an-
nual queer  women of color film festival in the Bay Area] have this beautiful, warm, 
fragrance- free ask on their promotional material, coming from a working- class 
Black and Asian, middle- aged, partially disabled leadership, framed as being 
about collective love and support, I think about how some of that being  there 
came from our loving, co- supportive relationships with each other. But I si mul-
ta neously am like,  great, and also like, is all this history of organ izing  going 
to get forgotten in a  couple of years,  because that’s what happens to crip histo-
ries, period, but especially to grassroots, working- class Black, Indigenous, and 
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brown sick and disabled femme organ izing that flies  under the radar and is not 
studied or noticed by abled poc or white crip land? And how do we prevent 
that from happening? What are our lineages? Who are the crip  people and 
spaces who came before us who we call on, who are often not named in white 
disabled history?

Stacey: One of the hardest experiences about being disabled qtbipoc for me 
is that  there is  little visibility or acknowl edgment we exist, and we are left alone 
to figure out who we are and where we come from. That strug gle to understand 
and create a genealogy that includes oneself is not necessarily unique to dis-
abled  people or queer  people of color but nonetheless difficult. We may be the 
only one like us in our given and chosen  family stories.  There are so many sto-
ries of Deaf  people who grow up in hearing families where no one signs. Or I 
think of my own story. I was the only disabled person in my immediate  family, 
and they loved me but  didn’t have tools for conceptualizing my life outside of 
brokenness needing healing or bootstrap mentality about “overcoming” one’s 
circumstance. My heart swells hearing about second-  and third- generation 
families of disabled  people, for example, a handful of friends who are  people 
living with dwarfism or osteogenesis imperfecta [oi], who are proudly raising 
kids with dwarfism or oi.

I feel like I have spent lifetimes  doing excavation work to find myself and my 
 people,  whether it is actively or passively, and most days I  don’t actually have a 
lot materially to show for it, except for the poetry of disability justice and rela-
tionships with crip queer beloveds. If you are a wheelchair user like myself, es-
pecially of color, a  woman, a queer person riding gender borders, who are you 
supposed to see yourself represented in, Franklin D. Roo se velt or the kid from 
Glee? History frequently has not found our lives valuable enough to record- 
keep or tell our stories, and if it does, the narratives do not look like us, and if 
they by some miracle chance do, they are riddled with so much ableism that it 
is hard to separate out how the person with the impairment felt about their life 
and what is the story- keeper’s ableist projections onto them.

It is frequently dangerous to seek each other out, even when we are alive 
in the same time period— disabled  people face so much vio lence on the day 
to day— and admitting to having an impairment frequently can lead to losing 
one’s parenting rights, bodily autonomy, employment, more. My friends Moya 
Bailey and India Harville, two Black, queer, disabled activists, and many other 
 people, have done a lot of work to understand how the violent history of sub-
jugation and chattel slavery shapes how Black communities may or may not re-
late to crip identity and being open about disability when it requires a person 
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to “admit one has a compromised relationship to  labor” (Bailey) within a sys-
tem of ableism that has so often led to isolation, vio lence, and death.

At the same time, we know disabled  people have been surviving, resisting, 
and leading communities from the beginning of time. We do this work of seek-
ing ourselves out across time and planes, scribbling letters to each other in zines 
 after helping disabled kiddos get through homework, calling out to ancestors 
while washing dishes, laughing over the ridiculousness of life via text and on-
line groups, documenting our experiences with photos and microblogging, 
 etc.,  etc. I know, Leah, that  you’ve written about wondering if radical  women 
of color ancestors would have claimed us with all the internalized ableism they 
faced. It is so hard to know. I won der frequently what kind of conversation we 
would have if disability justice activists time- traveled back thirty, forty, fifty 
years ago and got to share an anti- ableism framework the same time the Com-
bahee River Collective was forming or This Bridge Called My Back was penned. 
What kind of conversations would they have at the kitchen  table with us? I 
want to speculate that the analy sis of living in an environment of systemic op-
pression is functionally what creates disability would resonate with their un-
derstanding of intersectionality and oppression. I can also imagine that being 
open about disability, and some  people even being proud of their disability 
identities, might not translate. That feels understandable, since we needed their 
work to build  these ideas upon.

My own lineage is complicated. It includes my friends who have gone on, 
disabled friends who might not have po liti cally shared a lot but who so very 
much wanted to live the life I live now and whom I live in honor of. It includes 
Korean ancestors I’ve not gotten yet to know fully. It includes some white dis-
abled  women, like Harriet McBryde Johnson and Laura Hershey. Their lega-
cies all are impor tant and a part of me.

Leah: Young abled  people are always like, where are our queer elders? But it’s 
pretty clear to me where we often are— someplace affordable where we can go 
to bed early— and what we gain in that move, and also what we lose. My neu-
rodivergent brain and slow body  really want some kind of accessible qtbipoc 
rural community, but I also get  really scared that if I’m not constantly out  there 
as a performer, how fast I’ll be forgotten.

We need to ask ourselves, what are the conditions that  will allow disabled 
qtbipoc elderhood to flourish? For me, some of  those conditions are creat-
ing accessible community spaces. When I first moved to Oakland, I was struck 
by how some of the most popu lar dance nights for queer  women of color hap-
pened in the after noon. They  were Black and Latinx queer spaces that went 
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from two to eight p.m., they had  free (or $5) barbecue and lots of places to sit 
down.  Those spaces had accessibility, even if no one used the word, that made it 
pos si ble for me to go dancing. And while I was  there, I saw  women in their fif-
ties and sixties— dancing and hanging out and being able to be part of a queer 
 women of color social world  there. When we  really value ourselves as queer and 
trans disabled Black and brown  people, the ways our spaces look are  going to 
change— but shit like this proves we already’ve been  doing it! We know how 
to refuse to forget about each other.

I both do and do not have disabled qtbipoc elders in my life. Ancestors, 
yes. Elders, not as much. Elderhood is not a state that just happens. Disabled 
qtbipoc elderhood is dependent on systems that support it being  there— like 
affordable rent, neighborhoods that  don’t gentrify, social spaces that are acces-
sible, Section 8 or social housing that exists and  doesn’t have a ten- year waiting 
list, guaranteed annual income, accessible work. When  those  things  don’t exist, 
it affects the likelihood that  we’ll get to elder.

In the last few years, since I turned forty, younger disabled qtbipoc have 
started calling me “elder.” While I’m honored that they see me as someone they 
re spect and have maybe learned from, it also makes me feel a  little desperate. I 
know that part of why they are naming me as an elder is  because I’m the oldest 
disabled qtbipoc person they know.

Many sick, disabled, Mad, and neurodivergent older  people  don’t live to 
get  really old. Sometimes that’s  because of progressive disability, but it’s also 
 because of systemic oppression. So many of my sick and disabled qtbipoc 
elders are in trailer parks or living in a motel or moved back in with their shitty 
 family  because they  didn’t have a better option. When that class and location 
slippage happens, they become  really invisible to younger hip queers  really 
fucking fast.

Other elders I know have more choices but have withdrawn from the world 
as  they’ve gotten older,  because lack of access  doesn’t get easier when you get 
older. In our twenties and thirties, we might have forced ourselves to be vis i ble 
to abled  people, for them to care about us, by organ izing and writing and push-
ing ourselves to be pre sent in abled spaces. But then when we turn forty,  we’re 
like, fuck it;  we’re tired and we  can’t push ourselves like that in the same way 
anymore. Often our hearts are broken, or very, very tired, from twenty years of 
strug gle—it  really sucks to be having the Access 101 conversation  you’ve been 
having since the late ’80s, again. Our friends are dead, our neighborhood has 
gentrified, and every one in the club is twenty- two and has no idea who that old 
lady/fag/butch is. Our bodyminds never fit that well into capitalism, and as we 
age we fit into it even less.
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What are some moments of birthing ourselves we want to describe?

Stacey: Zora Neale Hurston said  there are years that ask questions and years 
that answer. To be honest, I’m in a year right now of completely being undone. 
I’m having a hard time with higher levels of daily pain and faster bursts of my 
progressive neuromuscular disability advancing. I have always had a progressive 
disability and know what is needed to adjust myself to a big lifestyle change 
(e.g., becoming less ambulatory in sixth grade, becoming a powerchair user in 
tenth grade, getting a trach in twelfth grade,  etc.,  etc.), but it is still so hard 
and painful, and this time it is harder. I find myself having moments where I 
am closest to all of  these edges that I’ve spent my entire life avoiding— edges 
of grief, edges of pride or  things I thought I’d never do, edges of shame— and 
somehow still hanging on, sometimes even dancing on the cliffs. Like the time 
last week when I was crying in a hospital bed and alone, and instead of having 
a pity party that none of the chaplains could relate to my experience, the Spirit 
found me and I preached to myself the words I needed to hear. Or also last 
week, when I was terrified to be alone  after getting out of the icu— instead 
of keeping my anxiety to myself and being in terror, I found my mouth tell-
ing  people that truth (I’m so scared) and asking them to stay and sit, or stay 
and sleep. I had 24-7 support the first eighty- four hours  after the hospital. The 
sense of being a burden still burns hot in my throat, but the necessity of the 
moment triumphs.  There is nothing more crip than crip practicality. I’m riding 
an avalanche and  won’t know how  things  will land  until I crash to a stop. That 
requires support. A lot of support.

Just as I’m learning to let myself have support and learning to be compas-
sionate with myself, I’m learning to let myself grieve. I let myself go in the low. 
I give myself a win dow of time to stay  there, and then I come to get me out. I 
also give myself real ity breaks. I spend a lot of my time watching fantasy mov-
ies where  people transfigure or get to leave their bodies via avatars. I watch 
them over and over. It’s okay that that’s my jam.  These bodyminds of ours re-
quire a lot of us; we can be imperfect, we can cope with shitty  things that get us 
through. I’m thankful for what ever help you get in this life.

Rebirthed me always has new priorities. I let them guide me. This time it’s 
to live life with my disabled love as much as we can with the time and health 
we have and to let the Spirit transform me through this experience  that I 
may be of use to my communities and  people in a way I  wasn’t before. Every-
thing  else forms around  those  things. Pain and loss clarifies, refines. Some-
times crip life is crystal clear. I know how I want to live in this world. I fight 
to be  here.
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How have you found crip ancestors? Do your ancestors feel the same way 
about disability and ableism as you? What have you learned from them? 
What are you teaching them?

Leah: I stumbled upon them. I dug them up. I fought to find them. I dreamed 
them.  Others shared them. I remembered them, like, oh, the  woman who 
chosen- mothered me when I was eigh teen. That was a disabled story  because 
we  were two crazy femmes mentoring each other. I think about questions like, 
what does it mean to claim Marsha P. Johnson and Sylvia Rivera as crip an-
cestors  because they  were both chronically ill, trauma- surviving, Mad trans 
 women of color and sex work organizers? What doors open up then in terms 
of how we understand madness as power, Black and brown trans  women’s bril-
liant Mad po liti cal actions?

In my own lineage, for years I always said that I became disabled at twenty- 
two, the first in my  family, but as I got older I remembered my  mother’s story 
of living with polio— a buried and a fiercely pre sent story,  because she closeted 
her disability to survive, but her pain and physical difference was all up in our 
 house. So often, when we start telling the stories of disability, we realize they 
are woven into  every thread of all our lives.

I  don’t know if  these ancestors feel the same way about disability and able-
ism as I do. I  don’t know. Prob ably not! It’s likely they had some wicked inter-
nalized ableism and isolation. Or maybe they thought all the same shit I do but 
it  didn’t get passed down or recorded/they  didn’t have anyone to speak it to/
no one who cared was listening. Maybe they experienced disability in funda-
mentally diff er ent ways than I did that are not just internalized ableism. I  don’t 
know. I am making it up as I go along. I believe  running back to look for our 
disabled ancestors is po liti cal work. I believe in sitting in the space of prayer, 
in the void of not always knowing who is disabled and what their legacy means 
as a disability justice space. I feel like we are passing knowledge back and forth, 
beyond the beyond. Being closer to the dead than the living is another kind of 
crip relationship. I think about the possibilities I am articulating in my life as 
ones that maybe they  were or  were not able to embody in their life— but  either 
way, I would not be  here without them. Their crip Black and brown queerness 
gets to breathe  because of our storytelling and remembering.

And I won der, with all our  people who have been murdered or died early, 
this flood of ancestors, are they part of our crip wealth? We mourn our dead, 
we become our dead, but are our dead also weapons and resources, seed banks?

I also think a lot about crip futurity. It is radical to articulate that we have 
a past and lineages and cultures, in a world that says we are individual medical 
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defects to be eliminated. and it is also radical to dream a liberated  future by 
and for sick and disabled, Deaf, neurodivergent, and Mad queer/trans/Black/
brown  people, for the same reason. Ableism scarcity means we are often feel-
ing like  we’re just fighting to survive another day, not be buried  under erasure 
or lack of insurance or both—so it is fucking huge to imagine, what are 
disability justice revolutionary  futures? Especially right now, when so many 
of us are in the throes of being like,  here we go, it’s early fascism and  they’re 
gonna come for the crips first, and none of the abled  will notice. Fighting for 
basic rights— the aca [Affordable Care Act] and ada [Americans with Dis-
abilities Act], not being eliminated, not being warehoused— means often we 
are panicking and terrified, frozen in reaction. All of that makes it difficult to 
imagine what we are for, not just what we are against. but this is precisely the 
time when it is the most impor tant for us to imagine a radical disability justice 
 future.

What ele ment does disability justice play in your spiritual life and how 
does this connect to lineage for you?

Leah: I grew up the kid of lapsed Christians, both of whose families  were forced 
to convert and faced a lot of vio lence in Christian spaces. They left but still re-
tained a lot of scars from the Chris tian ity they knew, and I wanted something 
 else. As a survivor kid, I found solace and connected with spirit in  running 
away to the woods and talking to the moon. And as I got older, I learned a 
lot about earth- based and ancestor- loving spirituality from multiple traditions, 
from library books about Wicca to other qtbipoc friends who talked about 
ancestors and ways as South Asians we  were trying to reconnect to our spiritual 
traditions without casteism, patriarchy, or Hindutva.

So I have crip ancestors on my altar, and I pray for them and to them. I ask 
them to help me—to help me figure out how to write something, be in right 
relation, deal with a prob lem or conflict in community, survive, deal with my 
having to interface with the medical- industrial complex. Right now, the  people 
up  there include Baba Ibrahim Abdurrahman Farajajé, Leslie Feinberg, Taueret 
Davies, Galvarino, Gloria Anzaldúa, Frida Kahlo, Audre Lorde, Emma Debon-
coeur. They remind me that we are and have been  here and heroic in complex 
ways; we have survived crazy shit and done crazy shit, dealt with complex ques-
tions, and not always had all the answers. They remind me that I come from 
somewhere, that we are not the first  people to do dj [disability justice] work, 
and that we get to do meaningful  things as imperfect  people. Too often,  people 
in social justice spaces pedestalize ancestors as saints, and I think it’s impor-
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tant to resist that. Disabled ancestors’ crip ideas of ancestry,  because concepts 
of perfection are ableist and we sure  aren’t “perfect!” And  we’re still valuable.

Stacey: I grew up evangelical Christian in the American South. I was all in. . . .  
My parents took me to  every healing ser vice in the Carolinas ( there are tel-
evangelist Benny Hinn videos with me on them). I taught Sunday school, and 
I was totally the nerd organ izing prayer events at school. It  really impacted my 
sense of self to hear that I was broken and unlovable by God  because I was dis-
abled and, then  later, queer. Some  people legit thought I was disabled  because 
of some sin my mom must have done. I  stopped being the same kind of Chris-
tian as my parents when church bullies told me I  hadn’t been healed by God yet 
 because I “ didn’t believe enough.” We  were all thirteen years old.

I have done a lot of work on my faith and, surprisingly, have come back to 
believing in God. My faith is a huge part of my resiliency practice  because it an-
swers a lot of my questions. I know disabled  people are perfect as we are  because 
I believe we  were made by the same hand that made flowers, and mice and dogs 
and stars, and they are perfect as they are. I know God wants us to strive for jus-
tice  because God is love and “justice is what Love looks like in public” (Cornel 
West). I  don’t know why suffering happens, but I know it hurts God, and I feel 
the Divine’s presence with me through loves who join me in the hard moments.

What does crip wealth mean to you?

Leah: I always go to generosity, and “crip kindness.” Crip kindness is the wealth 
and skill where we notice each other’s pain face and offer a chair, ask in a low- 
key way if we can help with a ser vice task, sit without speaking, drop a  bottle of 
tincture next to someone having a panic attack, raise thousands of dollars for 
someone to buy an accessible van, or mail a stranger our extra prescription. It’s 
collective noticing and collective hustle. It’s being witnessed. It’s being allowed 
to relax, expand, just be.

It’s also not automatic, which is a place where I want to deepen Mia Mingus’s 
idea of “access intimacy.”1 Like many other sick and disabled queers, Mia’s well- 
known essay “Access Intimacy” has been foundational to my disability justice 
knowledge in its naming the experience of crip- on- crip understanding of each 
other’s access needs as a place of love and communion. But some of that essay 
reads to me like understanding each other’s access needs is an automatic and 
magical pro cess. I want to push back on that and say that while access intimacy is 
often a sophisticated disabled gift, and we are magic and make magic, I want to 
argue for access intimacy as a pro cess and a learnable skill. I think it’s  dangerous 
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when we believe that as disabled  people we always “just know” each other’s 
needs— I want us to acknowledge the ways that crips do have ways of knowing 
each other’s “stuff ” and how we also need to not assume, and ask each other 
what our needs are. I also think it’s very impor tant to state that abled  people 
can and do commit to learning access intimacy, through asking and  respecting 
our knowledge— because other wise  we’ll be stuck in this place where  we’re the 
only ones who can do for us. I want every one to have crip knowledge.

Crip wealth is also the gift of us being the normal. The gift of, yes, you can 
live in your sweatpants, you can change your ostomy bag in front of me, you 
can be  really,  really weird, the amount of time it takes for you to transfer to the 
toilet is normal. I see so many abled  people  running into disability or madness 
or illness and just being completely flummoxed by all of this,  because the ableist 
shame every one swims in is so deep. Not that I have shame beat— this is some-
thing that I’ve seen get thrown at us sometimes, “Oh, I’m not like you totally 
shame- free dj  people”— but I totally still grapple with shame all the time. But 
some of our wealth is creating  these small spaces away from shame, where it is 
okay to have a disabled bodymind.

Stacey: Leah, this concept you introduced me to has totally been a paradigm 
shifter! Crip wealth. I’m not  going to go into defining it but want to say that I feel 
like even thinking about crip wealth is so crip itself. I see disabled  people  every 
day thinking of ideas abled  people never would have, primarily by focusing their 
time and efforts on using what they do have, and the space between, rather than 
putting their attention on the limitation or lack of ability. It sounds a  little like 
inspiration porn, but we do come up with wildly imaginative solutions this way. 
I can ramp a three- inch step by taking off my sneakers and rolling over them. I’ve 
seen blind friends do wicked  things with text to speech in their ear. My friend 
Leroy Moore taught me that one way Harriet Tubman was able to scout so many 
routes is by using her traumatic brain injury and talking aloud to herself;  people 
brushed her off as a crazy  woman. Text ing, now used by every one, was created 
as assistive technology for Deaf  people. I save so much time sometimes letting 
strangers in public assume I  can’t speak. We have so much at our disposal and 
most of the world has no idea. It can give us a big toolbox to play with.

What haunts you about ableism?

Leah: Shit, Stacey. Thank you for using the word “haunted.” I  wouldn’t have, 
but that word captures the ghosts and grief of ableism that haunt me, the cor-
ridors of my mind in the nights.
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So much haunts me. I have so much crip grief around abled bipoc organ-
izing that cares about disability and ableism for a year or a few months or a sea-
son and then just . . .  forgets about it. I live in a city, Seattle, right now, where 
 people go, omg, that is heaven for sdqtpoc [sick and disabled queer and 
trans  people of color]! and I’m like, laughing  because what they think of as 
this “big disability justice scene” is like twenty  people! Despite  there having 
been disabled activism by  people like Billie Rain, E.  T. Rus sian, and many 
 others  here for de cades,  there’s still a huge gap where abled queers are just, like, 
what?  We’re the ghosts, where, they won der where we went, or they  don’t even 
won der, they just think of us fleetingly now and then but  don’t hold enough 
cripworld knowledge to maintain relationships with us— which would mean 
making systematic change in how they run their lives and gathering spaces.

I am haunted by how I am forgotten by non disabled activists of color. How 
most  people  won’t give up the points and success they get from moving in abled 
time to be with us meaningfully.  They’ll do lip ser vice about sustainability, but 
that’s it. They  will point at the three years disabled  people  were able to or ga nize 
in a space they created as how committed they are to anti- ableism but erase the 
way they  stopped supporting us that  didn’t allow us to continue.

 There’s also crip bitterness— something very few abled  people understand 
that works to isolate us,  because they  can’t deal with how “harsh” or “depress-
ing” we are to be around and quietly stop working with us. The lack of under-
standing of the wear and tear of having to be stuck fighting for basic access  after 
twenty- five years of work.

I am haunted by the question of,  will all our work and lives be remembered 
and by who and how? Most dj folks I know are  really ner vous about our work 
being co- opted and ripped off, for good reason, and I’m worried about that 
too, but I’m equally worried about us being deliberately erased. I believe that 
our work often thrives in the small scale, the ignored, the under ground. I thrive 
in  those cracks myself. But I want disabled qtbipoc to find each other, find 
our work, our paradigms, our tools, our science, our hacks and art and love, and 
it just takes one huge personal relationship fallout to make a community inac-
cessible or erase years of work.  There is no disability justice archive yet. (An-
other  thing to work on.) I remind myself we are each other’s archive. Anytime 
an sd person remembers each other and moments in movement history, we 
memorialize our history, we witness ourselves into being.

Fi nally, I am haunted by my dead. The first queer love I had was another sui-
cidal femme, and I have loved Crazy femmes all my life, romantically, sexually, as 
friends. Many of them are not  here anymore. I was organ izing my storage closet 
yesterday and started to sift through my archives— all  these piles of papers, 
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zines, cards, event promo cards, of twenty years of qtbipoc  organ izing— and 
when I said online, wow, 2010 sure was diff er ent, and someone asked me to ex-
plain, one of my first thoughts was of how many more  people  were alive then. I 
am haunted by the fact that I  will continue to lose femmes I love, as much as I 
 will fight to create and share tools that could help us stay  here.

Stacey: I feel heavy with the weight of our longing. Sometimes it haunts me. All 
of the dreams of our ancestors, disabled  people currently living, and  disabled 
 people to come.  There is so much I want for us, that we want for ourselves and 
each other.  Every person I ever met in an institution, a day program, a shel-
tered workshop, on the street, on the bus, anywhere has wanted and deserved 
so much that the world has not given. I feel im mense privilege and responsibil-
ity for every thing I have access to, and it haunts me how many disabled  people 
do not share the same access, even to basic  things like a person to talk to who 
cares about you or choosing the place you live, what you wear, eat, who puts 
their hands on your body,  etc. When I first moved to the Bay, I had a lot of sur-
vivor’s guilt. The life I was getting to live that loved ones I knew wanted and 
deserved just as equally but did not have.

Have you thought what you want your legacy to be? How have you held en-
visioning  future, navigating trauma of past, surviving the pre sent all at the 
same time?

Leah: Oh Christ, I  don’t know. Yes. Yes, I have thought about it. I write my 
obituary in my head often. I want to be remembered as the person who broke 
the cycle of abuse in my  family. I want the messy, real, concrete ways I made 
this happen to be remembered, as one of many possibility models for ending 
abuse. I want to be remembered as a writer, storytelling performer, and grass-
roots intellectual— that by telling stories I helped change the world. I want the 
fragile and strong spaces where we came together as disabled bipoc, the door-
ways coming and  going, to be remembered. I want to be remembered as one 
of the many who hung out and lay down and laughed and texted each other 
ideas and did medical advocacy and did not forget each other and changed the 
world. Small and big changes that I pray  will make a disability justice  future. I 
want to be remembered as that femme cane dancing with you in your chair in 
the club, or hanging out on our couch plotting and laughing.

Stacey: I want my legacy to be loving disabled  people. It has been my life story 
and work. Through loving disabled  people, I get to love myself.
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The Question of Palestine

In April 2021, during a Society for Disability Studies plenary session on crip 
temporalities, Alison Kafer astutely noted that  those who are afforded the in-
dexing of a “before” the pandemic and an “ after” the pandemic are already dis-
playing a mark of bodies deemed worthy of care in contrast to  those who persist 
through braided strands of debilitation.1 What has been widely fetishized as 
“pandemic time” is actually what “crip time” has always been— never on time, 
waiting out time, needing more time, unable to keep up with time, forced time 
at home, too long a waiting time. While  there is a renewed discovery of “care” 
as an ethics of conviviality and interde pen dency, North American disability 
justice organ izing has long experimented with the praxis and pedagogy of shar-
ing socially reproductive  labor in order to  counter the stratifying forces of bio-
politics, akin to what Tithi Bhattacharya calls the communalization of forms 
of “life making.”2

Crip theorizing illuminates the biopo liti cal consolidation of the “make 
live” vector not only in terms of populations but also in terms of praxis, in 
the quotidian of social reproduction, most pointedly of the social reproduc-
tion of the pandemic wfh white nuclear capital F  family. That is to say, while 
we can easily demarcate the populations that inhabit and protect the make 
live vector— ruling elite classes, the 1   percent— the amplification of practices 
of self- preservation during the pandemic gives us a diff er ent mapping of the 
make live vector. Locating a Black feminist tradition of communal care in the 
work of Audre Lorde, crip theorists Jina Kim and Sami Schalk argue that dis-
abled  people do not have the luxury of atomizing social reproduction from 
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 reproduction; further, the  labor of reproducing oneself is exponentially greater, 
and often reliant on the work of “femmes of color.”3 Sins Invalid, a leading dis-
ability justice movement organ ization for bipoc queer, trans, and nonbinary 
disabled  people, has developed an entire lexicon on para-  and sub- state com-
munity “care webs,” “pods,” “spoons,” centralizing the collectivization of slow 
time, the antinuclearization of care, and, as Heike Peckruhn argues, a phi-
losophy of “access” that goes beyond accommodations by demanding “access 
to life.”4

Even as we affirm the capacious and frankly life- saving thinking of North 
American disability justice movement work and crip theorizing about care 
webs, resisting productivity, and embracing the collectivization of slow life, we 
can also note the epistemological foreclosures of this lexicon in settler colonial 
contexts such as Palestine, where mass impairment is a predominating source 
of disability and  there has been over the years the use of a “shoot to cripple” ap-
proach to disciplining and controlling the colonized. It is unclear that the ter-
minology of crip disability studies is even resonant in a context where “shoot 
to cripple” is a settler colonial tactic. Additionally, concepts such as “ableism,” 
“access,” and “accommodation” are necessarily revaluated. Access and what is 
accessible in Palestine center relationships of occupied space and colonized 
mobility. For example, bus and taxis  drivers are conjuring constantly shifting 
“access maps” through monitoring and assessing impromptu checkpoints, di-
vided highways, the vio lence of the Israeli occupation forces (iof), the pres-
ence of settlers, increasing drone surveillance, unexplained road closures, 
protest and mass demonstrations, spontaneous parades that welcome released 
prisoners, and  house de mo li tions.

But this is not only a prob lem of terminology and its travels. Thinking 
through the limits of such frames provides an opportunity to theorize a geo-
politics of disability knowledge production that does not reify Global North/
South divides but instead foregrounds the intermeshed matrices of settler co-
lonialism, empire, and infrastructures of disablement that cut across other wise 
self- apparent geographies. I use the Global North/Global South framing pro-
visionally to mark rather than resolve the messiness of geopolitics. Palestine 
is often conceived of and taught as part of the Global South, but it is no less 
part of the Global North given the Israeli settler colonial occupation and the 
financial and ideological global support that Israel enjoys. Further, the United 
States and Israel are co- entwined in the normalization of settler colonialism, a 
structure that requires “perpetual injury as genocide.”5 This entwinement can 
be thought of in several diff er ent ways, both conceptually and materially. Pal-
estinian cds scholar Yasmin Snounu argues that “contextualizing disability in 
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Palestine within the U.S. frame of reference is impor tant  because disability is 
strongly intertwined with the po liti cal involvement of the U.S. in Palestine.”6 
In an article (coauthored with Phil Smith and Joe Bishop), Snounu notes that 
“the U.S. in par tic u lar, contributes to the disablement of Palestinian  people by 
supporting colonial proj ects of the Israeli state. Then, the United States sends 
developing countries funding for disability proj ects.”7

Highlighting the perverse cir cuits of injury and care, Snounu et al. situate 
the specific relevance of disability in Palestine for a critical disability studies 
that addresses US and Israeli settler colonialisms and American empire.8 Ed-
ward Said’s classic formulation of the “question of Palestine” has challenged the 
intellectual left in the United States since the 1970s and is just as salient  today 
as when he first posed it.9 Although Palestine is not quite the “third rail” of aca-
demia that it was even ten years ago, the broadening discussion on Palestine has 
been accompanied by greater repression of  free speech through myriad tactics: 
smear campaigns, anti- bds laws in numerous states, and a definition of anti- 
Semitism that includes any criticism of the state of Israel.  These details about 
the status of Palestine in US academia are relevant  because cds has histori-
cally been hailed as an activist field and therefore aspires to be aligned with dis-
ability justice movement organ izing. Numerous disability justice organ izations 
have supported this anticolonial cause: as one example, Sins Invalid released a 
statement of solidarity with Palestine as well as a video titled “Disability Justice 
for Palestine” when the maiming of Gazan protestors began in 2018.10

Helen Meekosha’s 2011 provocation that disability studies can act as a “form 
of scholarly colonialism” is a caution about the ways that disability studies may 
unwittingly function as a handmaiden to US empire if we do not interrogate 
the genealogies of the field that exist not despite the occluding of race and em-
pire, but  because of such elisions. Meekosha further argues that despite fears 
of pathologization and a return to the medical model, “scholars and activists 
need to confront as a central issue the production of impairment in the global 
South.”11 Sarah Orsak eloquently redirects the import of  these fears by noting 
that “impairment  here is not marginalized as incapable or lacking, but rather 
becomes a valuable resource that is productive for capital and empire.”12 While 
the production of impairment in the Global South has, over the years, been 
increasingly acknowledged, such acknowl edgment is often accompanied by a 
liberal declaration of the value of disabled lives, as if critiques of colonial vio-
lence on their own terms are somehow implicitly ableist. Such a rhetorical turn 
misses the force of Meekosha’s point, at worst acting as an apologia for impe-
rial vio lence, and at best reenacting this scholarly colonialism by refusing to 
grapple with the possibility that for many in the Global South, the main con-
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cern may not be the return or pervasiveness of the medical model but rather 
the strug gle to “end global vio lence in all its forms.”13 As Meekosha succinctly 
summarizes, “the key debates around disability and impairment, in de pen dent 
living, care and  human rights are often irrelevant to  those whose major goal 
is survival” (670). Disability justice organ izing that recognizes that all colo-
nized bodies are deemed unworthy and unfit actively works through  these ten-
sions by valuing and prioritizing the knowledges and experiences that disabled 
 people bring to the strug gles to end ableist state and imperial vio lence rather 
than reiterating this false binary.

It is of course crucial not to reify Global North and Global South as discrete 
entities, nor to minimize the vio lence of “war- prone dictators . . .  ruling elites . . .  
and popu lar nationalisms” (675). Yet Meekosha’s concerns about citational prac-
tices that ignore “non- metropolitan” lit er a ture, social theory, and medical an-
thropology scholarship remain deeply relevant. Decolonizing disability and 
decolonizing disability studies are inseparable from each other. A radical orien-
tation  toward Global South locations does not bracket the Global South and 
southern disability studies but takes seriously that no singular “disability ana-
lytic” exists. This acknowl edgment begins with the impossibility of disaggregat-
ing disability as an epistemological proj ect from the biopo liti cal ascendancy of 
whiteness.14 Fields of study and disciplines are not benign formations; they are 
bred from and breed interpretations of global  orders, social formations, and ar-
rangements of power. One of the field’s founding mandates is the study of how 
knowledge about disability is created and circulated, and this mandate necessar-
ily implicates its own practices of  doing so. The field of critical disability studies 
therefore must account for its relationship to perhaps one of the largest produc-
ers of mass disablement in the world: US empire. Meekosha’s call to “decol-
onize disability” is an opportunity to interrogate the knowledge- production 
proj ects on disability that benefit from the very cir cuits of empire that enable 
the massification of disability.15 Mass scale is one such circuit, according to 
Snounu et al.: “The crimes committed by the Israeli occupation increase the 
number of disabled  people, resulting in Palestine having the highest percentage 
of disabled  people of any country in the world. . . .  The total number of per-
sons with disabilities in Palestine is between 114,000 to 300,000, depending 
on which definition of disability is used.”16 Indeed, the question of Palestine 
has resounding relevance for cds  today, both as a disability justice issue and as 
a geopo liti cal nexus that propels a rethinking of the field and its assumption.

In the discussion that follows, I offer thoughts on preliminary research on 
disability in Palestine. A thorough discussion, however, of the local terms and 
par ameters of disability activism in Palestine is beyond the scope of this chap-
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ter.17 Meekosha reminds us that the “anti- colonialist politics of disabled  people 
in the majority world have yet to be documented.”18 And it may also be the 
case that  these politics surface less  under the signs of disability rights, activ-
ism, and justice organ izing; rather they transit through anticolonial re sis tance 
movements more generally (the formulation of “spatial justice” is one such pos-
sibility).19 My main goal in this brief piece is to foreground the cir cuits of US 
empire and settler colonialism in order to vex a binary between critical disabil-
ity studies and southern disability studies and a north/south binarization that 
obfuscates the interconnected relations of infrastructures of colonial rule.

Spatial Debilities in the West Bank

In 2018, with a fellowship from the Palestinian American Research Center, I 
was part of a team that met with  people working at and attending disability 
and rehabilitation centers20 in refugee camps in the Occupied Palestinian Ter-
ritories.21 While  there is almost no lit er a ture focused specifically on disability 
in the camps,  there is some work that addresses “health disparities” to draw 
upon, including advocacy research dispersed across vari ous ngos, govern-
mental agencies, and public health institutes.22 Due in part to the Bantustan 
fragmentation of the West Bank and the temporal schisms that result from 
mobility restrictions,  there are multiple and often contradictory genealogies 
of disability in Palestine: for example, spatial concentrations of disability in 
the refugee camps do not necessarily resonate with ngo work foregrounding 
identity, disability rights, and the neoliberal politics of recognition and em-
powerment.23 This proj ect therefore brings together the spatial distribution of 
disability with the vast lit er a ture on mobility restrictions so as to contribute to 
the understanding of the workings of the occupation.

Snounu et  al. point to the complexities of disability in Palestine, due, in 
part, to the “number of Palestinians who are maimed by Israel on a daily 
basis.”24 I would add that spatial segregation delimits access and also means 
that what disability is, and what its relationship is to the general debilitation 
endemic to life in the West Bank, is spatially overdetermined. The occupation 
imposes extreme spatial regulation through the restriction of movement as one 
of its prime technologies of settler colonial rule, which then reproduces seg-
regation of Palestinian populations from each other.25 It is impor tant to ac-
knowledge that some camps are spatially isolated or consolidated, but this may 
be unexceptional given the broader matrix of partitioning in the West Bank. 
Some camps are within or extensions of cities;  others, while not gated off from 
urban centers, are produced as peripheral to local cities and villages. Divisions 
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between inside the camp and outside the camp are tenuous at best, hazily de-
marcated by urban and nonurban geographies, density of population, and the 
vertical sprawl that characterizes camps (they grow upward since they cannot 
spread out). While keeping in mind the indeterminacy of the spatial and tem-
poral boundedness of camps, in our interactions we came to understand that 
debility and disability are perceived as spatially concentrated in ways that may 
contribute to a sense of enclosure.26 The concomitant rise of neoliberal devel-
opment in the West Bank (Ramallah as a  bubble, Rawabi as luxury housing 
and shopping complex) is also central to the spatial splintering of the occupa-
tion.27 Snounu et al. write that “Palestine, for instance, mostly deals with issues 
of physical disabilities  because of Israeli practices of vio lence, and also  because 
of the lack of diagnostic tools, which makes it difficult to identify  those with 
learning disabilities.”28 While this accords with my own observations, I would 
add that ratio and distribution of “physical [war] disabilities” and “other” dis-
abilities is, again, spatially overdetermined, insofar as the camps are often sub-
jected to violent daily raids by the iof.

During this initial research phase I grasped two  things: first, that the creation 
of “mobility disabilities” through corporeal assault but also through infrastruc-
tures are not only central to the calculus of the occupation; they are also linked 
logics of debilitation that complicate a binary distinction between disabled 
and nondisabled bodies. “Mobility disability,” argues Celeste Langan, is the 
“diminished difference” between  people who are mobility disabled and  those 
able- bodied who need to move but cannot.29 Interviews and conversations with 
disabled Palestinians in refugee camps in the West Bank explain that this “di-
minished difference” is a lived real ity in a context where Palestinians live in close 
proximity to each other, where  there is less nuclear- family domestic atomiza-
tion. In addition, all Palestinians are subject to the “collective punishment” of 
movement restrictions— checkpoints, permit regimes, the apartheid wall, di-
vided highways. I continue to won der  whether  these diminished differences, es-
pecially as experienced by  those living in spatially segregated camps that endure 
higher rates of war injuries, foster solidaristic relations through differentials of 
mobility rather than reiterate the parsing of a disabled/nondisabled binary. In 
effect I am arguing that seriously thinking through this “diminished difference” 
is an impor tant entry point into the pro cess of decolonizing disability.

The spectrum of mobility disabilities illuminates what Alison Kafer calls the 
“political- relational” life of the camps— the care webs and mutual aid networks 
that have developed over de cades in response to the conditions of the occupa-
tion.30 It also reflects how disability is often a transactional category embedded 
in humanitarian aid economies that may or may not resonate as an identity 
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per se; it is an analytic deployed to access resources and participate in the ngo 
and un lexicon of rights and empowerment discourses, the latter being an ex-
tremely delicate issue in the context of such social, economic, and po liti cal 
oppression. Many center directors explained that  human rights frames, ngo 
organ izations, and humanitarian relief are producing “disability” and related 
lexicon that are driven externally; in turn  these emergent linguistic interfaces 
are reshaped by center employees and camp residents to create narratives of 
disability that feed into preordained frames of funding.

From our conversations we learned that war injuries in the camps are con-
sidered a form of punishment and thus markers of anticolonial re sis tance, sug-
gesting that disability is an onto- epistemological facet of Palestinian re sis tance, 
an unexceptional state of becoming that informs the comportments of many 
Palestinian refugees. Disability is experienced as a consequence of resisting the 
occupation and also as merely living as occupied. In a field of chronic health 
conditions— high levels of diabetes and heart disease are typical— disability 
was not an inhabited identity, nor a distinct phenomenological orientation 
that distinguished certain bodies from other bodies. That is not to say that 
residents did not understand themselves or  others as disabled, but that iden-
tification in this context does not fall neatly into being  either “descriptively 
disabled” or “po liti cally disabled.”31 Rather, disability, typically invoked as a de-
scriptor and deployed as a transactional facet between funding opportunities, 
is incorporated into a spectrum of debilitation in densely populated camp life 
that demanded alternative networks of care, integration, and support. In other 
words, I gleaned that disability is lived as much, if not more so, as a communal 
pro cess of coming to terms with and resisting the conditions of the occupation 
than an individual condition.

The second  thing I grasped is that the calibrations of movement necessary 
to navigate the endless infrastructures of containment demand specific stretch-
ings of space and time, what I call slow life. In conversation with Palestinian 
theorists of temporality, slow life refers to the colonial modulation of regis-
ters of time, and  there are a  couple of  these: being fixed as forever in the past 
of historical/civilizational time, the “stealing of time” through the expansion 
of  labor time (living  labor), and the withholding of temporal simultaneity so 
coveted in our connective technologies that signal modernity.32  Here I am in-
terested in the cordoning off and the creation of space through time. This cor-
doning works through the architectural structures that are erected as obstacles 
to “free- flowing” speed, rhythm, and pace: checkpoints, circuitous highways, 
settlement locations, the partitioning of land and populations into Areas A, 
B, and C. As Rema Hammami and other scholars in Palestine studies have 
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pointed out, the stretching of time— the West Bank is both smaller,  because 
movement is short- circuited, and larger,  because it takes longer to move from 
one place to another—is not a by- product of surveillance and securitization ap-
paratuses; it is the point of them, more so than halting Palestinian movement 
“in toto.”33 Nothing ever happens “on time.” Uncertainty becomes a primary 
affective orientation, a folded- into- the- flesh condition of possibility, an ontol-
ogy of sorts. Radical uncertainty is the condition of being.

Slow life thinks about connections between how  people are denied access 
to movement and/or are displaced (mobility); how disability and maiming are 
spatially produced, distributed, and contained (debility); and how  people ex-
perience time in relation to spatial geographies (temporality).34  Whether it be 
the time of spectacular vio lence that is part of disaster capitalism or the “after-
life” of vio lence that turns out to be no afterlife at all, the interwovenness of 
temporality, debility, and mobility are absorbed into the vio lence of the every-
day. Slow life, I argue, is therefore a reckoning with the cap i tal ist captures of un-
certainty. And as a corollary argument, slow life refers to the collectivization of 
slow time that upends the distinctions between  those with mobility disabilities 
and  those able- bodied whose movements are circumscribed.35

Southern Disability Studies

For some time now I have situated my work on Palestine in conversation with 
the concerns animating the nascent field of southern disability studies (sds). 
This field insists on the importance of mapping colonial and imperial vio lence 
and the effects of war, poverty, and mass impairment. Meekosha states in her 
2011 challenge to the field, “Decolonising Disability,” that the anticolonial, an-
tiwar work of ending what she calls “mass impairment” must be central not 
only to disability studies writ large but must complicate what disability is in 
a global sense. Mass impairment connects the blinding of hundreds of insur-
gents in Kashmir with pellet bullets; the targeting of more than seven thousand 
lower limbs of protestors during the  Great March of Return in Gaza in 2018;36 
the disablement of thirty thousand  people a month in Syria; the recent use of 
“nonlethal” crowd control weapons such as rubber bullets (aka kinetic impact 
projectiles, or kip) and tear gas at protests in the United States, France, Leba-
non, Hong Kong, Catalonia, Argentina, and Chile. (Chile recorded more than 
three hundred ocular trauma injuries caused by police vio lence during the 2019 
uprisings.) This incomplete list of episodic maiming does not even get into the 
layering of disability (for example, across the intifadas, the targeting of Gaza 
in 2008–9, 2014, 2018, and 2021, and the serial wars in Af ghan i stan and Iraq) 
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and of generational epige ne tic debilitation; both might be considered a pro-
cess of primitive accumulation enacted through dispossession of the corporeal. 
Snounu notes the humanitarian aid– driven circuitry of double maiming em-
bedded in US and Canadian funding of the occupation particularly through 
armaments sales only to fund efforts to repair the corporeal and infrastructural 
damage of war, the cycle of disaster capitalism. The anticipatory vio lence of the 
 future haunts as well: Paul Rocher’s work on the exponential global growth of 
the nonlethal weapons industry in the last de cade, of weapons that  don’t kill— 
never mind that they debilitate, disable, and can eventually kill— points to the 
increasing consolidation of injury as a form of humane vio lence.37

The need for southern disability studies could not be clearer, which is why it 
is unfortunate when this burgeoning scholarship is channeled as an epistemo-
logical corrective instead of illuminating the entwinement of transnational de-
bilitation. Despite the fine work of Global South scholars such as Anita Ghai; 
journals such as the Indian Journal of Critical Disability Studies and Disability 
and the Global South; North Amer i ca– based scholars such as Eunjung Kim 
(also based in South  Korea), Rachel Gorman, and Nirmala Erevelles, who insist 
on a transnational, materialist analy sis of disability; and work on settler colo-
nialism and disability, largely from Canadian scholars, such as Dian Million’s 
Therapeutic Nations and Louise Tam’s research on how asylee  mental health 
support ser vices function as indoctrination into Canadian settler subjectivity— 
despite all this work, sds (as well as convivial lit er a tures on settler colonialism 
and transnationalism) is often relegated to the place of epistemic difference and 
alterity.38 If southern disability studies is demarcated primarily by a mandate to 
distinguish itself from “proper” disability studies, thereby centralizing cds as 
the dominant site of knowledge production, then the North/South divide is 
reified into a self/other ontological difference that places the burden of expli-
cating the debilitating effects of colonization onto the (post)colonized.

This is a prob lem taken up by a proj ect I am part of, Disability  Under Siege 
(dus), which focuses on disability in Palestine, Jordan, and Lebanon.39 Di-
rected by Palestinian public health researcher Rita Giacaman of Bizeit Uni-
versity in the West Bank and Dina Kiwan of the University of Birmingham, 
the research aim of Disability  Under Siege has two parts: first, to explore how 
knowledge about disability is produced in contexts of conflict, centering the 
geopolitics and archives of “conflict zones,” in this case in the  Middle East, that 
may not be legible through a North American or Global North “disability ana-
lytic” or a “disability approach.” The archives foregrounded in southern disabil-
ity studies posit disability as a quotidian and prolific ele ment of life as a result 
of war and re sis tance to it. Conflict zones are also areas that do not attest to the 
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binarization of resisting medicalization versus cure; rather,  these are places and 
events wherein extreme corporeal assault is accompanied by few infrastructural 
resources, medical and other wise, to attend to  these assaults. The second aim 
is to put the notion of disability itself  under siege, as an approach, following 
Meekosha, to decolonizing disability.

In the lit er a ture review on Palestine generated by dus, Giacaman argues 
that  there is a dire need for more work theorizing the entanglement of war, 
poverty, and disability.40 Her own research, which elaborates a critique of 
“western models of  mental illness and ptsd,” reflects the effects of the absence 
of such theory in the face of global health structures that privilege an inad-
equate “social model” of disability. Writing that early ngo work in the 1980s 
and 1990s overdiagnosed nearly every one with ptsd, severe depressive disor-
der, and other  mental health disabilities, Giacaman states, “We questioned the 
utility of post- traumatic stress disorder as a diagnostic category that framed dis-
tress and suffering due to vio lence as a psychiatric condition. This approach depo-
liticized  mental ill- health due to war by framing it as a biological phenomenon, 
turning the pain of living in war into a technical prob lem, and obliterating the 
fundamental issue of justice.”41

Giacaman and coauthors argue that instead of a medical diagnosis of ptsd 
or a focus on the disabled  mental state of  children, what is needed are sociopo-
liti cal solutions, indeed solutions to end the occupation, that would address a 
wide population of youth who tend to pre sent with ptsd symptoms but locate 
 these symptoms as part of a broader trauma- scape of the occupation rather than 
isolated events of trauma that can be mitigated through therapy, psychotropic 
drugs, and other forms of medicalization.42 This is to say,  these researchers mark 
what they consider to be the overdiagnosis of ptsd and  mental illnesses and 
how this overdiagnosis works in the ser vice of eclipsing the po liti cal prob lem 
of the occupation. By addressing the effects of settler colonialism through a re-
distribution of the disabled/nondisabled binary, thus opening up new popula-
tions for medical treatment, the terrain of generalized debilitation experienced 
by an occupied population is collapsed into the more legible, and thus from a 
humanitarian and rights- based perspective, more “manageable,”  binarization of 
ability and disability. What  these researchers are insisting— and this is  impor tant—
is that disability as it is conceived of in Euro- American cds, dispersed into  human 
rights regimes, and central to ngo work, is part of the colonial structure of 
domination. Pace Frantz Fanon’s thinking on medicalization as colonization, 
diagnosis functions as a form of enclosure, and describing a population as “trau-
matized” (as it often happens with  children in Gaza) risks an extractive and, per 
Giacaman, depoliticized relationship to war and occupation.43
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Giacaman and coauthors are currently developing what they call a “po liti-
cal model” of disability, one that indexes broader contexts of social suffering 
in war. One way to think about this is to dislodge the normativity/nonnor-
mative framing of corporeality that situates ableism and an able- bodied world 
as the status quo. From the vantage of conflict zones, occupation, settler co-
lonialism, permanent war, and debilitation, we do not live in an able- bodied 
world. Rather, what is normative are the practices and structures of vio lence 
that create systemic debilitation, thus entailing that normative/nonnormative 
binary is irrelevant at best and at worst a violent rupture both epistemologi-
cally and ontologically of lived bodily realities. The vantage of a/the geopo-
liti cal model— should we continue to insist on a model at all— proposes that 
disability is endemic, normative (but not in relation to nonnormative), and yet 
spatially regulated such that it is concentrated in places of disenfranchised pop-
ulations, conflict zones, occupied territories, and the vestiges of colonialism.

The concept of “ableism,” for example, necessarily intersects with race, impe-
rialism, and the biopo liti cal weaponization of disablement. Yet in its increasing 
usage in disability rights and justice discourses as a transparent truism of infra-
structure and of social attitudes— the world is an intrinsically and equally an 
ableist place, regardless of which place— ableism, by presuming a priori what dis-
ability is and how it is lived and marginalized, comes dangerously close to be-
coming an empty analytic, often weaponized as an accusation by white disabled 
 people who privilege very specific bodily experiences, capacities, and normativi-
ties. The construct of ableism does not, in my experience of interacting with dis-
ability rights organ izations,  people with disabilities, and health- care prac ti tion ers 
in Palestine, resonate terminologically; it is not (yet?) a widespread discourse. 
That is to say, the conceptual apparatus and critique of ableism is not generally 
used to describe how  people experience or account for discrimination  toward 
 people with disabilities. Nor does ableism, as I have encountered life in Palestine 
thus far, have a par tic u lar anchor as a structure of feeling in Palestine, as an ideo-
logical force that is guiding and overdetermining the qualities of bodies that are 
valued and devalued. That is not to say that discriminatory attitudes and policies 
 toward disabled Palestinians do not exist, but rather to point out that ableism 
is inextricable from the racist, colonial conditions of the occupation and there-
fore may not be the primary discourse used to mark such confluences. While the 
Palestinian nationalist re sis tance movement unsurprisingly  favors a masculinist 
body politic, parsing the demand to cease the bodily debilitation created by the 
occupation from phobia  toward disabled  people is a somewhat futile endeavor. 
One of the more insidious effects of the debilitating of bodies in Palestine is how 
it fosters internalizing bodily defect as intrinsic to an inferior population. The 
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violent production of disability should not be instrumentalized as the reason to 
end conflict/war/occupation, but it is unclear how to separate out the end of 
maiming from the end of the occupation writ large.

In thinking through the limits of the North/South reification of absolute dif-
ference, which is often entangled with the necessity of counteracting colonial 
systems by mobilizing the specificity of the local, we encounter the differential 
applicability of “globality” itself. From the vantage of the North American acad-
emy, southern disability studies  will never represent the field of disability stud-
ies, even though it literally addresses the global state of disability if we are to take 
seriously the oft- cited statistic that 80  percent of the world’s disability is located 
in the Global South. This  isn’t resolvable through what I have elsewhere called 
an “epistemological corrective”—in other words, “including” more southern dis-
ability studies in any curriculum is  great, but not the point. This is about the epis-
temic vio lence inhered in the categorization of disability itself.44

Decarcerating Disability

Formed in 2021, the US- based Abolition and Disability Justice Collective fore-
grounds “alternatives to policing based on disability justice.” The vision for this 
activist initiative is derived in part from Liat Ben- Moshe’s recent book, De-
carcerating Disability, which beautifully lays out the stakes and power of the 
coalescing of disability justice and the movements for the abolition of prisons 
and police. Noting that disabled  people are disproportionately incarcerated, 
and that incarceration induces mass disablement, Ben- Moshe traces the psy-
chiatric deinstitutionalization movement, the closure of disability institutions 
and psychiatric hospitals in the United States in the 1950s and 1960s during the 
civil rights era. She notes this was the “largest exodus of  people from carceral 
facilities in the twentieth  century.”45 This history traces how deinstitutional-
ized disabled  people  were reinstitutionalized through the mass incarceration 
that began in the 1970s. But it also fosters a capacious utopian horizon of abo-
lition that draws together this history and con temporary abolition organ izing, 
which challenges anti- Blackness: it has happened already, and it can happen 
again. Most importantly, her focus on the relationships between disability and 
carceral spaces opens all sorts of connective tissues between diff er ent forms of 
confinement,  whether of prisons, occupations, detention centers, reservations, 
reserves, refugee camps, militarized zones, blockades. Although Ben- Moshe’s 
work is based entirely in the United States, her frame of decarcerating dis-
ability can take the lead of Angela Davis, who emphasizes that “the abolition 
movement . . .  cannot simply occur in one country.”46 Writing about the need 
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for movements to be intersectional, Davis states, “In the abolition movement, 
 we’ve been trying to find ways to talk about Palestine so that  people who are 
 attracted to a campaign to dismantle prisons in the U.S.  will also think about 
the need to end the occupation in Palestine. It  can’t be an afterthought. It has 
to be part of the ongoing analy sis.”47 With Ben- Moshe and Davis in conversa-
tion, an anti- imperialist, internationalist abolitionist agenda comes into view, 
one that centralizes the princi ples of disability justice.

In response to the uprisings in Palestine that began in spring 2021, the Abo-
lition and Disability Justice Collective released a statement in support of Pal-
estine on May  20, 2021. The statement deftly tied together disability in the 
United States and Palestine through structures of mass incarceration and the 
“deadly exchange [of ] Israeli weapons, military/police tactics, and technolo-
gies [that] cycle between Israel, the U.S. and Canada.”48 The statement fore-
grounds police vio lence in the United States and Palestine, the incarceration 
practices in Israel as well as the United States— the largest incarcerator in the 
world— and the entwined settler colonial regimes of all three states.

What I find so pedagogically useful  here is the framing of disablement and 
maiming as a massive architecture of global governance. By highlighting carceral 
infrastructures that demobilize, rather than primarily reiterating the conven-
tional focus on accessibility, universal design, identity, and rights, the conviviality 
of abolition and decolonization entails, in this case, the abolition of the carceral 
structures of occupation and the decolonization of Palestine. In line with disabil-
ity justice organ izations that have challenged the imbrications of the medical-
industrial complex with the military- prison- policing industrial complex, abolish 
the police means abolish the military means abolish ice means abolish the oc-
cupation. Fi nally, they issue a clarion call “for decolonization and Palestine 
liberation, anti- imperialism and anti- militarism to be a central part of disabil-
ity organ izing agendas.”49 The explic itly anti- Zionist politics of the Abolition 
and Disability Justice Collective is yet another reminder that movement- based 
knowledges and action- driven theory,  whether from anticolonial uprisings in 
Palestine and Colombia, the farmers’ protest in India, the Black Lives  Matter 
movement, or Indigenous demands for land back, what we learn from and 
within movements must be at the core of any version of critical disability studies.

notes
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A camera peers down upon two  women as they lay wrapped around each other 
on twin cots pushed together to create one bed. Their eyes are closed. A soft tin-
kling sound, like the first windup twists of a  music box, and a bright  whistling 
accompanies them. The  women roll away from each other, then back  toward 
each other, without attention to vertical or horizontal axes. Rather, the bed is 
flattened as the  woman wearing pink creates a snow angel in the sheets. The 
viewer gazes in from this bird’s- eye perspective. Each  woman rolls about on her 
own, sometimes making contact with the other: a hand with an ankle, the bend 
of an elbow with a knee. Their eyes remain closed; as the  music accelerates, so 
too do their movements. One  woman mimes brushing her teeth while the other 
plays at yawning and drinking from an empty cup. The  woman in orange thrusts 
a jacket at the  woman in pink who puts it on, and she returns the gesture with 
her partner’s sweater. They each continue to roll about the bed, reaching for 
more accessories— a headband, a skirt, a handbag—to complete their outfits. 
Fi nally, the  woman in pink reaches for her partner, who nods as if to say “fin-
ished,” before the two pedal their legs and feet in a  running motion. The  woman 
in orange waves to the camera as a smile illuminates her face. The scene fades.

This sequence is the first of a three- part triptych in a dancefilm titled Rhi-
zophora. Described by its creators Davide De Lillis and Julia Metzger- Traber 
as a videopoem, the film depicts a community of  people who inhabit the Viet-
nam Friendship Village outside Hanoi, Vietnam, with whom the creators col-
laborated to choreograph this portrait of daily life. The Vietnam Friendship 
Village (also refered to as the Vietnam Friendship Village Project USA) is a 
center founded by US veteran George Mizo in 1988 and opened in 1998, which 
aimed to provide housing and community support for veterans and  children 

5. RHIZOPHORA

Queering Chemical Kinship in the Agent Orange Diaspora
Natalia Duong



figure 5.1. Waking Up scene from Rhizophora. Two  women, wearing orange and pink, 
are lying in a bed made up of two mattresses on the floor. They are surrounded by jackets, 
sandals, papers, and pens. Courtesy of Davide De Lillis and Julia Metzger-Traber.
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affected by the chemical compound Agent Orange with the hopes of forging 
international “peace and reconciliation.” The village is financially supported by 
nonprofit organ izations in the United States, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, 
and Vietnam. As such, it has been a site for diplomatic visits and humanitarian 
tourism and has become a crucial stage for po liti cal and international per for-
mances of reparation between Vietnam and other nation- states.1

In the videopoem, images of sense- based improvisational movement within 
a forest are interwoven throughout, bookending each of the three scenes: thức 
dậy/waking up (described above), ăn trưa/lunch, and thơi gian trà/teatime. 
This film is similar to other visual and filmic portrayals of  people exposed to 
Agent Orange in that it follows a somewhat documentary structure featuring 
the daily activities of  those living with the effects of herbicide exposure, how-
ever it departs from previous repre sen ta tions insofar as it relies on a politics of 
play rather than scopic observation, which, I argue, disrupts how knowledge 
about Agent Orange, and disability in Vietnam, is formed. Through the inter-
weaving of scenes in a mangrove forest, the film portrays both  human and non-
human bodies as targets of chemical warfare and the potential for trans- species 
kinships to emerge between them. While the film also traffics in its own com-
plicated ethics, often brought on by negotiations of power in artistic collabora-
tions between artists and the subjects who are documented, I argue that dance 
within the film articulates an impor tant intervention into the repre sen ta tion 
of Agent Orange by animating  human and nonhuman ecologies of kinship to 
consequently offer an impor tant critique of methodologies used to represent 
and negotiate disability in Vietnam.

This chapter considers how dance can articulate a diff er ent relational expe-
rience of disability to highlight an ethics of care and kinship.2 I analyze how 
the dancefilm Rhizophora disrupts the trope of other documentary portrayals 
of Agent Orange, as it relies on neither a shocking portrayal of disfigurement 
nor a teleological “overcoming” narrative of a disabled child’s success “despite” 
their disability. Instead, the film depicts a community of  people who come to-
gether through their relationship with disability. Consequently, following the 
work of Vanessa Agard- Jones, who theorizes a multiscalar chemical (kin)esthesia 
and chemical kinship engendered in response to the spraying of insecticides and 
fungicides in Martinique, I suggest that Rhizophora imagines the possibility of 
queering and cripping chemical kinships that exist as alternatives to normative 
familial structures, which emerge from a shared experience of living in contami-
nated bodies. Moreover, the film relies on sensorial and sensual experiences that 
engage the portrayal of disability in ways that interrupt a scopic regime aimed at 
visually detecting and biopo liti cally managing disability. Instead, through dance, 
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the film depends on touch, consumption, and play to re orient how the viewer be-
comes incorporated into crip worldmaking. The result is a dissensual experience 
that affectively attunes to a cosmos of trans- species kinship. As such, I turn to 
dance to provide a framework for theorizing an alternate economy of action and 
reaction, responsivity, and uses of force. This chapter asks how a relational sense 
of chemical kinship crips the transnational export of neoliberal  legal and social 
discourses of disability in con temporary Vietnam.

Genealogies of Disability in Vietnam: Kar ma, War, and Sites of Care

Disability in Vietnam is a  matter of genealogy. Though the globalization of 
medical understandings of disability have shifted how vari ous impairments 
and bodily conditions are understood, the notion that disability is inherited 
through generations has always been central to a Viet nam ese understanding 
of it. Despite increasing awareness of scientific approaches for identifying dis-
ability, many families maintain a hybrid belief that disability is an inherited 
trait that can be explained by both biological circumstance and karmic con-
sequence. As anthropologist Tine M. Gammeltoft explains, disability in Viet-
nam is perceived to be a moral failure  because of how it interrupts cultural, 
spiritual, and cosmological expectations about a child’s ability to care for their 
biological  family members as an expression of filial piety. Translating the work 
of social researcher Phạm Kim Ngọc, Gammeltoft explains, “ Children with 
severe disabilities cannot but fail morally: since they are unable to ‘perform 
their sacred responsibility of fulfilling duties to their parents and grandpar-
ents, looking  after the worship of their ancestors,’ they  will never attain the 
full personhood that is acquired by fulfilling filial obligations.”3 Gammeltoft 
describes how Confucian values figure disability as an obstacle to the relational 
responsibility of filial care rather than as a biological or social circumstance 
that emerges within a singular body. This belief presumes that a disabled child 
cannot care for their parents, and as such cannot return the care given to them. 
Disability interrupts the cycle of care exchange in which parents are expected 
to become the recipients of care in their elder years and thus, according to Con-
fucian beliefs, disability renders the child less than  whole  because the child is 
not capable of completing their caring duties.

 Earlier conceptions of disability  were formulated around a cultural and re-
ligious belief in karmic retribution, and  later models focused on  those disabled 
by war, while more recent conceptions of disability are founded on a liberal 
model of disability rights and empowerment through participation in a neo-
liberal workforce.4 For this reason, Agent Orange in many re spects has come 
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to be synonymous with disability in Vietnam  because of the ways it is passed 
through generations and interrupts ex pec tant economies of care. As a mate-
rial form, Agent Orange is a chemical compound that was used by the United 
States and its allies to defoliate millions of acres in Vietnam, and nearby Laos 
and Cambodia, during the wars in Southeast Asia, often colloquially called 
the Vietnam War in the United States. While the United States and Viet-
nam are often the only two countries named in the web of this compound’s 
exchange, recent reports have shown how the compound’s travel was facilitated 
by other countries (New Zealand, United Kingdom, Japan, Philippines)  either 
in production or distribution at US Army bases. The chemicals’ spread is con-
sequently much greater than previously expected. The compound, made up 
of 2,4- dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4- d) and 2,4,5- trichlorophenoxyacetic 
acid (2,4,5- T), contains trace amounts of the most toxic dioxin, 2,3,7,8- tetra 
chlorodibenzo- p- dioxin (tcdd), which has been correlated with increases in 
skin conditions, cancers, and other forms of cellular mutation. Its effects are 
often experienced multigen er a tion ally, such that elevated dioxin levels have 
been mea sured in generations that  were never directly exposed to the initial 
spraying. The “accidental” discovery of this chemical elixir occurred in a botany 
lab that was conducting an experiment to determine how to increase the speed 
of flowering for soybean plants with the hopes of increasing crop production. 
It is consequently impor tant to mark how  these technologies of warfare are co-
constituted by a system of racial capitalism dependent on the productivity of 
 human and plant bodies.

Consequently, Agent Orange, as a concept, is amply situated to intersect 
with all  these vari ous understandings of disability, as its effects can be traced to 
war time exposure and its physical and visual manifestation often thwarts lin-
ear models of cause and effect, consequently materializing more mystic beliefs 
about disabilities’ origins. In other words, Agent Orange satisfies  those who 
employ empirical methods to seek medical and judicial reparation on behalf 
of  those who  were disabled “by” Agent Orange, and the chemical compound 
si mul ta neously fits into a schema of disability whose origins are not as easily 
identifiable but whose effects are understood to be passed through generations 
from ancestors to the pre sent. In this way, a study of Agent Orange traces the si-
multaneous debilitation of communities through exposure to chemical warfare 
as a result of US imperialism, the cultural belief that disability is shared and in-
herited among biological kin, and also the continued hegemony of rehabilita-
tion efforts premised on a belief in biomedicine and a linear teleology of cure.

In Vietnam, the 1986 economic reform Đổi Mới marked a shift from a cen-
trally planned economy to a  free market system, which consequently  emphasized 
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a greater cultural valuation of in de pen dence. This change occurred alongside a 
larger global shift  toward the neoliberal management of disability, which has 
resulted in a greater emphasis on the right to inclusion for disabled individu-
als. Accordingly, the National Law on Disability in Vietnam, drafted in 2010, 
reiterates much of the language advocating for sovereignty for disabled  people 
found in policies put forth by the United Nations Convention on the Rights 
of Persons with Disabilities and the World Health Organ ization. Centers that 
provide social support for  people with disabilities in Vietnam often rely on 
vocational training or craft- making to cater to humanitarian tourists and fur-
ther encourage investments in  these cir cuits of “individual”  labor. However, as 
anthropologists Gammeltoft and Xuan Thuy Nguyen have shown with their 
respective analyses of selective reproduction in Hanoi and the politics of inclu-
sion for disabled persons throughout the country,  these conceptions of disabil-
ity, based on individual rights, directly contradict the ways in which disability 
is narrated as a relational pro cess in Vietnam.

 Because disability is believed to be inherited through one’s ancestry,  there is 
often a greater emphasis on, or expectation of, filial care for  people with disabil-
ities in Vietnam. Disability itself is conceived of as a condition that is shared 
among  family members even though one member may be the only person who 
exhibits an “impairment.” Experiences of disability are consequently deeply in-
fluenced by locally specific conceptions of the interrelationship between self 
and other, and self and nation. Programs that operate  under a disability rights 
framework, proffered by institutions like usaid and the Disability Rights, En-
forcement, Coordination and Therapies program that it cosponsors along with 
Vietnam Assistance for the Handicapped, focus on, as the organ ization’s title 
suggests, the enforcement of the un Convention on the Rights of  People with 
Disabilities at the national level, while advocating for individual rehabilitation 
through the sponsorship of medical clinics and the expansion of a disability da-
tabase in which disabled persons can be registered and surveilled.5  These pro-
grams not only reproduce systems of surveillance established  under colonial 
rule, they also presume an in de pen dent liberal subject as the recipient of “re-
habilitative ser vices,” therefore faultily assuming an individualized experience 
of disability that is incongruent with what many in Vietnam articulate as their 
lived experience. For example, in her study of selective reproduction in Hanoi, 
Gammeltoft illustrates how the health of the individual body and the national 
body are intricately intertwined in the imaginary of Vietnam’s mythic origins, 
socialist po liti cal foundations, and con temporary rhe toric about the standards 
of citizenship and subjectivity. Gammeltoft astutely considers how health—in 
par tic u lar reproductive health—is believed to be both a  matter of individual 
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(familial) responsibility and a proj ect of state- controlled management of pop-
ulation “quality.” She notes how following Đổi Mới, the  family unit came to 
replace agricultural cooperatives or work units, such that  women’s roles  were 
recast as that of nurturers and caretakers for their individual families. How-
ever, importantly,  these individual families  were  imagined to be part of a larger 
mythos about Vietnam’s origin, as a country birthed from the  union of the 
dragon  father Lạc Long Quân and the mountain fairy  mother Âu Cơ, who 
produced an egg sac from which one hundred  human  children emerged. In 
other words, Gammeltoft constructs a compelling comparison between  these 
two origins of collective responsibility, between Vietnam’s mythic origins and 
its sociopo liti cal history, which she argues is fundamental to understanding 
collective approaches to health in the nation.

However, the third part of Gammeltoft’s argument gives me pause, wherein 
she considers that community spirit (tinh thần cộng đòng) arises from what she 
describes as “collectively felt emotions of sadness, solidarity, and sympathy, in a 
joint conviction that something must be done” about Agent Orange exposure.6 
Gammeltoft considers Agent Orange to be an “impor tant site of subjectivity- 
making in Vietnam,” where the “national humanitarian emergency” allows the 
previously divided country to come together and experience a common empathy 
about Agent Orange’s devastating effects.7 And while I appreciate the opening 
that Gammeltoft creates for understanding disability in a relational and social 
context, her articulation of the chemical compound’s effects denigrates  those ex-
posed to it as a humanitarian emergency to be solved. Instead, I suggest that  those 
who live with exposure offer compelling strategies for navigating alternative ex-
periences of sociality, community, and, indeed,  family. For example, we might 
ask, what forms of care are valued in the economy of care exchange privileged by 
Confucian values? And might parents of disabled  children also describe ways in 
which they do receive care, and are cared for, by their  children? Moreover, how 
might  these values extend beyond the forms of biological filial piety, to include 
kinship structures that rely on other forms of communal being?

Centers like the Vietnam Friendship Village exist throughout Vietnam, though 
the Vietnam Friendship Village remains one of the only centers created specifi-
cally for the care of  those exposed to Agent Orange. They offer alternative care 
structures for individuals whose families  either do not have the financial or 
medical resources to care for them, or who other wise decide that the individuals 
would be better cared for in a center like the Vietnam Friendship Village. Unlike 
other institutions for disabled  people that have historically  housed individuals 
against their  will, centers like the Vietnam Friendship Village are places where 
families elect to send their kin. Some families even view it as a privilege to be a 
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part of the larger community, though, of course, each individual  family navi-
gates this decision differently. For some, the social stigma associated with car-
ing for a disabled  family member is too burdensome, and therefore the  family 
might choose to bring their  family member to the center to be cared for. Other 
families might lack the material and financial resources to care for their dis-
abled  family member and therefore celebrate the opportunity to have their 
 family member cared for  at the center, where basic needs like food, shelter, 
and accessible infrastructures are more readily available. For many, the deci-
sion is a complex set of affective and pragmatic negotiations often arbitrated by 
the elders of the  family. Some centers are publicly funded by the Viet nam ese 
government, such as the centers associated with hospitals, while  others are in-
de pen dently run by nonprofit organ izations sponsored by international grants 
and individual donations. It is also impor tant to note that low socioeconomic 
status is common among families with  people with disabilities, and that, as 
scholars of disability in the Global South like Helen Meekosha and Karen Sol-
datic have demonstrated, disabling events such as imperial warfare and coloni-
zation inextricably intertwine the impairment of bodies with the disablement 
of economic and social infrastructures, and, in turn, entire communities are 
debilitated.8 In other words, disability in a global context cannot ignore the 
forces of global racial capitalism that further perpetuate the continued disable-
ment of populations that are already underresourced. In the context of Agent 
Orange exposure, many of the families who  were exposed came from a lineage 
of farmers.  Those who worked the land  were doubly exposed: first to the chem-
ical residues in the soil, and second to land that would not reproduce new crops 
following herbicide dispersal. Consequently, centers like the Vietnam Friend-
ship Village offer a temporary respite closer to urban centers where accessible 
infrastructure better supports the health and mobility needs of  people with 
disabilities.

Though documentary narratives funded by individuals or organ izations 
based in North Amer i ca, Eu rope, and Australia often exhibit anti- institutional 
politics by depicting  these centers as impersonal and overcrowded,  these sites 
are also places where queer forms of care and kinship emerge. Given the history 
of deinstitutionalization and in de pen dent living movements in  these Western 
geographies, it is not surprising that  these portrayals are skeptical of centers 
focused on medical rehabilitation in which multiple  people may share one 
sleeping space and “in de pen dent living” is not the main objective. As Nguyen 
reminds, French colonists established medical and educational institutions in 
Vietnam in the late 1880s to administer surveillance and social control, where 
bodily and behavioral deviance was monitored and quarantined. Two par tic-
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u lar institutions that Nguyen cites  were created for deaf and blind  children 
who, by French colonial standards,  were socialized into dichotomous gender 
roles and taught “productive” gendered activities such as knitting for the girls 
and learning to read and write Roman script for the boys.9 Given this lineage 
of institutions for disabled  people in Vietnam, including the geopo liti cal nego-
tiations that led to the establishment of the Vietnam Friendship Village itself, 
con temporary deinstitutionalization can be seen as a decolonial pro cess.

Yet,  these community centers for  people with disabilities often have newer, 
more accessible infrastructures that make mobility barriers less prohibitive for 
 people that roll, hop, or traverse across space with varied rhythms. The struc-
tural supports, access to prompt medical care, and schooling at the centers 
often exceed the material means that families are able to provide in their rural 
hometowns. As residents are usually separated from their biological families, 
they forge new networks of care within  these centers. The centers are thus both 
overtly medicalized—as some sites are literal extensions of hospital wings— 
and also a place of social gathering for  people with disabilities who may other-
wise be isolated from other forms of relationships  because of persisting shame 
about disability’s origins. Consequently,  these centers importantly offer a place 
for disabled  people to live together in community and to share impor tant skills 
for navigating a social and po liti cal landscape that privileges ableist practices 
and beliefs. Skill- sharing ranges from pragmatic tasks like making clay flow-
ers to sell to tourists to navigating the social dynamics of the canteen during 
lunch. Though individual experiences of the centers vary greatly based on each 
person’s needs and expectations, the centers remain a pivotal space for fostering 
social bonds, both temporary and lifelong, outside the dominant social culture 
that can be isolating for disabled  people  because it continues to equate disabil-
ity with shame.

Therefore, to crip a genealogy of disability in Vietnam is also to name the 
research methodologies still used to represent and manage disability as exten-
sions of biopo liti cal control and discipline formulated within imperial logics. 
Though Agent Orange has been taken up by vari ous studies as a discussion 
of the epidemiological inheritance of trauma, often  these studies fail to ar-
ticulate how calls for medical reparation of disability enact normalizing im-
peratives that further debilitate the communities  these studies aim to benefit. 
Alternatively, I think with and against technoscientific frameworks, eloquently 
questioned by Michelle Murphy, when resisting the reenactment of what she 
terms “damage- based research,” often perpetuated by ecol ogy, epidemiol-
ogy, and toxicology that, according to Murphy, eugenically differentiates be-
tween lives “worth” living or not.10 Moreover, access to  these forms of medical 
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 rehabilitation is reserved for the types of bodies who can become emblematic 
of recovery— children, or young adults who are infantilized in media portray-
als and made to represent narratives of the potential for cure. And, as Eunjung 
Kim reminds, imperatives  toward cure can further perpetuate violent treatments 
on bodies who do not other wise meet standards for normative inclusion.11 So, 
while efforts to portray disabled  children as evidence of war time atrocities have 
resulted in some  legal reparations for  those exposed to Agent Orange in the 
form of monetary recompense, and I do not weigh lightly how monthly sti-
pends aid the families navigating the aftereffects of the chemical compound, 
I am also interested in shifting epistemic methods for engaging with exposure 
 toward sensory capacities that consider how kinship arises from multiple expo-
sures, rather than focusing only on the “cost” of disability. In  doing so, I do not 
aim to reify all forms of kinship as innately liberating, as the application of the 
term kinship has itself resulted in the naturalization of certain forms of relation-
ality and further denigration of relations that exist outside  these normative stan-
dards.12 However, I gesture  toward an assemblage of relations, what Anna Tsing 
terms “contaminated diversity,” in order to consider the types of porous inter-
twining that occur  because of “histories of greed, vio lence, and environmental 
degradation” alongside the interpersonal relations that are affectively assembled 
in places of cohabitation.13 Kinship is the term that, temporarily, aims to work 
against the economies of aesthetic repre sen ta tion, and of biomedical and  legal 
reparation, that portray individual disabled bodies as isolated sites of damage. 
Rather, kinship aims to materialize the affective bonds that sustain the lives of 
 those living in community at the Vietnam Friendship Village. Building on Leah 
Lakshmi Piepzna- Samarasinha’s description of “care webs,” formed through in-
tersectional and interdependent disability justice frameworks within disabled 
communities in the San Francisco Bay Area, I am interested in how rhizom-
atic forms of care emerge in  these communities of co- caring.14 In other words, 
I want to hold  these two realities in productive tension with each other: How 
might we understand the debilitation of communities exposed to Agent Or-
ange as creating greater economic and social burdens for families who do not 
have the material resources to support their daily needs, re spect their identifi-
cation with medicalized forms of impairment as a po liti cal mechanism used 
to negotiate for reparation from the United States, and also acknowledge how 
exposure to Agent Orange opens up ave nues for nonnormative kinship struc-
tures and affinities?15 The friction among  these multiple realities is the opening 
I experience when engaging with Rhizophora’s intervention into cultural con-
ceptions about Agent Orange and disability in Vietnam.
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Scopic Regimes of Contamination: A Genealogy  
of Visual Repre sen ta tions of Agent Orange

Early visual repre sen ta tions of Agent Orange in Vietnam, which I purpose-
fully choose not to reproduce in this chapter, took the form of spectacular 
photo graphs aimed at shocking the viewer into a response. In an attempt to 
reveal the harmful effects of the herbicide on  human populations, documen-
tary photog raphers portrayed the most visually evocative forms of disability as 
indexes of war trauma induced by the United States’ and its allies’ deployment 
of Agent Orange. The photo graphs depicted the subjects in anguish. They re-
mained  unnamed, appeared in dimly lit spaces, with exaggerated dark shad-
ows, and, more often than not, the photog raphers portrayed them through 
the barred win dows of their living quarters to emphasize the meta phorical and 
physical quarantine of their bodies. Many  were photographed in their beds— 
some  were even tied to their beds with cloth restraints. As visual documenta-
tion of the Vietnam War proved to have such profound historical and po liti cal 
import,  these photo graphs served the purpose of visually and affectively reveal-
ing another afterlife of imperial vio lence that the US government denied.  These 
portrayals objectified the bodies exhibited within them to mark them as per-
ceptible evidence that could be used in  legal claims for reparations. Although 
the majority of this genre of photographic documentation emerged in the early 
2000s,  there are certainly examples of photo graphs that predate the twenty- 
first  century, and examples of this evidentiary framing that continue to appear 
in popu lar news sources at the time of this writing.16

Diane Niblack Fox, an anthropologist who has closely surveyed the cultural 
and  legal rhe toric of Agent Orange in Vietnam, succinctly summarizes how 
shocking pictures deployed portrayals of suffering as visual evidence of con-
tamination and institutional neglect. She writes,

In the pictures shown around the world of  children from families such 
as  these, Agent Orange has become a symbol of innocent suffering, in-
tensified and perpetrated by the refusal of  those who caused the suffer-
ing to take responsibility for their actions.  These pictures have taken on 
a symbolic meaning that exceeds the literal truth claims of  these images 
as repre sen ta tions of the effects of Agent Orange on individual bodies, 
pointing beyond the physical suffering of individuals to a more general 
malaise in the body of modern society as well as to the social forces that 
caused that suffering and shape responses to it.17
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Fox argues that the affective force of the images, which draws on the image 
of a suffering child, has moved beyond the par tic u lar repre sen ta tion of the ef-
fects of Agent Orange to, instead, point  toward the larger structural circum-
stances that reproduce suffering. The photos provide “truth claims” regarding 
the United States’ use of herbicides but also document the lack of responsive 
action taken once the chemicals’ effects  were identified. Fox employs the term 
“malaise” to describe “modern society’s” response  because malaise, by defini-
tion, also has an unlocatable cause or source. The inability to verify a specific 
and singular result of Agent Orange exposure has also been cited as the main 
obstacle in securing definitive  legal reparations from the US government and 
chemical manufacturing companies. The diffuse and “unlocatable” nature of 
the chemical compound’s spread mirrors the movement that Fox describes in 
her description of the photos: from the individual body to a general affective 
discomfort felt at the level of the wider population. Visual indices thus become 
diffuse in their circulation despite attempts to ascribe causation between con-
tamination and suffering. The floating signifier of “suffering” ultimately leads 
to the assumption that disability should be medically or reparatively fixed.

In the 2010s, another form of documentary emerged that featured a descrip-
tive narrative of the daily activities of a disabled person in rural Vietnam.  These 
documentaries tend to traffic in a National Geographic aesthetic, one that exo-
tifies racialized bodies and enables an affective awe that results from the ob-
servation of disabled  people “overcoming” their perceived limitations. At play 
in  these visualizations are questions of affective response, which employ a pre-
sumed empathy between the viewer and the viewed that is meant to universalize 
the humanity of the persons portrayed and, consequently, universalize vulner-
ability to contamination.18 In an effort to garner empathy, the documentaries 
depict suffering and overcoming as the only two pos si ble experiences of dis-
ability. Often  these repre sen ta tions reaffirm the exotification of disabled bodies 
or reify certain types of disability that are recuperable into routines of norma-
tive life and exclude bodies and be hav iors that deviate from this expectation. 
Usually, the “recuperation” of a person’s disability culminates in a heterosexual 
marriage ceremony in which the person’s desirability is confirmed by their rein-
scription into heteronormative familial structures. No doubt this second genre 
of documentary emerged in response to the dehumanizing photo graphs that 
dominated the scopic field before them. Nevertheless, they contribute to the 
hierarchical privileging of certain forms of disability over  others (often physical 
disability over neurodivergence) and portray inclusion into (re)productive life 
as the only reasonable desire for  those exposed to chemical warfare.



Furthermore, many studies about the repre sen ta tion of Agent Orange unfortu-
nately reiterate and reinforce ableist beliefs about the types of disability that can or 
should be visually represented. Historian Lisa Reagan, in an article comparing two 
documentary films about Agent Orange, maintains that the films act as testimo-
nies reinforcing truth claims about the chemical’s effects on bodies. In her descrip-
tion of the bodies that are portrayed, Reagan employs language that describes the 
films’ protagonists as “lying on the floor, rolling around, their mouths open, feet 
twisted” with “missing eyes,” or another as with “his mouth open, his mind appar-
ently impaired.”19 In her attempts to contrast the more- graphic film with another 
film that Reagan deems more complimentary in its portrayal, she unfortunately 
reveals her own assumptions about how one is meant to equate  these physical 
states— such as “an open mouth”— with “apparent impairment.” In citing this 
comparison, I am particularly interested in Reagan’s discussion of bodies rolling 
on the floor, for the ways her description mirrors my own description of the two 
 women portrayed in the Waking Up scene in Rhizophora that I open this chap-
ter with. While Reagan’s conclusion is dependent on the assumption that rolling 
around on the floor is an indication of impairment, Rhizophora reinterprets this 
image into a playful and aesthetic repre sen ta tion of relational companionship.

In a similar fashion, communication studies scholar Jennifer Peeples con-
ducts a visual analy sis of Agent Orange repre sen ta tions in media and research 
studies and similarly replicates a rhe toric that ties certain bodily states to “obvi-
ous physical and  mental disabilities.” In Peeples’s effort to summarize the types 
of images she noticed, her language reflects her own ableist anx i eties about nor-
mative bodily structures and be hav iors. She writes, “Roughly half of the im-
ages I collected for this time period  were photo graphs of Viet nam ese  children 
with obvious physical and  mental disabilities. Missing limbs, hydrocephaly, 
cleft palates, fused eyelids, deformed and twisted bodies, and vacant stares fill 
the frames of  these images.”20 Peeples’s description of bodies again links cer-
tain physical states to what she deems “obvious” disabilities; yet, I question this 
type of diagnostic language, which has often further perpetuated vio lence 
onto nonnormative bodies, particularly in circumstances in which disability 
is eugenically selected against  after such visual identification takes place. How 
might  these methods of visual analy sis used in research also inadvertently repli-
cate strategies of medical diagnostics that privilege normative bodies?

In addition, a politics of visualization is crucial not only to the repre sen ta-
tion of Agent Orange in media forms, but also to how medical establishments 
in Vietnam— both  those funded by the Viet nam ese state and  others funded by 
supranational ngos— treat disability. Gammeltoft describes in detail how the 
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Viet nam ese state invested in prenatal screenings through 3d ultrasonography, 
with the hope of minimizing the  future births of disabled persons. Gammeltoft 
recounts how midwives at a hospital “protect  mothers and families from know-
ing about birth defects and protect them from the related fear and shame.”21 
Similarly, Reagan describes a  mother from the documentary in her research 
who recounts how the hospital staff and her  family members did not allow 
the  mother to see her child  after he was born  because he was, in their opinion, 
“deformed.” Thus, the visuality of disability— both interpersonally and its me-
diatized representation—is representative of not only how conceptions of dis-
ability are produced within culture, but also how medical systems uphold the 
invisibilization of disabled  people. Moreover, as  these examples illustrate, stud-
ies that engage with the scopic regime of contamination that Agent Orange 
produces can further enact ableist distinctions between certain bodily states 
and what their visual natures suggest. It is within this genealogy of visual repre-
sen ta tion, both within media repre sen ta tions and the medico- political man-
agement of bodies, that I return to Rhizophora.

Dance as Intra- active Responsivity

Rhizophora is a genus of tropical mangrove trees that grow in Vietnam. It is 
one type of tree that was targeted for defoliation by the US military during 
its spraying of chemical herbicides. It tends to grow in brackish intertidal zones, 
which has resulted in the species developing plasticity to mercurial and harsh 
 environments, where access to  water and varying levels of salination would 
other wise eliminate floral growth.22 The mangrove tree’s resilience and adapt-
ability, along with the sonic resonance its name shares with rhizomes, inspired 
cocreators Davide De Lillis and Julia Metzger- Traber to name their videopoem 
 after it. The film does not merely aim to describe life narratively; instead it of-
fers a place for play, where the senses challenge the sensible.

The sixteen- minute videopoem begins with a textual description of the Rhi-
zophora plant. It reads,

Rhizophora is a tree that grows in forests along the coasts of Vietnam.
Its roots are called Rhizomes.
If a Rhizome is separated into pieces, each piece can create a  whole new 

plant.
Rhizomes spread in all directions si mul ta neously.
 There is no beginning or end.
 Every point is the center.23



This introductory description illustrates forms of proliferation that exist outside 
of linear narratives. The allusion to “separated” pieces of the root that “spread 
in all directions” recalls the diasporic nature of Agent Orange, whose diffusion 
through waterways and bloodlines marks the continuance of war time vio lence, 
but also marks forms of kinship that emerge between disparate populations held 
together by a shared experience of chemical contamination. The spread further 
connotes refugee populations who fled  because of war and who now make up the 
Viet nam ese diaspora in other nations. Rhizophora thus marks a biological thread 
woven among historic, po liti cal, social, and economic circumstances.

In the scene that I describe at the start of this chapter, which is the first full 
section in the film’s tripartite portrayal, a politics of play interrupts the utility of 
morning ritual. The two  women knowingly perform the routine for the camera 
while recognizing the presence of a viewer. The inversion of axes, in which the 
horizontal becomes vertical, creates a sense of displacement while the motion-
less camera creates an immovable frame for the action. This  playful repre sen ta-
tion mobilizes possibilities for the mundane. It also features aesthetic styling as 
a desirable and integral part of care. Notably, throughout the entire scene, the 
 women never leave the plane of their shared bed. Unlike the previous docu-
mentary portrayals, in which a bed is figured as a place of entrapment to which 
a disabled body is “confined,” this bed is a place of partnership, of care, of humor, 
of imagination. It is a bed like the ones that disability justice advocate Leah 
Lakshmi Piepzna- Samarasinha describes as entire “worlds” from which care, 
activism, and politics emerge.24

In a conversation with one of the artist- creators, Julia Metzger- Traber re-
called to me the manner through which this repre sen ta tion emerged from the 
daily activities of the residents.25 In par tic u lar, she mentioned that the two 
 women portrayed in this section  were, in fact, close friends and roommates 
who had developed this symbiotic partnership to help each other with daily ac-
tivities. They consequently de cided to express this relationship in dance. For in 
dance, the weight exchange between bodies molds force into something to be 
received and traded rather than unidirectionally imposed. Each body is respon-
sible, and enabled to respond. Perhaps the threat of unpredictability looms; 
however, it is mediated by the premise that  every action is always already being 
received by another, new, consequent action. This is how dance produces new 
sensory horizons.

The sensory approach proffered by Rhizophora indeed opens into what 
Petra Kuppers has poetically named a rhizomatic model of disability, which 
holds together the haptic space between disability repre sen ta tion and its lived 
experience. Kuppers articulates how this model produces frictions between the 
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figure 5.2. A scene from Rhizophora. One  woman is wearing green, dancing against a 
white sky. The blurry outline of trees in the background. Courtesy of Davide De Lillis and 
Julia Metzger-Traber.



signified meaning of words like disability and pain and the sensory- feeling of 
experiences, without singularly defining one experience of disability, but rather 
opening up multiplicity through an “abundance of meanings.”26 In describ-
ing how rhizomatic thinking refigures genealogies of kinship, Kuppers writes, 
“ There is no necessary resemblance for disabled  people, we mostly have to 
make our families ourselves, choose our community. Often,  there is no patrilin-
ear descent, no matriarch, no heteronormative narrative that duplicates itself 
into the  future. To call for a ritual of non- essential, strategic disability commu-
nity is a rhizomatic act: to put out feelers.”27 For Kuppers, the undoing of gene-
alogies and heteronormative relations occurs through the extension of “feelers” 
that produce networks through sense. Against the tree- based genealogies that 
are central to Confucian- based notions of filial lineage that I describe at the 
start of the chapter, and the eugenic targeting of rhizomatic forms of fo liage 
by chemical forms of imperial warfare, the experience of becoming with ex-
posure extends outward in many directions at once to queer the forms of care 
that could result from exposure. The potential of kinship created through rhi-
zomatic connections exists in their oscillation and vibrational spread, in which 
Kuppers observes what she terms a “dance.”

Kuppers’s sensory feeling of dance parallels Randy Martin’s definition of 
dance as a site of action, an event in which politics are enacted. In Martin’s 
seminal 1998 work Critical Moves, he defines dance as “the reflexive mobiliza-
tion of the body— that is, as a social pro cess that foregrounds the very means 
through which bodies gather. Through dance, the means and ends of mobili-
zation are joined together and made available to performers and their publics. 
Dance, so conceived, does not name a fixed expression but a prob lem, a predic-
ament, that bodies find themselves in the midst of, whose momentary solutions 
we call dancing.”28 This definition of dance foregrounds the meeting of bodies, 
and the relational fields created between them, as foundational to social pro-
cesses. Martin suggests that dance is itself a form of pro cessual inquiry, and also 
its own provisional response.

Similarly, per for mance studies scholar and longtime practitioner of Con-
tact Improvisation (ci) Nita  Little describes how dance encourages dancers to 
breach their attentional limit and engage differently with time.29 She further 
articulates how ci facilitates the recognition that one’s actions are coconsti-
tuted by the actions of  others ( human and nonhuman), which results in a pro-
cess of actualization that is itself a manner of world- making. This attention to 
relation becomes a po liti cal way of engaging with  others and expanding one’s 
possibilities for being in, and with, the world.  Little writes, “Actualizing is a po-
liti cal attentional action that is formative of our self- sensing. Being sense- able 
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is to be of the world we are experiencing, as distinct from being ‘in’ it and thus 
separate from it. When we actualize as the world in this way, the possibilities 
for motion increase exponentially. . . .  As our bases are enriched in their poten-
tials by the actions of attention that begin in new imaginings of the self, they 
result in enhanced relational potentials.”30

Sensing through ci, for  Little, is therefore not a passive act of reception, 
but rather a practice of worlding. Though the movement in Rhizophora is not a 
formal per for mance of ci, as many of the dancers do not directly engage with 
one another’s bodies through contact, the improvisational sensory movement 
among the fo liage similarly expands attentional limits to create new sensory 
experiences of time for the viewer. Time does not exist in a linear teleology of 
cause and effect, prob lem and solution, as is so often inscribed in models of medi-
cal cure. Rather, sensory interaction is about being sensitive rather than sensible 
by other rational standards. This actualization of the world gives way to increased 
“relational potentials” for bodies usually depicted as objects of care rather than in 
a relational exchange of care. What is engaging, then, about the female duet in 
Rhizophora is how care of self and other are interwoven or, rather, inextricable. 
The  women arrive at this relation of care as a result of their interaction with each 
other in the Vietnam Friendship Village. Their kinship, as portrayed in this short 
scene, attests to another model of care outside of nuclear  family structures, which 
often carry with them a dutiful obligation to rehabilitate karmic pasts. The care 
exchanged through dance in this scene importantly redirects the moral presup-
position, cited by Gammeltoft, about a disabled person’s “inability” to care for 
their kin. The bed becomes a place from which care is cocreated. Both Martin 
and  Little conceive of a type of collision event in which dance enacts a pro cess 
of becoming between and within exposed bodies. In this manner, dance embod-
ies what Karen Barad has termed the “intra- activity” of entities whose differen-
tiation is in fact an act of connection and commitment rather than separation.31

Writing from the perspective of feminist science and technology studies, 
Astrid Schrader provides a parallel approach for expanding the frame of wit-
nessing action and reaction to consider the “response- ability” of bodies intra- 
acting with one another. Schrader challenges how scientific experiments come 
to value certain observable characteristics as “ecologically and/or po liti cally rel-
evant” while limiting its reception to other potential modes of data collection. 
Through observing the dinoflagellate Pfiesteria piscicida and its intra- actions 
with fish, Schrader notes how the organisms’ ontologies are defined by their in-
teractions with and responses to their environments. Though Schrader employs 
the term response- ability, which could invoke a discourse that reifies an ableist 
hierarchy of responsiveness, I’m interested in how disability  studies could crip 



her attention to the interactions and coconstitutions of changing environments. 
Part of Schrader’s turn  toward the term response- ability is also embedded in her 
call for more “responsible” scientific frameworks of causality— particularly in 
response to claims that the dinoflagellate Pfiesteria piscicida is a toxic entity. Her 
claim, therefore, is less about reifying an ontological ideal level of responsive-
ness as an “ability,” and more about the suggestion that methods of witness-
ing and mea sur ing change and adaption, and codifying levels of toxicity, are 
 limited by linear models of cause and effect that fail to mea sure the intertwin-
ing of events over time. This call to witness a larger ecol ogy of entwinement 
between bodies and environments that are deemed “toxic” is fundamental to 
understanding how systems for mea sur ing toxicity become sedimented within 
observational methods, as in the case with Agent Orange. The history of con-
finement for racialized, lower- class, and disabled  human bodies deemed “toxic” 
is inextricable from  these practices; in Vietnam, following the wars in Southeast 
Asia in the 1970s, disability became codified as a toxic “social evil” to dispel.32 
Impor tant to Schrader’s formulation, therefore, is the expansive possibilities 
and indeterminacies of ontological intra- acting that acknowledge how organ-
isms act and react in ways that may not be recognized by current systems of 
observation, but which are fundamental to pro cesses of materialization.33 This 
telos of becoming is fundamental to per for mance, particularly in improvisa-
tion, where the action unfolds as a sequence of reactions. To think dance, then, 
is to question the ontology of causation and a  subsequent teleology aimed at 
resolving the separation between cause and effect. More specifically, dance pro-
vides a helpful methodology for sensing, in its par tic u lar attention to embodied 
exploration, adaptation, intra- action, and play.

The social and po liti cal meanings of play are vast and dependent on the cul-
tural contexts in which play occurs. Play can be social, and an isolating retreat, 
figured within the imaginary, or believed to be a method of progressing the self. 
Play demonstrates power relations among  those who play, and implements the 
social rules of the playing space. Play is accessible to some, while regarded as a 
scarce indulgence for  others. Importantly, play is often figured as the opposite 
of work, though the relationship between play and productivity has certainly 
shifted culturally in the past few de cades. The Viet nam ese word most closely 
related to play is chơi, which references every thing from a game or activity to a 
buoyant personality. Although the full range of play’s meanings is beyond the 
scope of this par tic u lar chapter, I am particularly curious about two types of 
play that I witness in the videopoem. Play theorist Brian Sutton- Smith classi-
fies  these two versions of play as the rhe toric of play as imaginary and the rhe-
toric of play as frivolous. By Sutton- Smith’s delineation, the first form of play 
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describes improvisation, flexibility, and creativity in  human and animal worlds, 
whereas the play of frivolity is usually ascribed to the “idle or the foolish” who 
“enact playful protest against the  orders of the ordained world.”34  These two 
descriptions of play describe the speculative projection that play enables— a 
type of performative space that does not reenact prescribed circumstances of 
the social order, but works to expand and resist them. Play is also often re-
stricted to the realm of childhood, so I also caution against the universal in-
fantilization of  those who engage in play, particularly within the context of 
neurodiverse populations, who are often socially treated like  children in need 
of protective “care” and “development.” As I mentioned, Agent Orange repre-
sen ta tion has relied heavi ly on the portrayal of  children to foreground a nar-
rative of rehabilitation through development. Thus, I do not aim to prescribe 
that play aids in the progressive development or rehabilitation of the self, as a 
psychological perspective may purport. Rather, I’m interested in how the hap-
tic space created through dancing bodies, between the subjects of the film, and 
between them and the flora, opens up a playful space both for imagining as a 
po liti cal practice and for embodying  those resistant spaces that upset norma-
tive  orders of the world.

The third section in the film, titled thơi gian trà, or teatime, was choreo-
graphically modeled  after a ritual teatime that the residents shared daily, in 
which Ðȏ, one of the residents featured in this section, would invite his friends 
to gather and have tea. However, again, it is not a literal portrayal of this com-
munal activity. Instead,  there is an im mense sense of play in this scene whose 
animated and disjointed nature re orients the viewer’s sensual and kinesthetic 
engagement with the subjects of the film. The camera moves, along with the 
residents, through enlarged flying uno cards as two  women emphatically 
throw brightly colored cards at each other in a game that takes place among 
equally brightly colored playground equipment and twisted neckties. Unlike 
the still frame of the Waking Up scene, the camera incorporates the viewer into 
the animation of bodies as it dips and weaves through the actors and surround-
ing fo liage. One actor who has been hiding  behind a palm tree emerges liltingly 
from  behind its fronds with a teapot and teacup, animating the cup in a cycli-
cal gesture as he sways  toward another man seated in a wheelchair. The seated 
man, eyes closed, begins to respond to the teacup’s initiations with his nose, 
following  these olfactory impulses as if inhaling the smell of imaginary tea as 
the cup circles his torso. Throughout this duet, playing cards continue to cut 
across the frame, peppering the lilt of the men’s dance with the gravitational fall 
of the cards. Then, a  woman in red with a crown upon her head enters waltzing 
with a staff. The staff becomes her companion in this dance. She steps in and 



figure 5.3. Teatime scene from Rhizophora. One  woman is wearing black and yellow, 
holding large playing cards. Courtesy of Davide De Lillis and Julia Metzger-Traber.
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out of the camera’s frame as the viewer is both invited into this waltz and si mul-
ta neously distanced from her experience. She does not dance for the camera, 
but rather among the interactions that surround her.  Here, in the experience of 
play, within a community of residents who are often relegated to a realm of the 
outside “other,” often selectively chosen against, I notice a shift in the sensible. 
The enactment of surreal excess in this scene does not reperform daily routine; 
it seems to suggest a parallel experience of disability often obscured by narra-
tives of cure. In fact, what is sensible about the scene gives way to another affect 
altogether. Perhaps, even, a sense of companionship.

What differentiates Rhizophora from its documentary pre de ces sors, then, is 
a rupture from the narrative of Agent Orange victimhood that requires repair by 
recuperation into heteronormative life. More specifically, dance in this context 
facilitates dissensus— a refiguring of the sensible through the re distribution of 
the senses articulated by Jacques Rancière. Rhizophora does not depict able- 
bodied  others (parents or caretakers) who care for the residents; rather, they 
are portrayed through interactions with one another. Each of the scenes com-
mingle functional activities with a choreographic interpretation of them. In 
 doing so, the dance negates the very pragmatism inscribed by the activities. Al-
ternatively, the dance becomes central to understanding the essence of each of 
 these activities, even though the expenditures of energy far exceed what would 
be considered sensible for achieving the daily task. Dance consequently offers 
a sensory exposure to what other wise would appear to be mundane activities. 
Unlike other documentary films that aim to narrate a “day in the life” of a dis-
abled person in Vietnam by relying on realist portrayals of the person reenacting 
their lives for the film’s audience, Rhizophora traffics in the possibilities of the 
absurd and fantastic that are facilitated by sensory experiences of the subjects’ 
lives. It enacts Murphy’s concept of alterlife, which she defines as a “becoming 
with exposure, [which] exists in the profoundly uneven and interdependent 
distribution of life chances.”35 Consequently, rather than a sense of empathy or 
“pity” for the subjects of the film, Rhizophora ignites a sense of joy and play as it 
incorporates viewers into an ongoing pro cess of relation and exchange with the 
dancers. The stakes are shifted such that imagination and play become sensible 
responses to environmental harm.

Kinship  Matters

Drawing from the works of  those who insist on the mattering of  matter, and 
the emergent relations among them, I propose that Rhizophora importantly 
refigures what is sensible and dissensible in relation to Agent Orange.36 If the 



sensible is sedimented by regimes of observation that define normative bound-
aries of sense ( limited to distinct delineations among sight, sound, smell, taste, 
and touch), and further reify rational standards for the use of  these senses for 
meaning- making, then the dissensible redistributes  these taxonomies of sense 
by entangling multimodal sensory- feelings without a predetermined purpose 
or end.

Throughout the film, small scenes interstitially weave the more choreo-
graphed repre sen ta tions of daily life. In  these connective moments, the dancers 
wear brown and green clothing and move improvisationally in a landscape of 
fo liage. The viewers are to presume that  these trees represent (or are) the Rhi-
zophora mangrove trees from which the film takes its name. In  these scenes, the 
movers do not overtly perform a narrative arc that ends in the consummation 
of heterosexual coupling or pairing, nor do they replicate their own daily ac-
tivities to be witnessed by outside  others. Rather, they move sensorially within 
the space, subtly responding to the ecol ogy of plant and  human bodies that 
surround them.

A close-up of a hand emerges alongside a dense layer of vegetation. The 
image is accompanied by the sound of string instruments, likely cellos, creat-
ing short resonant strokes as if the cellos themselves are warming up their reso-
nant hollows for sound. Like the tentative nature of the score, fin gers emerge 
like tentacles probing the leafy frame created by the appendages of the tree. A 
dance materializes in the close-up between the hand and its environment, pro-
ducing a sensory relation that stretches outward. The scale of this engagement 
further dissects the subjects of the film to feature what Erin Brannigan calls 
the “microchoreographies of organs” as flows of energy pass over and through 
the surfaces of porous bodies.37 The close-up of the hand within the leafy en-
vironment draws attention to the liveliness of both the hand and the trees that 
frame it. Liveness is coconstituted by their haptic interaction. Dance, as epis-
temology, materializes the friction between  these multiple scales of becoming 
with exposure.

In this final scene, in which the residents are engaged in their own, multiple, 
sensory worlds, they seem to dance just for themselves. The viewer is contin-
gently invited into the dance as the camera moves about the scene, creating an 
affective kinesthesia; however, the dancers also choreographically actualize a 
world all their own, alone and together, at once. The videopoem returns to the 
scene of the forest where it began; however, now,  there are many bodies among 
the trees. The dancers move with sense, eyes closed,  gently articulating with fin-
gers and toes. The camera cuts between close- ups of vari ous bodies, to suture 
together the dirt in the toes of one mover to the blinking eyelids of another, 
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figure 5.4. A scene from Rhizophora. Many  people are wearing brown and green, danc-
ing in a forest. Courtesy of Davide De Lillis and Julia Metzger-Traber.



from the fronds of a fern to a braid of hair. In the final shot, the camera zooms 
out to show each body moving to a separate rhythm in its own microworld, in 
proximity but not in explicit relation to the  others. As the cello cuts out, the 
dance continues.

Ultimately, Rhizophora produces a diff er ent sense of being in the world by 
disrupting linear narratives to cut together diff er ent interactions between dis-
abled bodies. The scenes are not portrayals of disability being recuperated into 
a narrative of normative life, but rather they are depictions of autonomous 
moving, sensing bodies actualizing communal worlds through their collective 
movement explorations. The film thus renders a politics and poetics of dance 
as an eco- phenomenology through which disability rhizomatically participates 
in world- making. Contamination is not rendered an object of shock to be ana-
lytically resolved. Instead, it becomes a moving entity that lives in and through 
moving bodies. As such, Rhizophora offers alternative sensibilities for engaging 
with disability, dance, and the changing environment that surrounds us.

Perhaps what is most inviting about Rhizophora is its appeal to sense with 
ecologies of  human and plant bodies, attuning us to the intra- activity of bodies 
exposed to, living with, affected by, and composing the  matter of an Agent Or-
ange community. While  these haptic encounters observed in Rhizophora occur 
through dance, on film, and in an institutionalized space, the videopoem play-
fully invites the viewers to consider how exposure entwines bodies in ways not 
yet recognized by normative perceptual systems— outside regimes of scopic 
observation and the institutions built to perpetuate them.  These scenes in-
vite us to reconsider how cellular, chemical, and extant bodies coexist and are 
woven together, not only by their communal targeting by the US military com-
plex, but also as porous bodies in a pro cess of becoming through their mutual 
exposure. The decimation of landscapes can be calculated in more than just its 
loss of profit for human- centered agriculture or its effects on a chain of food 
production that serves  human bodies.

To consider, witness, and experience dance in an epoch of contamination 
and indeterminacy therefore is to attune to sensory modalities for navigating 
an exchange between bodies and, consequently, the  matters that are created 
between them. Dance figures action and reaction in a coconstituting bind that 
destabilizes narratives of a sole initiator. Instead, an impulse generated in one 
body is transferred among bodies and alters the composition of  those bodies 
in its transmission. So too, do the attentional limits of  these bodies expand 
into multiple spatial and temporal frames at once.  These sensory exchanges, 
at the cellular level, are bodies that open themselves to potential reexposure, 
acknowledging and inviting their porous bound aries to commingle with that 
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of the fo liage. As disability, especially in relation to Agent Orange, has been 
managed by the quarantining of contaminated landscapes with concrete bar-
riers and fences, and, consequently, bodies exposed to Agent Orange continue 
to be kept separate, the possibility of mutual exposure between a trans- species 
ecol ogy of bodies is ever more critical. Thus, to acknowledge the alterlives of 
sensing  human and nonhuman bodies in their pro cesses of becoming is not to 
ignore the uneven distribution of exposure’s consequences. Rather, the friction 
created by  these meetings of bodies offers multiple sensory entries into the de-
bilitation of exposed ecologies, and also a network of care and kinship practices 
that emerges as alternative ave nues for living with contamination.
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In my work on Latina feminisms and disability, I’ve found posthumanism to 
be an unexpected intellectual ally. I’m intrigued by what posthumanist theo-
ries have to show us about the diff er ent shades of agency attached to ele ments 
like trees, dogs, air, and plastic. Posthumanism has taught me to be wary of 
viewing agency, power, or embodiment as stable qualities that an individual 
 either possesses or does not. I’ve learned from posthumanists like Karen Barad 
that agency occurs in “intra- actions” among  human, nonhuman, material, and 
seemingly immaterial entities: “The space of agency is not restricted to the pos-
sibilities for  human action. . . .  What is at issue rather, are the possibilities for 
iterative reconfigurings of the materiality of  human, nonhuman, cyborgian, 
and other such forms. Holding the category ‘ human’ (‘nonhuman’) fixed (or 
at least presuming that one can) excludes an entire range of possibilities in ad-
vance, eliding impor tant dimensions of the workings of agency.”1 Drawing 
from Judith Butler’s writings on performativity and the quantum physics of 
Niels Bohr, Barad expands agency beyond humanist (and individualist)  free 
 will. Though this might seem like a dismantling of agency for some, being able 
to think about mobility and action without autonomy is useful for disability 
studies.

In The Posthuman, Rosi Braidotti outlines what she calls a “critical post-
humanism,” one that “opens up perspectives for affirmative transformations of 
both the structures of subjectivity and the production of theory and knowl-
edge.”2 I find real affinity between my own view of ethics and “the new trans-
versal alliance across species and among posthuman subjects” that Braidotti 
describes: an alliance that “opens up unexpected possibilities for the recompo-
sition of communities, for the very idea of humanity and for ethical forms of 
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belonging.”3 Braidotti traces a genealogy of critical posthumanism through its 
Western intellectual roots (including Marxism, existentialism, feminism, and 
poststructuralism, each of which “created other visions of the self ” outside of 
humanism); she also points to the ways in which postcolonial thinkers “explic-
itly questioned the relevance of the Humanistic ideal” and its Eurocentric 
assumptions.4 Yet Braidotti  doesn’t account for what non- Western epistemolo-
gies have to add to the critique of humanism. Of course, Braidotti is trained in 
continental philosophy; it is prob ably up to  those of us whose training reaches 
outside this tradition to point out alternatives to humanism that are not neces-
sarily defined in relation to humanism itself.

In an essay that critiques the intellectual Eurocentrism of posthumanist ge-
ography, Juanita Sundberg writes, “I am discomforted by the ways in which 
geo graph i cal engagements with posthumanism tend to reproduce colonial 
ways of knowing and being by enacting universalizing claims and, conse-
quently, further subordinating other ontologies.”5 Zoe Todd likewise critiques 
posthumanism as a trendy “Euro- Western academic narrative” that essentially 
reinvents a wheel, developing ideas that resonate with existing Indigenous 
cosmologies without invoking Indigenous writers.6 Sundberg and Todd are 
right to critique the “Euro- Western” bias that underlies discussions of posthu-
manism. Humanism and posthumanism are part of a culturally  limited nar-
rative that does not account for the variety of ways of being and knowing in 
our world. In her analy sis of disability and transnationalism, Nirmala Erevelles 
characterizes posthumanism as reducing materiality to textuality and present-
ing “local, fragmented, and partial analyses that fail to foreground the global 
structures that produce differential effects on diff er ent populations.”7 While 
many posthumanist theories strive for a holistic and inclusive framework, the 
focus on relations beyond the level of the “the  human” (like ecosystems, infec-
tion, interspecies survival, or Baradian intra- action) does tend to gloss over cul-
tural difference and embodied in equality. In any case, why would we confine 
our thinking to frameworks that are rooted in masculinism, individualism, and 
colonialism? What I see in the work of feminist of color writers like Aurora 
Levins Morales, Gloria Anzaldúa, or Alexis Pauline Gumbs are alternative epis-
temologies that do not center “the  human individual” or the positivist science 
of the Enlightenment. This is not an alternate genealogy for posthumanism: it 
is a parallel universe of ideas.

 Here is where my work on Levins Morales comes in. Though she is best 
known for her contributions to 1980s feminist- of- color writing, Levins Mo-
rales’s work has expanded in the last de cade to reflect her experiences with epi-
leptic seizures, stroke, and chemical sensitivity— experiences that highlight the 
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ways in which individual being is permeated by the ecosystems it touches. This 
writing pre sents a weblike ontology— guanakán, Levins Morales calls it, bor-
rowing from Taíno epistemology—in which  human and nonhuman entities are 
materially intertwined. This framework shifts the locus of health and (dis)abil-
ity from the individual to multidirectional interactions among  humans, plants, 
and toxins.  These webs of connection are both “prehumanist” (drawn from 
precolonial Indigenous traditions) and post- , eschewing both the assumption 
of linear pro gress implied by the term “post-” and the Western philosophical 
tradition from which posthumanist theory derives. The posts of “high theory” 
have  limited resonance for my focus on Latina/o/x studies, whose relationship 
to modernism, humanism, feminism, and many other - isms is complicated by 
conquest, mestizaje, forced migration, and contested  legal status. Yet the need to 
make ethical claims about  human actions relative to (dis)ability, health care, re-
production, climate change, and citizenship makes me reluctant to abandon the 
vocabularies of humanism altogether. So I propose an “other- than- humanist” 
approach to attend to the trans- corporeal, the ecological, and the otherworldly 
dimensions of Levins Morales’s work.

Levins Morales is prob ably best known for her writings of the 1980s, in-
cluding her contribution to Cherríe Moraga and Gloria Anzaldúa’s ground-
breaking collection, This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical  Women 
of Color (1981), as well as Getting Home Alive (1986), the mixed- genre collec-
tion she coauthored with her late  mother, Rosario Morales.  These essays and 
poems focus on the deterritorializations and cultural mixtures that underlie 
Levins Morales’s identity as a Puerto Rican Jew who spent her childhood in 
rural Puerto Rico before moving to the United States. Chronic illness has ori-
ented Levins Morales’s more recent work in a diff er ent direction, focused on 
creating therapeutic histories and healing communities. Remedios: Stories  of 
Earth and Iron from the History of Puertorriqueñas (1998), Medicine Stories 
(1998), and Kindling: Writings on the Body (2013) offer what she describes as 
“medicinal history”: healing self and community by reimagining the oppres-
sive stories in which we are embedded.  These stories reflect not just the author’s 
personal identities but also the wider agencies of global commerce and impe-
rialism, from the first populations in Africa through the Eu ro pean conquest 
of the Amer i cas. For Remedios, Levins Morales conducted extensive historical 
and botanical research, contextualizing her own story within a larger ecol ogy 
of vio lence and adaptive response. In this broad history, the perseverance of 
 humans, animals, and plants offers lessons for survival in conditions of abuse. 
Critics have seemed more hesitant to embrace the imaginative, interdisciplin-
ary reach of Levins Morales’s historical work.8
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Kindling focuses more tightly on the author. When doctors and insurers 
refused to recognize her claims for integral health, Levins Morales turned 
to community- based therapies, like re- evaluation counseling (a group sto-
rytelling pro cess that imagines new healing pathways via narrative) and the 
World Wide Web, including social media and her own interactive website 
(www . auroralevinsmorales . com). The website, which is promoted in the in-
troduction to Kindling, extends the author’s health and embodiment to net-
works real and virtual, sharing blogs, selling books, and offering her ser vices 
as speaker or writing coach in trade for massage, air filters, or nontoxic prod-
ucts. Monthly payments can earn sponsors certificates of contribution to the 
author’s works. As the website proclaims, “It takes a village to keep the blogs 
coming.”

Cripping Genealogy

 These diffuse approaches might not seem obviously connected to the framework 
of “crip,” which derives from histories of “out- and- proud” disability activism that 
often focus on individual bodies and their nonnormative mobilities.9 Though 
Levins Morales did use a wheelchair for a few years  after experiencing a stroke, ho-
listic treatment at the International Center for Neurological Restoration in Cuba 
restored her ability to walk unassisted. The majority of her writings about illness, 
disability, and medicine revolve around conditions that are generally invisible 
and, thus, often not regarded as disabilities: chronic fatigue immune dysfunc-
tion syndrome, multiple chemical sensitivity disorder, and epilepsy. Moreover, 
her orientation to ability and healing is environmental rather than identitarian. 
Yet, to the extent that crip disrupts convention and undermines social norms, the 
term works well  here. I appreciate Robert McRuer’s recent attention (in Crip 
Times) to the limits and possibilities of the term crip, which he regards as being 
“far stretchier” than its implied association with mobility impairment, stretching 
to encompass “non- normative or non- representative disabilities— disabilities, 
 shall we say, that would never be legible beneath the universal access symbol 
for disability.”10 This illegibility resonates with the opaque body at the center of 
Levins Morales’s work and her strug gles for access and recognition. McRuer’s 
definition of crip, however, differs from Levins Morales’s approach: “Crip does, 
however, generally stand in opposition to both the medical model, which would 
reduce disability to the univocality of pathology, diagnosis, or treatment/elimi-
nation, and to some forms of the well- known social model, . . .  which suggest that 
disability should be understood as located not in bodies per se but in inaccessible 
environments requiring adaptation.”11

http://www.auroralevinsmorales.com
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While Levins Morales clearly opposes corporate medicine as it is practiced 
in the United States, she does embrace what we might call homeopathic medi-
cine (especially tinctures derived from plants) and the interdisciplinary brand 
of socialized medicine that she experienced in Cuba (documented in her Cuba 
journals, published in Kindling). Moreover, she explic itly focuses on environ-
mental and social conditions as the source of her disabilities (especially the 
chemical toxins that inhibit her liver function and the social choices that make 
 these toxins so prevalent in our air and  water). Levins Morales’s contributions 
to the per for mance proj ect Sins Invalid resonate with the radical disability 
pride associated with the term crip, but she never embraces this term herself, so 
I avoid situating her work in a genealogy relative to crip theory in the same way 
that I pose her relationship to posthumanism as being one of resonance, not 
kinship.12 Levins Morales overtly critiques jargon and theoretical fads as power 
trips designed to maintain hierarchies.  These are linkages thick with friction.

Like most genealogies, this one begins with a  human figure in the pre sent. 
But this genealogy is not interested in the linear temporality of descent or the 
intellectual inheritance of  human progenitors. The other- than- humanist eth-
ics I find in Levins Morales operate like a web, with tentacles that reach across 
times, places, and cultures with productive epistemological intercourse. This 
web comes from Indigenous arachnid creatrixes as much as the internet con-
nections formed in and through the author’s website, complicating the distinc-
tions associated with most categories of social thought.

Levins Morales is not just a poet/writer but also a historian, though an un-
conventional and self- proclaimed “radical” one. In Remedios, histories derived 
from her doctoral dissertation, she casts her historiographic net widely to tell 
the story of how she came to be the embodied being that she is. She describes 
this story as revolving around “intertwining histories”:

One is the vast web of  women’s stories spinning out in time and space 
from the small island of Puerto Rico and encompassing some of the worst 
disasters to befall humanity: the Crusades; the Inquisition; the African 
slave trade; the witch persecutions; the Eu ro pean invasions of Amer i ca, 
Africa, Asia, and the Pacific; and the enclosure of common lands in Eu-
rope itself, that sent a land- starved and dispossessed peasantry out ram-
paging in the wake of greedy aristocrats, merchants, and generals across 
the world— and all the plagues, tortures, rapes, famines, and killings that 
accompanied  these events.13

The “other story” in Remedios is about the ritual abuse of the author during her 
childhood in Puerto Rico, and she calls this story “exactly the same,” though 
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“smaller”: “invasion, torture, rape, death, courage, solidarity, re sis tance.”14 In its 
focus on shared structures of abuse, Remedios incorporates not just “ actual” his-
torical figures but also  imagined  people (like the first  mother of sub- Saharan 
Africa) as well as nonhuman animals and plants.

This history is not primarily a temporal one; Levins Morales links  people 
and  things in ways that defy time and space. This multi- perspectival approach 
is unwieldy, impossibly inclusive, and certainly more imaginative than em-
pirical (since  there are no written rec ords for much of what Levins Morales 
wants to tell). Remedios winds through 186 fragments of (hi)story, spanning 
the globe with a cast of hundreds, including a deer  mother, piñon, Saint Teresa 
of Avila, gingerbread, the “Wild West,” Queen Nzinga, Nannytown, tubercu-
losis, Pura Belpré, needleworkers, the barrio, and milk thistle. In this context, 
ginger is a real agent and ally (stimulating digestion and pulling you out of bed) 
as much as the hurricanes of the Boriken goddess Guabancex (who “drags the 
birds of Africa out to sea and throws them on the beaches of Brazil”) or the 
twentieth- century Puerto Rican librarian and writer Pura Belpré (whose sto-
ries lift  children into the sun where they can “grow tall and strong”).15

The histories in Remedios revolve around healing, and in some ways the text 
is a “crip genealogy,” a history designed to shed light on the author’s own dis-
abling experiences. It also “crips” the idea of genealogy and history to priori-
tize therapy over lineage. “I started gradu ate school [at the Union Institute, in 
History] and therapy within two weeks of each other  because at some level I 
understood that the two pro cesses  were intimately linked,” Levins Morales ex-
plains.16 She came to history in the same way that she came to her own body’s 
sensitivity to chemicals and propensity for seizures. She was not just trying to 
make “sense” of unfortunate events; she was putting  these experiences in the 
broader, holistic context in which they take shape, assume meaning, and might 
unfold or flourish other wise. Her history is not just about the telling or the 
analy sis. It is performative: “The history I gathered  here is like the medicinal 
plants growing in a long- abandoned garden.”17 The preface to Remedios de-
scribes moving “back and forth between my own nightmares and revelations 
and the web of history,” building history from lost stories, lost cures, dreams, 
and revelations.18 This historical method sidesteps empiricism to fuel imagi-
nations with worlds of possibility for ethical thriving. In an interview I con-
ducted with her in 2015, she explained: “I was conscious that I  wasn’t trying to 
be comprehensive; I was trying to be medicinal. And so I was researching  those 
stories; I was creating a support group for myself across time.”19 Yet Remedios 
is not therapeutic in any conventional way: rather than aiming to eliminate ill-
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ness or pain, it constructs networks and highlights the ways in which we are 
intertwined with the world around us. The work, itself, flourishes.

Health beyond  Humans

In “Mountain Moving Day,” an essay she wrote (and delivered via Skype) for 
the Society for the Study of Gloria Anzaldúa conference in 2010 (a session I 
attended in the flesh in San Antonio, Texas), Levins Morales specifically iden-
tified the need for a “strong, vocal, po liti cally sophisticated, disability jus-
tice movement led by queer working class and trans  people of color,” which 
might have made Anzaldúa willing to embrace the term “disabled” when she 
was diagnosed with diabetes in the 1990s. But “it  wasn’t  there yet.”20 As with 
the broad histories in Remedios, and as with the disability justice movement 
(which Levins Morales characterizes as a “systemic” approach rather than an 
individual one), “Mountain Moving Day” describes illness and disability as en-
vironmental rather than individual conditions.

Illness has been one long hurricane season for me, chunks of cement and 
metal roofing flying through the air, big trees made into heaps of splin-
ters and shredded roots. What takes me to the core, to the place of new 
insight is listening with all my being to the voice of my own flesh, which 
is often an unbearable task. What lets me bear it is po liti cal, is a deep eco-
logical sense of the web in which my flesh is caught, where the profound 
isolation of chronic illness forces me to extend awareness beyond indi-
vidual suffering, . . .  the mind- bending build up of toxins where nausea 
and nightmare meet, dragging me from my bed at three a.m. to lift cups 
of  bitter tinctures [to] my lips with cramping hands, and leach the poison 
from my own liver.21

This language moves between core and ecosystem, between first- person pos-
sessives (“all my being” and “my own flesh”) and a “mind- bending build up” of 
toxins, tinctures, and flying chunks of cement that physically intra- act with the 
body. Individual suffering occurs in the mind/body, “where nausea and night-
mare meet,” but is bigger than the  human self. The ecological “web” in which 
the individual body is caught is a source of both poison and community. “Our 
bodies are in the mix of every thing we call po liti cal,” Levins Morales writes; in 
Puerto Rico, bodies are inseparable from US colonialism, “agricultural choices 
forced on  people whose economic lives are ruled from afar,” industrial pol-
lutants and pesticides that create “unbreathable cities and abandoned  coffee 
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farms and tainted  water.” Since our bodies and the land share the effects of 
profit motives and pollutants, bodies and land share the same  matter: “If I 
write about our bodies I am writing about the land and what has been done 
to it.”22 Throughout her work, Levins Morales seems to  favor the organic over 
the inorganic (if such a distinction is pos si ble, and sometimes it is not). She be-
moans the advertising campaigns that tried to persuade Puerto Rican families 
that buying Tang is better than eating fruit from the trees. Yet, since the trees 
are presumably treated with pesticides, maybe Tang is more healthy (if one can 
make it without “tainted  water”).

Remedios pre sents an inclusive ontology of a Puerto Rican ecosystem. In this 
text that has a “Botánica” instead of a bibliography, yam and milk thistle are 
two of the plants whose animacies and agencies we see in close detail. Wild yam 
“makes what the body makes. Something golden and potent slipping into the 
bloodstream to ripen the eggs, preserve the skin, grow babies, erase pain.”23 This 
“body” is never assigned a species, but yam is its ally when “slipped” into the 
bloodstream. The section on yams ends with a direct address to an unknown 
partner in conversation: “ Here, taste the starchy root dried to chalky slices, 
the medicine of trust.”24 Trust implies an edge of risk involved in taking the 
“starchy” roots of another into one’s own body and allowing that other to per-
form its “medicine.” Milk Thistle is a teacher whose lessons could apply across 
species: “Milk Thistle teaches guerilla warfare. Adaptogen milagrosa, Milk This-
tle works with what is  here, the yellow layers of toxins, the charcoal grit, the 
green bile slow as crude oil pooling in the liver’s reservoirs, waiting to learn to 
flow. Milk Thistle says take what you are and use it.”25

This passage focuses on adaptation to all that is “ here” (ele ments organic 
and non— like bile, toxins, charcoal, and crude oil), resonating with Barad’s 
theory of intra- action, the inclusive materialization of the heterogeneous stuff 
that comes together at any point in time/space. When Milk Thistle “says take 
what you are,” it implies that “you” are the mixture of ele ments that come to-
gether, for better or worse, within the body’s pro cessing system. Milk Thistle 
does not need to be  human in order to have agency, so  there is no reason to as-
sume that “Milk Thistle” is personified in  these passages or that “you” that uses 
the plants is  human. Plants are agents, too, especially as they commingle with 
surrounding  matter. At the same time, the  human body is just one ingredient 
of (pre sent and  future) compost.

A poem Levins Morales wrote  after her stroke blends organic and inorganic 
in a more clearly affirmative way. In “Exoskeleton,” she describes her wheelchair 
as an extension of her own body or, even, as a lover. When she slides into it, 
“suddenly I am uplifted and embraced. . . .  / I am surrounded by the yellow ribs 
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of this new body.” This “new body” that embraces her has bones of “enameled- 
steel.” It is also made up of social and po liti cal  matter, a “statement to the world 
/ that I  can’t walk another step.” The chair, itself, performs disability, “speaks 
for me . . . ,” and serves as the “shiny carapace / that lets the world know my spe-
cies.”26 In a society in which illness or disability must be legitimated by medical 
professionals in order to be covered by insurance, the speaking wheelchair gives 
her access to both the medical benefits and the social stigmas attached to the 
“species” designation it signifies.27

Disability itself expands our understanding of species. Enlightenment human-
ism, the root of our “ human sciences,” has revolved around a false universal: a con-
cept of the  human that is implicitly white (not enslaved or colonized), male (not 
pregnant or menstruating or lactating), and able- bodied (physically and mentally 
self- reliant). Liberal humanists often seek to expand “the  human” enough to let 
“ others” in, but physical stability, individual capacity, and freedom still underlie 
this notion. Increasingly, feminists, antiracists, and disability scholars have sought 
to think of agency beyond this species boundary. In “Exoskeleton,” Levins Mo-
rales describes the fatigue that immobilized her as “when the plugs in the arches 
of my feet / are pulled out,” as if her body, itself, was a mechanized vehicle re-
quiring energy routed to it through electrical cords. This intermingling of flesh, 
metal, rubber, and electricity produces mobility that is non- individual. It enables 
the speaker (when plugged in) “to fly down the sidewalk the way I fly in dreams,” 
expanding capacity beyond material or empirical limits.28

I could call this intermingling a cyborg, with a nod  toward Donna Haraway, 
but we  don’t need a term from Western postmodernism, posthumanism, mili-
tary capitalism, and science fiction to describe this erotic expansion of move-
ment.  There is a resemblance between Levins Morales’s “Exoskeleton” and the 
idea of the cyborg, but their genealogies, their politics, and their aesthetics are 
distinct.29 Alison Kafer provides an extended “close crip reading” of the cyborg 
in Feminist, Queer, Crip, first providing a necessary critique of the ways in which 
Haraway romanticizes (as embodied utopias or provocative monsters) the tech-
nological intertwinements that are material realities for many  people with dis-
abilities. Yet Kafer finds Haraway’s cyborg to be an ally in her search for a vision 
of “crip futurity”— a  future not dependent on resolving corporeality into indi-
vidual “ wholeness.”30 Haraway’s  later turn to companion species helped her to 
decenter the cyborg (along with its kinship to monstrosity, the military indus-
trial complex, and the racialized economics of Silicon Valley) and to turn to 
friendlier interminglings among species. In “Reconfiguring Kinship,” Haraway 
explains, “cyborgs could no longer do the work of a proper herding dog to gather 
up the threads needed for serious critical inquiry. So I happily go to the dogs . . .  
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in order to help craft tools for science studies in the pre sent time.”31 Balancing 
both cyborgs and companion animals in one’s mind is helpful for imagining 
disability, especially that experienced by Levins Morales, which is based on the 
monstrous effects of colonialism and industrial agriculture as well as more nur-
turing couplings with wheelchairs and web donations.

It is in this vein that I find resonance between posthumanism and the work 
of Levins Morales. This is not a gesture that Levins Morales would necessarily 
embrace. In one of her best- known essays from the 1990s, “Certified Organic 
Intellectual,” subtitled “On Not Being Postmodern,” Levins Morales asserts 
that “the ideas I carry with me  were grown on soil I know. . . .  The intellec-
tual traditions I come from create theory out of shared lives instead of sending 
away for it.” “I know that the complexity of unrefined food is far more nourish-
ing than the pro cessed stuff,” she concludes, rejecting the (generalized, reified) 
products at Safeway in  favor of  those at the farmers’ market.32 We do not need 
prepackaged thinking to explore the trans- species webs of relation that both 
Haraway and Levins Morales  favor.  These webs are not or ga nized by theory; 
they are native plants that grow wild and are covered in soil. But “organic” is an 
elusive ideal  these days, involving such impurities as government certification 
and Whole Foods stores in urban food deserts where no one can afford their 
inflated prices. The organic is mediated by inorganic management. So where 
do we go for accessible healthy produce?

Toxicity and Ethics

Levins Morales’s website is, I would argue, a virtual farmers’ market, a multidi-
rectional genealogy, a place for trans- corporeal collectivity and exchange. It’s 
not postmodern in the ways that the internet was assumed to be in the 1990s 
(the disembodied, hyperreal territory of the military industrial complex); au-
roralevinsmorales . com emerges from material needs and lives in the activities 
of embodied users. The networks the website forges in support of  these lively 
 matters use the tools of postmodernity in premodern or nonmodern fashion, 
with hyperlinks leading to anticapitalist barter and spiritual astrology. The vari-
ous options to “Support Aurora” include contributing  labor (like grant writing 
or web support), donating materials for the maintenance of her toxin- free “tiny 
 house on wheels,” and becoming a “patreon,” or sustainer, which evokes both 
the premodern tradition of artistic patronage and the logic of an ecosystem 
that requires nurturance. Each of  these means of support  will feed a commu-
nity with blogs, poems, and public events.
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My understanding of ecosystems is influenced by the work of Stacy Alaimo, 
among  others. Alaimo comes from a feminist, new materialist background, re-
volving around a critique of  human be hav iors that have damaged our ecosys-
tem and poisoned our own bodies. But  these concerns are not just  human; they 
revolve around larger questions of environmental justice that include ocean an-
imals and plants as participants. Since Levins Morales is sensitive to multiple 
chemicals in her environment— one of the conditions that motivates Alaimo’s 
theory of “toxic bodies”— justice for her would entail broad environmental 
transformations.33 (In a lecture she delivered at Loyola University Chicago in 
April 2017, Levins Morales critiqued my use of the label “chemical sensitivity” 
and claimed the term “environmental vio lence,” instead. I want to keep the em-
phasis on “sensitivity,” though—as a form of vulnerability, connectedness, and 
perhaps even agency.) Levins Morales writes, in Kindling, “What isolates me is 
not my illness, but the widespread distress that prevents  people from choosing 
non- toxic products.”34 This “widespread distress” encompasses economic, cul-
tural, and ethical  matters, like the for- profit industry of “personal care” prod-
ucts and their advertisements that persuade  humans that smelling like perfume 
is better than smelling like  humans, the individualistic belief that one person’s 
choices are his or her “own business” rather than the business of us all, and 
the natu ral and artificial chemicals in which we unthinkingly soak our bodies. 
For Alaimo, chemical sensitivities suggest an “ontological shift,” “dissolv[ing] 
something so basic to the sense of what it is to be  human— a sense of being a 
discrete entity, separate from one’s environs.”35 Healing Levins Morales, then, 
must include not just a cultural shift (rethinking our shared participation in 
a toxic narrative), but also an ontological shift in our perceptions of what it 
means to be  human. We need to replace our belief in the  human individual 
with an understanding of our trans- corporeal relations within a collectivity.

In an essay also published in 2013, titled “Guanakán,” Levins Morales bor-
rows from indigenous Puerto Rican cosmology to describe the body as a radi-
cally permeable entity. Skin is not a wall or a barrier, she argues:

It’s a conversation, cells lined up in a smooth collaboration, a layered sur-
face that is constantly exchanging molecules with every thing  else. What’s 
more, a surface full of doors and win dows, through which all kinds of 
wildlife passes. If skin is the wall of a  house, that  house is made of dried 
grass, is full of insects and small mammals and nesting birds, is its own 
habitat, constantly shedding stalks, or, to change the meta phor, is made 
of soft wood, growing mosses and mushrooms on its surface even as the 
shredded bark and wood fall away into the rich surrounding soil.36
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That final sentence, like the body itself, is a lush compilation of materials joined 
loosely by commas in a shared habitat. Levins Morales uses the term “gua-
nakán,” drawn from the Taíno way of saying “our center,” to reference “that 
cloudy gathering of denser particles and pulses in which our awareness exists”; 
guanakán is a less “bulky” way of saying “body- mind- nature- thing.”37 Gua-
nakán is a nonmodern ontology, an organic alternative to the constraints of 
empirical science and individual autonomy manufactured by humanism. Life 
on the web holds  every entity open to the fluctuations that come from relation; 
it is a continual pro cess of coevolution.

From the perspective of contagious illnesses and environmental toxins,  there 
are no individuals or bound aries; health is a state shared by all of us rather than 
the property of a few lucky individuals. Levins Morales’s website performs this 
insight: making her individual thriving a public concern by soliciting resources 
from across the web. Digital health, however, is difficult to regulate. A website 
is a symbiotic network that links entities in sometimes healthful and some-
times unhealthful ways. The internet might seem like a “safe” environment 
for someone with chemical sensitivity: she can remain in the space of her own 
home (a space that she has constructed to minimize its toxicity  toward her) 
while interacting with  others. Indeed, in the interview I conducted with her, 
Levins Morales stressed the importance of being able to shop, to collaborate, 
and to conduct research online.  There is reciprocal responsibility for members 
of an online community: sharing resources and advice, mobilizing local net-
works when someone is in trou ble, and simply bearing witnesses. But  there is 
also a  great deal of shared vulnerability within such a web. Bad advice, anger, 
and judgment can circulate in unhealthful ways, just like credit card numbers 
that fall into the wrong “hands.”  There are toxicities in a digital environment, 
though they are diff er ent from  those one might find in a physical  house, forest, 
or ocean. Indeed, the internet has its own guanakán, which intersects with the 
guanakanes of every one who goes  there.

What is the difference between the Indigenous idea of guanakán and the 
web formed by con temporary toxicity? The language of toxicity implies a pol-
luting agent threatening the integrity of a body (a body we like to imagine as 
pure). Toxicity, according to modern understanding, is perverse  because it in-
volves nonhuman agents (like the hyperbolic smog monsters and killer toma-
toes of science fiction).  Under Enlightenment humanism, only  humans, with 
their dominating gift of reason, are proper agents. We are supposed to have 
lost our belief in magic, animism, and alchemy. Toxicity is like a resurgence of 
the primitive, a refusal of  matter to abide by its supposed inanimate state. Yet 
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Levins Morales’s idea of the guanakán, like new developments in critical post-
humanism and ecocriticism, reminds us that  humans never  were apart from 
nature. Though we liked to think of ourselves as transcendent, we have always 
been subject to/with nonhuman cohabitants.

Con temporary toxic  matters fall on both sides of the supposed organic/inor-
ganic line: pollen, infectious microbes, lead paint on a child’s toy, snake venom, 
cleansers meant to purify our bodies and homes, or emails “phishing” for personal 
data all take on agency in their chemical activities. With a linguist’s delight for the 
changing meanings of words, Mel Chen, in Animacies, traces the shifting meaning 
of “toxic” from its association with poison in the 1600s to con temporary (meta-
phoric?) applications of the term to describe social atmospheres. The definition of 
toxin, then, “has always been the outcome of po liti cal negotiation.”38 Chen sug-
gests that the “basic semantic schema for toxicity” is a real or assumed threat (of 
damage or alteration) posed to one body by another proximate body. It is impor-
tant to bear in mind that neither of  these bodies is static and that their shared re-
lation intertwines them. Toxicity “meddles with” subject/object relations, which 
are at the heart of humanism.39 This is true in two ways: first, supposed inanimate 
objects (like dioxin) are agentic in a way that objectifies the  human recipient of 
their toxicity. Second, beyond this role reversal, the coherence of both “proximate 
bodies” is unstable as they infect and transform each other in a multidirectional 
manner: soap leaves residue on skin; skin leaves cells on soap.

What if we resituated toxicity as a neutral aspect of multispecies cohabi-
tation, relational and communal rather than poisonous? In Nan Enstad’s ac-
count, though it represents the triumph of global capitalism in insinuating 
itself into our very flesh, toxicity also leads us to recognize new subjectivities 
and new publics based on shared vulnerability and distributed agencies rather 
than the humanistic medical model of individuated subjects sealed off from 
each other and the outside world.40 In an account of her (non)solitary suffering 
in Kindling, Levins Morales describes the ambivalent simultaneity of vulner-
ability and distributed agency that comes with toxicity:

In the steepest pitch, the darkest hour, in the ring of deadly wind, the 
only salvation is to expand, to embrace  every revelation of my struggling 
cells, to resist the impulse to flee, and hold in my awareness both  things: 
the planetary web of life force of which I am part, and the cruel machin-
ery that assaults us: how greed strips and poisons landscapes and immune 
systems with equal disregard, how contempt for  women, and the vastly 
profitable medical- industrial complex conspire to write off as hysterical 
hundreds of thousands of us bearing witness through de cades in bed.41
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The same threads that carry contempt and poison and greed also link hundreds 
of thousands of  people whose bodies dialogue with both illness and “life force.” 
The difficult question is, can we prioritize the positive connections that flow 
with the toxicity? As Chen puts it,

Although the body’s interior could be described as becoming “damaged” 
by toxins, if we  were willing to perform the radical act of releasing the 
definition of “organism” from its biological pinnings, we might from a 
more holistic perspective approach toxicity with a lens of mutualism. . . .  
Thinking of toxins as symbiotes— rather than, for instance, as parasites 
which seem only to feed off a generally integral being without fundamen-
tally altering it (which would perhaps be our first guess)— not only cap-
tures some toxic affectivity but enables me to shift modes of approach.42

Following this call to “shift modes of approach,” perhaps instead of seeking 
 either the elimination of toxins from our environment or the harnessing of tox-
ins for good (neither of which would be pos si ble given the shifting meanings 
of and vari ous reactions to toxic  matters), we could ask, instead, “What out-
comes emerge from our participation in webs of toxicity?” or even “What do 
our partners in symbiotic infection have to teach us about our communal re-
sponsibility?”  These latter approaches would de- center  human morality and 
 human agency as the source of toxic exposure. This is not a  matter of looking 
on the “bright side” of a prob lem but, rather, of taking responsibility for our 
participation in fluctuating ecosystems.

With this shift of approach, I’ll return briefly to Levins Morales’s website to 
examine potentially healthful relations of toxicity. Auroralevinsmorales . com 
brings together  humans, money, and scattered physical spaces of speaking and 
witnessing. Though it is the author’s page, it is also a communal space, “the vil-
lage it takes” to sustain a writer. When a trail of linkages takes one outside the 
site,  there is an option to “return to our website” (emphasis added), welcom-
ing viewers to a space where they are at home. The first person plural “our” 
also makes viewers responsible for the connections and content of the site. The 
menu options at the top of the page divide the site into diff er ent neighbor-
hoods that or ga nize diff er ent sorts of webs of relation (my terms, not Levins 
Morales’s). If I click on “What We Can Do Together,” the focus is on collab-
orative efforts to bring the author’s words to wider worlds. I can learn about 
how to bring the author to my hometown, what her needs would be in terms of 
hosting and sponsorship. Indeed, using  these digital pathways is what enabled 
me to meet Aurora in the flesh.
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It is thrilling and terrifying to have one’s vitality dispersed in tension 
throughout a community weighted with unknown toxins. This is a po liti cal 
ecol ogy wherein our  every decision has implications that reverberate through 
like-  and un- like- minded allies. (We are indeed all allies in our shared web, allies 
in a variety of pos si ble proj ects and combinations,  whether we like it or not.) 
As Barad writes, in her influential vision of posthumanist ethics, “Intra- acting 
responsibly as part of the world means taking account of the entangled phe-
nomena that are intrinsic to the world’s vitality and being responsible to the 
possibilities that might help us flourish.”43 Agency, in this sense, is not about 
individual responsibility or  human morality; it is even more difficult. One 
does not simply rattle the web with their individual movements but actually 
participates— along with other  human and other- than- human agencies—in 
the materialization of the web. Since we are co- making the world together, we 
must “[take] account of the entangled materializations of which we are a part, 
including new configurations and new subjectivities, new possibilities.”44 We 
should practice, like Milk Thistle, guerilla medicine. Of course, it might not 
always be good medicine, but we can (re)invent it as we go.
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I think it’s the heat that infest[s] us into this immobility. Unable to move, the tentacles of 
the valley vilified into an evil omnipresent character in the story that is my life.
— South Texas Experience Zine Proj ect (2005)

my  mother, / my longest lover / imperfect lover / forked my border tongue / kept this 
wound alive / It’s so hard to love you Texas
— South Texas Experience: Love Letters (2015)

Situated in the Rio Grande Valley of South Texas (referred to colloquially as 
the Valley or South Texas), cultural worker and zinester Noemi Martinez has 
continually expanded on discussions of queerness, race, and disability and de-
veloped her own understandings of what it means, feels, and looks like to live 
as a self- identified queer crip Chicanx/Tejanx single  mother through  personal 
and collective zine proj ects over the course of nearly two de cades. Writing 
within and from a region that continues to decrease community resources, 
such as access to reproductive ser vices, Martinez’s zines focus on the impor-
tance of writing for  women of color,  women of color feminisms, and crip life 
via reflections on  mental and physical health. Usually unremarked upon within 
the national imaginary, which tends to homogenize the US- Mexico border, the 
Rio Grande Valley drew national attention in the summer of 2014 when it 
rapidly became the entry way for thousands of Central American  women 
and child refugees. During the Trump administration, the region became em-
broiled within national politics as debates over the border wall and ecological 
destruction mounted  because of the Trump administration’s plan to further 
expand the border wall along the Rio Grande River. Currently, the Rio Grande 
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Valley has become emblematic of both increased support for the Republi-
can Party and the heavy covid-19 pandemic death toll in Latinx communi-
ties. Furthermore, environmental concerns continue to be at the foreground 
 because of Elon Musk’s SpaceX, which is located on Boca Chica Beach in the 
border city of Brownsville, Texas.

Martinez’s cultural work extends to contributions to digital sources, such 
as Bitch Media, and a range of literary journals and magazines, including tayo 
Literary Magazine, Yellow Chair Review, and Hip Mama Zine. Her poetry and 
prose address and reflect on her experiences as a poor single  mother of color, 
the sexualization and racialization her  daughter and son experience as they 
come of age in the Rio Grande Valley, chronic physical pain, and correspond-
ing impacts on  mental health. Furthermore, Martinez creates mixed media art 
comprising watercolors, screen print ink, paper, and wood— materials used to 
depict assemblages of landscapes, hearts, and cardinal directions to represent 
the disorientation that accompanies experiences of anxiety and depression 
within the broader context of space/place. Her work is influenced by Gloria 
Anzaldúa’s foundational writings on the Rio Grande Valley as well as by more 
recent crip social media initiatives such as the Disability Visibility Proj ect’s 
#TheFutureIsDisabled. As a zinester, Martinez has been creating and circulat-
ing zines since 2000  under her micropress, Hermanx (formerly Hermana) Re-
sist Press.  Here, I specifically focus on Martinez’s South Texas Experience Zine 
Proj ect (2005) and South Texas Experience: Love Letters (2015)  because they il-
lustrate Martinez’s queer crip of color experience in spatial and affective terms. 
The 2005 zine pre sents reflections on the Rio Grande Valley as a site capable of 
overwhelming the senses of the crip body, while the 2015 zine interweaves  these 
experiences with a series of photo graphs of the Rio Grande Valley terrain and 
prose and poetry in remembrance of mi grant lives and deaths.

Martinez’s work offers a complex understanding of crip life that— similar 
to Alison Kafer’s insistence on crip as po liti cal and mobile and Jasbir Puar’s 
notion of debilitation as a way to focus on what disability identification often 
obscures— forgoes the notion of crip as an identity grounded in overcoming or, 
largely, even residing within the territory of the individual. Compounded by 
her focus on invisibilized disabilities and illness, specifically within the realm of 
the  mental, emotional, and sensory, and without negating the material realities 
and physical effects of disability, Martinez offers her crip body as an affective 
lens through which the space/place that is the Rio Grande Valley is refash-
ioned. The South Texas Experience Zine Proj ect (2005) and South Texas Experi-
ence: Love Letters (2015) focus on rendering a sensual and affective encounter 
with the region that is South Texas and its colonial markings, which Marti-
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nez refers to as “ghosts.” In this way, the zines illustrate an encounter of the 
queer crip brown body with a space/place marked by waves of colonization and 
conservatism, yielding often disorienting results. I focus on Martinez’s repre-
sen ta tion of the Rio Grande Valley as home— that is, home as a complex, con-
tradictory, and contested site— and the modes of psychic and physical survival 
along the US- Mexico border her zines illustrate. A poetic depiction of home, 
the zines starkly highlight the connection between affect and space/place— 
and the negotiations and tensions that live in this connection.

Through my focus on Martinez, I emphasize and engage crip of color work 
taking place at the sublocal level. In regard to Martinez’s work, this means ad-
dressing and delving into an in- progress archive that spans two decades— a 
time frame that places Martinez within 9/11, the Bush administration’s Secure 
Fence Act of 2006, the 2014 influx of Central American  women and child ref-
ugees through the Rio Grande Valley, and the Trump administration. Within 
the context of queer/crip of color genealogies, Martinez’s cultural production 
overlaps with Anzaldúa’s 2004 passing— presenting a continuation and expan-
sion of work focusing on illness, the queer of color body, and the Texas- Mexico 
border first established by Anzaldúa’s 1987 Borderlands/La Frontera: The New 
Mestiza. Nevertheless, Martinez’s deployment of the term crip signals  toward 
a post- Anzaldúan engagement with disability enmeshed within a punk, emo, 
and goth ethos. In this way, Martinez exemplifies the continued existence and 
importance of subcultural queer Chicanx/Latinx in de pen dent publishing, as 
well as the starkly anticapitalist and nonproductive practice of zine- making 
documented by Michelle Comstock and Adela Licona, to the creation of crip 
of color genealogies.

 “Eminent Danger, Eminent Domain”: Contextualizing South Texas

The Rio Grande Valley of South Texas may not be familiar to readers located 
outside of Texas. Indeed, within Chicanx, Latinx, or feminist and queer stud-
ies, the area is most often encountered within Anzaldúa’s Borderlands/La Fron-
tera: The New Mestiza. Knowing the Rio Grande Valley exclusively through 
Anzaldúa both renders this area of the US- Mexico border static and neglects a 
significant trajectory of literary and cultural scholarship: Jovita González, 
Américo Paredes, Rolando Hinojosa, Sonia Saldívar- Hull, José David Saldívar, 
and Ramón Saldívar. While the 2014 arrival of Central American  women and 
child refugees and the 2019 furor over expanding the border wall across large, 
therefore costly, areas has brought the region to national attention, being ac-
quainted with only  these images overlooks the enmeshment of colonial legacies 
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of racial vio lences and the effects of 9/11 on this par tic u lar region. Within the 
realm of con temporary Chicanx, specifically Chicana, cultural production, 
Martinez joins writers, artists, and performers located in or emerging from the 
region such as Celeste De Luna, Nansi Guevara, Amalia Ortiz, ire’ne lara silva, 
and, within South Texas more broadly,  Virginia Grise, Laurie Ann Guerrero, 
Isabel Ann Castro, and Natasha I. Hernandez (found ers of the zine St. Sucia), 
Carmen Mendoza, Carmen Tafolla, and Norma Cantú. The Rio Grande  Valley 
is, furthermore, historically significant  because of the waves of colonization 
that come to shape US Chicanx and Latinx identity and establish the Mexican 
and US nation- states, as discussed by scholars such as Raúl Coronado. Legacies 
of conquest and continued iterations of coloniality starkly mark the economic 
and geopo liti cal landscape of this region, which possesses some of the poor-
est communities in the US. Colonias, or rural unincorporated areas, exemplify 
 these markings, as undocumented Mexican mi grants and Mexican Americans 
live alongside each other in areas formed through need. Although colonias 
allow Mexicans and Mexican Americans to become renters or even property 
 owners, the institutional neglect of  these areas results in substandard infra-
structure, including inadequate cooling and heating and instances of flooding 
that damage the wooden, concrete, or mobile structures. Rural and lacking in-
frastructure, colonias are not ground for economic development. Rather,  these 
areas are disregarded by modernity precisely  because they bolster modernity it-
self by providing the  labor necessary for commercial agriculture, factories, and 
ware houses located on both sides of the border.

Julie Avril Minich emphasizes the significance of the Rio Grande Valley 
as a site of extreme in equality, particularly in regard to health, and also an 
impor tant site of Chicanx cultural production. In her article on Oscar Casa-
res’s short- story collection, Brownsville, Minich opens with Anzaldúa’s deeply 
affective description of the US- Mexico border to foreground how the border 
shapes emotional and  mental realms: “A borderland is a vague and undeter-
mined place created by the emotional residue of an unnatural boundary. . . .  
Tension grips the inhabitants of the borderlands like a virus. Ambivalence and 
unrest reside  there.”1 For Minich, “Casares, like Anzaldúa, treats the border not 
solely as a po liti cal institution but also as a collective, traumatic psychosomatic 
experience.”2 Minich turns to Casares’s work to examine how lit er a ture serves 
as a site for understanding the inequalities surrounding  mental health within 
a racial context. By  doing so, she places  mental health statistics, such as the fact 
that Mexican American and Black communities receive the least medical care 
for depression, and the cultural biases held by  mental health prac ti tion ers in 
conversation with the realm of the imaginary. Lit er a ture, particularly fiction, 
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comes to function as the antithesis to the medical establishment’s notion of 
health, particularly  mental health, as dehistoricized and ultimately residing 
within the individual— ignoring the “virus” that Anzaldúa identifies. Similar 
to Minich, I focus on Martinez’s zines to highlight and examine how the bor-
der is affectively experienced and illustrated.

Zones of Haunting and Debilitation: The South Texas Experience Zine Proj ect (2005)

Martinez’s South Texas Experience zine series (re)envisions the Rio Grande 
Valley through a queer crip of color embodiment and consciousness. I echo 
Licona’s understanding that “borderlands spaces can be considered material 
narratives; that is to say spaces have histories, contested histories, and they are 
continuously productive of new stories, stories in the making, that are con-
tested and contingent.”3 The South Texas Experience Zine Proj ect is the size of 
a standard sheet of paper folded into fourths and thirty- two pages in length. 
The cover includes a cropped image of a 1949 newspaper article on Reynosa, 
Tamaulipas, located across the border from McAllen, Texas. An image of what 
appears to be a cabaret dancer in a bikini top accompanies the newspaper story. 
The back cover features a flowering succulent and the words “ Every time we 
meet it’s just to say goodbye” at the bottom of the image. The zine is created in 
true do- it- yourself form, with grainy images of skies with clouds, small  houses 
and wooden structures surrounded by dry landscapes, and photo graphs of 
Martinez serving as visual accompaniments to the zine’s prose and poetry.

While the South Texas Experience Zine Proj ect can be categorized as a per-
sonal zine, it nevertheless functions in a manner that avoids categorization of 
Martinez’s queer crip body as the focal object or even subject of study. Rather, 
what we receive at the zine’s opening is an invitation to experience the Rio 
Grande Valley alongside Martinez. The zine’s focus on the experiential pro-
vides an entry way into, to borrow from Licona, an understanding of the space 
that is the Rio Grande Valley as a material narrative onto which a story in the 
making is outlined through Martinez’s embodied experience as a queer crip 
Chicanx. While Martinez pre sents a refashioned vision of the Rio Grande 
Valley through her self- identified queer crip body and reflects on physical and 
psychic pain, she does not provide a listing of medical diagnoses. The result is 
an understanding, experience, and deployment of the crip body that refuses 
the bound aries between individual and collective often established through 
medicalized notions of disability and an insistence on blurring the bound aries 
between the queer crip body and the space/place within which it is located. 
Martinez’s maneuvers instead render the Rio Grande Valley, and its overlying 
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histories that serve to delineate par tic u lar populations in par tic u lar spaces for, 
to borrow from Puar, “debilitation,” as the object and subject of study.

The zine invites us to experience the Rio Grande Valley through Martinez’s 
senses: “I want to show you how it smells in the valley. Orange blossoms in 
the Spring. Making limonada  every eve ning. How the days are short  because 
we avoid the sunlight. Beautiful but I curse it all the time. How I run errands 
at night. Only at moments looking up to the sky.”4 She further focuses on the 
heat, referring to the sun as a “deadly calavera,” and writes sensually about her 
bodily experience in this heat and brightness: “A staleness in this air that perme-
ates. Humidity fills your nostrils. Staleness that makes you move a  little slower, 
painstakingly slow while the sweat accumulated  under your nose,  under your 
bra,  behind your knees.”5 Martinez’s depiction of how the Rio Grande Valley 
climate feels and clings to the body, as well as her positioning of the reader as 
the one experiencing  these sensations through the use of “your,” further works 
 toward destabilizing the notion that it is her queer crip body  under analy sis. 
The heat becomes yet another spatial ele ment that is experienced through the 
lens that is Martinez’s body, echoing the practice that Licona refers to as “re-
verso” in her discussion of zines’ potentialities. According to Licona, “Practices 
of reverso emerge to return and, importantly, refract the normative gaze, pro-
duce critical inquiries into questions of ( mental) health, madness, pathologies, 
morality, and plea sure, and to re- present embodied practices of healing, re sis-
tance, and activism. Through acts of contortion, distortion, aggression, con-
fession, desire, and reconciliation, bodies and be- ings are being re- membered 
and re- configured in zines.”6 Martinez, I offer, engages in acts of distortion in 
her repre sen ta tion of the South Texas heat. Sunny skies and a hot climate may 
initially suggest relaxation and recreation, which holds true for par tic u lar seg-
ments of youth and se niors, namely the spring- breakers on South Padre Island 
and the winter vacationers who patronize local Rio Grande Valley businesses, 
but  here the commingled effects of sun, heat, and humidity gain a haunting 
quality that must be escaped, thereby rendering the opposite effect— shortened 
days. The disorientation produced by Martinez’s descriptions serves to illustrate 
shifts in mood and  mental health, issues that she discusses in her poetry and 
Hermanx Resist blog posts. Further building on the sensual, Martinez creates 
a scene of the Rio Grande Valley through scent: “Right now, I smell burning 
mesquite. Not the wood chips to ‘enhance’ flavor but the real kind that’s been 
hacked in someone’s backyard, where passers [b]yers offer to buy some.”7 She 
continues, “South Texas orange blossoms in March. Nescafe. old spice. Ariel 
soap and Suavitel. [T]he sound of el paletero down the street. I suppose scent 
associations are not related to anything tangible, nothing in par tic u lar, only 
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memory. But my brain and heart are often illogical.”8 Martinez further focuses 
on the Rio Grande Valley’s ephemeral qualities through her linking of mood 
and climate: “Nothing ever matches my mood  here, nothing reflects my cur-
rent sentiments, weather wise . . .  [a]ll bright happy sun, wet humid air, sticky 
armpit mood season.”9 An image of the top of a palm tree amid a wide sky dot-
ted with fluffy clouds accompanies Martinez’s words. At first glance, the image 
appears tropical, cheerful, and relaxing in its sunniness. However, within the 
context of Martinez’s reflections on the climate, emotions, and  mental health, 
the image gains a static, nearly artificial quality.

Martinez’s emotions extend from what I understand as depressive, if not sui-
cidal, feelings that she categorizes as “bad  things” outward to the Rio Grande 
Valley as a region permeated by a sense of foreboding. Kafer’s dismantling of 
disability’s confines as medical diagnosis through examining the connection 
between emotions and how we experience temporality helps us understand 
how Martinez engages in an act of cripping the Rio Grande Valley by focus-
ing on the space’s affective qualities. For example, while Martinez’s reference to 
mesquite may initially seem nostalgic, the second part of Martinez’s reflection 
undercuts any such notion: “Burning mesquite coming in through the win-
dows. It seeps and stays in every thing.  There is no way to rid yourself of that 
smell, you both hate it for its lingering presence, and welcome it for its associa-
tions.”10 Scent, then, becomes a source of haunting.

Temporalities further shift in Martinez’s account of “bad  things” as she de-
scribes being transported to a diff er ent time, albeit with a similar feeling: “I’ve 
been  doing bad, bad  things and that  ain’t good. / a  little while ago I was driving 
to the post [sic] 24/hr post office. smoking. and it felt like 2002 all over again. 
Black lipstick, one headlight.”11 Martinez continues, “ there’s a play list I’ve been 
listening to. I called it breaking the girl. [S]hit. [T]hat  ain’t good  either. Reading 
the Bell Jar / some  things circling in my head I should write down, but  haven’t 
wanted to commit them to paper. Writing it down makes it real.”12 Significantly, 
Martinez ascribes a similar mood as intrinsic to the Rio Grande Valley through 
an excerpt of William Burroughs’s 1953 Junky, which functions as a memoir of 
Burroughs’s travels and experiences with drug addiction. Quoting Burroughs, 
Martinez writes, “A premonition of doom hangs over the Valley. You have to 
make it now before something happens, before the black fly ruins the citrus, be-
fore support prices are taken off the cotton, before the flood, the hurricane, the 
freeze, the long dry spell when  there is no  water to irrigate. The threat of disas-
ter is always  there, per sis tent and disquieting as the after noon wind. The Valley 
was desert and it  will be again.”13 Anzaldúa’s “virus,” Burroughs’s sense of doom, 
and Martinez’s focus on bodily and  mental discomfort each highlight the sense 
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of unease on which the Rio Grande Valley rests. The excerpt further under-
scores the sense of disorientation that Martinez conveys throughout her 2005 
zine through the trope of heat and the broader South Texas climate. By quot-
ing Burroughs, Martinez shifts the depressive, anxious, and pensive moods she 
describes as experiencing through her choice of reading and  music, in conjunc-
tion with the image of a smoking figure wearing black lipstick and traversing 
night, beyond her own experience to longer- standing histories. Placed along-
side each other, Burroughs’s sense of the Rio Grande Valley as a site of anxiety 
due to the day- to- day experience of awaiting calamity in the attempts to subdue 
the region’s desert terrain; Anzaldúa’s description of the US- Mexico border as 
a site where tension, ambivalence, and unrest gain a collective and contagious 
quality akin to a virus; and Martinez’s physical discomfort and  mental exhaus-
tion  illustrated in her description of making her way through the region she 
calls home,  whether in her physical body during the day (moving “painstak-
ingly slow”) or in her car at night (“Black lipstick, one headlight”), serve to pro-
vide material and emotional dimensions to the unease and disorientation that 
undergirds the Rio Grande Valley’s slippages among past, pre sent, and  future.

Through acts of disorientation, Martinez emphasizes the space/place that sur-
rounds and gives meaning to her body. Martinez’s invitation to experience the 
Rio Grande Valley through and alongside her body creates the possibility of ren-
dering vis i ble and felt a palimpsest laden with histories of racial vio lence, con-
quest and colonization, and conservatism via the trope of the Rio Grande Valley 
heat. Continuing the journey on which Martinez invites us, she writes, “I think 
it’s the heat that infest[s] us into this immobility. Unable to move, the tentacles 
of the valley vilified into an evil omnipresent character in the story that is my 
life.”14 Martinez’s personification of the Rio Grande Valley serves to, at least mo-
mentarily, materialize the abstract pro cesses of conquest, colonization, and ra-
cial vio lence: “Always pre sent like one of the main characters in a play you  really 
 don’t want to see and certainly  don’t want to read. That’s why I see the memories 
and ghosts of South Texas interchangeable.”15 Underscoring the affective quality 
of South Texas’s history, Martinez personifies memory through the figure of the 
ghost, casting South Texas as a haunted and, in her iteration of the Rio Grande 
Valley as an “evil omnipresent character,” contested space. Martinez turns to local 
folklore to further illustrate  these notions of haunting, particularly as they relate 
to histories of racial vio lence along the US- Mexico border.16

Martinez excerpts US amateur travel writer and historian Kathy Weiser- 
Alexander’s account of “El Muerto,” published in Weiser- Alexander’s online 
magazine, Legends of Amer i ca. “El Muerto” tells of the killing of Vidal, a Mexi-
can  cattle thief, by two Texas Rangers, Creed Taylor and William Alexander 
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Anderson “Big Foot” Wallace: “In a dramatic example of frontier justice, Wal-
lace beheaded Vidal then lashed him firmly into a  saddle on the back of a wild 
mustang. Tying the outlaw’s hands to the pommel and securing the torso to 
hold him upright, Big Foot then attached Vidal’s head and sombrero to the 
 saddle with a long strip of rawhide. He then turned the bucking  horse loose 
to wander the Texas hills with its terrible burden on his back.”17 The headless 
rider is said to haunt rural South Texas areas. Martinez’s incorporation of local 
folklore into a personal zine further speaks to the blurring of the bound aries 
between her body and South Texas. Rather than focus on how she navigates 
South Texas, Martinez describes the impacts and effects of South Texas on her 
body— thereby positing the narratives born of conquest, colonization, and 
conservatism that impose meaning on her body (deviant  because of her crip-
ness, queerness, and her status as a poor single  mother of color) as her and our 
object of analy sis.

While the folktale that Martinez excerpts into the zine directly addresses 
the (extra) legal killing of Mexicans by the infamous Texas Rangers, killings 
that scholars such as Nicholas Villanueva Jr. and John Morán Gonzalez doc-
ument, she places this history of racial vio lence alongside reflections on the 
experience of living in the Rio Grande Valley in a body rendered vulnerable 
by a region marked by poverty, local corruption, environmental pollution, 
and militarization/surveillance. By placing the folktale alongside  these con-
temporary issues, Martinez echoes Puar’s concept of communities and bod-
ies of color as marked for debilitation rather than death. Working through the 
distinct sites of Black Lives  Matter, the Dakota Access Pipeline protests, and 
strug gles to end Israeli occupation of Palestine, Puar contends that, “slated for 
death or slated for debilitation— both are forms of the racialization of individ-
uals and populations that liberal (disability) rights frameworks, advocating for 
social accommodation, access, ac cep tance, pride, and empowerment, are un-
able to account for, much less disrupt.”18 For Puar, then, “the term ‘debilitation’ 
is distinct from the term ‘disablement’  because it foregrounds the slow wear-
ing down of populations instead of the event of becoming disabled,” signaling 
 toward her understanding of “debility” as reflecting “injury and bodily exclu-
sion that are endemic rather than epidemic or exceptional.”19

Although I recognize the difference between my site of analy sis and that of 
Puar, I also emphasize the ways in which histories of conquest, occupation, and 
colonization continue to manifest in Texas. South Texas may perhaps not neces-
sarily be understood as fully  under occupation in the same manner as Palestine 
 because of the slippages between Latinx identity, indigeneity, and generational 
versus more recent migration that conversations regarding  settler  colonialism 
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in the United States foreground but, as Martinez illustrates, South Texas is a 
space/place that has become intrinsically classed and racialized through mul-
tiple waves of colonization and occupation: the initial Spanish conquest of In-
digenous  peoples; colonization by US Anglo settlers fighting against Mexico 
in their defense of slavery, culminating in the 1835–36 Texas Revolution; the 
1846–47 US expansionist Mexican- American War and the subsequent 1848 
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo; and lynching of Mexicans and Mexican Ameri-
cans by the Texas Rangers in the early 1900s.  These instances of conquest and 
occupation shape the con temporary racialized economic and environmental 
conditions  under which the local population  faces an increased likelihood of 
illness amid living in impoverished conditions without access to health ser-
vices even as  these populations provide the  labor for commercial agriculture, 
factories, and ware houses alongside both sides of the US border. Consequently, 
readers can view Martinez as affectively introducing them to an area haunted 
by waves of colonization and occupation and the resulting state of debilitation. 
By foregrounding her crip body’s experiences within the context of the Rio 
Grande Valley of South Texas, Martinez also invites us to experience the condi-
tion of debility within the US- Mexico borderlands.

 “Heat and Hate”: South Texas Experience: Love Letters (2015)

Created a de cade  later than the South Texas Experience Zine Proj ect, South 
Texas Experience: Love Letters is a photozine printed in full color. The zine 
is the size of a trade paperback and thirty- six pages in length. The front cover 
features a rural landscape with a dirt road amid brush and a bright blue sky 
with white clouds. The back cover depicts green cacti with dark purple prickly 
pears amid tall grass and wild flowers. The photo graph on the front cover, in 
addition to several photo graphs in the zine, is credited to Martinez’s teenage 
son, Jonathan River Hernandez- Martinez. The zine is grounded in reflections 
on Martinez’s relationship to the Rio Grande Valley, but the terrain is the focal 
point, as images such as La Sal del Rey, a local salt lake, and dirt roads amid 
mesquite trees, cacti, and open skies with clouds are accompanied by poems 
written in memory of the mi grants who have perished while crossing into the 
United States and  those whose remains  were unidentified and buried in mass 
graves. The zine’s dedication reads, “for the stars walking  under our sky.”20 The 
image of stars is repeated in Martinez’s untitled poem, discussed below, plead-
ing for South Texas to accept the memories, lives, and significance of unidenti-
fied mi grants. The shift to a photozine, in conjunction with the notion of a love 
letter, emphasizes the affective relationship between Martinez and the space/
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place that is the Rio Grande Valley. Furthermore, the 2005 and 2015 zines are 
connected by a recurring focus on and deployment of the South Texas heat as 
a trope for, to borrow from Puar, living in a state of debility and debilitation.

South Texas Experience: Love Letters opens with a focus on the atmospheric 
in the zine’s references to weather and moods: “No seasons / I am looking 
again / for cold / Make this home / Make this home.”21 Martinez exhibits a 
sustained focus on the South Texas heat in both zines, but in 2015 she demon-
strates an ac cep tance and claiming of the Rio Grande Valley as home, even with 
all the tensions and conflicts about which she continues to write as she casts 
her role as historian and poet as curandera (healer).22 With famed late Tejanx/
Latinx singer Selena Quintanilla- Pérez’s “I Could Fall in Love” (1995) as the 
soundtrack to the zine’s poems, Martinez refers to South Texas as “my  mother, 
/ my longest lover / imperfect lover” and states, “I grew out of you. I grew into 
you. I came home.”23 The notion of coming home is, nevertheless, not a nos-
talgic one, which is evident in Martinez’s poem titled, “It’s so hard to love you 
texas.” The poem offers a reflection of how Texas is regarded by outsiders— a 
reflection currently further augmented by conversations in the national media 
that cast Texas communities as evenly or predominantly in support of anti-
abortion legislation or against critical race theory: “they call you a prison / we 
 can’t get out / The Valley pulls us back / but how can home be a prison / when 
you hold my secrets in sanctuary / watched my monsters manifest / hold my 
ghosts in your dirt / how can I leave them / I keep them alive / they keep me 
alive.”24 Martinez refuses the idea that she, or  others who have similarly chosen 
to remain in or return to the Rio Grande Valley, are, in a sense, simply stranded 
or fully constrained by space/place. Although the reference to “monsters” and 
“ghosts” invokes images of horror as a way to relay historical, con temporary, 
individual, and collective experiences of vio lences,  there is an insistence that 
 these experiences are buried in the South Texas soil not as an escape from 
them but as a way to keep them safe. Martinez’s notion of home is therefore 
grounded in slippages among the spatial, the temporal, the sensual, and the col-
lective, which she further elaborates on through her focus on mi grant deaths.

The use of Quintanilla- Pérez’s “I Could Fall in Love” signals  toward a love 
comprising yearning and apprehension and, ultimately, left unexpressed for 
fear that it  will be unrequited. Similar to the song, the zine pleads and desires 
certain  things from Texas even as it recognizes the vio lences enacted against 
both gen er a tion ally poor Tejanxs and recently arrived undocumented mi-
grants. In “I could fall in love with you,” a poem titled  after Quintanilla-Pérez’s 
song, Martinez reflects on the pro cess of choosing to claim the Rio Grande 
Valley as home. The poem specifically mentions living in Oklahoma, a place 
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Martinez describes as alienating  because of its whiteness, as well as time spent 
waiting to return from “cold sterile rooms of Houston” to the Rio Grande Val-
ley.25 In  doing so, Martinez places the Rio Grande Valley in a role reminiscent 
of a lover to which other lovers cannot compare. Martinez further addresses 
the entanglement of space/place, love, and pain, writing, “Not a person, no. / 
You, border lands / You, home, you bloodied me, / swallowed me, made me.”26 
The images of being bloodied and swallowed, which echo the images of buried 
experiences, memories, and bodies, create a visceral sense of space/place as well 
as provide a visual of the ways in which Martinez views her queer crip body as 
marked by space/place. The reference to “cold sterile rooms” also provides a 
glimpse into what is possibly an encounter with illness, medicalization, and/
or hospitalization. The 2005 zine predominantly centers the Rio Grande Val-
ley within the context of Martinez’s experiences, while the 2015 zine centers 
the Rio Grande Valley within a diffused context of mi grant journeys, mi grant 
deaths, and Martinez’s role as historian.

The 2015 zine transitions the 2005 zine’s focus on heat as it impacts the crip 
body to an emphasis on how heat affects yet another type of body marked 
for debilitation or even death, specifically the undocumented mi grant body. In 
“Forecast,” one of the zine’s poems, Martinez writes, “extremely hot and humid / 
conditions  will lead to / heart constraints / oppressive conditions / continue to 
surround / the valley, blankets / of heat and hate / 110–117 degrees on Friday,” and 
ends with “prolonged exposure / can lead to / desensitization / remain inside.”27 
 These stanzas directly refer to the dangers of heat exposure, but they also al-
lude, through the reference to “hate” at a moment of heightened anti- immigrant 
 rhe toric as a direct result of the Trump presidential campaign, to desensitization 
to mi grant deaths caused by the heat and surrounding rural terrain. In “Home 
You Learn to Love,” heat further becomes emblematic of the Rio Grande Valley: 
“this is home home home / this is a season you learn to love.”28 The poem’s closing 
lines further emphasize Martinez’s use of heat as a prominent trope throughout 
both zines’ repre sen ta tions and negotiations of the Rio Grande Valley as home: 
“dry heat / humid heat / rainy heat / tropical heat / this is a season / home you 
learn to love.”29 Home, as such, becomes a seemingly static season.

 “Whispering Revolution”: Creating Community through Debilitation and Death

Images of the rural South Texas terrain and poems memorializing mi grants who 
have died crossing such terrain comprise most of the zine. In, “It’s so hard to love 
you texas,” Martinez writes, “I dream of walls / the dead / bring me ofrendas to 
write about them,”30 returning us to the image of historian and poet as curan-
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dera. By casting herself as a healer, Martinez reminds us of the broader context 
of debilitation and death within which she resides. The 2015 zine, then, con-
tinues the outward expansion begun in the initial 2005 installment, which be-
comes further evident in Martinez’s plea to South Texas: “Love them like they 
 were / yours, South Texas / Spirits now rest with us / walking hand in hand / 
or whispering revolution / in the ears of the living.”31 The broader contexts of 
debilitation and death that surround Martinez’s depictions of cripness become 
generative sites of extending collective memory and sense of community.

For Martinez, mi grant deaths are not outside of the nation but, rather, form 
part of the US and Texas histories of racial vio lence. Following Puar, I offer that 
 these mi grant bodies exemplify “death’s position”; that is, “embedded in a dis-
tribution of risk already factored into the calculus of debilitation.”32 Martinez’s 
focus extends beyond the event of death to the unidentified bodily remains 
buried in South Texas soil and, as reported in 2013, susceptible to vio lence 
even in death: “Love them despite / how we discarded their bones / in trash 
bags / Layered and layered / inside kitchen bags / in makeshift burials / Femur 
bone touching someone /  else’s skull or fin gers.”33 The image of soil is also pre-
sent in the poem “our bodies in the dirt,” which alludes to an ethereal sense 
of being made of dirt as well as to a sense of burial: “Roots intertwine with 
legs /  dying specks of light / sometimes our bodies— the dirt / fills the morn-
ing.”34 The image of legs entangled with roots invites further consideration of 
the improper burial of mi grant remains and their now permanent entangle-
ment with the land itself. Although  these remains have been stripped of their 
dignity through their disposal, the poem offers an image of dirt, roots, and re-
mains as one with each other. That is, the repetition of roots and legs offers a 
concrete visual of how mi grant bodies come to form a literal part of the space/
place that is South Texas— organic material forever pre sent in the region’s soil. 
In “Rec ords for the Dead,” Martinez starkly assumes the role of historian in her 
listing of the possessions found on mi grant bodies: “Tucked into one pocket 
of her shorts / A ring on the  middle fin ger of her left hand / She wore a Gold’s 
Gym t- shirt / A boy about age five.”35 By listing the clothing, possessions, and 
age, the poem focuses on the individual body, followed by a shift to the body as 
object, emphasized by “four other bags of remains / Other bags of remains,” in 
a mirror image of how  these bodies  were mistreated.36

The zine repeats a quote from a 2015 Texas Observer article on the illegal 
mass graves in which rural Brooks County, Texas, buried the unidentified re-
mains: “One corpse was wrapped in a burlap / bag; other remains  were found 
/ inside a milk crate. Skulls  were / wedged between coffins.”37 While Martinez 
does not dismiss the undocumented status of  these mi grants or the economic 
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conditions that led to their dangerous journey, she generatively casts them as 
becoming part of communities living at risk of histories of racial vio lence, envi-
ronmental contamination, and poverty. In “Texas My Texas,” Martinez alludes 
to this risk: “Texas air on our limbs / exposure to eminent danger / eminent 
domain / we / Do not belong  here.”38 Working via slippages between the dan-
gers of contamination and militarization, Martinez writes, “Texas,  mother of 
heroes, / comes for our  children, still,” reiterating conquest’s haunting and con-
tinued wearing down of life, if not outright death, of South Texas and Texas 
more broadly.39 The spirits of  these  mi grants join this space of multiple dan-
gers, traversing it as they walk hand in hand with or whisper revolution to the 
living.40 By claiming mi grant bodies as forever part of her home, Martinez of-
fers the possibility of creating community, and possibly even rebellion, across 
life and death.

The notion of creating and recognizing community through debilitation and 
death is juxtaposed with the zine’s last poem, “For You Again,” which, like the 
2005 zine’s back cover, invokes a sense of once again meeting even if only to 
leave. This last poem references a figure, presumably a man, who performs physi-
cal  labor on ranches for  little pay. Martinez writes, “What goes through your 
head now / living east of the valley / displaced home of ours / twenty sum years / 
the threads of our roots / spread out thinly.”41 The notion of both a shared home 
and time, in conjunction with shared roots, speaks to a possibly romantic or fa-
milial relationship with the unnamed subject of the poem. While the unnamed 
subject’s story remains unknown to readers, the zine nevertheless provides his-
torical and con temporary context as well as sense of space/place for his story. By 
 doing so, the 2015 zine echoes the 2005 zine’s focus on the personal beyond the 
borders of the individual body by maintaining an emphasis on the interwoven 
nature of community across images of cripness, debilitation, and death.

La Sal del Rey: Site of Indigenous, Spanish Colonial,  
and US Civil War Intersections

The 2015 zine ends with an image of La Sal del Rey, a salt lake, spread across two 
pages. The other images in the zine are also of this same location. La Sal del Rey 
is located in Hidalgo County and ten miles from Hargill, Texas, a small rural 
town that has become significant within Chicanx/Latinx cultural and literary 
milieu  because of Anzaldúa’s burial at the town’s local cemetery. The last image 
of La Sal del Rey focuses on dry grasses in a muddy marsh with brush and native 
trees in the background. Seemingly calm and desolate in its ruralness and muted 
colors, the site does not easily betray its historical and biological significance. 
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Biologically, the site is part of an “extinct inland sea” and “one of the most bio-
logically diverse in the nation”  because of its function as home to “1,100 types of 
plants, 700 vertebrate species, and more than 300 kinds of butterflies.”42 How-
ever, the site also possesses historical and cultural importance within Indige-
nous, colonial, and US Civil War contexts. Citing local historian Tom Fort, of 
the Museum of South Texas History in Edinburg, Texas, the Brownsville Herald 
describes the Indigenous, specifically Aztec, significance of the site: “ There are 
indications or suggestions that Aztec trading parties, or  those who traded with 
them,  were obtaining salt from the Sal del Rey, and that would be back around 
the 1400s, or even  earlier, and taking it down to Mexico.”43 An 1885 article in 
Scientific American signals to Spanish colonization in its recounting of La Sal 
del Rey’s history, which, according to the article, was “originally known as ‘La 
Noria de San Salvador del Tule,’ [and] claimed to have been granted by the gov-
ernment of Spain, about the year 1708, to one Juan Jose Balli.”44 The site’s name, 
La Sal del Rey, translates to “the king’s salt,” directly referencing the Spanish 
 empire’s claiming of the salt lake— a claiming that has left vis i ble markings. As 
the Austin Chronicle describes, “Spanish explorers claimed the salt deposit for 
the king. Tracks left by heavi ly laden wagons headed for Mexico City can still be 
seen around the lake. During the Civil War, camels  were used to carry the salt to 
Confederate troops.”45 I close by providing historical and cultural context for La 
Sal del Rey  because it returns readers to an emphasis on space/place through the 
visual and the multilayered contexts seemingly obfuscated by a national focus 
on border militarization and surveillance. Images of La Sal del Rey, then, be-
come emblematic of how cripness, debilitation, and death intersect within the 
southernmost area of the US- Mexico border—an intersection that readers can 
witness by accepting Martinez’s initial 2005 invitation to experience the Rio 
Grande Valley through her body and continuing across the span of a de cade.
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In writing this narrative of my life, I’m honoring all the experiences I have had, 
the  people and the places that have carried me through life. Literally and other-
wise. In writing my disability experiences, I acknowledge that my account of my 
life or the experiences of muscular dystrophy may resonate with  those of  others; 
however, my account is not representative of all the experiences of all the other 
individuals and should not be used as a blueprint to invalidate the experiences of 
other  people regardless of their personal claim to disability. If anything, it should 
contribute to the bulk of options that disabled persons should have access to. The 
writing of this piece was informed by insights shared by Beth Ferri in her work on 
disability life writing.1 Her paper explores the place of autobiographical disability 
writing and the place of lived experiences as sites of knowledge.

Early Education

Crying uncontrollably  after my sibling had left for school marks one of my ear-
liest memories in this life. Tracing back based on the knowledge that I now 
have, it is safe to conclude that I was two years old if not younger. Our  family 
lived on a public secondary school compound at the staff quarters where my 
feminist- in- practice  mother was stationed at the time. The nursery school, as 
they  were all referred to then, shared a fence with the secondary school. One 
could say  there  wasn’t  really a commute, as one needed to only go past the natu-
ral fence and  you’re in school. My  brother and neighbors’  children would go to 
school next door, and that left me with my adult  family members or the neigh-
bors for what seemed like most of the day. The energetic play sounds from the 
nursery was an experience I felt I missed out on and cried to be part of. Aside 
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from fractured memories of drinking a lot of soda during what might have been 
an event based on a photo of my  brother and I holding onto snacks, I have no 
memory of being enrolled at the nursery. While still residing at the secondary 
school, I have memories of what I now know was a school students strike. Dark 
of the night sights of huge flames of fire, noise, and sneaking away to safety on 
an auntie’s back is another of  those memories I carry from that age. The men-
tion of  these experiences is to call to the importance of social life experiences 
and an honoring of  these instances at the early age when conversations on for-
mal education are initiated.

 Because of transfers and upward mobility on the part of my  mother in her 
profession over the years, I attended three learning institutions for my prepri-
mary education over the span of two to three years. At the last location, where I 
got to transition into primary school, we also stayed at the staff quarters, which 
shared a fence with the primary school we  were enrolled at. I have memories 
of racing to the shops with my  brother, playing with my neighbors so much I 
looked like earth herself, attempting to  ride an adult- size bicycle, climbing fruit 
trees at a teacher’s home, typing my first letters on the secretary’s typewriter with 
lessons from her and leaving the  house when we heard the school bell, given 
 there was no way to ever be late for school when it was steps away. This area still 
holds so many of my fondest memories. At this school, one of my classmates and 
friends would get seizures, and it had gotten to the point where we knew how to 
support him, with guidance from our class teacher. The language of instruction 
was in my  mother tongue, gîkûyû, and we also had movie after noons at school 
where they would do translations into  mother tongue, complete with sound 
effects. My classmate at the time, who I  later learned had epilepsy, only mark-
edly stood out when he had a seizure, though we all quickly reverted to play 
or what ever  else we  were  doing. This remains, in my child’s mind, my earliest 
memory of what I could now refer to as interaction with disability.

While this detailed recount of my preprimary and early primary years may 
seem nostalgic, it bears information that may often be considered necessary 
when collecting background information during assessment. From a disabil-
ity point of view, I had a perfectly delightful childhood with a well- rounded 
upbringing.  Because I did not attach any emotions of pity onto my friend 
and classmate who had seizures, the experience of him being part of my life is 
one that I recognize was foundational in my own relationship with disability. 
Growing up in the village settings as I did, friendships extended beyond school 
interactions and allowed for  human interactions away from what ever power 
dynamics may exist in the school settings. Years  after we had moved away from 
the area, my class teacher shared with me photos of my classmates, and we as 
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a  family made occasional trips back to visit my friend’s  family.  Later, when my 
own disability started manifesting, the idea of what was ordinary already in-
cluded individuals with disabilities, de cades before I could claim disability for 
myself. Up  until seven years old, I could not have been identified as having a 
disability, based on the disability assessment tools that I have become familiar 
with in my professional training.

At the age of eight, our  family relocated, and my new school commute was 
3.9 kilo meters each way. Reporting time at the new school was 6:30 a.m.  There 
 were vehicles plying the route, but they  were quite unreliable in the morning, 
and this meant that the daily trek in what was often biting cold became the 
new real ity for my sibling and me. Over the years, I became aware of how revo-
lutionary my  mother was for her times. She is among  those few  women who 
legally sought dissolution of marriage and got full custody of all  children, rais-
ing us away from the unhealthy home environment that my biological  father 
had created in the early 1990s. The  women who made such moves  were on the 
receiving end of brutal shaming at a time when religious commitment and the 
dogma of the “good Catholic  woman,” who stayed in marriage regardless, was 
commended. My grandparents— both of whom had not received formal edu-
cation beyond the basics of adult education that my grand mother received, 
allowing her to calculate her milk sales— fully supported her in this move, a 
luxury in love that, I recognize in listening to other shared stories, some of 
my  mother’s age- mates did not have. For the most part of my life, well into 
my twenties, the dominant practice, which is still evident, is one that shames 
single- mother- led  house holds.

About half a kilo meter on the route to school was the home of one of the 
teachers at the school, a friend to my biological  father who was not too pleased 
at the turn of events in his friend’s marriage and who took it upon himself to 
exert what ever  little power patriarchy gifted him by looking for opportunities 
to punish my siblings and I during the time we  were at the school.

This teacher would break into a fast pace whenever he noticed us walking 
 behind him, knowing full well that any amount of lateness to school was pun-
ished  either by caning or cleaning up the school, experiences this adult teacher 
seemed to take much plea sure in putting an eight- year- old and a ten- year- old 
through. During the one school term we  were at the school, I had learned to sing 
“Amazing Grace” in my  mother tongue, a memory I cherish to date. I also landed 
face- first on protruding gravel while playing with my friends during lunch break, 
which led to my getting rushed to get stitches by my grand father, who miracu-
lously appeared as he plied the route during the pre- mobile- phone time. I also 
spent numerous nights at my grandparents, thanks to the dread of the morning 
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commute, and this led too often to a panicked  mother arriving home to a missing 
child. I could not possibly imagine the horrors playing out in my  mother’s mind 
the first time she arrived home to a missing child without having the con ve nience 
of technology to assure her that I was safe and no harm had befallen me.

Formal education in  Kenya, having been introduced by the settler colo-
nizer Christian missionaries, has for the most part seen the entrenchment of 
religious practices into the education curriculum. “Amazing Grace” seemed 
to prophesy a redemption that needed an acknowl edgment of the need to be 
saved. However, no amount of grace could keep my face away from the gravel 
when my body lost balance while playing in the school compound, an occur-
rence that could be on rec ord as the first clear instance of physical weakness.

This school term exposed me to a number of emotions and experiences. For 
one, I could not understand why an adult could be as mean as that teacher was, 
intentionally callous. To the point of projecting their patriarchal entitlement 
onto the lives of  children and inflicting pain and hurt. The verbal and physical 
abuse inflicted by this teacher, aimed at our  family without his friend, my biologi-
cal  father, in the equation, became my initial encounter as a child with abuse as a 
display of power. At this point in my life, the societal perceptions and projections 
about single- mother families overshadowed my daily challenges with the walk 
to and from school. They made me more aware of power dynamics and power 
imbalances. In a sense, they may have prepared me for the next phase of my life, 
where my physical capabilities would call unwarranted attention to my body.

At the next school, we had moved to a diff er ent town, with home this time 
being about 3 kilo meters away. We had neighbors who also went to the same 
school, with whom we walked to school and back, including the occasional 
hunt for clay at the swamp we traversed. Our immediate neighbors at home 
 were our age- mates, so my sibling and I had com pany for the endless play, Sat-
urday homework sit- downs, and amazing friendships. Another  family in the 
neighborhood had cool equipment that their  father would let us all take turns 
playing with during the weekends and holidays. I  later learned that he was an 
occupational therapist and came to recognize this equipment in therapy rooms 
I would occupy much  later in life. Our new school was  great for many  things, 
but I quickly came to dread Tuesdays and Thursdays during my two years at the 
school.  These  were the school’s game days, which meant mandatory  running 
around the large school field, with each class taking turns.  Every week. What-
ever  running or attempts at  running I was  doing to get to school and back 
home already felt enough. It  didn’t help that I was the last one,  every single 
time. Soon, I was wishing for the embarrassment in the form of  running to get 
over and done with so I could get to  either hold the skipping rope or be one of 
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the sides of the gate as the other kids rushed through the makeshift gate play-
ing “In and out the bamboo forest.” I had figured out by this point that  running 
was not my strongest skill, given all the falling plus stitches thus far, and figured 
out how to continue playing with my friends, both at school and home.  There 
is only so much shame from repeated failure that a child can take. As Brené 
Brown asserts, “You  can’t shame  people into changing their behaviour.” I asso-
ciated the shame that I felt with the fact that my legs  couldn’t carry me as fast 
as  those of the other  children.2 I also do not understand why no adult gave me 
the option to opt out of this repeated experience.

In saying this, I remain unaware of the intentions or the thoughts that may 
or may not have crossed my teachers’ minds as they watched me fall on my face 
numerous times on the tracks and come in last in the biweekly races.

Other than the period I rode the bus to and from school when recovering 
from a running- related injury, no other markers of difference  were apparent 
at school. Not from the school management or teachers at least. I had figured 
out how to wait till my classmates had rushed out of class, to avoid more of 
what  were now frequent falls, and how to take the longer route around to avoid 
the route with stairs when getting around school. All this while still enjoying 
knitting lessons, tie and dye, molding with clay, and getting my share of pun-
ishments for  mother tongue speaking like the next learner. The practice of pun-
ishments for speaking any language other than the colonial En glish has been 
widely practiced in  Kenyan schools. Years  later, many emotions  later, I look 
back at my schooling up  until that point and I remain grateful. Grateful that, 
aside from the endless conversations within myself, no other conversations 
highlighted the changes that I was experiencing at the time. It was easy to get 
lost in the experiences of school days and time at home.

This gratitude comes from the experiences that became my life once I moved 
to my final school for primary education at eleven years old. Besides having to 
figure out how to speak a totally new language, Sheng— the slang derived from 
Kiswahili and other languages— with my  limited mastery of Kiswahili itself, 
which was not previously in my spoken vocabulary, I also started getting direct 
questions from teachers and other learners about my “walking style,” as they re-
ferred to it. My sibling had not joined me at the new school; this meant I was 
now the only one with this marked difference. This was the first instance this 
difference was of note to me, too, as it had other wise always felt like an ordi-
nary occurrence with my sibling sharing the same experience. With the classes 
being on the upper floor for the upper primary learners, I did not have the lux-
ury of avoiding stairs at this new school. They  were everywhere! I was glad that 
the outdoor field at this school was so much smaller, however; this meant that 
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physical education lessons happened separately for all classes. Our class teacher, 
who also happened to be our physical education (pe) teacher, asked why I was 
out of breath and unable to keep up with the  others. My initially unrehearsed 
answer to this teacher, that I had “chest prob lems,” became my go-to answer 
for the rest of my basic education. My panting sounds  after a brisk walk or at-
tempts at  running  were quite helpful in making the narrative believable. This 
school was not so keen on  running as a skill, which was a point of im mense 
gratitude for my preteen self. I got to play goalkeeper during our class pe foot-
ball games, though I have no memory of how that came about,  whether it was 
on my suggestion or that of my classmates or teacher. I no longer dreaded pe 
at this new school; I could hold the skipping rope without explanation. At 
this school, I felt some allegiance to my classmates, one who had diabetes and 
had to get insulin shots and another who was a good friend and strug gled to 
excel in classwork. When the teachers and schoolmates asked  after my “walk-
ing style,” it felt like an aspect of me that needed to be explained. My quips that 
I was tired or other variations seemed to suffice, as they  stopped asking shortly 
 after I’d settled into the school. The language barrier at the school was more of 
a constant mark of difference that just  couldn’t go away, no  matter how much 
I tried to learn the language to blend in. My language proficiency in En glish 
and my  mother tongue  didn’t seem to help with the blending in  either, at least 
not with my schoolmates. The interactions with the school community at this 
school, while they called attention to my apparent difference, allowed and sup-
ported my existence within the community.

This school was the first place I had a name used to describe me: “weird” was 
what a schoolmate called me as they passed me when  going up the stairs to the 
classes. To this day, the word  doesn’t fit well in my vocabulary. I’m more comfort-
able with “disabled,” or any other terms that I may choose to refer to myself with. 
The power of naming as an internal move has for me been an empowering one, 
one that allows for meaning to be assigned to the terms regardless of the meanings 
that they may have among disabled or nondisabled persons in the world.

Two years before transitioning to secondary school, our then mathe matics 
teacher learned that I had my heart set on being a Catholic nun when I grew 
older and saw this as a point of ridicule. As a twelve- year- old who admired 
what I now recognized as the contemplative lifestyles of the nuns I had en-
countered and my Jesuit priest pen pal, I was deeply hurt that this teacher chose 
to make fun of me. It was not clear to me then how I could communicate my 
discomfort and hurt to another adult at the time; hence I de cided that making 
sure I scored dismally in the teacher’s class would communicate my hurt by not 
excelling. All along, I had easily been a teacher’s favorite at all the schools I had 
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attended, and my  mother, being a teacher too, had shown me the high praise 
that teachers enjoyed by extension from good per for mance in their classes.

All this while I continued to excel in the other subjects. I did not feel so 
powerless then. At the end of the year, when I passed in that subject, which was 
a requirement for transition to the final year, I made the point to disclose my 
original plan, which turned successful when the teacher summoned me to ask 
 after my seeming miraculous turnaround. The teacher’s verbal taunting upon 
hearing my explanation was so much that I de cided to report them to one of 
the se nior teachers; said taunting teacher did not report for duty in the new 
school year. I suspect my report may have had something to do with this.

In capturing all  these events, I argue that within the everyday life of a student 
with a disability— diagnosed or undiagnosed— a host of sociocultural issues may 
be at play that may actively be contributing to their retention and success within the 
education system. The se nior teacher to whom I reported was also the same teacher 
who had been our class teacher in the previous class, so I had safety in knowing that 
my disclosure of their colleague’s be hav ior would not be met with doubt.

Active Inclusion

During the final year at the school, our class went for a field trip to Naivasha 
greater area, within the Rift Valley, and we  were all excited for it! The first stop 
on the trip was Olkaria Gorge, situated at the floor of the Rift Valley. As we 
began our descent, it quickly became clear that I would not be able to balance 
on my feet like my classmates, and the teachers and members of management 
accompanying us on the trip worked seamlessly to physically support me till we 
 were at the floor of the gorge. I remember that my legs  were violently shaking, 
and I took time to recover as the  others explored nearby. I vaguely remember 
a conversation before we  were to head back up to where the vehicles  were, yet 
I can certainly recall the feeling of safety and being cared for as the adults who 
had accompanied the group coordinated themselves to ensure that I was car-
ried back to where the vehicles  were. The trip to Olkaria left me feeling safe and 
accepted. It communicated that I had  every right to participate in classroom 
learning as well as extracurricular activities and that  there would be  people to 
offer support whenever needed. As a learner who had thought that I would 
have to excel academically to cement my worth, to make society ready to sup-
port me, it had not been obvious at the time that this support could extend to 
physical support for what would in some instances be termed as “nonessential” 
activity. The same year, a teacher in training from the Department of Special 
Needs Education at Kenyatta University came to our school for a few sessions. 
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Despite being a  family friend, I had not had close proximity to what her studies 
at university  were focusing on. Her short stint at the school did to some extent 
reinforce my feelings of safety being at the school and the fact that all students 
got what ever extra attention they needed.

Transition into high school was one that I was excited about. I reported to 
Gatanga Girls Secondary School ready to take on what ever school had in store 
for me. I was aware that I’d have to figure out how to operate in a new environ-
ment, carve out a new system for myself as I had done at home over the years. 
Having changed schools more than a few times, I did not have any anx i eties 
around being in a new environment. It also helped that a few of my former 
schoolmates from previous schools  were  either already at the school or would 
be reporting the same year.

The validation that I belonged in a regular school— even the chance of being 
the only one with a disability, which I had received in my last primary school— 
followed me to secondary school, and I was  eager to go on school trips. I ended 
up  going for my first one only weeks  after reporting to school. I had noted how 
the steps into the school truck  were; the name “truck” is specific,  because it was 
indeed a lorry truck that had been converted into a passenger- carrying school 
bus. I have no recollection of when portable additional steps  were fabricated to 
extend the steps of the bus to the ground. What I know for sure is that I was 
happy to not be physically carried onto the bus  every single time. For my ac-
tive out going self, my concerns in secondary school continued to shift. I was 
more aware of the increased difficulty of moving around the school compound, 
which is situated right on the hills, with very few alternatives to the stairs con-
necting the diff er ent levels of the school. Along with my continued partici-
pation in activities outside school came the increasing questions from curious 
age- mates. Most of them did not ask direct questions, and I’m grateful for this. 
Coming up with answers that I  didn’t have both ered me even more as I went 
through secondary school.

At some point  after the first year of school, I approached our former class 
teacher, who also served as the school’s guidance and counseling teacher. She 
had taught us for at least a year by then and had actively been making modifi-
cations to her Home Science lessons and instructions for my body. Some  were 
subtle, like allocating a waist- level locker, while  others  were more direct, such 
as ensuring that I cooked on the waist- level cooking surfaces during practical 
lessons; cumulatively, they all made me feel more accepted within the school. 
This also supported my growing trust in her, to the point of approaching her 
for guidance and counseling sessions. From the point of our initial meeting 
onward, we met numerous times, often during night private study time. She 
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became my sounding board as I explored my body’s makeup, as it was apparent 
that something was amiss at this point, as well as other aspects of my teenage 
life that I was struggling to make sense of.

At the time, I had no concerns about her knowledge or expertise in my spe-
cific embodied state, and I found safety in her promise of confidentiality and 
nondisclosure. Even though I did not have answers in the form of a diagnosis 
by the time I had completed secondary school, she gets a lot of credit for sup-
porting me to go through secondary school and complete it as successfully as 
I did, given all she did. Over the years  there have been conversations about the 
place of therapists and counselors within schools, and questions about  whether 
or not they should also be members of the teaching staff. As I acknowledged 
 earlier the fact that my experiences may not be similar to the next person’s, I 
also recognize that guidance and counseling departments in schools have been 
sites for discrimination and justification of discriminative actions by schools 
against learners who do not fit the normative expectations of the education 
system. As I write this, the situation of queer  Kenyan students who are expelled 
from schools based on their real or perceived queerness— which is patholo-
gized as a behavioral concern— comes to mind.

Is It a Curse?

The  Kenyan education system at the time of my schooling was such that it was 
about a year  after completing secondary school before one could join postsec-
ondary learning institutions. Our  family tradition had been that you get a job 
during this time, and I was no exception to this practice. In what looked like a 
good turn, an  uncle had an opening at his shop, which was located in one of the 
towns we had lived in when I was in primary school.

Around this time, our search for a diagnosis had led to a few suggestions; for 
a time, I was given referral to occupational therapy for what was thought to be a 
prolapsed spinal disc. Three or four times a week for six months, I had therapy 
sessions at the local government hospital where our neighbor happened to be 
working as the lead therapist. Any missed sessions  were reported to my  mother, 
who was at the time less than pleased at my seeming lack of interest in getting 
better. She was clearly worried about how I would manage the daily commute 
to campus during my studies, which  were fast approaching.

About the same time, my siblings and I firmly turned down my  mother’s 
suggestion to visit a known religious televangelist known for his healing of the 
sick. This was the first time that we had actually addressed the elephant in the 
room in a  family conversation.
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Much as I desired answers, all of me was tired, the hospital visits  didn’t seem 
to yield any answers, and the situation seemed more grim. The  whole  family 
had now focused on seeking the elusive answers, and turning to religion, which 
seemed to hold the promise of cure from any and all ailments, as was being pro-
moted by the televangelists, was yet another of  those options. I recognize how 
hard it was for us as a  family to talk about an issue that could not be named.

The start of classes gave me a much- needed break from the painful therapy 
sessions that always left me fatigued for days, with no way out.

For the next four years, commuting to Kenyatta University from our home 
in Githurai, which took about an hour, was my ticket out of therapy sessions, 
but I still had to do annual review visits with the occupational therapist.

When I was twenty- three years old, two months away from my undergradu-
ate graduation,  after a lot of insistence from my lovely  mother, we went for “re-
view” with the occupational therapist. He had been our neighbor growing up 
and had always invited us over on Saturdays when he put his  daughters through 
physical exercise for them to shed some of the weight he thought was too much 
for their preteenage bodies. During  these sessions, back then, my  brother and 
I  were more than encouraged to work harder so our bodies would regain the 
abilities they once had. Looking back, I’m struck how much the cure trope has 
applied in my life. The further away I moved from the normative body, the 
more rigorous became the efforts to fix it.

Around the same time, it was revealed to me that it had always been thought 
that my paternal grand mother,  after whom I’m named, had supposedly placed a 
curse on our  family  because I had been taken away from the home. This “curse” 
had brought on a blanket of silence over the  whole  family for years, and it was 
weighted with such fear that no one dared speak about it openly. Ironically 
though, my awareness of this line of thinking came to me without any feelings 
of dread and assured in the depths of me that it  didn’t hold any truth.

By this time, I had a defined “bounce”; this was the easiest way to define my 
mobility growing up, at the time when “bouncing” was part of pop culture. Many 
of my age- mates had taken up this style of walking— even though most of them 
 were male, so it  didn’t seem to call for much extra attention. It was better to be 
thought to be taken with popu lar culture than to be asked questions whose an-
swers I did not have. Nancy Mairs, who had multiple sclerosis, describes her 
movement as a “swagger” in her autobiographical book.3 The first time reading 
her accounts of her disability, in all aspects, felt like home to me. To be seen, to 
be written about too. All through university life, despite actively taking a course 
that was specific to disability, I did not feel like I could claim disability.  After 
 doing rounds with top doctors that yielded no answers, it did not seem like I was 
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justified in claiming disability. I went through university experiencing what Ellen 
Samuels describes as “the uneasy, often self- destroying tension between appear-
ance and identity; the social scrutiny that refuses to accept statements of identity 
without ‘proof.’ ”4  These tensions on my part  were made tougher by the fact that 
I did not bear any proof yet. If asked  after my apparent difference, I had to go 
through life mentioning the most profound symptom at any point.

When, during that review a few months away from my graduation, the oc-
cupational therapist suggested that it might be muscular dystrophy, I was be-
side myself with joy. We still had to await confirmation from a neurologist, 
which came  later the same month. The next few months  were quick transitions, 
from a state of not knowing what is happening with my body, to then having a 
vague idea, to then getting a confirmation for a progressive chronic condition, 
all leading to the point where the gaps in narratives on lives with muscular dys-
trophy of  people of African descent living on the continent became clear to 
me. I spent the better part of that year looking for other  people outside of our 
 family with muscular dystrophy, and meeting with medical and paramedical 
professionals who seemed to know less than what I had learned from my inter-
net, learnings confirming what my body knew all along.

Without any luck, I launched a blog and created a space for myself to con-
tribute to disability life writing as a  Kenyan Black  woman. I had a desire to 
allow  others to see themselves in my blog posts. To not feel lost and isolated 
for as long as I had without a diagnosis. At the time, blogging was the most 
 reachable place to situate my contributions  after diagnosis and to initiate a 
knowledge base as well as possibly a support platform. Years  later, the blog con-
tinues to fulfill this role and has connected more than fifty individuals who are 
affected by muscular dystrophy in  Kenya. With my continued growth in my 
own disability identity, I honor the ancestors with disabilities, such as Audre 
Lorde, as cited by Beth Ferri, whose reflections on identity and visibility of 
disability rely on the second Kwanza princi ple of Kujichagulia, which asserts 
that “to define ourselves, name ourselves, speak for ourselves instead of being 
defined and spoken for by  others.”5 Audre Lorde calls for the writing of dis-
ability narratives by individuals with disabilities, and her words continue to 
ring true de cades  later. Through her life, and even my own experiences so far, it 
can be argued that  there is no neat line that separates  those with disability and 
 those without disability and, even less, between the binary of ability/disability.

The constant fluidity of my daily experiences, having a disability that can be 
termed as a chronic illness, coupled with the instability of daily capabilities de-
pendent on a host of  factors, make it that  there cannot be a neat line. For on the 
days where I’m feeling an excess of energy, a full day of rigorous physical activity 
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waddling on my feet may be pos si ble, while equally valid days moving about the 
world in my wheelchair do not then mean that I can only claim disability on the 
days when I’m making use of mobility devices. In the words of Ellen Samuels, 
“Coming out, then, for disabled  people, is a pro cess of redefinition of one’s per-
sonal identity through rejecting the tyranny of the normate, positive recognition 
of impairment and embracing disability as a valid social identity.”6 By claiming 
the term “disabled” as I do, I assert that I’m in full recognition of my impair-
ments as well as proudly sharing space with individuals who are actively working 
to build community with other individuals with disabilities in their lives.

That said, it should not be lost on us that initial identification as having a 
disability, or even claiming to be disabled,  doesn’t spare one from the constant 
conversations, such as

“Is  there another way to get  there, other than the stairs?”
“Yes (or No)— But it’s only on the first floor, it’s not far. Who needs to use 

a lift?”
 These seemingly regular conversations call for disclosure of one’s disabil-

ity or level of impairment beyond the presumptive conclusions that random 
strangers have based on outward appearance. While some of  these questions 
can be ignored or shrugged away, disclosure of disability and level of impair-
ment remains at the core of state- mandated disability ser vices and access that 
requires  those with disability to be engaged in constantly proving the legiti-
macy of said disability.

While being fully aware of  these realities,  those with disabilities may from 
time to time, when their individual situations allow them, choose to move 
through life without calling attention to their disabilities. It is with this aware-
ness that I remain grateful for having gone through basic- level schooling with-
out an official diagnosis, as I feel it allowed me to exist in the world where 
modifications  were being made for me as a  human being, not necessarily one 
with a disability. None of this is to say that I enjoyed the emotional turmoil that 
this limbo exposed myself or my loved ones to; absolutely not, it is to call atten-
tion to the vari ous functions that diagnosis and identification play in a learner’s 
life when the overarching aim is to support the learner to continue existing in 
their home environments— which include neighborhood schools— and plan-
ning for  these situations, as it allows for the ease to transition through life. 
Moving through life without calling attention to one’s disability may be con-
sidered as passing,  whether intentional or unintentional. However, the trou-
ble with passing is that it engages with power, the hierarchies that have been 
created around bodies and minds. In my experience over the years, individuals 
may or may not have recognized my disabilities, and moving through a world 
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created by nondisabled persons primarily for nondisabled individuals means 
never- ending negotiations with disability and identity. “Thus, we see how pass-
ing can become a subversive practice and how the passing subject may be read 
not as an assimilationist victim but as a defiant figure who, by crossing the bor-
ders of identities, reveals their instability.”7 This further complicates the situ-
ations in which accusations on fraud or faking are leveled against  those with 
disabilities, diagnosed or undiagnosed.

 Family Support for Transition

This section, a blogpost I wrote to pay re spects to my grand mother who has 
transitioned from this life, captures snippets of my life that show the dynamic 
ways in which families are key in the support of individuals with disabilities. 
That said, I also recognize that numerous individuals with disabilities across the 
world lose their lives from vio lence at the hands of families and caregivers  every 
year. This continues to be recognized in the observation of the Disability Day 
of Mourning, remembering  people with disabilities murdered by their families.8 
This serves as a reminder to recognize the narrative of my disability not as a 
blueprint for all  others with disabilities in  Kenya and beyond.

Disability Ac cep tance and Inclusion Lessons from My Cûcû
In loving memory, ûromama kwega kuuraga

It is  going to be 3 years this 20th of August since you left us and I’m only 
just now being able to put this down. To write you into the world. To go 
back to writing on  here.

We shared so many unspoken truths that made me feel so so safe 
around you

I have vague memories of carry ing one litre  water containers when my 
6 year old age- mates  were carry ing ten litre and five litre ones

The small bundles of napier grass, handfuls prob ably when they car-
ried bundles that weighed them down

You made sure I had a bundle to carry or a container of  water
You made it feel okay for me to come early in the morning to get my 

mandatory 5 litres of  water for washing the classrooms instead of hav-
ing to carry them the estimated 4 kilometres walk to school at 7/8 years

In the age before mobile phones, I would be tired at the end of my 
school day and walk to your home less than 10 minutes away instead of 
the slightly more than 30 minutes brisk walk to our home in the next 
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town, this would leave my sibling making the walk home with friends 
often only to realise that I  wasn’t walking with my age- mates ahead or 
 behind their group but I’d remained  behind.

We celebrated the days when guka would meet us on the way in his 
Peugeot 504 kkc that he drove on the route and gave us rides home. It 
was blue, a beautiful blue. It is an easy colour to love when it represents 
such joy.

Oh, the times mum would get home and then have to make the extra 
trip  after her commute from work to get me. I  don’t know how often this 
happened but I suspect it was quite often as mum eventually moved us 
to a school closer to home with a school transport option that was on 
the same route as her place of work then but I think we  were only at the 
school for one school term.

I loved my shorts growing up, still do, the constant comments about 
my “skuembe” from  people around me  were often shushed by you

Just as you did anyone who attempted to pick on me for any “physi-
cal” reason.  Little did we know all  those years that for us  these  were signs 
of muscular dystrophy in me. Now I wear  those shorts with pride.

You had me on dish duty as I could do this seated down, I  can’t quite 
remember when this started happening, but it went on well into my  later 
years that’s for sure.

 Later I may have had other reasons for choosing Ikuma Secondary 
school for my teaching practice, perhaps  those fond memories I had 
when I attended Ikuma primary school years back but cûcû’s love and 
care must have been one of the leading ones.

In the three or so months of the school term, the longest I was away 
was a weekend, so we got to spend nearly all of it together.

The latrine and bathroom are located in a lower part of the com-
pound, around this time it was a big  gamble at  whether or not I would 
be able to rise myself up and it would be an understatement to say that 
toileting around this time came with its levels of anxiety and fears. Over 
the years I’d lost count at the number of times I had miscalculated my 
moves and landed bare ass on a latrine floor and had to  either call some-
one to help me up or strug gled back to my feet somehow and felt like I 
had walked too many kilometres  after.

At the school,  there  were also latrines so I  couldn’t perhaps, you know, 
hold it in till I got home like I’d made the habit all through  later years of 
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primary and university when I would commute from home or held it in 
till I got to that toilet with a toilet seat on the other side of campus.

For nights and early mornings if I  wasn’t half- squatting  behind the  house 
while you watched out for the dogs, I was peeing into the bucket that you 
had placed in my bedroom. I  can’t remember if we ever spoke about it and if 
we did what you might have said but this was one of  those unspoken truths 
and beauties that made me feel so safe. I know for sure you  didn’t make a big 
deal out of it if my lack of memory of it is anything to go by.

I had less urinary tract infections in  those three months than I’d had in 
my adult life that far.

My mornings with you  were something  else. I’d hear you wake up to 
milk the cows in the morning, you’d leave a sufuria with  water heating 
up on the fire as you did this. This was my alert to wake up and take the 
time as you milked to boot, clear my head. I’d hear you come back into 
the  house and turn on the radio and this would be my signal to get out 
of the bedroom as you would proceed to pour this  water into a bucket 
and carry it down to the bathroom for me, adding some cold  water from 
the tank that collected rain  water outside.

 There’s this stool that was inside the bathroom, I’m not too certain if 
you only placed it  there when I came to live with you so I  wouldn’t strug-
gle to take a bath, but I have a feel this might have been it. Your  daughter, 
my  mother, might have had something to do with it too, I’m not sure.

I’d come back and get dressed and it  wasn’t up for debate with you 
that I should have breakfast before leaving. You made sure I did. You’d 
have my cup of tea or milk ready, you’d even cool for me given I still 
 can’t take hot drinks without burning my tongue, even now.  There would 
be a fried egg on most days and slices of ugali from the previous night, 
ndûma, ngwacî or bread.

On most days I remember you walking me to the road, sending me off 
with warm loving words  after making sure I  didn’t slide and land on my 
butt on the loose gravel that remained even  after you swept ever so often 
to make sure  there  wasn’t any at the gate.

I have been dropping plates and cups with anything in them or empty 
as far back as I can remember. If  you’re not offering me plastics,  don’t 
blame me when they break. If I’m balancing  these and making sure not 
to fall on my face or on my back, you can bet that I’ll drop them quickly 
for my rare chance to block the fall with my hands rather than my face 
or back or my head.
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You always sent me off to sit down  after having been in the kitchen 
catching up on the day’s activities or some stories of  things that happened 
so many years ago no one can quite tell anymore if  they’re just stories you 
made up to keep me entertained or they  were facets of the stories of your 
life. You’d then carry what ever plate or cup for me as we continued talk-
ing into the night.

When in other parts of the world, away from that home,  people would 
be busy philosophising all of this and calling it disability studies, taking it 
apart and analysing it with theories and debates on end, you, Cûcû, made 
me enjoy what Mia Mingus has come to call “Access Intimacy” in a way 
that I have only experienced with a handful of  people all my life.

Forever on my mind and in my heart, I am better for having had you 
in my life.9

Own Your Truth

Growing into my disability and continuing to inhabit this body, my physical 
capabilities are progressively changing and often occupying spaces on the daily 
seems to require a disclosure of disability. I arrive at this point where I do not 
offer a neat answer to the query of  whether my education was inclusive. Over 
the years I have met  Kenyans who do not have access to disability as a label, 
neither is choosing it as a label an option. Disability defined as it has been—
through the colonial British education and the Judaic/Abrahamic religions 
and existing interpretations meant to uphold hierarchical societies—makes it 
even more of a challenge to claim disability.

May this offering serve as a call to fellow individuals with disabilities to au-
thor their narratives, own their truths in all their diversity.

notes
 1 Ferri, “Disability Life Writing.”
 2 “Brene Brown.”
 3 Mairs, Waist- High in the World.
 4 Samuels, “My Body, My Closet,” 233.
 5 Ferri, “Disability Life Writing.”
 6 Samuels, “My Body, My Closet,” 237.
 7 Samuels, “My Body, My Closet,” 243.
 8 Disability Day of Mourning.
 9 Njahîra, “Disability Ac cep tance and Inclusion Lessons.”



En glishman: Do you know Caravaggio?
Marek: Cara- what?
En glishman: Sweet unconsciousness! The primitive! The brute! 
You do not know it, but you are the true creator of the art in the world! If it  were not for 

you, art would not happen . . .  if your body did not exist . . .
Marek: My name is Marek
[. . .]
En glishman: So cruel . . .  sweet innocence . . .  Still asleep, we wake you up to night!
— mandragora, directed by Wiktor Grodecki, 1997

Meet Marek— the main protagonist of Wiktor Grodecki’s Mandragora— a 
runaway adolescent boy striving and struggling to find his path to happiness 
in the Czech Republic of the 1990s, the period of im mense social, po liti cal, 
economic, and cultural restructuring following the 1989 collapse of the social-
ist state regime. Bright- eyed with hopes for opportunities that the new times, 
commonly dubbed as “transition” or “transformation,”  will surely bring, Marek 
embodies the postsocialist subject. In the meantime, he engages in sex work 
to pay for his drugs, gambling, and other “pleasures” of postsocialist freedom, 
and also to give himself a provisional home in  hotel rooms that he shares with 
boys like him.

The En glishman, the other protagonist of the opening scene, and Marek’s 
customer, is likewise a representative of a kind; he is a prototype of the “sex- 
hungry foreigner”  imagined to cruise the streets of Prague (and other Eastern 
Eu ro pean cities) in the 1990s looking for young boys and men who would pro-
vide him with exotism and new pleasures for a good price and who would fulfill 
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his colonial fantasies of bringing sexual awakening, emancipation, and educa-
tion. Since the border opening in early 1990s, Eastern Eu rope has been a place 
of blooming transnational sex tourism. Supposedly, one of the main attractions 
of the region has been the professed sexual openness and flexibility of its popu-
lation (and of men, in par tic u lar) and their eagerness to please.1

Mandragora (1997) by Wiktor Grodecki, a US- based Polish émigré, is 
the last sequence in a trilogy that maps “Eu rope in transition” onto the de-
velopment of sex- work and pornographic businesses in postsocialist Eastern 
Eu rope.2 Not Angels but Angels,3 the first film of the series, is a documentary 
focused on male- to- male sex work and its exploitative transnational scale.4 It 
features young men (most of them minors) talking about sex work, aids, and 
their visions of a  future away from prostitution. Body without Soul, also shot as 
a documentary, shifts the perspective  toward the porn- production networks 
operating from Prague that ser vice foreign (mostly German) markets.5 Man-
dragora, the only feature film in the series, symbolically closes the trilogy by 
retracing the motifs of the documentaries and tying them together through a 
narrative line that accentuates the cruelty of the promises of postsocialist rosy 
 futures. In contrast, Mandragora reimagines post-1989 Prague as the dystopic 
hyper- urban site— the capital “Sin City” of the East Eu ro pean 1990s— overrun 
by its “underworld” of impromptu casinos and gambling stations, “homosex-
ual” nightclubs, street prostitution and criminality, and drug addiction.

Mandragora’s vision of postsocialist real ity offers a harsh antidote to the 
overoptimistic fantasies of the revolution that, according to many Cold War 
pundits, was supposed to mark the end of history. Its thick moral panic at-
tached to the homosexual transactional sexual economy at the same time clashes 
sharply with the imaginaries of the (homosocial and homoerotic) “togetherness” 
circulated most famously by the Pet Shop Boys’ cover of “Go West” (released 
in 1993) that became a symbol for the fall of the “wall” separating the global 
East and West.6

(Together) We  will love the beach
(Together) We  will learn and teach
(Together) Change our pace of life
(Together) We  will work and strive
(I love you) I know you love me
(I want you) How could I disagree?
(So that’s why) I make no protest
(When you say) You  will do the rest.7
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Calling up images of the open air, blue skies, sunny wintertime, and a peace-
ful life, in their 1990s reinterpretation, the lyr ics of “Go West” mirror the 
aesthetics of the postrevolution, and the hopefulness of the end of the Cold 
War. Mandragora’s visions of postsocialist  futures are haunted by the incessant 
ghosts of death, mostly from overdose or aids. As one of the characters puts it, 
in response to a question of  whether he is not scared of aids, “Why, we all got 
it anyway.” And, indeed, just before we see Marek, the antihero of Mandragora, 
die of an intended overdose in a public toilet, we learn that his lover and part-
ner in the sex business is  dying of aids.

Helping to articulate and give concrete shape to affects of disenchantment 
with the postsocialist developments and social changes— perhaps we can call 
it “transformational pessimism”— Grodecki’s films intriguingly capture the first 
cracks in the postsocialist consensus about the liberating and morally invigorating 
nature of postsocialist capitalism and the (neo)liberal versions of  democracy. 
In their repre sen ta tions of (homosexual and) transnational sex work, the films 
offer a location through which we can interrogate the affective investment in, 
and the ultimate failure of, the promise of what I describe elsewhere as a “post-
socialist rehabilitation” that depended to a  great part on figurations of racial-
ized, disabled, and queer subjects.8

Sexuality has been explored as one of the key vectors through which to 
study the reshaping of the politics in postsocialist Eastern Eu rope. For  instance, 
Gail Kligman and Susan Gal have famously argued that gender and sexuality 
discourses  were crucial to reestablishing and renegotiating the meanings and 
spheres of the social and the po liti cal. Kligman and Gal even argue that post-1989 
po liti cal pro cesses  were themselves “ shaped by control of reproduction.” Věra 
Sokolová then foregrounds the ways in which the sexual and the economic in-
tertwined, noting that the explorations of sexuality “tell us a lot about the ways 
economic transformation and openness to the ‘West’ have helped redefine cul-
tural values and models.”9 In this text, I build off  these feminist analyses of sex-
uality and go beyond them to look at how discourses of sexuality intersect with 
disability to articulate racialized differences and to set up differential econo-
mies of ability and vitality. I look at two films from two diff er ent moments of 
postsocialist transformation— early 1990s and mid-2010s— that both turn to 
intersectional complexities around sexuality to critique the post-1989 develop-
ments, and foreground the failures of the promised  futures. I read The Way Out 
(Cesta ven, 2014)10 and Mandragora (and the diff er ent affects they capture) 
against each other  because their juxtaposition creates a version of crip gene-
alogy that frustrates a straight, linear notion of pro gress. Such frustration is 
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 conditional, as feminist queer crip scholars argue, to reimagine disability out-
side the limits of (white-  and nation- centered) identities of recognizability.11

Despite their focused exploration of the transnational homosexual sex work 
and porn industry, Mandragora, Not Angels but Angels, and Body without Soul 
are complicit in the epistemology of the homophobic panic, the  stigmaphobic 
abjection of hiv/aids, addiction, and other forms of cripness/disability. Fur-
thermore, they engage in racialized othering and uphold the symbolic regimes 
that pose whiteness as requisite to a life’s value. For (rather than despite)  these 
prob lems and failings, Grodecki’s oeuvre and its public reception represent an 
impor tant, conflictual addition to the archive of postsocialism— a feverish, 
ambivalently queer, troubled and troubling response to the forceful, indeed 
compulsory, optimism of the time—by articulating disillusionment of unful-
filled hopes and dystopic horizons where the  future appears gloomy (perhaps 
even impossible) in the face of deaths from exhaustion, drugs, and/or aids. 
The rereading of Grodecki’s films I offer  here portrays the forgotten peripher-
ies of male sex work, substance addiction, hiv/aids, and youth homelessness, 
realms where the positivity of the “transformation” did not reach and that thus 
bring evidence of the slow buildup of neglect.

Elsewhere, I have focused on the ways that Grodecki’s films construe “East-
ern Eu rope as alienated and objectified through the forceful entry of un regu la-
ted markets,”12 and how projecting the “corruption of the soul”13 as “the most 
threatening of the ‘syndromes of postcommunism’ ” onto homosexual sex work 
utilizes the homophobic moral panic to displace any potential critical reflection 
of the exploitation of the Eastern Eu rope workers.14  Here, I explore the dense 
ambivalences articulated by Mandragora as sites from which to destabilize the 
white “northern” canon of disability theory by pushing the ways in which dis-
ability has been recognized and made intelligible in postsocialist contexts.

The geopo liti cal and temporal location of postsocialist Eastern Eu rope is 
one of the sites that bears witness to the complex and complicated transna-
tional translations of disability theory and to the ways in which its predomi-
nantly white and West- focused canon cannot take hold of the embodied effects 
of the postsocialist shock cure and its continuing reverberations. I propose to 
read the films as an archive that speaks to the material history of Eastern post-
socialist Eu rope and an archive from which it is pos si ble to start thinking (and 
draw part of a genealogy of ) antiracist feminist queer disability/crip critique.

As the genealogies of disability epistemologies in postsocialist spaces are 
often mapped onto the canonized genealogy of postsocialist democracies, 
troubling the narratives of postsocialism and the genealogy of the victorious 
“after” becomes part and parcel of troubling and opening up disability epis-
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temologies and reimagining crip genealogies. The genealogical outlines are 
about imagining the  future as much as they are about tracing and recording 
the past. The futurity written into the genealogical imagination is mostly, Ali-
son Kafer notes, the futurity of the compulsorily abled, flexible, and fit (for 
reproduction) whiteness.15 Subverting the straight lines of genealogical projec-
tion (straight as in both heteronormative propriety and the abled embodiment 
and enmindedness) also means to attend, Eunjung Kim argues, to the ways in 
which straight lines are produced through “fold[ing] time,” which folds past 
and  future together in such a way that the pre sent becomes impossible to in-
habit.16 Mandragora captures the sense of unlivable pre sent while also subvert-
ing and disidentifying from the straight lines of futurity. I therefore approach 
the archive created around Grodecki’s films as a queer/crip site from which to 
start mapping out the interweaving of race, disability, sexuality, and the nation, 
and to reconceptualize the lineage and genealogy of feminist queer antiracist 
crip theory; an archive fully revealing inner incoherencies and the ways that 
crip genealogies are troublesomely interconnected with the material move-
ment of ideologies, economies, and bodies across transnational borders.

 After a short discussion of genealogy as a critical proj ect, I unpack the am-
bivalent ways Mandragora charts out the “interarticulations” of disability and 
race:17 first, I attend to how race and sexuality come to  matter, in forms of dis-
abilities/cripness, to point out the limits in the disability epistemologies travel-
ing across the borders. I then stay with the trou ble of subjects and disabilities 
that do not change and get better. The geopo liti cal space of Eastern Eu rope 
has been ambivalently and chronically stuck between conflicting narratives—
on the one hand,  after the revolutions in 1989 and the collapse of the Soviet 
Union in 1991, the post- Soviet/Eastern Bloc was seen as a transition laboratory 
to prove the global success of (neo)liberal capitalism; on the other hand, more 
recently, Eastern Eu rope is seen as a laboratory of totalitarian tendencies on the 
rise. Or quite simply, Eastern Eu rope is seen as stuck in the past, stuck in the 
 middle of its pro gress to “transform” into the historical pre sent. In the last sec-
tion, I fi nally explore The Way Out and the ways in which it reveals the racial-
ized materialities of “being stuck” and racialized modes of chronicity.

Mixed Genealogies

Crip histories, as much as the ways in which we learn such histories, can 
hardly be straight, respectable, uncomplicated, rational, and straightforwardly 
sanitary. Sometimes, furthermore, as José Muñoz chronicled, ways of desire, 
laughter, and survival need to be carved out in proximity to mechanisms of 
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 oppression.18 For all its traffic in homo-  and aids- phobic fantasies of a white 
nation, and all its othering and negation gesturing, Mandragora also articulates 
forms of yearning, desire, and reaching out to the Other, to ways of knowledge 
and desire that the Other embodies. Afterall, othering is, Sara Ahmed notes, 
an ambivalent gesture of directionality/orientation. It is a form of “negation as 
well as a form of extension” of the self.19 In a risky reading that I propose  here, 
films chronicling sex work and homosexual desire register yearnings to disiden-
tify (even if they inevitably fail to do so) from the dominant ideology of post-
socialist rehabilitation. Mandragora creates a messy and problem- ridden part 
of the conflictual archive of postsocialism that can serve us in critical reading 
and understanding of the vio lence hidden in the scripts of postsocialist reha-
bilitative citizenship.

Postsocialist histories and genealogies of disability are hardly straight-
forward. The workings of genealogy itself, Ahmed proposed, “could be un-
derstood as a straightening device, which creates the illusion of descent as a 
line.”20 Moreover, the genealogical idea of a descent and “passing along” mar-
ries the familial with the racial: “Whiteness gets reproduced through acts of 
alignment, which are forgotten when we receive its line.”21 The “good genea-
logical straight lines” are lines re/producing whiteness.22 This text builds off 
of Ahmed’s work and explores how diff er ent forms of whiteness and diff er-
ent modalities of ethnicization and racialization are produced through specific 
alignments of sexuality and disability, alignments that bring together notions 
of illness and pathology, and the homosexual panic with idea of a nation. With 
all its trou bles, Mandragora allows us to outline other/ed, twisted, and “knot-
ted” genealogies from the point of homosexual, nonreproductive, non- straight, 
unwholesome, paid- for, virus- infected, across- the- borders sex acts that put the 
straight line of genealogy  under pressure.23

In Mad for Foucault, Lynne Huffer emphasizes the ironic impossibility of 
clear and un/leaky divisions between epistemic paradigms and ruptures. Such 
questioning of forward orientations is helpful when thinking crip archives 
against the context of postsocialism and Eastern Eu rope. All  these concepts 
are overdetermined by historical directionality caught up in the webs of bina-
ries posing historical, cultural, and economic delay; lagging  behind; and un-
derdevelopment against pro gress, modernity, and development. While lagging 
 behind and such are ascribed to disability, the East, and (post)socialism, pro-
gress represents the norm, the  future, and West/Global North. Mandragora 
and The Way Out frustrate such binaries, and twist the straight line of prog-
ress/ion that connects development, ability, and liberty with the spread of the 
global market economy. They frustrate the aspirational pro cess through and 
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in which Eastern Eu rope was expected to emulate the West and effectively 
“beco[me] the same.”24

The ideals of liberty and freedom have, as Lisa Lowe traces in The Intima-
cies of Four Continents, troubled histories. Lowe’s newly drawn genealogy 
of liberalism reveals “intimate” relations with the colonial state. Lowe notes, 
“It is precisely by means of liberal princi ples that po liti cal philosophy pro-
vided for colonial settlement, slavery and indenture.”25 Mandragora and The 
Way Out draw out how Lowe’s reminder of the intertwined archives of colo-
nial exhaustion and liberalism hold true for the similarly and complexly in-
tertwined histories of global neoliberal cap i tal ist expansion and histories of 
spreading democracy— and, as I show  here, histories of sexual and disability 
emancipation.

Taking a cue from Lowe, any discussion of notions of liberty and liberating 
epistemologies, thus also disability epistemologies, translated and imported 
into the postsocialist context need to be set against other forms of imports and 
especially against the “intimately connected” economic relations of in/equal-
ity. In other words, Lowe cautions us to pay attention to the interplay of liberal 
promises of individual rights, freedoms, and empowerment, on the one hand, 
and the dynamic and relations of the global markets and forms of exploitation 
through global economy, on the other. Mandragora and its documentary pre-
quels bring this difficult intimacy home: the disability epistemologies intro-
duced into the Czech Republic (and elsewhere in Eastern Eu rope), through 
transnational cir cuits alongside (and truly as an integral part of ) the global 
markets, do not and cannot speak to (all) forms of cripness brought about 
by global capital and by the im mense and groundbreaking reorganizations of 
postsocialist socie ties.

Disability epistemologies have been (and continue to be), of course, part 
of complex transnational translations. More recently, attention has been given 
to how disability and crip epistemologies can be and are reformulated and re-
constituted through such translations. Yet, disability transnational dialogues 
happened  earlier. Disability knowledges  were circulated across the East- West 
divide and across the diff er ent regions of the East and within the sphere of So-
viet influence long before the collapse of Cold War dichotomies and barriers.26

Since the early 1990s, disability activists have been finding inspiration in 
the Western disability emancipation movement; emerging journals reported 
on the in de pen dent living movement, access in the public space, and forms of 
self- advocacy.27 More importantly, foreign initiatives  were coming to Czech-
o slo vak i a/the Czech Republic and other postsocialist spaces with the aim of 
introducing disability knowledge and, through such translations, cultivating a 
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(par tic u lar kind of ) civic society. To follow  these initiatives and map out what 
parts of the disability epistemological canon  were introduced, how exactly they 
influenced the work of disability activists and scholars, and what  were the “in-
timacies” of such initiatives calls for more research, the extent of which is be-
yond the scope of this text. However, I do want to contextualize my reading of 
Mandragora and The Way Out against the con temporary context of disability 
epistemologies within the Czech Republic. To that end, when, several years 
ago, I reached out to several disability activists who had founded key disability 
rights ngos in the 1990s, it turned out several of them had met through in-
tense courses or ga nized by a US- Israeli foundation that offered a curriculum 
forwarding concepts of disability rights and emancipation for  people with dis-
abilities. The personal networks created in the courses, as well as the disability 
knowledge offered through the curriculum,  were—as far as the understanding 
of  these activists go— essential for setting up the respective ngos working with 
 people with disabilities.

Groundbreaking as such organ izations and knowledge transfers have been 
and continue to be for the advocacy, community work, and recognition of 
 people with disabilities, Lowe’s argument about the usefulness of liberal ide-
ology to the exploitative economy raises haunting questions about the ef-
fects and ideological role of the discourses of “normalisation [of disability]” 
and respectable citizenship that  were prominent in 1990s disability knowl-
edge transfers.28 Furthermore, the focus on the intimacies between liberatory 
knowledges and exploitative economies also brings out the fact that the im-
port of foreign— predominantly Western— ways of knowing and acknowl-
edging disability disconnected, covered over, and largely served to discredit 
the already existing epistemologies developed in situ across Eastern Eu ro pean 
spaces.

Paradoxically, such translations of disability epistemologies effected a dis-
connect where an  earlier— complex and troublesome— mixing happened: be-
tween race, ethnicity, sexuality, and disability. The Czechoslovak state socialist 
discourses of disability and race densely intertwined.29 Admittedly, such inter-
articulations  were primarily called up to legitimize pathologizations of Roma 
 people and to enforce their compulsory “integration.”30 However, the white 
Western canon  will not help to undo the haunting of the racialized and racist 
usages of disability introduced and cemented over the state socialist period. 
Rather, the individualized notions of disability rights and emancipation allow 
for new versions of racist invocations of disability. In this sense, my reading of 
The Way Out argues for crip genealogies that force us into acknowledgment 
and dealing with uncomfortable pasts.31
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I want to come back to Ahmed once more to find inspiration in her con-
cept of “mixed genealogy [which] attend[s] to how  things do not stay apart 
from other  things.”32 Similar to Huffer, Ahmed  here trou bles any notion of 
a clean historical break between the past and the pre sent. As I discuss below, 
Grodecki’s films bear testimony to the twisted lines of “cap i tal ist” genealogies 
as well as to how the projections of transition construe its racialized failures. 
Furthermore, Ahmed’s caution that “when genealogy straightens up, when it 
establishes its line, we have simply lost sight of this mix” speaks to the ways in 
which certain knowledges stick around (I address this briefly when discuss-
ing The Way Out). It also speaks to the ways in which  grand narratives of the 
postsocialist transitioning into liberal democracy and market economy rely on 
pre sen ta tions of socialism as an aberration and a detour in the natu ral history 
of development, in which socialism remains solely “the longest and most pain-
ful route from capitalism to capitalism.”33 As such repre sen ta tions echo with 
genealogies of racial/ized difference, thinking critical antiracist and crip the-
ory needs to involve a critical perspective of postsocialism; or, more precisely, 
it needs to involve engagement with postsocialism as an analytic rather than 
simply a time period or thematic ascription.

Ahmed turns to “a mixed- race body” as a space from which to devise a new 
theory of “mixed genealogy” that would acknowledge and write into history 
racialized bodies and si mul ta neously foreground the ways that all  matter and 
forms of corporeality are or ga nized along racialized lines. It seems that East-
ern Eu rope in the state of postsocialism provides a fitting space into which to 
translate Ahmed’s interrogation of “mixing.” It is a space wherein diff er ent tem-
poralities, regimes of knowing, bodies, and goods cannot stay apart from each 
other.

Below, however, I look at diff er ent modes of “mixing up”— itself a meta phor 
of racialized cripness— the straight, pure lines of futurity. First, I turn to the 
ways the across- the- border sexual economies cannot stay away from racialized 
erotic attachments and mixing (both seductive and shunned) between the East 
and the West, and from vari ous modes of racialized “becoming crip.” Si mul ta-
neously, the concept of mixed genealogies, as I argue, makes vis i ble the seams 
and contact points among vari ous modes of racialization (some temporarily re-
directing the “Orientalizing” gaze from the Eastern Eu ro pean bodies to across 
the Western borders, some yet (re)producing the otherness of the Roma) in-
volved in construing the fantasies of the white nation rehabilitated from the 
socialist past into (moral and economic) health.

As such, mixed genealogies promise to reveal the modes of cripness mixed 
up in the discourses and ideological frameworks of postsocialism that remain 
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 inarticulate and unintelligible in the bounds of white disability liberal epistemol-
ogy. And lastly, by embracing notions of ambivalence, impurity, and the stick-
iness of  things that  will not stay apart, mixed epistemologies promise to open 
space for thinking and staying with the affect of “being stuck,” rather than adhere 
to the overcoming imperative of the rehabilitative morality of “ going West.”

Mixed Feelings

Spaces become racialized by how they are directed or orientated,  
as a direction that follows a specific line of desire.
— Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology

In one of the first reflections on the movements of desire across the borders be-
tween the Czech Republic (and Prague specifically) and the West, Matti Bunzl 
charts the ways that structures of “Orientalizing” of the “Eastern subject” ma-
terialized (in) a busy form of sex exchanges across the East and West borders. 
A careful ethnographer, he follows predominantly Austrian gay men traveling 
east for their weekend fun and explores what Joseph Boon termed the “impe-
rialist economics of boys.”34 Bunzl’s ethnography rec ords how the preexisting 
racialized orientation  toward Eastern Europe— orientation that uplifts the his-
torical lineage that posits “the East” as a space of primitive backwardness (seen 
to reflect clearly in the totalitarian tendencies)— adapted to the new ideologi-
cal and economic purposes of neoliberal capitalism. It is thus a surprising re-
versal of this established repre sen ta tion of Eastern Eu rope as an antidote to 
modern civilization and a region stuck between pro gress and backwardness, 
when, in unexpected contrast, Grodecki’s films dramatize the “Orientalizing” 
nature of the Western gaze directed  toward Eastern bodies.35 The references to 
Slavic- ness are also a distinct form of racialization: both groups of geopo liti-
cally situated male bodies are being aligned with historically sedimented un-
derstanding of racialized difference; employing the highly potent discourses of 
sexuality, the usual hierarchy of  these racialized categories becomes questioned 
and unstable.36

Now, I fi nally come back to where we left Marek and the En glishman, in 
the midst of a sexual/monetary/viral/power/epistemological transaction. This 
Mandragora scene captures the racialized scandal of (homosexual) sex work 
across East- West borders and, in search of a punchline, manages to parody it-
self.  After the En glishman picked out Marek from the group of young men 
offering themselves to the cruising eyes of potential customers, Marek is led 
into a luxurious apartment in central Prague; the generous space of the room, 
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the intricately carved solid wooden doorframe, wall papers heavy with golden 
reliefs, the fireplace, and the overabundant adornments create the fantasy of 
past  aristocratic greatness disrupted by the state socialist regime. Meta phor-
ically, thus, the room returns Marek to a rehabilitated history line.  After the 
initial exchange that established the En glishman as the cultured and Marek 
as the primitive, Marek is put onto his own pedestal— quite literally— and his 
naked body is arranged into the pose of Donatello’s David. As the pedestal 
turns around to tunes of classical  music and exposes Marek’s youthful body 
to his host’s gaze, the culturedness of the En glishman is re- signified as over- 
culturedness, incapacity, and impotence—to achieve sexual gratification. The 
En glishman needs to turn the flesh into a text, the corporeal into textual. To 
climax, he needs to wrap Marek’s body into a highly stylized praise grounded in 
the canon of the Western art and culture and woven into a complicated syntax. 
To punctuate this contrast between the uncivilized and primitive, yet virile, 
young, able- bodied Marek and the depraved masculinity of the En glishman, 
and to dramatize the threat he represents, Mandragora has the En glishman at-
tempt to castrate Marek, again quite literally.

Mandragora might be most explicit in pointing to the figure of the cus-
tomer/Westerner as the queer homosexual vessel of pathology and sick men-
ace threatening the  future of the postsocialist society. Yet, all of Grodecki’s 
films work with the binary logic of “Orientalism,” reversing the significations 
of the East- West symbolism. The films and the public debate they initiated 
foreground the juxtaposition of the vulnerable postsocialist subjects and the 
morally depraved leery Westerners. Reviews of the film repeatedly use mor-
ally charged meta phors (“the loss of  human dignity”) and paint images of the 
cruel sexual practices demanded by the “foreign sex- hungry customers.”37 Thus, 
comparison of the dualities of civilization and culturedness, nature and primi-
tiveness, to regress and pro gress, history and  future, are utilized and turned to 
signify the West as the impotent— yet sexually leery— overcivilized, oversatu-
rated with culture, luxurious and wealthy but also filled with pathology, viruses, 
and deadliness. Whereas the brute, primitive, uncivilized East stands  here for 
(white) virile and abled masculinity. The homophobic sentiments about the 
moral decline and threat to the national body— “homo sexuality, young boys’ 
prostitution, drugs, increasing criminality, youth gambling, dismal  family rela-
tions and the absence of positive values in the con temporary so- called civilised 
society”— mold and carry the mixed feelings about the  future of the postsocial-
ist socie ties and about the dominance of the West over it.38

The early postsocialist years  were permeated by rampant sexism and perva-
sive sexualization and objectification of  women, as well as by a desire for the 
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West. In fact it was mostly through  women’s bodies and through allusions to 
(heterosexual) sex that the new “sexy” goods coming from the West  were ad-
vertised. Even more startling to note, then, that Mandragora is celebrated as a 
timely and urgent memento warning against the dangerous Western influences 
bringing social and sexual decay through practices of excess. The depictions of 
the sex business and porn industry become a provoking and morally reinvigo-
rating commentary on the postsocialist transformations that came with open-
ing the national borders and markets to foreign capital and goods.

Mandragora’s narrative of young men’s and boys’ moral downfall, caused 
by their naïve desire for quick cash to enable them to become consumers and 
by the Westerners’ “morbid” desire turning the young men into consumable 
goods, is read as a testimony of “the petrifying phenomenon” of the times. The 
public is urged to “not close your eyes!” from its message that reveals that “our 
times are sick.”39

The intersection of queer sexuality, disability, and racialized notions of East-
ern Eu rope and of the foreign Other was utilized to articulate and carry the 
collective affect of transformational disillusionment. One of Mandragora’s re-
views captures this affect in its rawness: “aids was the only  thing the life in free-
dom ‘got’ for the prostitute David.”40 Grodecki himself repeatedly lamented 
the moral collapse of Eastern Eu rope whose “soul” was arguably corrupted by 
the West’s exports of excess.41

Through its morally charged narrative, the films reconstitute the West as a 
site of moral danger, sexual threat, and health risk to perhaps uncultured, yet 
innocent and healthy, East Eu ro pean body/ies and nations. Importantly, as is 
clear from the warning expressed by some feminist voices of the early 1990s, 
the spread of transnational sex work, trafficking, and the porn industry posed a 
health threat not only  because it was “in the era of aids,” but also  because this 
is “a phenomenon associated in our minds with the Third World.”42 Becoming 
a site for the growing sex industry arguably threatened the health and moral 
growth of the nation, but perhaps most acutely it was seen as a threat to the suc-
cess of the ideological/moral proj ect of the transition into becoming the same 
with the West. It threatened to deepen the associations with the undeveloped 
Global South.  These too  were the racialized implications of the concerned dis-
courses on the transnational sex work in Eastern Eu rope.

Even if we leave the explicit disability connection through hiv/aids out 
of the equation for now, and allow—as we must— space for the ambivalence 
of desire and erotic attachments, the sex  labor performed by “flexible” East-
ern bodies is a form of affective  labor, reproducing, relaxing, and rejuvenating 
some bodies through using up  others as they  were situated in global economies 
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that unevenly distribute capacity/disability as well as desire and erotic attach-
ments.  These cir cuits represent one of the ways in which disability (as a specific 
economy of capacity and vital powers) comes to  matter through pro cesses of 
racialization and “Orientalist” Othering. In this sense, Mandragora attempts to 
“elucidate the neo co lo nial Western proj ect of charting and thereby inventing a 
new, post- transition Eastern Eu rope.”43

The postsocialist public affects attached to the sexual exchanges across the 
borders are not racialized only through the ascription of categories of national/
ethnic alterity, sexual immorality, and potential viral load, but also, and as im-
portantly, through their juxtaposition and dynamic dialogue with other forms 
of postsocialist co- articulations of disability and race. The ideological work 
of racialization that Grodecki’s films and their public debate do for the larger 
proj ect of postsocialist national convalescence is more complex. For one, to be 
able to construe the appealing narrative of the nation in danger, the repre sen-
ta tion of the sex workers is whitewashed. Neither Mandragora nor the docu-
mentaries speak to the fact that many of the young boys and men (and  women) 
involved in sex work  were Roma or immigrants from countries farther east of 
the Czech Republic. In this, Grodecki’s films fail to interrogate the structural 
impacts of the new globalized economy and the ways  these impacts intersect 
specifically with the pro cesses of racialization and “social death.”44

Si mul ta neously, as the homosexual threat arriving from the West was called 
up, other cultural locations bringing together sexuality, disability, the (white) 
nation and its  others (re)surfaced in the public realm: for instance, the forma-
tion of new topographies of race- motivated exclusions, the politics of remem-
bering and commemorating porajmos (the holocaust of Czech Roma and Sinti 
communities) that also called up the special politics of race, and discussions 
about the past and ongoing sterilizations of Roma  people that highlighted a 
diff er ent mode of using sexuality as a vector for producing racialized notions 
of disability.45

While  these events are not directly dramatized in the discussed films, they 
do leave their mark, as an absence. The focus on the nation’s body, and on 
the dangerous foreign ele ments that the discussions around Mandragora re-
inforced, externalizes other forms of racialized conflicts and thus serves as an 
effective whiteness- centering device. With this in mind, the task of mixed ge-
nealogies is to highlight how— despite all effort to prove other wise— these cul-
tural locations of intersections of race and disability cannot be unstuck from 
each other, how they cannot be kept apart. Thus, repre sen ta tion of prostitu-
tion, transnational sex work, and foreign bodies/viruses that arguably hurt the 
nation’s body and endanger its able- bodiedness stick together to histories and 
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pre sents of racial vio lence, specifically against Roma  people.46 Reconnected 
and mixed, they line out much more complicated visions of legacies of the 
postsocialist transformation.

Indeed,  these diff er ent stories cannot be kept apart, literally. In Mandrago-
ra’s subplot line, Marek accompanies his partner in business and lover to Ústí 
nad Labem, the town where his parents live and that he ran away from. Only 
a few years  later, in 1998, Ústí nad Labem became a site of an internationally 
observed racial conflict— a wall was to be built to divide the supposedly in-
adaptable Roma and the white “respectable citizens.” Interestingly,  here the 
arguments about the value of  houses and comfortable lives  were not seen as 
hurting the “soul of Eastern Eu rope.”

 After some back- and- forth, and state as well as international interven-
tion, the wall was fi nally taken down and not rebuilt. Yet, the city district in 
which the wall was to be built remains a material chronicle to the postsocial-
ist policies of abandonment  toward the Roma communities; till the pre sent, 
the district is marked as “socially excluded locality” and attempts to limit the 
movement of the Roma citizens. Many other physical and symbolic borders 
 were raised on multiple locations across the  whole Czech Republic to separate 
 those who, arguably, live up to the demands of the postsocialist realities from  those 
who fail in transforming themselves into the “rehabilitated citizens.”

In sum, Mandragora dramatizes the pain of the aspiration and desire for new 
lives. At the same time, it reinforces the ideology of the white nation by empha-
sizing its vulnerability to foreign threat and by re- centering whiteness and its 
strategic amnesia. Yet, it also highlights the uneven distribution of  labor and vi-
tality. Moreover, the forms of cripness that I read into and through Grodecki’s 
films about sex work— drug addiction, hiv, trauma from sexual vio lence and 
exploitation, stress and exhaustion from social abandonment, all of which link 
to across- the- border sex acts and their racialized nature— remain unrecogniz-
able through the disability epistemology translated in  these early transnational 
knowledge transfers.  These forms of cripness transgress the disability knowl-
edge married to liberal forms of recognition geared  toward phantasms of the 
in de pen dent and respectable citizen of the postsocialist state.47 But, perhaps 
more importantly, this ambivalent and troubling stick- togetherness of  these 
discourses poses questions about what specific racialized omissions individual 
genealogies of disability produce. As I cautiously suggest above, in the case of 
postsocialist Czecho slo va kia and Czech Republic, the turn to Western con-
cepts with their par tic u lar genealogies does not help to undo certain forms of 
stickiness.
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On Being Stuck

The affective politics of postsocialist “transformation” or “transition” fore-
ground one- directional transience that achieves so- called rehabilitations from 
and overcoming of bad socialist pasts. The racialized figure of “the inadaptable” 
serves to decry  those who are supposedly “stuck” and inveterate. The concept of 
inadaptability (nepřizpůsobivost)— defined in one of the popu lar encyclopedias 
as “the inability to adjust [to change, to new conditions of life, to new forms of 
responsibilities]”48— constitutes a very power ful intersection of disability, race, 
gender, and sexuality called upon both in articulating the negative foil to dis-
courses of moral deservingness and belonging in the postsocialist nation.

 Here, I therefore shift the focus from the bodies, affects, and knowledges 
that move across borders to bodies, affects, and cripness that do not seem to 
change and cannot move across space. Instead of the post revolutionary “tran-
sition,” I touch “the long- lasting and seemingly permanent situations of stasis 
[that constitute] the time afterwards.”49 In the remainder of this essay I turn to 
modes of stuckedness that irritate the genealogies built around change, pro gress, 
and modernity.

The figure of the chronic has been probed as a figure that disrupts the norma-
tive chronopolitics of “nation- state, cap i tal ist and heteronormative structures.”50 
I explore how focusing on the chronic, the stuck, and the lingering can serve us 
in carving out epistemologies of racialized disability that do not comply with 
compulsory improvement, personal initiative, and change on the way to a good 
life. Furthermore, I propose that staying or even embracing the state of being 
stuck might be necessary to reveal how affects of optimism and positivity, so 
power ful in the affective landscape of postsocialism, are constitutionally linked 
to racialized forms of chronic abandonment.

I now turn to a scene from The Way Out, another film that portrays how 
disability, gender, sexuality, and race stick together. The Way Out chronicles 
a strug gle of a Roma  woman and her  family—in its cruel everydayness and 
ordinariness—to survive, imagine, and create a livable  future. If Mandragora 
(and its documentary prequels) articulates a rather acute sense of disillusion-
ment and the bursting of the postrevolution dreams, then The Way Out captures 
the long time afterward, in which abandonment turned chronic and racialized 
vio lence came to  matter(s) in forms of unrecognized disabilities and inarticu-
lable cripness.

A camera’s eye takes us into a doctor’s office. We listen in to a conversa-
tion between a young Roma  woman, Žaneta, and her physician. She has come 
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in with complaints of disturbed sleep, shortness of breath, chest pains, and a 
general feeling of discomfort and ill health. As a part of what seems a routine 
review of the patient’s medical history, the doctor asks Žaneta to count how 
many abortions she has had. “I had one when I was 15, 17, 19. I wanted to finish 
school.” While the camera focuses on Žaneta’s face, we never see the doctor; 
he is allowed to remain a disembodied invisible presence of the rational mind, 
a voice of medical science that combines expert and moral authority. As with 
the abortions, with no immediate reference to her pre sent complaints of ill 
health, the doctor notes Žaneta’s  father’s drinking prob lem and her  mother’s 
early death, to fi nally dismiss Žaneta’s prob lems as nothing more than the re-
sult of anxiety and stress. We never see Žaneta consult a doctor or address her 
health in any other way afterward.

In its understatedness, which nearly makes this scene look insignificant for 
the overall film narrative, the encounter between Žaneta and the representative 
of the medical/moral authority is a key scene that foregrounds the ways that ex-
haustion, anxiety, and stress condition Žaneta’s life and yet remain inarticulate 
for what they also are: a material and bodily impression of a racialized social 
dynamic and social death.

The scene outlines how chronicity is located on the intersection of race and 
disability; or, more precisely, how it articulates racialized cripness. As the film 
narrative develops, Žaneta’s lack of well- being and health is underwritten by 
the general precarity not only of her own  family but also of the larger local 
Roma community. An enormous  labor burden falls on her as she attempts to 
secure her  family’s survival and as she desperately tries to retain their fragile 
position within classed respectability. We witness the amount of affective  labor 
she offers to support her partner, her  sister, her  daughter, even her  father and 
his new  family. We witness the  family’s gradual descent into debt, homeless-
ness, and breakdown. On the way, the film narrative reframes Žaneta’s anxi-
ety and stress, the signs of her ill health previously dismissed by the medical 
authority, as part of her supposedly hereditary burden, as a result of the ex-
haustion brought about by the need to navigate the many forms of racialized 
vio lence and systemic racism.

The encounter in the doctor’s office, however, reveals another layer and a 
diff er ent— chronic— temporality of how race becomes  matter, and of how race 
and disability commingle. With his focus firmly located in theories of racial-
ized heredity, the doctor goes beyond the checklist of Žaneta’s pregnancies and 
terminations to preach to her about how “impor tant [it is] to know your  family 
burden,” to know “[your] parents’ and grandparents’  mental health and medi-
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cal history” in order to anticipate not only “what  mistakes [you]  will make” and 
what “[you]  will most prob ably die of,” but, most importantly, to be aware of 
what “[you]  will burden [your] surroundings with.” In this, the doctor’s speech 
brings eerie echoes of eugenic rationalities, and of the continuing histories of 
sterilization of racialized and disabled  people that challenge the notion of a 
clean cut between the two regimes— the state socialist totality from the post-
socialist democracy. Officially legitimized and promoted by the socialist state, 
the sterilization of Roma  women continued well into the 2000s, long past the 
fall of the regime.51 Žaneta’s own embodiment is always already marked with a 
past larger than herself/itself— her chronic mattering defined by the temporal 
loopings of the racialized im/possibilities of life and by the mixed genealogies 
of crip knowledge.

The Way Out captures modes of crip chronicity in its cruel banality, a racial-
ized past re materializes in the pre sent in the form of impossible  futures and 
inarticulate  future horizons. The depiction of Žaneta’s medical examination 
not only illustrates the concrete prob lems Roma  people face accessing medical 
care, but it can also be theorized as laying out how forms of racialized chronic-
ity overlap and underscore each other, and how their overlap renders racial-
ized chronicity inarticulable. As the physician equipped with the archives of 
medical expert knowledge reaches into Žaneta’s collective pasts, the racialized 
logics that mold the social require Žaneta to perform endurance as they leave 
material imprints on her body, exhaust her, depress her, make her anxious, and 
wear her down. Yet, all  these effects are re- signified as the biological truth of 
her  family, her race, and her biological collective fate— a fate that is excluded 
from the collective belonging within the (white and abled) body of the Czech 
nation.

The Way Out thus pictures a diff er ent form of crip chronicity that for many 
becomes terminal.  Here, racialized past overdetermines the pre sent and im-
plodes the  future. The racialized temporality ingrained in the idea of (Roma) 
“inadaptability” produces the chronic vulnerability and cripness that ( because 
of the moral judgment underwriting the notion of mal/adjustment) remain in-
articulable and beyond recognition. I juxtapose Mandragora and The Way Out 
 here in a gesture of yearning for co ali tions among communities living in the 
precarious conditions of the (morally) abject.

Thinking about the possibilities of antiracist disability epistemologies and 
politics, I started charting a “mixed genealogy” that would speak to the specific 
historic experience of postsocialism and that would frustrate straight, white, 
and abled future- bound prospects of genealogical proj ects.
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Responding to Lowe’s call to pay attention to troublesome intimacies and to 
ask about the intimacies intertwining across- the- border affirmative disability 
knowledges with exploitative mechanisms of transnational economies, I have 
started to think about the interarticulations of disability, sexuality, and race 
from an uncomfortable place of negativity. The dystopic visions we encounter 
in public debates opened by Grodecki’s films foregrounded ugly feelings of ra-
cialized homosexual panic and the abjection of sex work, hiv, and drug addic-
tion, revealing how cruel optimism cannot stay away from its aftermath: crip 
histories of abandonment and neglect, legacies that are only becoming intensi-
fied by the current wars, migrations, and other global developments.52

The ugly feelings that Grodecki made vis i ble are material marks of crip epis-
temologies and their mixed genealogies. I do not argue for (re)claiming  these 
negative affects, but have proposed to trace them as gestures of inarticulability 
that can re orient crip epistemologies. The mixed genealogies need to stay with 
the trou ble, allowing us to be stuck with  these affects in a move to imagine crip 
epistemologies.

Set against the context of the 1990s, Grodecki’s films represent a rare ar-
chive of the queer, the sick, the perverted, the homosexual, the drag, the drug 
addicted—in other words, the films also create an archive of the abjected that 
throws into relief the epistemological frameworks based around identity and 
recognition that is conditioned by respectability and proximity to normalcy. 
Thus, I read Mandragora as a part of a complicated and uncomfortable queer- 
crip archive and an archive that speaks to mechanisms of “Orientalizing” as well 
as white ethnicization; it is an archive that speaks to pro cesses of whitewash-
ing, silencing, and mechanisms of displacement over racialized conflict within 
the national body. Despite its troubling and problematic features, or despite its 
final nod to the normative ideologies, Mandragora is a crucial commentary and 
a trace of desires unfulfilled. Thus Grodecki’s films destabilize the narratives of 
“cap i tal ist rehabilitation” and tentatively gesture to mixed genealogies.

The juxtaposition of Mandragora and The Way Out with which I close then 
brings forth what Mandragora attempts to override. Working with the cultural 
imaginations of chronicity as a temporal term referencing time failing to pro-
ceed in its expected course—as a form of disorder of time, temporality out 
of bounds— mixed genealogies can look to the chronic as an enlargement of 
time that conflates past, pre sent, and  future, where the chronic means constant 
looping between  these forms of temporal referencing and mattering. Such frus-
trations are crucial for thinking about interarticulations of disability, race, sexu-
ality, and postsocialism in the context of Eastern Eu rope.
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fact that it took nearly thirty years to move the pig farm from the place of former 
concentration camps where hundreds of Roma Czech citizens died is indicative 
of the re spect, value, and recognition granted to Roma citizens; it is also indica-
tive of the limits of collective belonging and identification and the whiteness of the 
 imagined “national body” in the post-1989 Czech/oslovakia. The pig farm was fi nally 
being torn down in July 2022, as we  were finalizing the work on this chapter.

 46 It would be a misguided fantasy to believe that we can rec ord all forms of race- 
motivated vio lence and aggression. It is, however, impor tant to recall the names of at 
least some of the Roma  people murdered during the 1990s: Emil Bendík (†23 Febru-
ary 1991), Tibor Berki (†13 May 1995), Helena Biháriová (†15 February 1998), Erika 
Gáborová (†20 September 1997), Milan Lacko (†17 May 1998).

 47 Admittedly, they would also transgress the disability knowledges married to visions 
of socialist collective utopia and the socialist versions of respectable politics.

https://jsis.washington.edu/publication/the-origins-of-backwardness-in-eastern-europe/
https://jsis.washington.edu/publication/the-origins-of-backwardness-in-eastern-europe/
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 48 Diderot (Všeobecná encyklopedie).
 49 Lorenz, “The Chronic,” np.
 50 Lorenz, “The Chronic,” np.
 51 The Roma  women who suffered this procedure did not receive reparations  

 until 2021.
 52 Berlant, Cruel Optimism.



On May 7, 1977, the cover story of the Black Panther, the weekly newspaper 
of the Black Panther Party (bpp), read “handicapped win demands— 
end h.e.w. occupation.” The page included three images: the first photo 
features two Black men— a wheelchair user, Brad Lomax, and his fellow Pan-
ther member, Chuck Jackson, who stands  behind Brad’s chair; the second 
image is of a blind Black man named Dennis Billups, holding up a protest sign 
that says, “You  don’t have to see to know”; and the third picture is of a crowd of 
 people of vari ous races outside a building with a seemingly non- Black  woman 
wheelchair user in the center of the frame.1 Cover stories are reserved for the 
most impor tant or pressing news of a par tic u lar moment. The choice to place 
a disability rights activist win on the cover of a Black activist newspaper is un-
deniably symbolic of the bpp’s belief that the success of the Health, Education 
and Welfare (hew) occupation, now more commonly referred to as the 504 
sit-in or the 504 demonstration, was not merely impor tant news, but news rel-
evant and connected to the Panthers’ own antiracist, anticapitalist, and anti- 
imperialist work. The placement of the success of the 504 demonstration on 
the cover of the Black Panther is in many ways the height of disability politics 
within the Black Panther Party. It is the most explicit and symbolically signifi-
cant moment of co ali tion and solidarity with disabled  people in the entirety of 
the paper’s publication between 1967 and 1980, and thus provides a launching 
point for this essay.

The Black Panther Party was a revolutionary, antiracist, anticapitalist, anti- 
imperialist organ ization started in Oakland, California, in 1966. The Panthers 
originally focused their activities on armed self- defense and patrol of po-
lice within Black communities, rapidly obtaining national and international 
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figure 10.1. Cover of the Black Panther on May 7, 1977. Alexander Street Black 
Thought & Culture Digital Archive.
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 membership and influence. While the Panthers reached their membership 
height in the late 1960s, their po liti cal influence and activities continued  until 
1982.2 In the 1970s, however,  under intense scrutiny and suppression by the 
fbi as well as in response to changes in gun laws, the bpp shifted its focus away 
from armed re sis tance to community survival programs, such as their breakfast 
for  children program and  free health clinics. This shift was reflected in changes 
to their ten- point platform. The first version of the bpp’s platform, drafted in 
October 1966, focused on freedom and the “power to determine the destiny of 
our Black Community” via calls for full employment, “land, bread, housing, 
education, clothing, justice and peace.”3 In March 1972, however, the platform 
was revised in two key ways that reflected changes in the priorities and invest-
ments of the bpp. First, point one was changed to call for freedom and the 
“power to determine the destiny of our Black and oppressed communities.”4 Sec-
ond, the ten points  were expanded to include a call for “completely  free health 
care for all Black and oppressed  people.”5 In this  later era of the Black Panther 
Party, party members began to more explic itly articulate forms of disability 
politics as exhibited by their engagement with the 504 demonstration.

The 504 demonstration was a major milestone in the disability rights move-
ment. It was a twenty- five- day occupation of the San Francisco regional office 
of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, during which more than 
a hundred protesters refused to leave  until the national hew secretary, Joseph 
Califano, signed into effect regulations for Section 504 of the 1973 Rehabili-
tation Act. Section 504 was the first piece of federal legislation dictating civil 
rights for disabled  people. It stated that programs receiving federal funds, such 
as public schools and universities, could not discriminate against or exclude 
qualified  people on the basis of disability. Although the Rehabilitation Act 
was signed in 1973, Section 504  wouldn’t go into effect  until regulations that 
defined who was disabled and what constituted discrimination  were drafted 
and approved.  After years of delays, disability rights activists nationwide or ga-
nized, warning that if the regulations  were not signed by their deadline, they 
would stage sit- ins at hew offices across the country on April 7, 1977. The pro-
tests in Washington, DC, and other locations lasted for a single day, but the 
protest in San Francisco continued for weeks, thanks to careful planning and 
organ izing by disabled activists in the Bay Area. The occupation of the hew 
building in San Francisco garnered extensive local and national news coverage, 
ending only when the regulations  were fi nally signed. The 504 sit-in remains 
the longest nonviolent occupation of a federal building in US history.

In most scholarly accounts of the 504 demonstration, the role of the Pan-
thers is relegated to a brief mention that the bpp provided food throughout 
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the twenty- five- day occupation of the San Francisco Health, Education and 
Welfare regional office building.6 Though several scholars of the Black Panther 
Party have written about the bpp’s community survival programs and health 
activism in the 1970s, no Panther scholarship discusses their involvement in 
the 504 sit-in. Only Susan Schweik’s “Lomax’s Matrix: Disability, Solidarity, 
and the Black Power of 504” provides extensive scholarly engagement with this 
history, though recent publications by disability activists and the Longmore 
Institute’s Patient No More exhibit on the 504 demonstration have added new 
details on the role of the bpp as well.7 This chapter builds on this work to add 
additional details about the bpp’s engagement with the sit-in and place this 
activism in conversation with con temporary articulations of disability justice.

Disability justice is a relatively new activist practice and framework devel-
oped in the mid-2000s by disabled  people of color, disabled queer  people, and 
disabled queer  people of color, such as Patty Berne, Mia Mingus, Leroy Moore, 
Leah Lakshmi Piepzna- Samarasinha, and the group Sins Invalid. It builds on 
and extends the work of the early disability rights movement, which was often 
very white, middle- class, and single- issue- focused.  Those involved with disabil-
ity justice readily acknowledge that they appreciate and benefit from the ad-
vancements achieved by the early disability rights movement. However, not 
dissimilar from how the Black Panthers  were responding to the fact that Af-
rican Americans had achieved  legal civil rights, yet  were still socially and ma-
terially oppressed, disability justice prac ti tion ers seek a broader understanding 
of anti- ableism that is not  limited to state- sanctioned civil rights, which often 
benefit primarily disabled  people who are already relatively privileged by race, 
class, gender, sexuality, and citizenship status. Further, disability justice is an in-
herently intersectional approach. Patty Berne writes that disability justice un-
derstands white supremacy and ableism as “inextricably entwined, both forged 
in the crucible of colonial conquest and cap i tal ist domination. . . .  [Therefore, 
one] cannot comprehend ableism without grasping its interrelations with het-
eropatriarchy, white supremacy, colonialism and capitalism.”8 Disability justice 
values and centers leadership of  those most affected (i.e., multiply marginal-
ized disabled  people), anticapitalism, cross- movement organ izing, sustainabil-
ity, cross- disability solidarity, interdependence, collective access, and collective 
liberation.9 Prac ti tion ers of disability justice recognize that their work “already 
connects and overlaps with many movements and communities’ work,” espe-
cially work by feminist and queer  people of color within reproductive justice, 
transformative justice, and healing justice groups.10 Fi nally, disability justice chal-
lenges medical and  legal definitions of who is and is not disabled, consciously 
and purposefully including  those who are sick and chronically ill in their work.
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In this chapter I argue that the Black Panther Party’s material and ideologi-
cal solidarity with 504 activists can be read as a genealogical precursor to dis-
ability justice  today. The term genealogical precursor draws both from the work 
of Black feminist literary theorist Ann DuCille, who argues for an understand-
ing of Black— especially Black  women’s— literary traditions that is “far less 
natu ral, absolute, linear, and homogeneous than” scholarly efforts at official 
canon building might suggest, and from the work of Michel Foucault, who 
uses the term genealogy to suggest a historical method that moves away from 
 grand progressive narratives to instead emphasize the multiple origins of cul-
tural changes.11 I use genealogical precursor, therefore, to describe something 
of the past that has historical, ideological, and material connections to some-
thing of the pre sent in ways that cannot be determined in a purely linear or 
causational way. One might trace genealogical precursors by charting how the 
work, scholarship, or activism of one individual or group was influenced by or 
benefited from the work of another individual or group through multiple lay-
ers of temporal or geo graph i cal remove. As such, I do not intend to pre sent a 
progressive narrative in which the Black Panther Party represents a past Black 
engagement with disability that we replace with disability justice, even as their 
work contained ableist missteps. Instead, I use the term genealogical precursor 
to argue that concepts undergirding disability justice  today  were circulating in 
diff er ent, but related, ways within the activities of the Black Panther Party and 
that this circulation of similar ideas is impor tant to understanding the history 
of disability politics within activism by Black  people and other  people of color, 
which is so often overlooked and erased in disability studies.

By connecting concepts in disability justice to the bpp’s work in the 1970s, 
I argue that disability studies scholars and activists must expand our under-
standing not only of what constitutes disability politics  today, as disability 
justice activists are  doing, but also of what constituted disability politics in 
the past, especially within Black and other oppressed populations. Disability 
politics within marginalized communities have sometimes been overlooked by 
disability studies scholars  because  these groups oftentimes use diff er ent lan-
guage, frameworks, and approaches than white mainstream disability rights 
groups. This chapter, therefore, seeks to partially correct this misrecognition by 
modeling analy sis of the Black Panther Party as one illustrative example of how 
disability politics are articulated within groups who do not view themselves as 
exclusively or primarily disability rights groups. In  doing so, I aim to encourage 
more nuanced readings of disability history that include  people of color while 
still interrogating the whiteness and racism of the disability rights movement 
and disability studies more generally. Therefore, rather than approaching this 
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 history from the  angle of how did Black  people participate in the disability rights 
movement?, I instead ask, how did issues of disability appear within Black activ-
ist movements and how can we understand this as part of disability activist his-
tory? More specifically, as a literary and cultural theorist, I use the bpp’s own 
explanation of their work, primarily via the Black Panther newspaper, to un-
derstand how they engaged disability politics as an integrative part of their 
revolutionary agenda. To do so, I undertake a detailed analy sis of the multiple 
ways the bpp was involved with the demonstration and how they rhetorically 
positioned disability rights in relation to their larger activist goals and ideol-
ogy. In closing, I briefly discuss other ways that the bpp was involved in issues 
of disability both before and  after the 504 demonstration, in order to under-
score that disability politics, while not often explic itly centered in the Panthers’ 
work, was understood as integral to achieving radical liberation and justice for 
all in the United States.

 “We’ve Always Been Involved”: Black Panthers and the 504 Sit- In

The Black Panthers  were involved with the 504 demonstration from start to 
finish, participating via the most commonly cited activity of providing daily 
food deliveries, as well as sending representatives to give speeches, putting out 
a press release endorsement, supporting two members of the bpp in their roles 
inside the protest, and publishing numerous articles in the Black Panther. I dis-
cuss each of  these activities in turn.

Nearly all accounts of the sit-in note that a major part of its success was due 
to extensive co ali tional support. This support came in the form of volunteers, 
donations, and endorsements from a variety of other activist groups and organ-
izations focused on not only disability rights, but also gay rights,  women’s lib-
eration, civil rights, and more.12 Organizers of the 504 demonstration secured 
this support in the planning stages of the protest and expanded their reach 
throughout the duration of the sit-in. While the Black Panther Party was not 
listed as part of the “504 Emergency Co ali tion” in the first press release by pro-
test organizers, according to HolLynn D’Lil, who acted as insider photographer 
and press for the protest, bpp member Ellis White spoke at a rally on the first 
day of the demonstration, April 5, 1977.13 D’Lil quotes White as  later saying: 
“We’ve always been involved. We’ve had reps  here from the beginning. The 
issue is self- determination. More  human rights.  Whether handicapped  people 
have a right to survive. What ever they do to ensure survival, we support. Cali-
fano threw drug addicts and alcoholics out of the handicapped group. They 
belong too. The issue is money. It’s in keeping with our princi ples— survival.”14 
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 Here White insists on not only the early involvement of the Panthers in the 
504 demonstration, but also how their involvement was directly in line with 
the bpp’s “princi ples,” that is, the ten- point platform, which first and foremost 
called for freedom and self- determination for all oppressed communities. The 
Black Panther Party understood disabled  people, along with other  people of 
color,  people in poverty,  women, and gays and lesbians, to be fellow oppressed 
members of society who had to fight for survival in a racist and ableist cap i tal ist 
system. This understanding of the need to fight for the survival of all oppressed 
 people aligns with the cross- movement solidarity and collective liberation em-
phasized within disability justice.

The bpp’s solidarity with disabled  people in general and the 504 protesters 
specifically is further articulated in their April 8, 1977, press release, written and 
delivered by Michael Fultz, editor of the Black Panther.15 The statement reads,

Along with all fair and good- thinking  people, The Black Panther Party 
gives its full support to Section 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act and 
calls for President Car ter and hew Secretary Califano to sign guide-
lines for its implementation as negotiated and agreed to on January 21 
of this year. The issue  here is  human rights— rights of meaningful em-
ployment, of education, of basic  human survival—of an oppressed mi-
nority, the disabled and handicapped. Further, we deplore the treatment 
accorded to the occupants of the fourth floor and join with them in full 
solidarity.16

Like White’s statement above,  here the bpp’s official public endorsement also 
emphasizes  human rights, survival, and solidarity among oppressed groups. 
The bpp’s role, however, was not  limited to being a supporter in name alone; 
the Panthers also contributed in key material ways.

First, at least two members of the bpp, Brad Lomax and Chuck Jackson, 
the disabled and nondisabled Black men featured on the May 7 cover of the 
Black Panther,  were on the inside, as part of the sit-in, and also acted as two 
of the representative delegates to Washington, DC, for the 504 Co ali tion. As 
a disabled member of the Black Panther Party, Lomax worked to incorporate 
disability politics into the efforts of the bpp. That said, as a rank-and-file mem-
ber, Lomax’s work had to align with the goals and ideology of the bpp. In an 
interview, former bpp leader Elaine Brown asserts that Lomax’s participation 
in the 504 demonstration and his work at the Center for In de pen dent Living 
(cil) was considered part of his work for the Panthers. Lomax’s work, there-
fore, is an example of the key role that multiply marginalized individuals play 
in acting as a bridge between groups and is also a reflection of disability  justice’s 
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valuing of leadership by  those most affected. Brown elaborates that while Brad 
Lomax and Ed Roberts, leader of the cil, brought awareness of disability 
rights to the Panthers, the bpp’s existing ideological position of focusing on 
systemic change for all marginalized groups meant that further transforming 
their thinking to include disability politics “ wasn’t hard.”17 Brown states that 
soon  after being made aware of disability politics, the bpp ordered all of its 
buildings to install wheelchair access ramps. Brad Lomax was an essential fig-
ure, whose multiply marginalized identities fostered connection between the 
Panthers and disability rights. The bpp’s investment in the sit-in and disabil-
ity politics more generally, however, was rooted in the Panthers’ broader co ali-
tional and revolutionary thinking.

As most accounts of the Panthers’ involvement in the demonstration state, 
the Panthers also contributed materially by donating food. More specifically, 
once it became clear that the sit-in was  going to continue beyond a day or 
two, the bpp began bringing daily hot dinners, such as fried chicken or meat-
loaf.18 The bpp also, according to Brown, brought in mobile showers for the 
protesters and supplied a form of security as well.19 Although the exact form of 
this security is unclear, it is apparent that members of the bpp, familiar with the 
tactics of federal agencies and the police, ensured that supplies got through the 
door. For example, one Black Panther article stated that more than a week into 
the sit-in, “with all incoming telephone ser vice abruptly cut- off, and all food 
denied entry— Party members saw to it that a sympathetic guard ‘discreetly’ al-
lowed the breakfast foods they had brought upstairs to the demonstrators.”20 
Similarly, in her memoir, Corbett O’Toole writes,

I happened to be in the lobby the first night that the Black Panthers 
brought us dinner. The fbi blocked them and told them to leave. The 
Panthers, being extremely sophisticated about how to manage police in-
teractions, merely informed the fbi that they would be bringing dinner 
 every night of the occupation. They would bring the food, they would set 
it up, and they would leave. If the fbi prevented them from  doing that 
they would go back to Oakland and bring more Black Panthers  until the 
food got delivered to the protesters. The fbi soon backed down.21

The material support provided by the Panthers in the form of members on the 
inside, food, and supplies was essential to the longevity of the protest, but per-
haps most importantly for the historical rec ord is the extensive coverage of the 
demonstration the bpp provided in their newspaper.

For the majority of the bpp’s existence, from 1967 to 1980, the Black Pan-
ther newspaper served as one of the bpp’s main po liti cal tools, providing a way 
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to inform members and raise money. The paper included a wide range of news 
stories about injustices done to Black  people across the country as well as adver-
tisements for Panther programs, po liti cal cartoons, educational and theoretical 
articles on social issues, and international news from other revolutionary anti- 
imperialist  causes. In 1977, the Black Panther provided the most national cov-
erage of the 504 protest— only one local paper, the San Francisco Chronicle, 
covered it more often. The bpp published ten articles and announcements of 
varying lengths about the demonstration between April 16 and July 7.22  After 
the demonstration ended, the 504 sit-in was mentioned an additional eight 
times in the paper in related stories, such as “Protest Systematic Exclusion: Dis-
abled Sue A.C. Transit” and “Disabled Score Victory over Supermarket Barri-
ers: Blind  Mother Fights Bias for Custody of  Children.”23

The Black Panther coverage of the demonstration is significant  because it 
meant that thousands of Black  people  were being informed of disability rights 
in a way that framed disability politics as directly connected to Black commu-
nity concerns—as part of a larger radical agenda for freedom for all oppressed 
communities.24 The impact of a major Black activist organ ization directly sup-
porting and increasing awareness of disability rights among Black Americans 
cannot be directly calculated. Nonetheless, the national distribution of the 
Black Panther’s coverage adds to my argument for reading the bpp’s work as 
a genealogical precursor to disability justice  because it is a moment in which, 
rather than distancing themselves from disability, as is so often the narrative 
about communities of color and disability, Black  people embraced and under-
stood disability politics as a necessary interrelated part of collective liberation 
overall.

The articles in the Black Panther portrayed the sit-in as an impor tant and 
necessary act, calling it “a power ful and significant protest for  human and civil 
rights of handicapped and disabled  people.”25 The rhe toric in the paper makes 
clear the connections between the disability politics being enacted in the sit-
in and the work the bpp had already been  doing to increase the freedoms of 
oppressed  people. In the first article on the demonstration, for example, the 
paper noted that, “despite ste reo types and stigmas, real and very much alive” 
protesters “have embarked upon a serious drive to control and transform the 
oppressive conditions of their lives.”26 The emphasis on oppression, ste reo-
types, stigma, and other sociopo liti cal concerns in the Black Panther’s repre-
sen ta tion of the 504 sit-in presented readers a social model of disability that 
paralleled the bpp’s own understanding of race and class oppressions.27 In an 
address at a victory rally  after the end of the demonstration, leading member 
of the bpp, Erika Huggins, a former po liti cal prisoner with arthritis who was 
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denied adequate medical care during her incarceration,28 made the connection 
of oppressions explicit when she stated that “the United States has always had 
its niggers. . . .  And they come in all sizes, shapes, colors, classes, and disabili-
ties, . . .  The signing of 504, this demonstration, the sit-in, this beautiful  thing 
that has happened  these past weeks, is all to say that the niggers are  going to 
be set  free.”29 To the Black Panther Party, therefore, disability rights  were an 
obvious part of their goal to obtain freedom and self- determination for all op-
pressed communities,  here meta phorized into “niggers” as a generalized term 
for  those excluded and exploited within the United States, not inherently tied 
to race alone.

Further, in line with the Black Panthers’ critiques of the federal government, 
the newspaper also highlighted the Ford and Car ter administrations’ failures to 
follow through with implementing the 504 regulations. Unlike other nation-
ally distributed papers, which often mentioned 504 regulation implementation 
costs and re sis tance rationales alongside coverage of the protest, the Black Pan-
ther focused on rights, access, and empowerment.30 The one time the newspaper 
did discuss the costs of mandating accessibility, it was to critique a cost- benefit 
model of decision making. The editorial article sarcastically asks, “How much 
 will it cost us for ‘you  people’ to have your  human rights?” before detailing the 
estimated costs alongside the profits “the newly- employed disabled  people  will 
add to the gross national product.”31 The article estimates that “to allow 35 mil-
lion Americans to have an equal access/barrier- free environment necessary to 
live full and decent lives”  will cost “a  little over 8 ½ cents per disabled person. Not 
very much at all.”32 The editorial continues by stating, “How much? Well, from 
the  human point of view, a  great deal more than the racists and reactionaries are 
willing to give up without a fight. If the rednecks and the  others  don’t have ‘crip-
ples’ to hate and make fun of anymore; if ‘niggers’ and the rest of the oppressed 
in this society  aren’t the  enemy anymore, then who  will all that anger and frustra-
tion built up within the ‘ silent majority’ be turned against?”33  Here once again, 
the bpp makes direct connections between the operation of racism and able-
ism in ways that do not seek to compete or compare, but rather, connect.

One of the concerns when analyzing how marginalized groups discuss 
“other” forms of oppression is that  those who are multiply marginalized are 
sometimes erased from the conversation. In the case of the Black Panther’s cov-
erage of the 504 sit-in, however, Black disabled  people and disabled  people of 
color  were prioritized. In addition to the direct involvement of Black disabled 
Panther Brad Lomax, the newspaper published an interview with Dennis Bil-
lups, the blind Black man pictured on the May  7 cover.34 In the interview, 
Billups encouraged his “ brothers and  sisters that are Black and that are handi-
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capped” to “Get out  there, we need you. Come  here, we need you. Wherever 
you are, we need you.”35 The interview with Billups was edited, so the choice of 
what to include is purposeful. It is particularly impor tant that the editors in-
cluded the following statement from Billups: “I’m not a member of the Black 
Panther Party. I’d like to join the Black Panther Party. I am a member of the 
Black Panther Party as far as my own initiative and soul is concerned. They 
have fed us. They have given us re spect. They have treated us as  human be-
ings.”36 This quote not only reflects the bpp in a positive light, emphasizing 
their co ali tional work, but also suggests that the bpp wanted to highlight the 
potential for (more) Black disabled involvement and inclusion within their 
work via Billups’s statement.

Further, this interview with Billups and a  later interview with Lomax to-
gether acknowledge the particularity of the lives of Black disabled  people and 
other disabled  people of color.37 A de cade before the coining of the term inter-
sectionality, Lomax referred to being Black and disabled as “multi- disabilities,” 
while, in another article on the congressional hearings at the San Francisco 
hew office, the Black Panther made sure to include mention of a minority 
panel of four  people, “all of whom eloquently expressed the ‘double whammy’ 
experienced by handicapped minorities.”38 The choice to include explicit repre-
sen ta tions of disabled  people of color demonstrates the bpp’s commitment to 
intersectional thinking, a key aspect of disability justice  today. Throughout 
their coverage of the demonstration, the Black Panther interviewed, quoted, 
and named several other individual protesters, often protesters of color. Other 
papers almost exclusively interviewed and quoted the white disabled leaders 
of the protest, such as Judy Huemann, Kitty Cone, and Ed Roberts, as well as 
hew officials and politicians. The inclusion of so many rank- and- file protest-
ers in the newspaper’s coverage of the sit-in reflects the bpp’s emphasis on the 
“power of the  people” and the role that  every individual has to play in a revolu-
tionary agenda.39 Importantly, in an interview for the Patient No More exhibit, 
Dennis Billups said that he felt excluded at times during the protest and has 
been surprised to see how much he has been left out of the historical rec ord 
of the 504 demonstration.40 This further underscores the importance of the 
Black Panther to the intersectional history of the sit-in. Further, the Panthers’ 
emphasis on the power of the  people relates to disability justice princi ples like 
interdependence and collective liberation, which also rely on  people contribut-
ing and participating in what ever ways they are able with the support of  others 
who can contribute and participate in other ways.

All of this is not to say, of course, that  there was no ableism within the bpp 
or within its repre sen ta tions of disabled  people and disability rights. The Black 
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Panther’s coverage of the 504 demonstration occasionally used ableist language, 
such as describing the protest as “inspiring” or “most poignant,” while also re-
peatedly referring to Brad Lomax as being “victimized by multiple sclerosis.”41 
This language, Schweik argues, reveals “a general lack of disability conscious-
ness” within the bpp.42 Schweik’s choice of the term “disability consciousness” 
 here is essential,  because it highlights that the Panthers  were generally not yet 
aware of how language was being used and transformed within disability rights 
communities even as they supported the work emerging from disabled activ-
ists. The use of this type of language does suggest that writers and editors for 
the Black Panther had not fully divested themselves of ableist thinking.

However, within the overall rhe toric used in articles about the sit-in, the lan-
guage leans  toward progressive for its time, such as using both handicapped and 
disabled as descriptors. Furthermore, the intent was still predominantly aligned 
with a disability rights approach rather than with a medical or charity model of 
disability that words like inspiring and victim might suggest. For example, the 
word inspiring was almost always used in conjunction with another adjective, 
such as “inspiring and power ful” protest, “tremendous, inspiring victory,” or “spec-
tacular and inspiring victory,” which, while not negating the ableist implications 
of inspiration, suggest that what was inspiring was the protest’s power, length, 
and success more than merely the fact that it was done by disabled  people.43 Im-
portantly, the words inspiring and inspiration  were never used to describe any 
disabled individual, but rather in reference to the protest, the victory, and once, 
to the fact that the Black civil rights song “We  Shall Overcome” was used as 
“an unofficial theme song” and as a “source of hope and inspiration” by the 
protesters.44 Taken as a  whole then, while the bpp was perhaps imperfect in its 
execution, especially in regard to ableist language, the Black Panthers strongly 
supported the 504 demonstration in material and ideological ways  because of 
their existing revolutionary agenda seeking freedom and self- determination for 
all oppressed  people. The bpp’s support of the demonstration, in the form of 
public endorsements, members participating in the sit-in, delivery of food and 
other supplies, and extensive coverage in their newspaper, is representative of 
how the Panthers’ ideology included space for disability politics in a way that 
can be read as a genealogical precursor to disability justice  today.

The BPP and Disability Politics beyond the 504

The success of the 504 sit-in depended on a number of  factors: the planning, 
tenacity, and creativity of the protesters; the extensive media coverage, which 
put pressure on politicians; and even, ironically, the ableism of employees at 
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the hew office who deeply underestimated the resolve and capabilities of dis-
abled  people, notoriously patronizing protesters the first day by serving punch 
and cookies.45 The occupation could not have lasted as long and safely as it 
did, however, without the extended network of supportive groups and organ-
izations, such as the Black Panther Party. Schweik argues that this support is 
often framed as coming from “other” activist groups in a way that erases the 
connections and overlaps among social justice organ izations and individual 
identities. To address this potential erasure of enactments of disability poli-
tics in non- disability- focused organ izations and movements, Alison Kafer pro-
poses an “expansive approach to disability politics” that centers co ali tion.46 To 
take Kafer’s proposal seriously, we  ought to look beyond the singular, though 
impor tant, moment of the Panthers’ support of the 504 demonstration in the 
spring of 1977 to the bpp’s additional engagements with disability- related is-
sues to recognize the vari ous ways disability politics  were enacted within the 
antiracist activities of the bpp. We might look, for example, to the June 1977 
educational community forum for  people with disabilities titled “We Have a 
Right to Live,” held at the Panthers’ Oakland Community Learning Center 
and emceed by Lomax as a clear example of how the party followed up with 
their investment in disability rights  after the conclusion of the 504 sit- in.47 Ex-
tending even more widely, we might also explore the bpp’s health activism via 
 free clinics, their fight for improved medical care within prisons and jails, or 
their advocacy against the creation of a Center for the Study of Vio lence at 
ucla that would participate in experimental psychosurgery research on pop-
ulations deemed violent. Each of  these issues represents a key area of radical 
Black activism that intersects with disability justice in ways not yet explored 
within disability studies or Black and African American studies.

While disability studies scholars may debate where the bound aries of the 
field might be, particularly in regard to issues of health, illness, and disease, 
disability justice activists and thinkers “are building an analy sis that includes 
po liti cal and historical understandings of disability, bodies, ableism, pace, ill-
ness, care, cure, aging, the medical industrial complex and access.”48 Disability 
justice activists often include terms like sick and chronically ill to acknowledge 
and include  people who may not identify as disabled, especially  those who have 
been made sick or ill  because of white supremacist and heteropatriarchal vio-
lence. To fully understand how the work of the Black Panther Party and other 
social justice groups primarily aligned with antiracism, antisexism, or antiho-
mophobia serve as genealogical precursors to current articulations of disability 
justice, we must explore beyond their involvement with actions explic itly con-
nected to disability rights to look at health and medical activism more broadly. 
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We must, as disability justice prac ti tion ers argue, move beyond a civil rights 
framework to a justice framework. When disability studies scholars expand 
our understanding of what constitutes disability politics, understanding that 
disability politics can be enacted by  those who might never call their work dis-
ability activism or identify themselves as disabled, then we can begin to build 
a stronger understanding of how disability activism and anti- ableist thinking 
has occurred historically within a wide range of activist and community spaces, 
especially among racialized and other oppressed groups. This understanding of 
diverse enactments of disability politics within the activism of racial, gender, 
and sexuality minority groups can aid in building better co ali tions. The work 
of the Black Panther Party therefore is merely one illustrative example of this 
kind of intersectional anti- ableist work, which values cross- movement solidar-
ity and therefore serves as a useful genealogical precursor to disability justice 
activism  today.
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 “In the beginning is an interruption,” writes medical sociologist Arthur Frank. 
“Disease interrupts a life, and illness then means living with perpetual inter-
ruption.”1 Frank’s not- so- oblique reference to the creation myth in the Hebrew 
Bible, a kind of primal interpellation, recasts  human subjectivity as anchored 
in a fundamental wounded embodiment. In this revised origin story, vulner-
ability and contingency precede forms of health and able- bodiedness. It is a 
narrative that is easily forgotten though, given that con temporary US social 
life is or ga nized by an altogether diff er ent form of hailing, in which our full 
personhoods are recognized by  whether we can conform to what Frank calls 
the restitution narrative: yesterday, I was healthy;  today, I am sick; but tomor-
row I’ll get better. Hewing to restitution as your story demands subjection to 
biomedical authority, of becoming a patient in order that a physician might 
turn you back into a recognizable (healthy)  human. But illness interrupts able-
ist ontology in the final instance, which explains in large part the explosion 
of illness memoirs in the last quarter  century, as many Americans (and  others 
whose ill or disabled embodiment put them in contact with a biomedical field 
for which  they’ll brook  little love) feel moved to share their experiences of ill-
ness, injury, and disability.

 Until recently, however, Asian Americans largely exempted themselves from 
exploring self stories of illness, disease, and finitude, except to narrate how to 
fix broken bodies. It’s not that, contrary to mainstream news accounts, Asian 
Americans  don’t want to think or write about illness. To the contrary, they 
have willingly participated in building the prestige and popularity of the illness 
memoir’s dance partner, the physician memoir, and have been quite successful 
at it. Asian Americans have been writing about illness for quite some time, but 

11. MODEL MINORITY LIFE, INTERRUPTED
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not from the vantage of being illness; rather, Asian Americans write about ill-
ness, and about treating illness, as physicians. The physician’s story reinforces 
and distills the prevailing social narrative of Asian Americans as model minori-
ties, a narrative far more durable and plastic than the  people expected to live 
it. Indeed, this repre sen ta tion of Asian Americans as model minorities coin-
cides with an ongoing passionate attachment to fantasies of indefinite health.2 
Asian American physician narratives buttress this connection, for which group 
is more poised to be a non- sick person than the professional existentially and 
socially produced to diagnose and cure what ails you? As normatively able- 
bodied  people whose job it is to make other bodies normatively able- bodied 
again, Asian American physicians and their stories ostensibly affirm the success 
frame of model minority life for both somatic and social life: indefinite health 
mutually reinforces irrevocable economic mobility.

Draw a Venn diagram of  these two modes of life writing— the (Asian Amer-
ican) physician writing his, the (non– Asian American, mostly white) ill or 
former patient composing hers— and you’ll be hard- pressed to find an Asian 
American in the overlap. The sentence that you just read I first wrote in 2014; 
it would have been followed with my mention of less than a handful of mem-
oirs written by Asian Americans about their experiences with illness. I would 
have mentioned 2011 as the first time a piece of life writing by an Asian Ameri-
can was published: Fred Ho’s Diary of a Radical Cancer Warrior, by Sky horse 
Publishing.3 I would then have cited Brandy Liên Worrall’s 2014 self- published 
memoir What  Doesn’t Kill Us, her story about her strug gles with breast cancer.4 
And then I would have written this: “that’s it”— and then spent the better part 
of this chapter reflecting on why the dearth of such writing about illness by 
Asian Americans.

But then something broke, in the latter half of this de cade: 2016 saw the 
release of Kalanithi’s viral memoir; this same year Ecco’s (an imprint of Harp-
erCollins) release of Padma Lakshmi’s Love, Loss, and What We Ate featured 
her strug gles with endometriosis, though secondary to the primary themes of 
her failed marriage with Salman Rushdie, her  careers in modeling and food 
real ity tele vi sion, and her relationship with her  mother and her child.5 In 2017, 
Christine Hyung- Oak Lee published her memoir Tell Me Every thing You  Don’t 
Remember: The Stroke That Changed My Life with Ecco, the first time in US 
history that a major trade press published a work of nonfiction by an Asian 
American whose narrative was primarily occupied by illness.6 Then on Feb-
ruary 5, 2019, two memoirs came on the market: Julie Yip- Williams, posthu-
mously published by Random House, chronicled her story of both her colon 
cancer and treatment, and her strug gles as a disabled Asian American  woman; 
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and Esmé Weijun Wang’s The Collected Schizo phre nias, published by Graywolf, 
presented a series of essays that reflects on her schizoaffective disorder.7 It was 
as if, in an instant, scales fell from the eyes of US publishers and readers alike: if, 
as a collective, Americans demanded of their Asian American colleagues lives 
of exceptional mobility and affirmation of the US cultural proj ect, then per-
haps, in this surge of readerly purchase in Asian Americans getting sick and 
 dying before their eyes, Asian Amer i ca could also provide a pedagogy for opti-
mizing this narrative of inevitable declension. Asian Americans, can you teach 
us how to die well?

Herein lies a paradox within this genre of writing by Asian Americans, the 
illness memoir, emergent and perilously, precariously new. Who would want 
to read a story of a sick Asian American when the only Asian American story 
consistently valorized and rewarded is the model minority one?8 And yet  here 
model minorities lie, beset with pain and wounds that incarnate their inevitable 
finitude, and the narration of  these failing bodies suggests a double movement 
in them. On the one hand, the reading public, as a microcosm of American at-
titudes  toward their Asian American neighbors, needs to read in the authors 
something redemptive in their illnesses, so that even death might be as good 
and valuable as Asian American lives are supposed to be— the social power of 
the model minority narrative and the success frame that governs Asian Ameri-
can (and  others’) desire to live into it, even unto sickness and death. On the 
other hand, the illness memoir genre evidences a relatively new structure of 
feeling in watching model minorities get sick and sometimes die. The perforce 
challenge in this narrative possibility is of the Asian American person trying to 
craft a narrative from the body that  doesn’t do or actually refuses to do what 
it is supposed to do—to  labor to extract capital from herself and her network. 
The pressure is real, especially for Asian Americans: revaluing their bodies 
from the stigma of unproductivity into something  else requires a cultivation of 
 narrative from which Asian Amer i ca has had  until very recently no sui generis 
resources, and even fewer ways of imagining illness and death as vehicles to re-
affirm the success frame. To signify illness differently, a pivot away from this 
insistence and imperative of productive redemption would thus gesture to a 
perilous and—at least for me, maybe for you?— utopian differential ontology.

What follows are thick descriptions of three Asian American authors who 
write into this paradox. In so  doing, they map out idiosyncratic attempts at 
forging a renewed uptake of the self whose connection to the model minority 
narrative is shredded but still tethered. In trying to establish for themselves a 
post- diagnosis ethos, they turn to the memoir as means to return to themselves 
a self initially shattered and surprised by their no longer healthy body. Witness 
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then in  these readings of  these self stories attempts to enact in a public forum— 
first through blogs, then through published memoir—an insistence in writing 
and (readers) reading acts of “commitments to self and  others.”9 You may not 
like how they journey or where they arrive, but in trying to write in the afterlife 
of the (healthy) model minority,  these Asian Americans narrate  whether they 
are up to the task of what new identity illness brings them. At the least, they de-
serve our coming up beside them and honoring their  labor by following where 
they go even if we  don’t have to or want to go  there just yet.

Cancer and Leftist Ableism: Fred Ho

Fred Ho’s trademark bombast is evident in the prologue of Diary of a Radical 
Cancer Warrior, as he figures himself a warrior instead of a mere survivor/victim 
of cancer.10 A characteristically long- winded sentence illuminates the stakes that 
Ho lays out for a narrative that chronicles his experiences and strug gles with 
colorectal cancer and its treatment, stakes distilled in the subtitle of the book: 
Fighting Cancer and Capitalism at the Cellular Level. The lines read as such: 
“Make no  mistake: this is a war to the end, an end to which success or failure 
depends on how much we make ourselves to be the principled warriors in seek-
ing solutions and not compromises to our personal health, wellness, transfor-
mation, and to curing the planet once and for all of the greatest threat to life 
itself.”11 Ho returns again and again throughout his memoir to this extended 
meta phor of warfare, and of himself as a cancer warrior, even as the modali-
ties of war- making against his disease shift dramatically about two- thirds of the 
way into the book:  after his cancer returns a fourth time, Ho rejects all medical 
treatment and turns exclusively to naturopathic modes of therapy; by the book’s 
end, he proclaims that he “completely reject[s] the notion of a complementary 
medicine.”12 Thus, by the end of the book and, presumably, of his life (he died 
in 2014), Ho’s stance as a principled warrior figures his  enemy to be not only 
the cancer that afflicts him but also the biomedical regime that he’d  earlier mar-
shaled for his war against cancer, but that he views as no longer a solution but 
instead another prob lem in the deep imbrication of cancer and capitalism.

Ho’s narrative filtering of his experience of cancer and medical treatment 
as a form of warfare is both mundane and significant. It’s mundane in part 
 because this discourse around cancer and warfare has had a fairly long if re-
cent history. Although he mentions it nowhere in his book, the idea that can-
cer be fought as a war had its origins in the United States during the mid-  to 
late 1960s, when medical prac ti tion ers began to develop new protocols of 
 chemotherapy to treat what had been,  until then, the fatal and heartbreaking 
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diagnoses of childhood leukemia.13 In the wake of some therapeutic successes, 
leading cancer researchers and wealthy elites hoped to mobilize the resources 
and scale of the federal government to move expeditiously in finding a “cure” 
for cancer. On December 9, 1969, a group called the Citizens Committee for 
the Conquest of Cancer put out a full- page ad in the New York Times that 
read, “Mr. Nixon, you can cure cancer.”14 A bill passed overwhelmingly in Con-
gress, and on December 23, 1971, President Nixon signed the National Cancer 
Act, which allocated $1.5 billion over three years (almost $10 billion in 2017 
dollars), a passage that journalists quickly dubbed the “president’s personal war 
on cancer.”15 The use of warfare rhe toric to enact social policy is a hallmark 
of twentieth- century marshaling of national resources that speaks to the ways 
that  actual warfare was one of the few ways that national policy and, more im-
portantly, transformations in state structures and resources took place; warfare 
turns policy into patriotic practice. But as Susan Sontag points out in her clas-
sic essay “Illness as Meta phor” (1978), if warfare has been a controlling meta-
phor in descriptions of cancer and its treatments, its variety of distortions by 
way of military language gives its depiction a speculative dimension: “Cancer 
is being magnified and projected into a meta phor for the biggest  enemy, the 
furthest goal. Thus, Nixon’s bid to match Kennedy’s promise to put Americans 
on the moon was, appropriately enough, the promise to ‘conquer’ cancer. Both 
 were science- fiction ventures.”16 Its scope and scale perhaps help us understand 
also how much such language suffuses micro, individuated relations and expe-
riences that turn phrases such as “died  after a long  battle with cancer” or “we 
 will fight this cancer together” as common parlance.

Ho’s usage is made significant by the sheer fact that, mundane as the meta-
phor is, his book remains the first published account of cancer written by an 
Asian American, a milestone made pos si ble by his notoriety within leftist cir-
cles.17 He began writing about his experience with cancer, shortly  after his diag-
nosis, on several online sites, including his Myspace page, but in 2011 he agreed 
to curate his cancer diaries into book form in hopes that he might reach a wider 
audience. If  there is a conceptual anchor to the diary, it is Ho’s attempt to map 
a po liti cal reading onto the horrors of his experience as a cancer warrior, one 
who first fights cancer and  later fights both the disease and allopathic med-
icine. Throughout the book, passages such as this early one frame the more 
mundane descriptions of daily life: “I am daily convinced that fighting cancer 
is a war. It is a war fought on the medical/cellular level, it is a war fought on 
the social- economic- political level against the U.S. HMO system of profiteering 
off healthcare, and it is a war fought on the spiritual- physical- mental- manual 
level of yin- yang.”18  Later, Ho returns again to the deep connection between 
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his fight against cancer as his personal mode of re sis tance against the malig-
nant forces of capitalism: “The war  will continue for a long time, not only for 
me personally to make sure no cancer cells ever grow again inside of me, but to 
support the ongoing greater war to remove the cancer of capitalism from this 
world.”19 Such passages typify Ho’s recursive strategy to wrest po liti cal mean-
ing out of his suffering, which augment each time the cancer returns  until,  after 
it returns the fourth time following a brief year of remission, Ho turns on the 
biomedical regime on which he had relied, albeit with some mea sure of ambiv-
alence for its profit motive. “Mainstream medicine is the succubus,” Ho opines 
late in the book. “While you are in repose, believing it to be  there for your best 
interests, it is in real ity functioning according to its own logic, which inevita-
bly is to facilitate the interests of capitalism (profits), all the while convincing 
you, along with its prac ti tion ers (many of whom are well intentioned), that it 
is healing you when indeed it is not and, often, making you sicker.”20 Thus his 
personal strug gle with cancer and  later his decision to reject allopathic medical 
technologies constitute nothing less than his contribution to this war, a form of 
activism that demonstrates that autonomy from what he calls the “teratogenic- 
carcinogenic- iatrogenic matrix”  will facilitate well- being and healing, which 
includes, tentatively, a hoped- for but never realized cure.

But this hoped- for yet never realized cure, like his insistence in cultivating 
his warrior’s style— both a commitment to healing as an operation against the 
degradations of cancer, medicine, and capitalism— relies on ableist assump-
tions of activism that presume health,  wholeness, and the restored body as the 
marker of transcendence over the evils of capitalism and cancer. Throughout 
the book, Ho insists that a new treatment or regime  will be the one to help 
him “beat cancer,” one that he increasingly pins on his desire to assume com-
plete control of his health care. When he breaks with allopathic treatment, Ho 
insists, again recursively, on what he calls a “no compromise manifesto,” which 
includes the top priority of leading his own treatment;  later, in a letter to his 
 sister, who also experienced cancer twice, Ho recounts that “I am for the first 
time in the cancer war, truly  free and feel  great  because I’m in charge.”21 To 
this assertion of freedom, Ho notes his restoration to health, the lowering of 
his blood pressure, the alleviation of his neuropathy, the partial return of his 
sexual function, and his considerable loss of weight.22 His assertion of free-
dom as individuation, made manifest by his daily individual actions of natu-
ropathic self- improvement, depends largely on an attachment to what Tobin 
Siebers calls an ideology of ability, which at its core is a barely acknowledged 
faith in the restorability and perfectibility of the body.23 To this extent, warrior 
activism rests on a fundamental belief in bodily and narrative restitution, an 
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ethos with which Ho closes his narrative, when asked how to receive a cancer 
diagnosis: you can think of it as a horrific curse or, Ho concludes, “you can take 
it as a gift, an opportunity to change yourself forever, to never go back to the 
carcinogenic matrix of the life you once lived, and to build a new person and 
new life that is truly better!”24 Ho’s exclamatory tone, as if yelling at himself 
as well as you, enlists the rhe toric of cure that is built into  those that populate 
cancer center brochures and hospital billboards: my institution, for example, 
dubs itself simply as the “Anti- Cancer”; a recent TV advertisement for Dana 
Farber has it rescuing  people from certain death: they are still “ here” thanks to 
the hospital’s work.25

This notion of cancer as a gift is not unique to cancer memoirs but, given 
Ho’s par tic u lar iteration of cancer as a bodily signifier of global capitalism, 
and his way forward in treating and fighting one’s cancer—to assert control 
over one’s treatment, to cultivate the body by optimizing its intakes— creates a 
strange and ironic correlation between Ho’s leftist ableism and con temporary 
neoliberal notions of the care of the self.26 Ho’s final call to change yourself 
“forever,” this never- ending cultivation of the self precisely at the moment one 
is no longer reliant on something that might approximate institutional or civic 
life, imagines warrior life as one that demands a commitment to the utopian as 
perfectible, and to the autonomous, which, to return to the significance of this 
text as a first by an Asian American, welcomes back the specter of the model 
minority that continues to haunt con temporary Asian American stories.

What is strangely but perhaps not surprisingly missing from this extended 
meditation on a strug gle with cancer as warfare is a well- trodden genealogy of-
fered by Audre Lorde in The Cancer Journals, written less than a de cade  after 
Nixon’s war on cancer. Lorde’s insistence that the silence that she encountered 
within breast cancer circles was a systemically shared suffering and vulnerabil-
ity, one that demanded a rhetorical and identitarian transformation, from can-
cer victim to cancer warrior. In inveighing against the assumption that  women 
who had received mastectomies should wear breast prosthetics so as not to make 
 others uncomfortable, Lorde reminds her readers that the then prime minister 
of Israel, Moishe Dayan, wears an eyepatch for a lost eye, and recounts, “The 
world sees him as a warrior with an honorable wound, and a loss of a piece of 
himself which he has marked, and mourned, and moved beyond.”27 To which 
Lorde then extends this meta phor of the wounded, vulnerable warrior to her-
self and other  women: “Well,  women with breast cancer are warriors, also. I 
have been to war, and still am. . . .  For me, my scars are an honorable reminder 
that I may be a casualty in the cosmic war against radiation, animal fat, air pol-
lution, McDonald’s hamburgers and Red Dye No. 2, but the fight is still  going 
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on, and I am still a part of it.”28 Lorde calls attention to her wounded body not 
as perfectible, but as a vulnerable, contingent body that is still meaningful, and 
meaningful precisely in its shared vulnerability with  others similarly afflicted. 
The question of why Ho seems not to have read Lorde’s vision of warrior iden-
tity remains open and curious, given his repeated public commitments to what 
he calls “matriarchal socialism” as a corrective to patriarchal capitalism.29 (This 
is not to mention what is at stake in this shared investment in imagining cancer 
as warfare as opposed to, say, coexistence.)30 But something tells me that his 
possessive attachments to control, autonomy, and ableism that undergird his 
activism prevent Ho from imagining the possibility that simply bearing wit-
ness to his fellow cancer survivors— including  those who die— might offer a far 
more radical, dare I say, utopian vision of sociality that may decide that simply 
being a community of wounded storytellers may be just fine.

Illness and Intersubjectivity: Brandy Liên Worrall

While not anywhere near a place resembling utopia, Brandy Liên Worrall’s 
memoir chronicles an assemblage born of her bodily woundedness. At first 
glance,  there seems  little room for Worrall to listen to what her body tells, buf-
feted as she is by an array of familial and work expectations. Her narrative hur-
tles through time and space as she reveals her travails as the rebellious  daughter 
of a Viet nam ese immigrant  mother and Vietnam War (American) veteran 
 father; as the long- suffering wife of an Asian American studies professor, from 
whom  she’ll get divorced; as the devoted but harrowed  mother of two  children 
and  later a third child; and, perhaps most importantly for our purposes, a for-
merly healthy turned ill person, and throughout much of the book a patient 
suffering from breast cancer and its attendant therapies.  There are certainly 
vestiges of fantasies of familial bliss peppered throughout the memoir, of her 
youthful crush on a young, charismatic professor that results in marriage and 
 children, of her jet- setting brother- in- law delivering lectures on cutting- edge 
architecture while playing in amateur hockey leagues. But Worrall’s narrative 
opens abruptly: “ Things are not fun right now. In fact, they kinda suck.”31 And 
with that, we are invited to journey with her into her maelstrom of familial and 
somatic chaos. By the end of the first chapter, we already have foreshadowing 
of a marriage in shambles, her brother- in- law dead from lung cancer. In the im-
mediate moments  after her cancer diagnosis, Worrall offers a glimpse of what 
Ronald Dworkin calls a “narrative wreck,” an unmooring of narrative stability 
in which sensory pro cesses are both overloaded and unable to register.32 Stand-
ing with Charles, her husband, on a corner in Vancouver, and finding it impos-
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sible to figure out where to go— literally and figuratively— Worrall recounts, 
“The atmosphere suddenly became so foreign, every thing with its vitality, un-
aware of or unconcerned with my diagnosis.”33  Here, Worrall’s sense of com-
plete discombobulation echoes Arthur Frank’s observation that illness disrupts 
a fundamental component of how persons tell their stories, which is a capacity 
for temporality. “The conventional expectation of any narrative,” Frank writes, 
“held alike by listeners and storytellers, is for a past that leads into a pre sent 
that sets in place a foreseeable  future.”34 By contrast, Frank continues, “the ill-
ness story is [narratively] wrecked  because its pre sent is not what the past was 
supposed to lead up to, and the  future is scarcely thinkable.”35 For Worrall, the 
scarcely thinkable  future is exacerbated by the divergent temporalities that she 
and Charles live, increasingly so when she begins her chemotherapy. “My life,” 
she writes, “has come to a sudden halt. . . .  But Charles just keeps on  going. My 
cancer is shitty timing for him. He’s got this huge blockbuster conference in a 
 couple of weeks, so he’s at meetings and press conferences nonstop. . . .  No, life 
 hasn’t come to a halt. Rather, it’s being lived out in spite of me.”36 Of course, it 
is neither that Worrall’s life has halted nor that life is being lived out in spite of 
her, but instead that her life, now suffused with illness, operates on a differen-
tial temporality and geography than her still abled- bodied, healthy husband. 
Ill time is “shitty” for Charles; ill time is time lived out of spite for the healthy 
body. Likewise, while Charles shut tles across Vancouver, from home to school, 
moves transnationally and globally as he builds his professional reputation, 
Worrall’s cir cuit is demonstrably more constrained, between home and clinic. 
Indeed, it is the divergent physical journeys between the two— Worrall’s clinic 
becoming more home than their shared  house, Charles reluctantly co- traveling 
with her for chemotherapy when not tethered to his work obligations— that 
further highlight how “unhomely” the home life has become. Worrall’s vul-
nerable condition makes intolerable the capacity for Charles to live his ambi-
tious futurity.  Later, Charles  will have an affair that  will break up the marriage 
for good, but throughout the narrative the signs are apparent that the two are 
in diff er ent geographies, diff er ent temporalities, and are increasingly speaking 
diff er ent languages that deepen their mutual alienation well before the  actual 
infidelity takes place.

But to the extent that her cancer wrecks what ever fantasy for a life she may 
have held with Charles, Worrall’s illness also opens her to wholly unexpected 
and heretofore unimagined ways of connection, particularly with her parents. 
Temporalities and geographies of vulnerability open channels of communica-
bility heretofore unknown to Worrall. While the squabbling between, particu-
larly,  daughter and  mother persist throughout the memoir, the narrative also 
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makes clear that new capacities for relation emerge, a kind of shared suffering. 
For example, in the aforementioned passage, in which she describes the atmo-
sphere as foreign, figuratively a diff er ent country, shortly  after her diagnosis, 
Worrall immediately recalls her  mother’s illness upon her arrival to the United 
States, both the result of experiencing a Pennsylvania winter for the first time 
and the loss and isolation born of displacement from Vietnam. “[My  mother] 
told me of how she strug gled,” Worrall reflects, “how she almost died the first 
few months  there, how she wanted badly to go home. She crossed the divide, 
and it was the hardest  thing  she’d ever done. That’s when her new normal began. 
I understand now, Mom, the divide. The harsh precipice between  there and  here, 
then and now.”37  Later, as she awaits reconstructive surgery following her mas-
tectomy, Worrall recounts her  father’s strug gles with drug and alcohol addiction, 
his  going in and out of rehab programs at the local VA hospital, and his lingering 
PTSD that she now relates to as someone “who’s been through the shit.”38 Wor-
rall even reconnects to her former child self, as a young girl who suffered epileptic 
grand mal seizures. Her ill and wounded body, the somatic site of her distance 
from Charles, also becomes the mode through which she enlivens the stories of 
her parents, whom she regards at the beginning of the memoir as, respectively, 
a “Crazy Asian  Mother” and a “handful” of a  father. Her narrative of illness 
slides into their stories, so that, structurally, chapters become recursive narra-
tive occasions: a moment at a doctor’s office, a procedure, or a particularly bad 
eve ning triggers an episode of her  mother’s strug gles in Vietnam, or her  father’s 
recounting of war horror. Her parents’ stories help fill in hers.

Indeed, early on in her memoir she recounts a recurring sequence of dreams, 
what she calls her “Vietnam War dreams,” even as she also notes that her par-
ents seldom talked of their experiences of the war. Yet in her “chemo haze,” 
Worrall can no longer discern  whether she has awoken from the dream of being 
hued by an “orange- red aura” with the smell of “singed skin”: “The chemical 
smell and taste biting the insides of my nose, mouth, and throat make me won-
der if Mom and Dad had the same assault on their senses when they breathed 
in the Agent Orange that was so casually dropped from planes flying overhead.”39 
Of course, the extent to which the US military has been and continues to be dis-
missive of  those exposed to the slow vio lence of its chemical warfare program is 
well documented.40 But  here Worrall suggests that not only does she receive a 
traumatic post- memory but that she is the recipient of an intergenerational poi-
son. “See  those bright trees suddenly dropping dead?” Worrall muses sardoni-
cally, “Nothing to worry about.  Later: see  those babies being born without limbs? 
Nothing to worry about. See  those vets  dying of prostate cancer in alarming 
numbers? Nothing to worry about. Stuff happens. See me getting poisoned 
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so I can get rid of this inexplicable cancer? Nothing to worry about.”41 Agent 
Orange is passed from parent to child and, perhaps most ironically, both as the 
disease and as the cure, insofar as the cancer is an expression of the herbicide 
and as the chemotherapy constitutes a related animacy: chemical agents that 
may have caused her cancer are now being called on to cure her of her illness. 
And Worrall thus sees in her parents a shared toxicity. Even as cancer is an un-
qualified horror that speaks to shared trauma, illness becomes a mode through 
which a differential Asian Americanness might emerge, one determined by leg-
acies of warfare and militarized poison that is somatically lived rather than in-
tellectually  imagined. In this way, the more legibly po liti cal identity— Charles, 
the studious Asian American studies professor—is less aware of its complicity 
in the institutions that damaged Worrall and her parents.

Worrall enacts what is pos si ble when illness is neither avoided nor roman-
ticized but fully engaged, the experience put to use  toward relational means 
and ends. This gesture of reaching  toward  others, desire born of distinctive but 
mutual bodily contingencies, makes the memoir then not only the story of 
Brandy Liên Worrall’s strug gle with cancer but also an intersubjective familial 
narrative that frames the Asian American and her  family far from the cap i tal-
ist enterprise of model minority fantasy. Indeed, Worrall’s narrative suggests 
that that familial fantasy— one that was barely available to her, in which she 
was expected to live out the life of the debt- bound  daughter to her multiracial 
parents— would have been not only not helpful in her illness but may very well 
have destroyed her utterly had she been wedded to that fantasy. Instead, it is her 
deeply flawed, troubled, and broken  family, out of whose wounds new modes 
of sociality are made pos si ble, that should remind us of what Mel Chen has 
written regarding an animated relationship to toxicity, one that “propels queer 
loves, especially once we release it from exclusively  human hosts, dispropor-
tionately inviting dis/ability, industrial  labor, biological targets, and military 
vaccine recipients— inviting loss and its ‘losers’ and trespassing containers of 
animacy.”42 Perhaps less utopian than Chen’s vision, Worrall’s re imagined rela-
tionality is still an opening that guarantees nothing but binds her across space 
and time, reaching  toward a desire shared even by  those who are now dead.43

Christine Hyung- Oak Lee’s Reassemblage

Unlike Ho and Worrall, who created their respective blogs in order to write out 
and through their experience with cancer and subsequent treatment, Christine 
Hyung- Oak Lee began hers not as an illness blog but as a medium through 
which she could journal while composing a novel and completing an MFA at 
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Mills College. On December 31, 2006, however, Lee wrote the following: “I 
am feeling strange. My brain is in a weird state right now— a combination of 
short brain games and lack of memory. While taking on the concept of a brain 
game  earlier  today, I suffered a memory overhaul. Now I  can’t say what I want 
to say or remember what I want to remember. It’s just a weird situation.”44 She 
wished her readers a happy new year the following day, and then, on January 2, 
2007, Lee composed a 472- word blog post titled “swimming ideas.” Uncharac-
teristically, Lee  doesn’t use capital letters in this entry, and then describes her 
brain’s actions as gustatory: “something in my brain burped. most of what i 
want to do is just out of my grasp. i feel like i know how to do them, but then 
when i go to do them, i just . . .   CAN’T. day by day, i’m regaining my abilities, 
so i hope this is just temporary.”45  Later that day, she tried to craft a whimsical 
post about herself, and then her blog went  silent for four days. On January 6, 
2007, Lee gave her brain burp a name, a diagnosis: “Well. I totally had a stroke 
(seriously). The doctors are trying to figure out exactly why a 33 year old non- 
smoking  woman would have a full blown stroke. I’ll be back online when I 
can gather my thoughts, regain memories (I’ve lost some),  etc. (I’m not talking 
about my initial attempts at gaining equilibrium,  either). See you in a bit.”46

Over the course of the next few weeks, months, and years, Lee and her read-
ers watched her blog, Writing  Under a Pseudonym, turn from a platform for 
cata loging her writing pro cess into an illness blog, one that would resemble 
Worrall’s and Jennifer Ho’s (and to a certain extent, Fred Ho’s Myspace entries, 
even Broyard’s and Lorde’s journal notes). And yet it became, unwittingly, a blog 
not so much about writing about illness as about writing through illness. The 
blog would become an online version of what she would  later call her “mem-
ory book,” a journal that she kept  after her stroke, during her convalescence. 
This journal and the blog culminated on February 14, 2017, in the release of her 
memoir Tell Me Every thing You  Don’t Remember: The Stroke That Changed My 
Life. The most immediate change to her life was the loss of short- term memory: 
severely damaged by a blood clot that prevented oxygen from reaching it, the 
dead tissue of her left thalamus left Lee unable to remember anything beyond 
fifteen- minute increments. Or, as she put it, “without my thalamus, my brain 
went offline. It retained nothing,”47 which gives both her journal and her blog 
a primary, primal significance, a narrative surrogate for her lost memory: “My 
journal would act as my short- term memory bank, it turned out, for a long while 
to come.”48 Her journal and blog recorded in real time the manner in which her 
stroke interrupted the trajectory of her life narrative on December 31, 2006, and 
in the ensuing days profoundly and inexorably disrupted the ways that she had 
told her story, one that she could no longer resume. The blog became a testa-
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ment to the narrative wreckage that Lee’s illness wrought, which she  later sought 
to reassemble through the act of writing her memoir.

The event of the stroke is a signal crisis for Lee, which in turn prompts her 
to look anew at the story she had told herself and lived into  until that event. 
In the ensuing days of chaos, which she describes as both uncontrollable anger 
and grief, Lee tills this material to coax meta phor out of her bodily and,  later, 
existential crisis. The proximal cause of her stroke was patent foramen ovale 
(pfo), a gap between the left and right atria of the heart that fails to close  after 
birth, which allowed a blood clot to bypass the lungs and work its way to Lee’s 
brain. “For thirty- three years I had hole in my heart, and I did not know it,” 
Lee opens her memoir: “ There was an  actual hole in my heart, an undiagnosed 
birth defect, with which I lived.”49 Yet this is not simply a colloquial descrip-
tion of her pfo but a figuration both of the narrative that she lived and also 
of what caused this narrative to end by way of her stroke: “And then  there was 
the hole in my heart that I tried to dam up with other  people’s needs and then 
filled with resentment.”50 The narrative that Lee so painstakingly constructed 
before her stroke, she discovers, had at its core this “hole,” a symptomatic lack 
from which emerges, she learns, an accretion of dysfunction whose exposure is 
made pos si ble by the stroke caused by the self- same hole. “ There was a hole in 
my heart that made it impossible for me to be  whole,” she writes, “and then I 
had a stroke.”51 The stroke that changes Lee’s life augurs the wisp of a form of 
wellness that her prior semblance of health made impossible.

The memoir slowly unpeels the toxicity of such values imposed on her, which 
in turn would become the precondition to her loss of voice and “ wholeness.” 
The literal hole in her heart, her pfo, makes it terrifically difficult for Lee to 
breathe normally, a congenital condition that plagues her throughout her life 
and that she learns, Foucault- like, to endure and turn into a value of fortitude. 
It is, of course, a value reinforced by her immigrant parents, who raised her “to 
be tough and impervious to pain.”52 Lee recalls that her  father “valued stoicism 
in the face of pain and strength at all costs,” and refused medical care for a per-
forated small intestine even though the ensuing sepsis sent him into extreme 
pain and life- threatening illness that resulted in doctors removing two feet of 
damaged intestinal tract. “He still brags about toughing it out,” quips Lee.53 
From this she develops what Arthur Frank calls a dominating relation to her 
body, to the point of trying to suppress her body’s needs, depriving it of food, 
cutting it physically to mitigate deeper psychic wounds, manifesting an overall re-
vulsion to the body, a kind of hyper- Cartesian dualism: “The brain  will excel 
in school. The brain  will be the star. The mind  will make up stories for the 
body’s deficits. The mind  will say her body is a failure. The mind  will  favor the 
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brain.”54 Thus coterminous with the denigration of her body is Lee’s favoring 
of the mind of her brain, that which Asian Americans, at the insistence of their 
parents, utilize to secure their  futures of model minority success. While it is 
her parents, and in par tic u lar her  father, who erect the scaffold of this dysfunc-
tional dualism, it is Lee who lives her life to perfect this narrative of success, 
spurred on by the simultaneous elevation of her brain’s mind and disavowal of 
her ostensibly uncontrollable body.

Lee’s obsession with discipline and domination—of her mind and its re-
gime over her body— informs the story that she tells of herself and the story 
she uses to live her life  until her stroke. It is, in fact, this desire for discipline 
that Lee  later realizes constituted the very structures that allowed her to be-
lieve that this was her desire rather than that of  others around her. In a discus-
sion about the distinction between semantic and episodic memory, Lee offers 
a litany of examples of past experiences that  shaped the inertia of her life’s mo-
mentum: “Episodic memory is about the Sundays my  family spent hiking the 
San Gabriel Mountains, how I kept gasping for air, and how no  matter how 
often we went, I never found it easier.”55 This remembrance of signs of her pfo, 
which as her younger self she ascribed to pain endurance, her  father’s grit, then 
triggers other episodes of her voice made lost: “That I crumpled  under my par-
ents’ wishes for me to become a doctor. That they thought a writing  career was 
too daring.”56 Likewise, Lee’s marriage to Adam, which she initially regarded as 
an assertion of agency and revolt against her Korean immigrant parents by elop-
ing with a Jewish man, becomes yet another instance of the loss of her “voice”: 
 after recounting that he would not assent to a dnr  were she incapacitated, 
insisting that such was his decision, Lee reflects on living in defi nitely on life 
support as a “kind of death”: “In a sense, I was already not living my own life. I 
thought I was,  because I had a  career and I paid my own bills. But I was living 
Adam’s life, cheerleading him and not myself.”57 The irony of her obsession for 
discipline then is that it only served to deepen her subjection to social narrative 
frames that circumscribed the desires of  others as her own, a relegation of duty 
as her sole form of desire: “The  thing is, I’d lost my voice in so many ways al-
ready, before the stroke even occurred. I had been unable to say, I am trapped in 
my life. That my obligations  were interfering with my personal dreams. I made 
up rules and stuck to them  because that was safe. It was, however, not brave.”58

You’ll notice in the previous paragraph that the passages from the mem-
oir work themselves backward, Lee’s acknowl edgment of her lost voice taking 
place early on in her memoir. The day of her stroke represents not so much a 
critical event in her life but rather a critical and radical reordering of narrative, 
a story in which linear form  will no longer hold. The days and months that fol-
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lowed brought about what is so often the case in illness, a crisis of identity when 
restitution is no longer available, a self bereft of a progressive narrative of resto-
ration, a self thrown into chaos. All that she valued of herself, which included a 
photographic memory that allowed her to quote passages from books or recall 
credit card numbers of men who bought her drinks, is inaccessible to Lee, the 
damage to her brain disordering the very architecture of her life: “The stroke 
pushed on the weakest and most untested seams of my psyche. Where before I 
could never feel vulnerable— I  wouldn’t let myself— I was now vulnerable all 
the time. Where before I could not ask for help, I needed to ask for assistance 
to get through the day. Where before I could not allow myself to feel sad, I 
lost the ability to dam up my emotions. Where before I always planned in the 
interest of being in control, it was now impossible to do so. A part of myself 
 really had died.”59 The stroke has Lee peer into a looking glass from which she 
discovers a self that is the converse of her formerly able- bodied version. And 
the death of this former self, which she  will discern is truly gone, even  after she 
“recovers” from her stroke, sends her into a deeper chaos from which she al-
most  doesn’t emerge: “ Later in my recovery, when I was well enough to under-
stand what had happened to me, to realize my deficits and become depressed 
about my stalled pro gress, when I wondered if my old life would ever return in 
any familiar form, I pondered taking a big dose of warfarin and then slicing my 
wrists.”60 The discovery of a new self as a former one dies, together with a de-
sire to end this self by suicide, highlights the peril of the crisis born of the chaos 
that arrives in the wake of Lee’s stroke, the double- edgedness of chaos that can 
never be mitigated or qualified: “Chaos stories show how quickly the props 
that other stories depend on can be kicked away. The limitation is that chaos is 
no way to live.”61 Gone are fantasies of pro gress, of linearity itself. For a time, 
Lee recalls, she can exist only in an interregnum.

Lee began her blog to document the undertaking of her novel, and was in-
terrupted inexorably by the stroke. The blog and, in turn, the memoir then turns 
writing into an altogether diff er ent vocation, less an index to her ambition to 
match the economic or cultural capital of Adam, and more a mode of reen-
chanting her life altogether, writing as a movement for and beyond survival 
and  toward a flourishing with and through her trauma. “Writing saved my life,” 
she writes definitely: “I did not write that down [in my memory book]. But of 
that I am certain.”62 The soteriology of writing, however, is not recovery, but re-
construction. Lee never returns to a semblance of her pre- stroke self, but must 
build in the aftermath of chaos and trauma, an illness- born afterlife. “It took me 
years to be ready to write about my stroke,” Lee recalls late in her memoir. “I did 
try to write about it. I wanted to write about it. I attempted to write an essay 
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about my stroke no fewer than eleven times— there was no narrative,  there was 
no structure to it. I  wasn’t ready. All in all, it took eight years to write it down. 
It took that long  because I tried for eight years to put the stroke  behind me. It 
 wasn’t  until I had a baby and I had postpartum depression and my husband of 
fifteen years left me that I could look at the stroke.”63 Lee’s stroke is so disrup-
tive that it leaves next to nothing of her former life from which she can build 
her post- stroke story, the ele ments of her pre- stroke life a rubble that precipi-
tates deeper crisis, a depression, and a loss of her familial and conjugal struc-
tures. She has, as she puts it, “no narrative, no structure” to the stroke and no 
narrative or structure to what follows, at least initially. So writing becomes a 
means to reconstruct a new syntax of her life, a reordering of her neurology and 
of what constitutes what Lee might consider her good.

Arthur Frank notes this recursive journey, that illness stories, shorn of the 
illusion of restitution and struggling to emerge out of chaos, mandate this dif-
fer ent oblique relation to how the body remembers itself: “This self is not so 
newly discovered as newly connected to its own memory.”64 And in deep con-
trast to how she related to herself prior to the stroke, this new connection that 
Lee forges with her memory is not simply a return of her mind, but a renewed 
partnership with her body, still wounded, that she had long disavowed  because 
she believed it failed to live up to the model minority expectation that she de-
manded of it and her mind: “But my mind and body, long at war with each 
other, would come to a  great peace beyond my imagination. . . .  My mind real-
ized it needed my body, needed to recognize its new and strange strength.”65 
Indeed, she commits to end the long tyranny of her mind over her body, one 
that plagued her with eating disorders, self- mutilation, and, at times, sex with 
 others “to run away from my pain.” “Now it was my body’s turn to lead,” Lee 
resolves: “I began to listen to my body, instead of ignoring its needs.”66 This too 
is the vocation of writing her stroke, writing as a material effect of the self as it 
narrates her trauma not as escape but as reckoning, a witness to the body that 
broke and must be seen in order for Lee’s new narrative to emerge. Or, as Frank 
might put it, “the witness of suffering must be seen as a  whole body,  because 
embodiment is the essence of witness.”67

So too then are we, the readers of our sick Asian Americans, witnesses to 
the suffering of their  whole bodies— even Ho’s, despite his disavowals. And 
one mea sure of the extent to which their writings  were up to the task as acts 
of commitment to themselves and  others— you and me—is to limn the con-
tours of our own embodiment in our experience of reading stories through, 
not just about, illness. Do their accounts of their wounded bodies open, even 
if just halfway, a portal through which your and my body can account for our 
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woundedness and bodily failures without recourse to excuse, shame, or calls for 
self- improvement? Does reading the story of someone now dead or something 
whose life is made contingent by deadly disease or condition make us, rather, 
feel immortal? The inclination to run away from  these wounded storytellers or 
at least pity their lot may be understandable, but it is also an index of the extent 
to which we inadvertently hitch our fortunes to model minority ableism, our 
scholarly and po liti cal protests notwithstanding. But maybe, just maybe, our 
reading of such accounts can invite you and me into differential dispositions of 
our embodied trajectories, where our inevitable brokenness may half- open into 
something that looks like resonance or even recognition, in which stories of 
woundedness testify to an Asian American condition that champions of “grit” 
 don’t get. Ivy League schools may not call you or me, and you’ll not be set up 
for a promotion, but you and I might find ourselves in a  really unkempt space 
that we may realize is actually worth living in.
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The Postcolonial Supercrip

We are in a US- constructed hospital in Manila in the US- occupied Philip-
pines in the early twentieth  century. Our clinical eye appraises a young Filipina 
 woman with an interminable cough and labored breathing. Despite being in-
eluctably wedged within the space of institutionalized Western medicine, sur-
prisingly it is “American tropical” Spanish that delineates how a literary genre 
engages in romanticized diagnosis of a brown and crip Filipina body.1 In mes-
tizo Filipino José Reyes’s Novela de la Vida Real (1930), we have the repre sen-
ta tion of an unlikely figure engaged in crip medical poetry naturalizing and 
protracting Filipino Spanish well into the US colonial period (1899–1946). 
Spanish becomes the motor proliferating a literary and scientific diagnostic 
genre centered, in Reyes’s case, on a crippled and debilitated Filipina Indige-
nous body.2 Indeed, this Filipina is referred to as “trigueña,” with an unambigu-
ously dark complexion, an impor tant repre sen ta tional choice given the identity 
of Reyes as a mixed- race elite Filipino. Trigueña is sometimes interchangeable 
with the Spanish word mulata and connotes a stronger tie to autochthonous or 
indigenized racial embodiment that is not captured consistently with mestizo. 
The “Doctor,” the improbable medical master of Spanish poetics, enters the 
room to offer his final diagnosis of our disabled heroine, Rosarito:

El Doctor.— ¡Siempre escribiendo!
Rosarito.—(Levanta los ojos, ruborosa y tímida.) ¿Qué quiere usted 

que haga? Es mi ocupación favorita. Además, escribiendo, llego a 
olvidarme de que realmente estoy enferma . . .

12. FILIPINA SUPERCRIP

On the Crip Poetics of Colonial Ablenationalism
Sony Coráñez Bolton
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El Doctor.— Pero si usted ya no está enferma. Lo que usted tiene 
ahora es . . .

Rosarito.— ¿Qué es?
El Doctor.— “Mielitis.”
Anisia [madre de Rosarito].— ¿Y qué es mielitis?
El Doctor.—(Con acento solemne y picaresco.)— Romanticismo, 

señora.
Todos sonríen.3

Rosarito is a young poet, confined to bed, who cultivates Spanish letters in 
the Philippines during the advent of US imperialism in Asia. Despite the tu-
berculosis debilitating her body, she resuscitates a minor tradition of Spanish 
Filipino writing, thus rehabilitating the Filipino nation. We know this  because 
of the way the novel is framed for the reader, not only with a preface by the 
author but also through a prologue penned by Teodoro Kalaw, one of Reyes’s 
contemporaries. Kalaw was from a prominent  family and worked in Philip-
pine politics for nearly the entire span of US colonial rule.4 Kalaw writes, “He 
leído esta novela con interés y la recomiendo a los que en Filipinas leen el cas-
tellano o quieren aprenderlo, que son desgraciadamente pocos en número cada 
día.”5 The learning of Spanish is coupled with a moral imperative for the na-
tion. Kalaw addresses this rehabilitation thus: “Ahora que abundan libros que 
aunque brillantemente escritos son de tendencias y valor moral discutibles para 
nuestra juventud, la lectura que nos proporcionan las obras del Sr. Reyes con-
stituye una excepción muy saludable.”6 The repre sen ta tion of Rosarito as an 
unlikely Spanish poet constitutes the “healthy exception” for the youth of the 
fledgling nation. Yet it should strike us as odd that the author would repre-
sent her stricken with tuberculosis and that the “room of her own” is located 
in a hospital ward. Additionally, the fact that she would be read by Kalaw as a 
healthy exception for a nation exposed to questionable morals serves to show 
the rehabilitative function of Spanish. It is hard to imagine another reading 
for this figure, given that Kalaw’s own reading of the novel is so tethered to the 
social functions of the reading of Spanish and the maintenance of this enlight-
ened language in one of Spain’s former colonies. What should we make not 
only of the Filipina’s mind that produces Spanish poetry but also of her body, 
represented through the lens of illness?

Rosarito is the Filipina supercrip, allegorizing the plight of a nation ener-
vated by multiple and sequential colonial proj ects  under Spain (1565–1898) 
and the United States (1899–1946). Her appearance in a text produced in the 
late US colonial period but articulated in (and articulating) Spanish demon-
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strates that she occupies the intersection of Spanish and US colonialism. Span-
ish cultural production in the Philippines is historically seen as the vanguard 
literary and po liti cal work of a Filipino mestizo male elite. However, in Reyes’s 
novel, a young Filipina poet is represented as the guardian of such a tradition. 
That she must be represented with debilitated health alludes to a supercrip 
function of Spanish as a language of diagnosis tied to the po liti cal health and 
capacity of the Philippines. Rosarito supercrips Spanish, showing that by ele-
vating the most marginal of Filipino society she elevates the collective national 
proj ect. Additionally, it is the Filipina body that shoulders the burden of illness 
and, by being represented in this way, becomes the object of rehabilitative up-
lift. The supercrip has been theorized by disability theorists as a rhetorical de-
vice describing disabled  people that demonstrate ability that overcompensates 
the  imagined limitations of their impairment, indeed, in many cases exceeding 
the capacities of the able- bodied or able- minded.7 This narrative of the excel-
lent crip person has been criticized as being a harmful inspirational narrative 
that has the effect of localizing disability as an individual issue rather than a 
widespread societal prob lem of accommodation.8

I offer a postcolonial reading of the supercrip in order to suggest that this frame-
work can be used to describe the rise of what Franz Fanon calls “cultured intellec-
tuals” during and in the aftermath of revolutionary moments of revolt against a 
colonial power.9 The supercrip discourse is a valuable postcolonial lens through 
which to read the ways that colonized intellectuals, on the one hand, adapted en-
lightenment discourses for the purpose of redefining sovereignty  under a colonial 
system that debilitated them and excluded them from liberal self- determination. 
On the other hand, the rhetorical device of the supercrip retrenches disability as 
the product of racialized feminization. That is to say, the “cultured intellectuals” 
to which Fanon referred are part of a vanguard of po liti cal thinkers in colonized 
socie ties for whom social protest and anticolonial thought are the provinces of the 
not- disabled. In short, if you can represent disability and rehabilitate it, you access 
ability articulated against the grain of colonial rule.

The racialized feminization of impairment and the cultivated capacity to rep-
resent it as an object of charity are pivotal ways that ableism becomes inherent to 
the proj ect of Spanish letters in the Philippines. Through a framework I delineate 
as “colonial ablenationalism,” I capture the ways that the racialized feminization 
of disability is instrumentalized by nation- building literary repre sen ta tion in the 
Philippines, such that the feminized body shoulders the burdens of disablement. 
This colonial form of ableism describes the ways that certain privileged colonized 
subjects refashion themselves as able- bodied and able- minded. They may indeed 
challenge colonialism but leave ableism intact in their po liti cal remonstrances. 
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Thus, it is unsurprising to see the colonial trope of impairment, which speaks 
not only to the vio lence of colonialism but also to the problematic promise of 
rehabilitation as a product of the solidification of racial hierarchy (mestizo versus 
trigueña). Colonial racial hierarchy is produced through a dialectic of rehabili-
tation and disability. This essay is an effort to crip postcolonialism in a fashion 
similar to arguments by theorists Clare Barker and Stuart Murray.10 The engage-
ment with the pos si ble colonial meanings of the supercrip makes this “minor” 
tradition of Asian Spanish writing during US colonial rule a significant periph-
eral archive for a more global disability studies.

The tradition of Filipino writing in Spanish has two periods whose interac-
tion is significant for the disability framework of this essay. The first is what 
is typically understood as the epoch of national consciousness produced, in no 
small part, by Spanish writing. During roughly the period between 1872 and 
1896, the historical rec ord observes an efflorescence of Spanish cultural pro-
duction produced by mestizo bourgeois Filipinos writing in Eu rope and the 
Philippines. It should be noted that a major theme in critical Filipino studies 
and Philippine historiography has taken to task the extent to which this pe-
riod has been overdetermined as defining the Filipino nation. Instead, scholars 
like Reynaldo Ileto, Deirdre de la Cruz, and Vicente Rafael have engaged in 
more subalternist reading practices that tell Philippine history from the bot-
tom up— typically from the perspectives of the non- mestizo peasant classes.11 
I follow a similar path of reading from the margins but, unintuitively, through 
Spanish, the high- prestige language of the Philippine Enlightenment. The his-
torical development and meanings of US imperialism shape the ways that dis-
ability as a framework can participate in postcolonial critique.

I situate my reading within the second period of major Spanish writing, 
sometimes called the “golden age” of Hispanic modernity in the Philippines, 
roughly between the years of the Spanish- American War and World War II 
(1898–1946).12 Ironically, this golden age protracts into US colonial rule and 
rapid Anglophonization of the population.13 Japa nese bombardment of In-
tramuros, the Spanish colonial fortifications of Manila, is sometimes viewed 
as the period when Hispanism violently ends, returning the Philippines to 
“Asia” or an “Asia for Asians” as Japa nese colonial propaganda enforced. Fo-
cusing on a little- known text like Novela during an understudied twentieth- 
century Spanish writing archive illustrates how meanings of mestizaje changed 
through disability. In the late nineteenth  century, intellectualism and in de pen-
dence movements converged through the bourgeois articulation of a mestizo 
as the clear intellectual class of anticolonial strug gle. This class of landed elite 
is typically distant from the concerns of the peasant, lumpenproletarian class. 
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In order to understand the crip Rosarito’s significance to studies of Filipino 
Spanish and US empire, it is impor tant to understand that Hispanic letters in 
the archipelago are historically and racially tied to a late nineteenth- century 
mestizo nationalism known as the Propaganda Movement.14 Mestizo Filipino 
cultural producers like author José Rizal, painter Juan Luna, and folklorist Isa-
belo de los Reyes, just to name a few, effloresced Hispanic Filipino cultural 
critique spanning the po liti cal range from revolutionary to reformist.  These 
“Hispanistas” worked across Eu rope in Spain, Germany,  England, and France, 
propelling a diverse array of cultural production in many academic and liter-
ary genres: periodicals, journals, painting, novels, and poetry. They are hagio-
graphically remembered as the mestizo “brains of the nation,” a turn of phrase 
taken from “the First Filipino” José Rizal’s famous essay “Las Filipinas dentro 
de cien años” (“The Philippines a  Century’s Hence,” 1891), in which he stated 
that the Filipino mestizo intellectual formed the “cerebro de la nación” and 
demonstrates a clear medicalized corporeality for the Philippines.15 This is 
unsurprising as Rizal, the Filipino national hero, was a medical doctor. Dur-
ing this late nineteenth- century “nationalist period,” Filipino mestizo think-
ers agitated for more sovereignty and rights from Spain via the production of 
a textual nucleus in Spanish.16 Spanish was an enlightenment language in the 
Philippines that attested to a robust intellectual culture deserving of more in-
de pen dence.17 The “brains of the nation”  were coconstituted with the mestizo 
Filipino body. Con temporary discourses celebrate mestizaje and the Spanish 
that was produced by its cultured intellectuals. Similar reifications of mestizo 
intellectualism can be found in other former Spanish colonies (Mexico, Puerto 
Rico, and Cuba, for example). If the mestizo is the “cerebro” or cerebrum of the 
nation, who is the “cuerpo” or corpus?

Colonial Ablenationalism and the Disability Culture of US Empire

This essay shifts the conversation on this “minor tradition” of Spanish writ-
ing by Filipino mestizos by prioritizing the US colonial period rather than the 
epoch of Spanish colonialism. Mestizaje and the bodymind that it connotes ap-
pear to shift in meaning significantly during this historical period. This is where 
Rosarito, scripted as the Filipina supercrip, provides us with a vista through 
which to understand how race, intellectual capacity, and colonialism alter un-
derstandings of racial embodiment. Twentieth- century Hispanic modernity, 
Spanish lit er a ture, and the fluctuating meanings around mestizo racial em-
bodiment demonstrate anx i eties around in de pen dence, sovereignty, and capac-
ity.  These anx i eties are rehearsed on a debilitated Filipina Indigenous supercrip.18 
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The supercrip is not mestiza but “morena,” or brown. Her dark complexion 
does not connote or intuitively cite the bourgeois intellectual heritage of the 
late nineteenth- century Propagandists. And yet, in 1930, we can observe her 
rendering during the late US colonial period, supercripping Spanish through 
the production of romantic poetry from her hospital bed. Spanish lit er a tures in 
the Philippines indicate genealogies of intellectual and robust cognitive ability, 
which have been mea sured as part and parcel of nationalist discourse.  Because 
Spanish was normally associated with Chinese and Spanish mestizos, it is 
rarely represented as a language of non- mestizo Filipinos. Spanish itself ushers 
in a “criollo” (colony- born peninsular Spaniards) class, who  later take on and 
transmute local Indigenous identity through mestizaje.19 We see a modification 
from the mestizo nationalism of the late nineteenth  century to José Reyes’s in-
terwar novel, wherein the heroine that is cast as the “bella cultivadora de las le-
tras hispánicas” (beautiful cultivator of the Hispanic letters) is an indigenized 
morena Filipina rather than the mestiza.20

However, the ways in which more Indigenous articulations of Philippine 
Hispanic identity are represented is through the allegory of disability. The mes-
tizo, a metonymy for transparent intellectual thought and cognitive capacity, 
rehabilitates the Filipina thus supercripping Spanish through an enminded 
feminine body that is visibly impaired. That is to say, Reyes rehabilitates the 
Filipina, making her reproduce a Hispanic patrimony that does not intuitively 
belong to her and that does not accurately describe Philippine indigeneity. 
However, I suggest that this repre sen ta tion does not represent a more egalitar-
ian re distribution of capacity to non- mestiza Filipinas. Rather than express-
ing owner ship of Hispanic Enlightenment, her constitution through disability 
demonstrates the mestizo author’s proprietary relationship to her. He debili-
tates her body as an object lesson, demonstrating the rehabilitative function of 
a Spanish, which elevates her mind.

To wit, Novela’s most telling vignette, titled “La convaleciente” or “the 
(Filipina) convalescent,” challenges the conventional genealogy of mestizo in-
tellectual history in the Philippines. Rosarito allows us to trace a diff er ent trans-
national genealogy of disability. As I alluded to above, Rosarito, rather than 
being described as a mixed beauty, is represented as a trigueña. The term trigueña 
connotes dark- complexioned skin, citing a more Indigenous appearance in Fili-
pino racial taxonomies. Unmistakable connotations of “indio,” “swarthy,” even 
“tawny” are also apt translations of the term in a Philippine context— a racial 
darkness that connotes a nativeness at odds with enlightened “ce re bral” mes-
tizaje. “La trigueña” Rosarito, taking  after her  mother (who I elaborate on more 
below), embodies the Indigenous characteristics through which “au then tic” Fil-
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ipina identity is staged. In the above interaction with the “Doctor,” Rosarito rep-
resents a rehabilitation not only of the body but also of the mind— and thus the 
Filipina supercrip is fabricated with a whimsical and fanciful diagnosis of “mieli-
tis” or “honey- itis.”21 She supercrips Spanish, demonstrating its rehabilitative 
powers to cure the pathological savagery of the Filipino native. The novel be-
comes the genre of her repre sen ta tion, while poetry is the subgenre that attests 
to her Hispanic mastery. Rather than the mestizo male national social scientist 
or novelist ushering in an enlightened modern Hispanic Philippines, as was the 
case in late nineteenth- century in de pen dence movements, a shift in mestizaje 
can be detected during US colonial rule— the edifying powers of mestizaje up-
lifts a Filipina poet as the conservator of Spanish letters through an unusual and 
even preternatural poetic dexterity not associated with “savage” subjects, much 
less  women. Spanish itself becomes a diagnostic tool that uplifts the Filipino 
native, and the Spanish novel becomes the diagnostic genre navigating the de-
bilitations of US imperialism. I suggest that this structure of repre sen ta tion is 
evocative of a structure of power I call “colonial ablenationalism.”

Novela’s deployment of the supercrip figure illuminates how ableism ar-
ticulates with colonial nationalism in disabled repre sen ta tions in the early 
twentieth- century US- occupied Philippines— “colonial ablenationalism.” Bor-
rowing from the illuminating work of David T. Mitchell and Sharon L. Snyder, 
I argue that ableism emerges as a technology in the US colonial Philippines, 
articulating anthropological distinctions between a cognitive upper class and 
a perverse intellectually deficient underclass.22 This perversity marks disability 
through a subject’s deviation from national norms of racialized and gendered 
embodiment that renders the mestizo as the center of respectable, enlight-
ened, and able- minded national politics. This separation transpires, as it has 
been extensively argued in Philippine and Filipino American studies, between 
white US Americans and the Filipinos who would become their custodial 
populations following the Spanish- American (1898) and Filipino- American 
Wars (1899–1902), which resulted in the US acquisition of the territories of 
Cuba, Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Philippines.23 However, this also transpires 
among Filipinos themselves through an intracolonialism that historian Paul 
Kramer has called “imperial indigenisms.” Kramer describes this as the pro cess 
by which more elite Filipinos, generally Chinese and Hispanic mestizos, repli-
cated US colonial dynamics within the Philippines. I suggest that the replica-
tion of  these dynamics was partly focalized through ideologies of intellectual 
ability that shape notions of self- government, self- authorship, and sovereignty.

Mitchell and Snyder situate “ablenationalism” in a neoliberal era of late 
capitalism, in which they index the ways that certain disabled bodies can be 
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 integrated into flexible market categories, thus making even impaired bodies 
sites for the extraction of surplus value. This productively amends other work 
in disability studies in which the disabled body is theorized as so perverse pre-
cisely  because it pre sents a difficulty for cap i tal ist systems to exploit its  labor 
power.24 Perversity  here connotes the risk of a par tic u lar maligned subject to 
become a ward of the state. To avoid such a fate, medical institutions, po liti cal 
bureaucracies, and cultural productions converge to rehabilitate such subjects 
into a vaunted if inappropriate and discriminatory version of autonomy.25 In 
more con temporary strands of disability theory, scholars who attempt to trans-
nationalize disability studies similarly situate their critiques within the stric-
tures of late capital.26 However, I situate the “biopolitics of disability” within a 
longer genealogy of colonial history that considers how US empire, and  those 
rehabilitated by empire, historically depended on disabling discourses to ratio-
nalize the expansion of territory, influence, and cap i tal ist extraction.27

Race organizes the bodymind in a hierarchical fashion, wherein colonial 
proj ects, their compromise of po liti cal sovereignty, and the emergence and do-
mestication of a “native” colonial subject are justified based on a presumed cog-
nitive and intellectual inferiority of Brown and Black bodies. The correction of 
their “perversity” is articulated through a colonial ethos of rehabilitation whose 
end goal is to approximate the self- determining and sovereign colonizer. Colo-
nialism itself can be said to represent the systematized imposition of disability 
on native  people.28 Oftentimes  those victimized by colonial pro cesses respond 
to their imposition by positioning themselves as not disabled. Through a histor-
ical and discursive presumption of cognitive deficiency (and thus the inability 
to self- govern), we can identify racialized, imperial, and colonial genealogies of 
disability framed within an ideology of “colonial ablenationalism.” I define this 
paradigm as the discursive, narrative, and generic mechanisms through which 
certain colonized subjects refashion themselves as enminded through a colo-
nial and nationalist ideology of ability. This responds to the  systematic dispos-
session of capacity from the native subject by retrenching similar techniques 
of disability repre sen ta tion that solidify the very racial hierarchies endemic to 
colonialism.  These able- minded, yet racialized, enlightenment subjects iden-
tify more “native” subjects in need of reform, thus amending the debilities of 
the colonial not by challenging ableism but by positioning themselves as reha-
bilitators. In the US colonial Philippines, Filipinos themselves  were invested 
in articulating alternative modes of “capacity” to navigate the uncertainties of 
multiple imperialisms.29 In a way, such bourgeois colonized intellectuals fash-
ion themselves as supercrips fluent in the language of colonial domination by 
identifying native subjects in need or uplift, rehabilitation, and intervention. 
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Despite their own “native past” ethnologically entrapping them, they learn an 
enlightened language borrowed from Euramerican knowledge paradigms over-
coming their colonial “handicaps.”30 In the intersection of US colonial politics 
and Filipino mestizo cultures, the debilities of imperialism are diverted, cured, 
or rehabilitated via repre sen ta tions of feminized indigeneity.

The figure of Rosarito, the Filipina supercrip, underscores the ways that Fili-
pino cultural production located at the historical intersection of US and Spanish 
colonialities falls in the trap of proliferating genres of diagnoses.  These diagnostic 
genres rehabilitate the colonial language of Spanish, reanimating it  under US co-
lonialism, to identify feminized figures in need of reform. They are subject to the 
discourses of colonial rehab and diagnosis, thus propelling mestizo Filipinos into 
a nationalist rehabilitative class. The argument of this essay becomes deceptively 
 simple then: you are not disabled if you can rehabilitate a colonial other. This 
may be an abiding and recurring logic in masculinist anticolonialism. By locating 
the po liti cal and racial subject of the Filipina supercrip, disciplined and normed 
by bourgeois gender and sexual regimes, I explore how we can interrupt this dis-
cursive architecture of colonial ablenationalism.31 Reyes’s Novela captures a flash-
point in the shifting meanings of indigeneity, mestizaje, and femininity near the 
end of official US colonial control marked by the Tydings- McDuffie Act of 1934. 
Cripping US and Spanish colonialism in the Philippines must align postcolonial 
disability studies, as an intervention into what Chris Bell has called “white dis-
ability studies,” as a feminist and queer proj ect.32 That is, we must understand 
the ways that colonial disability rests on the management of bodies  under and 
through regimes of bourgeois sexual respectability. The analy sis of the institution 
of motherhood and the ways that Filipinas are disciplined by heteroreproduc-
tive futurity are of paramount importance  toward the goal of mounting a queer 
postcolonial disability studies that explores diverse crip genealogies in a transna-
tional encounter. Enfranchisement into the national body politic through the 
normative cultural institutions of motherhood, heterosexuality, and reproduc-
tive futurity marks an ave nue through which literary genres of diagnosis obtain 
their power to regulate the Filipina body, through what theorist Victor Román 
Mendoza has called modes of racial- sexual governance.33 In the following sec-
tion I explore the confluence of motherhood and its imbrication with disability.

The “Atrophied Organism” of Model Motherhood

In this section I return to José Reyes’s novel and how it postulates a founda-
tional juxtaposition of Filipina womanhood and racial identity.34 Novela repre-
sents two idealized forms of Filipina femininity whose repre sen ta tions are the 
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 structuring motif of Reyes’s eigh teen vignettes. Protagonizing what the fore-
word to the novel calls the “vicios [and] inclinaciones malas” and the “virtudes 
humanas” of Philippine society are the Filipinas Anisia and Ángela.35 Anisia’s 
appearance is described as that of “una belleza típicamente filipina.”36 Reyes’s 
narrative is invested in the construction of “a typical Filipina beauty” who pos-
sesses a “cuerpo esbelto y rostro ovalado de tez morena . . .  [con] cabellera larga, 
ondulante y negra como el ébano.”37 Reyes goes to  great lengths indigenizing 
Anisia vis- à- vis her foil, Ángela: “Ángela era una beldad medio amestizada.”38 
The shift that the reader can note is that the mestiza characteristics of Ángela are 
rendered as “menos atractiva que la otra” or less attractive than  those of Anisia.39 
This rearticulates previous racialized gendered tropes of mestiza Filipinas as 
ideal, particularly during the nineteenth  century.40 Reyes’s repre sen ta tion may 
indicate the ways that mestizo politics in this moment of US rule shifts to a na-
tive feminine subject to romanticize and consolidate bourgeois gender and sex-
ual norms in a native “au then tic” past. We observe a shift in racial values through 
this novel in which the reader is temporally invited to return to a past indigene-
ity, before the compromise of Spanish whiteness. Nevertheless, it is a mestizo 
male author that masterminds the romanticization of the “india” Filipina.

Through  these Filipinas, Reyes elaborates two distinct trajectories for the 
Philippine nation, represented in the heteroproductive nuclear  family and 
written through the pathologies and virtues of Filipina femininity. Anisia, 
the normative embodiment of Filipina virtue, shores up the Philippine nation 
through the gendered  labor of motherhood within the context of a hetero-
nuclear and respectable Filipino  family. She is, indeed, the embodiment of the 
titular vignette “una madre modelo” or “a model  mother.”41 She is the romantic 
and ideal wife for the protagonist and idealized Filipino, Mario— both models 
for the Philippine nation. However, the romanticism of this  mother figure ob-
tains by imperiling and debilitating her body.

So ideal is Mario and Anisia’s life together, “en posesión de todo cuanto el 
hombre puede apetecer en el mundo,”42 that colonial disability is narrativized 
as inevitable destiny: “La ley de compensación, sin embargo . . .  hizo que un día 
cayese enfermo el menor de sus hijos,” which, naturally, “llenaba de pesadumbre 
el corazón de la madre.”43 Anisia’s “instinto maternal” is rendered almost pre-
ternatural, given that she is charged with the sickly child’s care. So, of course, 
the “foundational romance,” to borrow from Doris Sommer,44 sees the idealized 
heterosexual pair composed of the industrious Mario and the model of moth-
erhood, Anisia, diverting resources to the treatment of an illness “[que] seguía 
su curso alamante, agravándose cada vez más.”45 Indeed, so dedicated and all- 
encompassing was Anisia’s care that it imperils her own health:
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Tantas noches pasadas de vela, junto al lecho del hijo enfermo, acabaron 
por quebrantar la salud de Anisia, cayéndo [sic] enferma a su vez. Pero 
enferma y todo, y no obstante contar con nodrizas y enfermeras, y con el 
cariño paternal y no menos solícito de su marido y de sus padres, que, 
en vano la advertían del peligro que corría su salud, convenciéndola de la 
necesidad de evitar aquellos desvelos que atrofiaban su organismo, no quiso 
apartarse jamás ni un momento del hijo idolatrado. Al fin, quiso el cielo 
escuchar los ruegos y premiar la dulce abnegación y sacrificio heróico de 
la madre, devolviendo la salud al hijo querido.46

Model motherhood is a complete surrender of health and well- being for the 
 future of the nation embodied by the ailing health of the son. Filipinas are cer-
tainly represented as the more debilitated sex; however, the acute impairments 
render sacrificial motherhood a strength to be leveraged by the masculinist na-
tion. Feminine sentimentality, emotionality, tenderness, and the  labor of care 
are configured as impor tant forms of bodily work whose physical realities de-
bilitate the Filipina body; indeed, they “atrophy her organism.” So profound 
is Anisia’s maternal illness that despite her “constitución fuerte y vigorosa . . .  
llegó a padecer de clorosis, con insomnios . . .  que degeneró después en con-
sunción.”47 Tuberculosis is the final diagnosis for which “las eminencias médi-
cas . . .  las inyecciones y tónicos”  were in vain.48 Anisia’s idealized “typically 
Filipina” body goes through a drastic change to the point where “estaba com-
pletamente desconocida.”49 No longer was she “la esbelta y encantadora mujer 
de antes.”50 She was no longer the slim and enchanting womanly figure that 
the reader comes to know just a few pages prior. The draining and debilitating 
 labor of maternity is quickly narrativized via disability tropes of inspirational 
and all- encompassing care that even threatens the potential erotic appeal of the 
Filipina. Anisia becomes a pitiable sight “[que] daba lástima contemplar . . .  su 
perfil macilento y sombrío, su figura melancólica y triste.”51

Both Anisia and Ángela’s exposition,  whether as boon or perfidy to the na-
tion, hinges on their identification with motherhood: “dios castiga a la mujer 
que ahoga en su seno el gérmen de la futura generación. Y nada hay cierta-
mente, más valeroso, más bello, más romántico en el mundo, que la matern-
idad.”52 Motherhood then stands as the principal institution through which 
Filipinas are integrated into the national imaginary. Their integration, how-
ever, is as diminished figures. Deviation from the ideal of Filipina motherhood 
marks a danger to be managed for the overall stability of the heteroproductive 
nation. Dedication to model motherhood means living within a debilitated 
state through which the sacrifice of care can be understood as meaningful and 
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adjudicated as “au then tic”—it is no accident, I wager, that Anisia is “típica-
mente Filipina” and thus is predisposed to such deleterious sacrifice. Disabil-
ity becomes the very metric by which we can gauge the Filipina’s dedication to 
the national  labor of mothering. Filipina motherhood becomes tubercular in 
Reyes’s novel in that the presence of sickness in the Filipina body demonstrates 
that her sacrifice of bodily wellness becomes a barometer mea sur ing her wor-
thiness as a  mother and proper citizen. The disability of her body, once more, 
ensures that the  future male progeny of the nation persists. It seems that the 
health of the Filipino nuclear  family and its ability to be reproduced into and 
as national futurity hinges on the sickness of the Filipina body— her “organ-
ismo” atrophies into a  future temporality that is national time. National time is 
a kind of crip time.53 This “model  mother” of the Philippines, in her debilitated 
state, establishes a heteroproductive nuclear logic within a framework of colo-
nial disability. Nevertheless, while the son cared for by Anisia is the figure that 
the reader is asked to hope for full recuperation, Mario and Anisia’s  daughter, 
Rosarito, is represented si mul ta neously as a figure of diminished physical and 
enhanced  mental capacities.

As I’ve elaborated above, Rosarito, the crip poet, appears in a vignette ti-
tled “La convaleciente” or “the convalescent,” which brings the reader into the 
space of institutionalized medicine: “Era [sic] en la sala cuatro del Hospital 
General, en una de esas celdas donde la soledad es oprimente, y profundo el 
 silencio en las horas nocturnales. Rosarito, una bella hija de Anisia, paciente de 
la institución, linda joven trigueña de dieciocho abriles, rasgaba nerviosa con 
la pluma- fuente sobre la nítida blancura de unas cuartillas impolutas.”54 Ro-
sarito’s illness restricts her to the bed of her “celda.” The oppressiveness (opri-
mente) of her solitude, the writer instructs us, inspires a ner vous scribbling 
(rasgaba) of her pluma- fuente (feather fountain pen). Represented for us is a 
compelling portrait of sickly femininity dedicated to the craft of the writing of 
or, perhaps, on “unas cuartillas impolutas.” The portrayal of the “pluma- fuente” 
as the device of choice represents the young sick poet in a particularly roman-
tic register. Imagine if in your convalescence with what we  later come to find is 
“consumption,” an illness whose virality spreads throughout Reyes’s vignettes 
imperiling the novella’s heroines, you are struck by a wave of inspiration more 
acute than the symptoms of your sickness.

What might be more striking than the intersection of bodily illness, acute 
impairment, and metered prose is the romanticization that is advanced not 
solely through the disablement of inspiration (or the inspiration of disable-
ment) but also through the racialization of gender. The impairment and youth-
ful mastery of the joven trigueña (brown young  woman) possess a rehabilitative 
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protocol. The above lines furnish a power ful racial corrective to the masculin-
ist teleologies of Philippine Enlightenment, which have sacralized the mestizo 
ilustrado as the progenitor of the Hispanic letters. It should therefore surprise 
and intrigue that it is a “trigueña” and therefore indigenized Filipina who 
wields the pen of Philippine Spanish letters. Reyes sets into relief the feminized 
racial type of the Filipina trigueña on the “nítida blancura” (clear whiteness) of 
her prose. Figuratively, the “cuartillas” on which Rosarito composes her poems 
are literally white: “la nítida blancura de unas cuartillas impolutas.”55 I should 
note that cuartilla (quatrain) could have two pos si ble meanings. In this con-
text both make sense. Cuartilla is a term for “hoja de papel” or a sheet of paper. 
However, in a more ancient meaning, according to Diccionario de la Real Aca-
demia Española, cuartilla can refer to “una estrofa de cuatro versos” or more 
deliberately “una combinación métrica que consta de cuatro versos octosíla-
bos, de los cuales asonantan el segundo y el último.”56 Given the hispanophilia 
that suffuses the romantic portrait of the dark- skinned (trigueña) poetisa, we 
 shouldn’t underestimate the portrayal of antique rhyming verse in the style of 
“redondilla.” And lest the anticipation overwhelm, part of the Doctor’s pre-
scription for Rosarito’s “mielitis” is more poetry!

From her bed, surrounded by a bevy of nurses, her doctor, and Anisia, Ro-
sarito, “con labios enjoyados de sonrisa,”57 recites

Es la vida un perfume
En la edad de las pasiones
Dulce edad bella y florida
En que triunfa la esperanza . . .

Life is a perfume
In the age of passion
A tender, florid, and beautiful age
In which hope triumphs

A poem to which “El Doctor” responds “entusiasmado” or excitedly: “Per-
fectísimamente. Si usted continúa cultivando las letras, llegará a ser una no-
tabilidad algún día.”58 Note that it is a medical doctor who remarks that the 
“trigueña” poet  will become a renowned writer. It is curious that it is a symbol-
ization of the medical sciences, the masculinist figure that is meant to cure the 
body of Rosarito, who is endowed with the authority to legitimate her literary 
contributions in Spanish.  There is an intriguing  union of Spanish coloniality 
and medicalized disability wherein crip poetics enable this dark- skinned poet-
ess to produce and reproduce the nation. While she has inherited this erstwhile 
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Hispanic heritage, it is within the context of colonial medicine that she emerges 
as a supercrip that professes uncommon literary acumen. And in perhaps the 
most saccharine discovery in Philippine letters is the overwrought and, frankly, 
idiotic poetry that is to follow, showing the reader the error of their ways. It is 
not actually Rosarito that is the star that we are meant to center, even in a half- 
baked proto- feminist liberalism that gives impetus to her poetic exploits in 
Novela. The Doctor is also a poet. The intersection of a colonial medical model 
and crip poetics also manifests in the Doctor’s own intertextual poetic ode to 
 those feminine careworkers that aid in Rosarito’s convalescence— “la nurse”:

Sencilla y humilde, como esa tímida flor que oculta su perfume entre el 
silencio de los altos muros, cuando el deber la llama y la coloca junto al 
lecho de dolor de los que sufren, prodigándoles el bálsamo espiritual de su 
ternura y solicitud, la nurse, con su albo traje y nívea toca graciosamente 
prendida sobre su cabecita, cual blanca y enorme mariposa, es dulcemente 
seductora. Pero también, en los paréntesis de ensueño a que tan bella y 
discretamente sabe ella entregarse de cuando en cuando, es ferviente de-
vota de lo bello y lo sublime, y su alma, sedienta de luz, se abre como un 
capullo a la expansión. . . .  fué [sic] para nosotros una revelación del alma 
delicada y paradójica de estas modernas hijas del presente, que llenan hu-
mildemente una necesidad social, con su noble y humanitaria misión.59

Catherine Ceniza Choy argues in her book Empire of Care that the Filipina 
nurse is a pivotal form of racial and gendered  labor that demonstrates the ar-
ticulation of US imperialism as a form of benevolent assimilation and care.60 
Amazingly, we see this figure  here in Spanish letters. Although Choy’s study 
focuses on post-1948 US- Philippine relations, which saw the proliferation of 
American- trained Philippine nurses to the United States, the Doctor’s ode to 
“la nurse” presages this feminization of medical care work. Indeed, it is in the 
invocation of the anglicized “la nurse” rather than the consistent use of “en-
fermera” or “nodriza” that is curious. This demonstrates the extent to which 
Reyes’s writing on “local” forms of Filipino subjectivity and culture in the Span-
ish language still bear the mark of US colonialism. In this sense, such local, au-
then tic portraits of Philippine life, while having the effect of localizing Spanish 
as a Philippine language, also represent one permutation of Filipino- American 
lit er a ture. This might be this essay’s most controversial claim: this Spanish lan-
guage novel written during and in response to US colonialism should be read 
as a part of Filipino American letters and lit er a ture. This inclusion demon-
strates the extent to which Spanish lit er a tures  were in conversation with US 
imperial policy, which literally affects the poetical and thematic structure and 
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repre sen ta tion of care and impairment in Philippine writing. This shows the 
ways that Spanish writing responded, integrated, and managed the influences 
of US empire. What might it mean to center Rosarito as a Filipina American 
figure? Rosarito is the colonial supercrip who in her convalescence undertakes 
the noble mission of cultivating the “Hispanic letters,” rehabilitating the cul-
tural deficit of the enlightened language in the Philippines. Stunningly, Ro-
sarito, the “trigueña” brown supercrip, “la gentil convaleciente,” continues a 
legacy of mestizo enlightenment enshrined in Spanish letters that was not ini-
tially meant for her. But  here she is, “Rosarito[,] la bella cultivadora de las letras 
hispanas” for “aquellos amantes del sonoro idioma cervantino.”61

Literary scholar Sami Schalk has interrogated the critical uptake and take-
down of the term “supercrip” in disability studies lit er a ture. Schalk contends 
that we must “trace the intellectual and linguistic” origins of the supercrip. A 
likely origin of the supercrip discourse is early twentieth- century repre sen ta-
tions of the blind, whose apparent ability to be productive citizens changed 
perceptions around their capabilities to contribute to society. Indeed, the fact 
that they could do “normal” activities like hold a job, go to school, and the like 
is rendered superhuman and awe- inspiring. To wit, Schalk references Garland- 
Thomson’s well- known analyses on discourses of freakery and enfreakment in 
the late nineteenth  century.62 In the context of the Euramerican diffusion of 
eugenics and racial science, Spanish Filipino writing produces an inspirational 
figure of a brown poet that cultivates Hispanic letters in Asia. Moreover, her 
literary ability is adjudicated by a medical professional whose diagnosis of Ro-
sarito’s “romantic” ailment allegorizes a diagnosis for the Philippines. At the 
same time, this analy sis of the confluence of disability, medicine, and crip po-
etry demonstrates how race, gender, and sexuality shift  under US  imperialism 
from universally elegizing the mestizo to the feminization of Philippine 
 indigeneity— a racial purity that is not at odds with Hispanic culture but rather 
is enhanced by it. What is connoted as Indigenous, autochthonous, and native 
in this text is tactically aligned with illness and impairment. In a form of generic 
and repre sen ta tional power I suggest we call the “colonial ablenational,” we can 
observe how this alignment of the Indigenous with the disabled problemati-
cally shows us who needs to be rehabilitated and who does the rehabilitation. 
In Novela, the twinning of dutiful indigenized maternal care and its progeny 
results in a very diff er ent kind of Hispanic heroine: the convalescent trigueña 
in Asia. This recasts feminine debility as an inspirational trope that at once 
shows how Hispanism is an endangered species but also dramatizes its main-
tenance through the poetical acumen displayed by a body that one would not 
initially signify as possessing or having a stake in enlightenment modernity.
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Genre as Diagnosis

Colonial ablenationalism describes the alignment of colonial subjects’ repre-
sen ta tional strategies with ableism. Rather than challenge the ableism of co-
lonialism, anticolonialism reproduces it. In the case of Reyes’s Novela, this 
reproduction of colonial ableism involves the tactical racialization and femi-
nization of disability anchored in the Filipina body. The ablenational, through 
diagnostic literary genres, works to uphold a racial nationalist form of able- 
bodied and enminded embodiment. I suggest that a Filipino subject’s per-
ceived evolutionary and po liti cal distance from a native subject attested to 
one’s cognitive capacity to self- govern. In this essay, I have explored how the 
discursive field of mestizaje shapes a division of capacities in Filipino cultural 
politics in the early twentieth  century and how such divisions are navigated 
through gendered debilitated repre sen ta tions of impairment and deficiency. 
The Philippines, a former Spanish colony, has its own genealogy of mestizo 
nationalism that goes underremarked in Latin American studies, and is un-
dertheorized in Latinx studies, whose own discourses of mestizx diasporic and 
immigrant politics are  shaped by antecedent histories of Latin American in-
de pen dence— narratives that excise transpacific understandings of Spanish co-
loniality. It is my belief that staging a transpacific understanding of mestizaje 
can bring seemingly ancillary genealogies of racial politics to the center, thus 
articulating frameworks between Asian American and Latinx studies via case 
studies of US empire in the Hispanic Philippines. From my vantage, the repre-
sen ta tional matrix of racialized disability makes  these conversations produc-
tive and imminently pos si ble.

In this genealogy of ablenationalist nation- building, one of the effects of 
the ideology of ability is that of effacing imperialism in  favor of an abstracted 
intellectual subject (however reformed), disarticulated from the architectures 
of empire that argued for that subject’s cognitive deficiencies in the first place. 
We can see in this crip genealogy that one of the effects of rehabilitation is 
the omission of a revolutionary past in  favor of a reformed patient. Rehabili-
tative regimes gain their power through their discursive ability to silence the 
realities of the colonial, repackaging them as abstract freedoms. The stakes 
of using the framework of colonial ablenationalism have to do with globaliz-
ing Euramerican frameworks pertaining to corporeal and cognitive variation 
within historical genealogies of imperialism. Disability is a pivotal aspect that 
goes underremarked in histories of imperialism. What might it mean to look 
at histories of empire as themselves ruptures in global disability histories? In 
other work, I have pondered what it might mean for disability studies to be ar-
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ticulated as an activist and intellectual discourse in dialectical relation to a state 
formation that is embedded in a colonial past.63 For this reason, “mestizo” lit-
er a ture can shed light on colonial genealogies of ableist ideology and national-
ism, offering not only a crip genealogy of US imperialism in the Philippines, but 
also an alternative “global context” by which we can understand how ideologies 
of embodiment, disability, and capacity obtain differently.64 More pointedly: 
What does it mean to ask the state for accommodation in the pre sent while ob-
viating the colonial past? What disabilities are propounded in such a compul-
sive omission of coloniality?
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This chapter schematically addresses— first by focally considering, then by turn-
ing askew— the relationship between what I call “differential being” and the 
environment at large (virtual, social, physical) of the con temporary university 
that must be navigated as a part of the normative educational pro cess. In asking 
questions about the collective entity of the university, its institutionality, and 
the bodies— human, nonhuman, and inhuman— within it, I have been con-
cerned with the ways in which fluency or its interruption become marked, as 
well as ways in which the systemic maintenances of difference are adjudicated.1 
In so  doing, I am grateful for studies of institutional difference and diversity, 
re sis tance, chemicality, illness, and disability that have given this current piece 
an appreciable orientation.

In writing this chapter, I wanted to respond to Julietta Singh and Nathan 
Snaza’s call to attend to “undergrowth,” which they define in relation to “myr-
iad encounters, relations, and affective shuttlings that enable ‘education’ even if 
they happen at a scale . . .  that is outside of traditional humanist ways of view-
ing education,” as well as “fugitive ungovernability.”2 Inspired by considerations 
of undercommons, as well as meditations on  those subdetectible regions below 
the marking thresholds of being that congeal around identity, I’m particularly 
interested in the forms of undergrowth that, in denying, challenging, or circu-
iting cogitation, summon the risk of disability or incapacity, such as questions 
of development or more broadly the narrative progression by which a learning 
body must undergo ordered changes.3 Underdevelopment, by strict definitions, 
marks a “failure” of the encounter between body and institution, and that fail-
ure is too easily cast on an individuated human/inhuman body rather than, say, 
the neoliberally configured institution itself.  Here I draw on my newer work 
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on what I understand broadly as “agitation,” which takes account of—to use 
their superficial categorizations— self- evidently “po liti cal” as well as physiolog-
ically emergent agitations.  These include the incitements to movement of mind 
and body— “intolerances”— brought about by pharma drugs or insupportable 
levels of pollutants; ocean  water in a strong wind; the unruliness of  children 
already subject to securitizing impulses in early education; and the collectively 
choreographed gestures of street protest. The attribution of “agitation” travels 
through all of  these, and keeps intention, and therefore agency, at bay. Indeed 
that is the trick of the use of agitation: in helping to allege the machinic, or 
forms of  mental incapacity, in agitators it can be used to assist in pro cesses of 
inhumanization. Instead of accepting the common discursive segregation of 
 these examples, I actively consider their agglutination, or at least a remapping 
at larger scales, as well as why etymology might suggest a meaningful way to 
relate them. I write at a time when it feels impor tant both to continue to ex-
pand what is meant by disability, albeit with an awareness of the capitalization 
of medicalized or securitized categories (that is, ones taken up in regimes of 
security), as well as do the work of translation for vari ous long- standing forms 
of material oppression and the con temporary novelties of becoming. At the 
same time, disability can confer a selective entitlement, or reveal an interior 
hierarchization,  because as a social and administrative category it tends  toward 
the recognizable (iconic disabilities are taken as more legitimate or valid, par-
ticularly in a system that attributes properties to recognizable subjects). Tak-
ing honestly the reflexive impulse of disability studies, “disability” can and 
should be itself examined, disaggregated, in the interest of understanding its 
own fluent traffic in relation to the racialized workings and accountabilities 
of institutions like the university, in terms of diversity mandates and attribu-
tions, as well as the deployment of broad notions of “deficit” to race- , gender- , 
and class- marked categories while an idealized form of imperial whiteness goes 
unmarked. In all of  these discussions, I believe that considering materiality and 
affect, in ways that do not start from the fantasy of this unmarked figure, can 
make palpable some cherished forms of undergrowth.

“Differential being,” in this chapter, refers to ways of being in space, time, 
and sociality that allow for variabilities that in themselves are not cognizant of 
social difference, and yet manage to interpellate  those differences. The catego-
ries called “race” and “disability” are notions that sum— into labile, responsive 
form— massive distributions of being, sensation, and  matter, distributions with 
interested histories. Affect studies suggests that if the calculus of race and dis-
ability often seem  simple or formulaic in terms of legislation,  labor practices, or 
public policy, what they reveal  under examination, even within  these domains, 
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are deeply contingent, highly specific formulations that only come to seem en-
trenched and repetitive. It is true not only of race, but of disability, that the 
scopes of their deployment are endlessly flexible and appropriative. I have thus 
felt compelled to think in relation to both notions ever since sensing the vast-
ness of their complicity with the mechanisms of capitalism and, by association, 
education, which inevitably articulates (even if complexly) into majoritarian 
society and its embroilments. Differential being allows for cuts like “slowness,” 
which, on the one hand, do not attach securely to  either race or disability but 
engage in traffic with both and, on the other, still expose bodies to the manage-
ment and discipline of the university.

Undergrowth, undercommons. Undergrowth (one take, anyway): the ap-
parent relative slowness of the universe that nevertheless makes good on what 
it suggests.4 Undercommons: what can be found in and around the university, 
in spite of the canceling tendencies of the settler state found within it. That is, 
by pointing to the universe before the university, I celebrate an undergrowth 
that defies value judgments or quantificatively shriveled takes on its beneath-
ness and rather owns a promise of subtension, a vastness of potential that re-
mains in spite of every thing. As  those studying the university’s de pen dency 
on diversity have pointed out, the tyranny of names includes  those of race and 
disability put (along with a few other exclusives) to the work of co- optational 
diversification. Undergrowth and undercommons recognize that, as much as 
 these tyrannical imaginations may lay claim to something of what’s  there,  there 
is always a supplement or a fundament that escapes their reach.

But, lest undergrowth yield too easily to a meta phor of soil, for all its deco-
lonial promise, and the uses of fundament, I also won der about air— the ether, 
the stuff of material question.  There is a strange, I think undeservedly stark 
opposition between substance and air, let’s say, the serious, grounded, rational 
masculine subject and the ditzy airhead that continues to circulate, which still 
crystallizes and values intellectual work as well as restages environment itself. I 
am thinking  here of the work of anthropologists Timothy Choy and Jerry Zee, 
who build on Choy’s meditations on the failed substantiations of Hong Kong 
air  because of the failure of social theory to take air as “anything but solidity’s 
lack.”5 Rather, they attend to the state or  thing called “suspension,” which is 
a way to allow for the viscous and the airy to be at peace rather than the cat-
egorially segregating divide that yields descriptions like “materials in air.” Dis-
satisfied by the stubborn exclusivities attributed to  human embodied- minded 
being (e.g., skin bound aries, apex of sentience), as well as the easy promulga-
tions of presumed exteriorities (e.g., “air” that is not of “body”) across a swath 
of educational domains and lay pedagogies, I take “suspension” to offer, for 
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the purposes of this essay, that the very materiality of  human being—as well 
as the presumed externality of the stuff with which it engages— must remain 
in suspense, casting continued doubt on, for instance, the facial phenotypes of 
race and the vis i ble prosthetic determinants of disability, as well as the forms 
of becoming involved in, for instance, breathing  things. Fi nally, my re spect for 
the ample mysteries of suspension that escape con temporary epistemological 
closure is tied in some way to my having been influenced by discussions on the 
right to opacity and wiliness: the proj ect of exhaustive knowledge for its own 
sake mimics the rapaciousness of colonial desire, and one response to it is to 
reject the obligation to be known or knowable.6  These are anticolonial discus-
sions that wax and wane in the lit er a ture, but remain necessary  because of the 
sticky coloniality of what has been established as scholarly.

 There is nothing mechanistic about the grace and the magic of this indeter-
minate (as far as the nominalist is concerned) place of undergrowth, as I see it. 
But it is certainly a place that has, in addition to structures, mechanics, path-
ways, emergences. I return  here to agitations. As suggested above, agitations 
cross the realms of the  human, inhuman, and nonhuman and capture some form 
of un- rest. That un- rest can be naturalized as po liti cal activity, but traditionally 
only in certain predictable senses attuned to favored definition. And when un-
rest is  either indicted or dismissed, accusers can borrow precisely on discourses 
on materiality or mechanicity to allege  mental loss: agitators may be  doing, but 
they  can’t grasp what they are  doing.7 Affect theories have opened questions of 
politics back into  matter, bringing, for instance, materiality studies to consider 
long- standing lessons about race’s materialities that  were/are brought about by 
a vast colonial imagination. I have turned to the workings of intoxication, con-
sidered as a kind of material being, sometimes temporary, sometimes durative, 
that assists in yielding affordances to certain bodies and cancellations of  others, 
intensified by extant framings of security, criminality, and medicality.

In the university, agitated gesture— whether in the form of po liti cally leg-
ible protest, aggressive physicality, or movement (including stillness or slow-
ness) inopportune to favored class habitus— has no proper home, save perhaps 
in the possibilities of dance training or intramural sport. And on the choreo-
graphically  imagined stage of po liti cal demonstration, disabled gesture is too 
often removed from the possibility of the po liti cal. With the exception of 
nonnormative movements domesticated for the purpose of representing the 
value of minoritized disability in the university— for instance, the rolling of a 
wheelchair— illegitimated expression, as wrong or slow cognition, or as nonde-
liberative or ill- classed gesture, co- conspires to begin or complete one’s removal 
from the university or to guarantee that joining the community is not pos si ble. 
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And yet agitations of all kinds, as I have argued elsewhere, “deserve” the mark 
of the po liti cal insofar as their evacuation from the po liti cal has delegitimated 
them and insofar as they may exist precisely as a response to the oppressive en-
vironment of the extended university or to a history of institutional vio lence.8 
What I describe as emergent agitations, then, are  those that reside in or emerge 
from regions of undergrowth.

I constantly try, within the spaces of the university, to invite forms of move-
ment or stillness— anything but what we have been trained. When I deliver 
talks, I have developed the practice of opening them with an invitation to be 
other wise, while speaking to the disciplining of bodies in a place that would 
seem to care only for their complement, the mind; the raciality of that disci-
plining; and the removal of bodies defined as improper or insurgent. The more 
outright militarization of the university’s spaces and bodies— the panoply of 
campus police actions—is complemented by a securitization of movement 
falsely sensitized to class, race, and disability, such that mea sures of identity 
difference alone could signal a danger to “the community” (which is presumed 
thus to exclude race- marked, class- marked, and disability- marked  people). 
Within the university it remains all too easy to be a Black student taken to be 
in the “wrong” place, such as a dorm; a non- national taking “too long” to an-
swer a question at an exam; a student whose physical twitches and adventurous 
intellectual jumps, as if they  were of a piece, serve together to discredit. If all of 
 these scenarios have happened (they have), the structuring of security suggests 
that most such incidences go unreported.

While  there are so many incidences within the university I have witnessed 
in my years  there, I want to turn to think especially about the undergrowth 
that  isn’t considered to be  housed inside a neatly boundaried university or ac-
tive only within its par tic u lar, teleologizing terms. I’m interested in thinking 
about spaces perhaps kin to the university (not just its “satellite campuses”) and 
carry ing some of its mandates, invested in productions of knowledge, but not 
believed to operate by its fullest norms.  After all, if so many spaces of higher 
education have become almost caricatures of what they once threatened, un-
dergrowths and their pedagogies can still— perhaps especially now—be found 
everywhere.9 My commitment to the potentials found in even the most thor-
oughly “institutional” university must be complemented— first and foremost 
for myself—by a pedagogy of spaciousness and a memory that most knowledges 
have not come of it; rather, the learning in this place is but one version, full of 
“tools” and precise vocabulary, lexical and bodily, that could be repurposed, yet 
is woven into mandates of capital and hierarchy, and implicated both histori-
cally and in the pre sent with unambiguously eugenic and colonial exertions of 
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dominance. ( Those precise lexical vocabularies mentioned above preview the 
latter portion of this chapter, whereby language is pitted against other modali-
ties of reference, of knowledge.) That reflexive pedagogy is  there to remind me 
why  there should be no surprise when an Asian nonbinary student performs 
an absolutely unusual (again, for the university) dance at the conclusion of my 
What Is Queer Cultural Production class and another student who has in our 
classroom rarely ventured beyond convention is the first, not the last, to pro-
nounce it “amazing”;  there should be no surprise when one of the first two non-
verbal students at Berkeley is randomly assigned a pre sen ta tion about  Temple 
Grandin’s work scientifically likening the prevalent anxiety characteristics of ag-
ricultural animals to the anx i eties of autistic  people (she problematically adheres 
to dismissing the potential of so- called low- functioning autistic  people, a cline 
linking autism and “function” to which many autistic  people object), and pro-
nounces that the only  thing that makes him anxious is  Temple Grandin. In a 
space where it takes courage not only to be a racialized isolate, but also to rock, 
to twitch, to stand when  others are not standing or to sit when  others are stand-
ing, to laugh out of sync, to lie down, to have any kind of a discernible smell 
other than racialized, classed, gender- appropriate scents, to make intellectual 
connections between circumscribed domains and across accepted genres that 
“sound mad,” undergrowth must remind that it is not only  there, it constitutes a 
ground by which the “ there” of the university may be defined.

So  here I deliberately turn, not to a canonical scene within the nominal space 
of the university, but rather to a place closely associated with its ele ments of legiti-
mated knowledge, inheritance, enlightenment, and archive— the state library— a 
kind of institutional and knowledge- legitimating proxy (though in some in-
stances libraries continue to adhere to the commons of “public” in ways that 
many public research universities have seen fit to abandon); and I  will won der 
about intoxications working within it, for reasons that I hope  will become clear.

The Queensland State Library sits in the heart of downtown Brisbane, Aus-
tralia, and is located near several universities, among them the University of 
Queensland and Griffith University. Some elite universities in Australia are dubbed 
the “sandstone universities,” a reference to the local stone found in prominent 
display in buildings in campuses such as the University of Queensland and 
the University of Sydney—an architecture conferring dignity, solidity, perma-
nence (through settlement), tying land’s resources to the nature- transforming 
trick of masterful  human knowledge. The history of education for Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islanders is one of many stories of exclusion from the sand-
stone universities, stories of the combination of occupation of land and denial 
of entry, and is far from being remedied.
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In this context, the Queensland State Library appears as a stage for com-
missioned art in a permanent installation by artist Fiona Foley called Black 
Opium (2006, ongoing).10 A lifelong, multidisciplinary artist, Foley is of the 
Badtjala Aboriginal  people who are based on Fraser Island; currently she is 
also a senior lecturer at Griffith University. Her attention to the legacies of a 
massively consequential Queensland law, which includes many in de pen dent 
works, has an insistently pedagogical thrust in the sense that she is, across the 
diversity of forms and implications of her artwork, also invested in getting 
Queenslanders— especially white Queenslanders—to understand the impact 
of the law on the history and pre sent of the state.

Black Opium’s central historical material, leveraged for the pre sent, comes 
from more than a  century ago: Queensland’s 1897 Aboriginals Protection and 
Restrictions of the Sale of Opium Act.11 This law ostensibly addressed a per-
ceived shift in economic and race relations, casting as a scene of danger the traf-
ficking of a poor form of opium from Chinese to Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander hands. Its administration profoundly affected Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander life in Australia; it rewrote not only the uses of drugs, but the 
very terms of governance, the  handling of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, 
as well as Chinese, capital; the management of space, and interracial sex and 
kinship (noting  here the racialization of Indigenous  people). Previously, white 
Queensland employers would pay Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island workers 
in the form of opium ash, in ways that  were tied to the keeping of a chemically 
docile— noninsurgent and indeed nonagitating— labor force. They became 
aware, however, that the workers  were turning to Chinese sellers of opium ash, 
insistently, as I saw in the state archives, dealing only with Chinese sellers, not 
white suppliers. It’s unclear  whether this shift actually coincided with the ex-
plicit danger of death that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander  people faced 
with the addiction of some to this poor and harsher form of ash, but the gov-
ernment perceived that the Chinese  were part of the intensification.

While I have impor tant questions to answer about Chinese accountability 
for a circumstance that yielded vastly diff er ent economic lives and freedoms, an 
undergrowth account requires that one si mul ta neously note that  Chinese com-
munities and individuals  were managing to form in de pen dent relationships—
of trade, collaborative work, and intimate lives— with Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander  people and also threatening a form of commercial exchange that 
deprived white traders of their stronghold on opium. Opium ash, also called 
black opium, was a post- use product, the  actual ash of smoked opium, that nor-
mally had been imported from China by a web of traders. But the protection 
law turned into a radical form of abuse that was then copied across  Australia: 
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the establishment of Aboriginal reservations, the breaking up of families and 
communities, the control of sexual activity and movement particularly of Ab-
original and Torres Strait Islander young  women, the expropriation of Ab-
original wealth by so- called police protectors, and the forbidding of interracial 
 union (harboring) between Chinese and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
 people, notably in the form of control of the residence of Aboriginal and Tor-
res Strait Island girls and young women.

Foley’s work has a diversity of forms, and much of it has focused on the 
form of the poppy. Both the poppy and the act feature prominently in her 
Queensland State Library installation. The installation, titled Black Opium, 
dated 2006 (but also marked as “in progress”), deploys large- scale dimensions, 
working below, across, and overhead, and much of it is thus visually accessible 
from a fair part of the library— particularly an infinity symbol of aluminum 
poppy buds cast from molds and directly over the courtyard, uniting all four 
floors;  there is almost no way to avoid it if you visit any part of the library. Black 
opium, as I mentioned, was one name for the ash; but “Black” also was a moni-
ker for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island  people.  Because this installation is 
located in the library, in some fairly obvious way it stages the politics of knowl-
edge or knowledge production. But  there is something clearly embodied, too, 
about this knowledge—as one could say is true of any university setting.

Down a third- floor hallway skirting the courtyard, small squares of diff er-
ent heights the size of doorways open to shallow individual cubbies, most of 
which have some kind of seating inside. Each cubby names a material player in 
the entanglements of the law: “Mangrove,” “String,” “Silver,” “Shrine,” “Gold,” 
“Slow Burn,” “Bliss.” When I went to photo graph  those rooms,  there  were stu-
dents busy at work in almost all of  those cubbies. Interestingly, there are two 
separate rooms, one with documentary, as-if ethnographic photo graphs of Ab-
original  people around that time, and the other with documentary, as-if eth-
nographic photo graphs of Chinese  people around that time. I return to this 
below.

Each student or pair of students seemed to be enjoying the privacy and per-
haps, just perhaps, maybe unwittingly too, a certain sensorium, an aura of en-
vironment. I think  there may well be an invitation  here to embrace a change 
in institutional space. And if  these modulations are perceptual, I think we can 
rethink the distinction between “real” and “meta phorical” intoxication, which, 
I have found in my work on toxicity,  isn’t very stable. In my meditations on 
cognitive disability and elsewhere I’ve been exploring something called “intox-
icated method”— which is at once a kind of acknowl edgment of the chemical 
pre sent of intellectual engagement but also a set of questions about chosen ways 



figure 13.1. Partial shot of Fiona Foley’s permanent installation at the Queensland 
State Library, Black Opium (2006). A long hallway opens to small rooms facing the 
atrium.



figure 13.2. A room from Black Opium, partially showing a study  table, a bench, and 
adjacent walls showing Chinese photographs and an 1884 letter pertaining to the lead-up 
to the 1897 law.



figure 13.3. An interior wall of photo graphs depicting Chinese communities from one 
of Foley’s small rooms in the Black Opium installation.
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of  doing research and coming to knowledge. Ways that could involve some-
thing like the academic unthinkable of “categorial blurring,” which is normally 
marked as incapacity or intellectual slowness—or a sincere attempt to embrace 
sensorium, embrace one’s intoxication in such a way that it is not a form of tem-
porary, voluntaristic pleasure— a blurring that in the usual sense would be only 
a point of arrival, a precise achievement for the creator, rather than perhaps a 
retreat from incessant taxonomy in one’s own ways of reading and naming, a 
disabled loss. It is automatically ironic to raise this question of blurring in re-
search venues (elite universities or ranked peer- reviewed journals), where the 
business of precision and analy sis tends not to be questioned, and where moves 
away from them are read as anticognitive and thus somehow failing.

The most vivid and obvious example of a sensorium is the room set off at 
the end titled “Bliss,” a markedly darkened space in which one seat  faces a video 
screen playing a loop that shows short, phrasal excerpts of the 1897 act as well 
as other commentary, including an explicit nod to modes of sexuality and con-
tagion, the “red plague” as a white venereal disease. The video loop has con-
tinuous shots of swaying poppies, mostly from a low  angle, sometimes with a 
focus on one or a few poppies in a shallow depth of field, suggesting a kind of 
blurred intimacy and locality rather than mastery of the entirety of the visual 
space such as in a god’s- eye view (and  here my choice of god’s eye is intentional, 
 because I’m thinking of the mapping proj ects of colonial imaginaries that had 
to do with religion, resources, conquest). Instead,  there is a relationship to the 
ground, and perhaps to land and the question of landedness.

In that way that visits are never strictly archival, but lively, during my per-
sonal visit with Foley, the artist mentioned that her  mother, who was a Badt-
jala activist engaged in multiple proj ects of land care and sovereignty and who 
wrote a dictionary of Badtjala- English, and was engaged for de cades in a strug-
gle to establish environmental stewardship classes on Fraser Island, a strug gle 
against the ecological management system of Queensland, the park ser vice, 
which presides over the island even as the Badtjala people have fought a form of 
sovereign recognition that deeply restricts their care for the land. I have begun 
to feel the ways Foley’s attention to the 1897 law and its effects on the pre-
sent day involve a kind of trans- temporal reminding that feels more complex 
than the unidirectional form of historical agency of a legacy event: that  thing 
“happened,” and it “happens” “again”—in engaging intoxicated temporalities, 
Foley directly engages the experience and politics of memory as well as event. 
In June 2019, Fraser Island came into the news: a  father wrested his child back 
from the jaws of a dingo (they  were visiting the island, which is partly billed as 



figure 13.4. A still from the video in the “Bliss” cubby by Fiona Foley, depicting pop-
pies waving in the breeze.
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an ecotourism destination) and the authorities consulted on the issue  were pre-
cisely the Queensland Park Ser vice. An online parks page on dingoes refers to 
three conservation management  factors of education, engineering, and enforce-
ment,12 rather than to the Badtjala authorities, who said that they had been kept 
at “arm’s length” from the management of dingo species on the island.13 The 
world- making of settlement tied knots between questions of race (including 
the designation of racial groupings such as whites and the racialization of In-
digenous  people), species (how species mattered and its exclusions from per-
sonhood), ecol ogy (knowledges about taxonomy and relation, and what was 
alienable), capacity, and kinship (ancestral genealogies and their governance in 
diff er ent forms of state and Indigenous law) in ways that bring together ani-
mal studies, critical race, and Indigenous, disability, and sexuality studies in 
complicated ways. That omnipresent sense of legacy is one that not only has 
come to preoccupy my own work in ways I am still working out, but also haunts 
organ izations that point to this law’s originary scale and historical burden on 
the breaking up of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander families, numbers that 
are outdone even  today by modern child welfare and child removal laws such 
as Link-Up Queensland (www.link-upqld.org.au). Their pedagogies greatly im-
pact how that knowledge carries forward.

Returning to “Bliss”: Ultimately I think  there is a kind of intoxicatory sen-
sorium at play  here, an agitation that works “underfoot,” that in that dim room 
pointedly refuses any kind of programmatic textual study a student might 
intend with their books. Keeping in mind Foley’s nod to pedagogy, this is 
a form of diff er ent “study” (perhaps, thinking here, of Moten and Harney’s 
“black study”) that allows for a textual apprehension of the law, flashing over 
the screen, but always in combination with the swaying intoxication of the 
poppy buds from below at the level of the ground. Notably, that explicit lan-
guage inevitably fades as the poppies come into focus, suggesting a giving- way 
of law and of anointed forms of knowledge, and a giving- back to opacity. It is 
a “study” that is also a way of breathing the black opium, alchemizing the ash, 
ash that has been breathed in and out by Chinese bodyminds before its jour-
ney to Queensland. Foley is known for her par tic u lar combination of beauti-
ful aesthetics and challenging provocation. If, as I suspect, “Bliss” works as the 
final, rather than first, room in the sequence along the hall, a place where a 
“blotting or indeed blacking out” of the norms of “literary, visual, or rational-
ized enlightenment” might be  imagined to take place, the materialities, visuali-
ties, and sheer arrangements of the other, previous rooms come in to sit with 
you: a kind of agitative un- learning. Is this also Black study? Moten refers to a 
transnational diversification of Blackness, but there is much more to consider 

http://www.link-upqld.org.au
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in the politics of racialized knowledge, the intents of Black criticism, and the 
history of relations between blackness and Indigeneity that in the Australian 
context includes connections between activist Aboriginal Australians and the 
Black Power movement.

The video’s effects blur the strict edges of what one has seen before. Man-
grove, String, Silver, Shrine, Gold, Slow Burn, Bliss.  There is an argument  there 
about, for instance,  whether the idea that the segregation between the Chinese 
and the Aboriginal– Torres Strait Islander rooms, or Chinese being and Ab-
original being (and note I do not mean here a denotative “identity,”  whether 
or not the documentary segregations of photos could be collated among them-
selves to suggest that), could ever actually be as perfect or permanent as the 
installation rooms seem to set up (such a questioning of constitutional segre-
gation shows up in her other work, particularly in a photographic series I am 
considering elsewhere), and of course the “queered” families that resulted from 
their nonsegregation bear such witness. More broadly, the communities joined 
together commercially, carnally, in friendship, and other wise.  There is perhaps 
also an argument about what it means to be both grounded and engaged in an 
avowedly po liti cal intoxicatory witnessing— that is, neither canceled as a form 
of disablement, nor frivolously entertained as a form of luxurious voluntarism 
or consumption. Opium is one of  those drugs that,  under certain conditions, 
had as much to do with creative Eu ro pean cultures of nineteenth- century 
self- induced literary making as with racialized debility, survival, self- care, and 
chemical incarceration.14

The slowness of the opium  here has a trace in both race and disability. I men-
tioned above that the opium was used in part to ensure a “docile” working pop-
ulation, one not subject to po liti cal agitation. Additionally, the Slow Worker’s 
Act from the mid- twentieth  century was one of the first Queensland laws to 
take on what I would call the integration of disabled bodies into the architec-
ture of the economy, a bureaucratizing of disability. The Slow Worker’s Act 
was meant to allow disabled  people to be employed, albeit at wages lower than 
nondisabled  people; in order to hire a disabled worker, the employer had to 
mark, for instance, how many fin gers  were “missing”; this calculation thereby 
determined the reduced wage rate, since the assumption was that productivity 
would be reduced in comparison to nondisabled laborers. Disabled workers’ 
 labor was thus worth less, even if recompensable. In 1968, within negotiations 
about taming competition (essentially making sure Aboriginal workers got 
paid enough not to undercut white workers), employers managed to reclassify 
Aboriginal workers as all falling  under the Slow Worker’s Act. This went on 
systematically  until at least the 1980s. Note that I am not  here alleging causality 
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between, say, sedentary opium ash use and slow worker categorization. Rather, 
I point to a kind of conceptual and affective soup of policy marking racial and 
disability status, mediating among rights, perceived competitive populations 
of workers, codes of  labor value, and materialities of time. It is appropriate  here 
to reflect back on the valuation of slowness in the university. Certainly, being 
marked as slow renders some mindbodies unsuitable for the university— this 
seems increasingly true for  humans and inhumans with any form of disabil-
ity,  whether marked or unmarked, vis i ble or invisible— since the university’s 
rushed temporalities create ever larger zones of exclusion marked as “incapac-
ity.” Beyond any intelligible interpretation of disability, slowness is an experi-
ence of some kinds of thinkers who might be invested in the meditative, or 
require time to live within modalities of undergrowth. It has also become a 
style of re sis tance to neoliberal regimentations of time, which the book The 
Slow Professor attempts to articulate, albeit with a fairly conservative scope.15

In my view, Black Opium not only captures a precise mode of slow agitation, 
slowness and agitation together, but also a provocation that insists one under-
stand the pre sent moment in altered temporal terms that go all the way back to 
1897, and beyond to its own shaping. If redaction is the removal of informa-
tion for official purposes of confidentiality, I think of Black Opium as enacting 
an epistemology (or arguably a cripistemology, to cite Johnson and McRuer’s 
formulation) that in my view “redacts” secular or paranoid facticity, as well as 
perhaps even precision, in  favor of a novel account of the scene, allowing the 
queer sexualities of Chinese- Aboriginal- Torres Strait Islander opium trading 
and bodily transgression to soothe, retort, and shine.16 Against the languor of 
the poppies in the wind, the words of the act would seem to have no chance. 
“Traditional,” “normative” forms of knowledge- making: It is not an irony  here, 
to me, that Foley was inspired to do this work  after reading a scholarly work 
by Rosalind Kidd on the history of opium legislation for Aboriginal and Tor-
res Strait Islander  people, which Kidd leveraged in her own attempt to rem-
edy continued failure to return moneys taken by police protectors through the 
 institution of the law. The opposition between scholarly apo liti cal work and 
nonscholarly re sis tance has in so many ways been a false one, even if  there re-
mains a significant relationship between elitism and what counts as legitimated 
knowledge. Instead, Foley’s proj ect demonstrates the fertility of exchange of 
forms of knowing, and indeed of scholarship, across ostensible divides of insti-
tution, pointing directly to the potency of undergrowth.

Foley’s work might even be seen as suggesting a complex Indigenous- Asian 
epistemology, based not necessarily on a shared objective analy sis so much as 
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a kind of being together out of nonintegrity or paraintegrity. A being together 
rather than identitarian collapse; undergrowth does not claim nondifference. 
I say this in a non- utopian way, since in the context of this research I am also 
thinking about accountability. And this brings me back to meditate on the un-
derside of the blurring intoxications of “Bliss” and the interest in an under-
growth  free of sheer collapse, even as it enriches less- regulated knowledges of 
differences. The Australian scholarship on this period does not seem to deal di-
rectly with the kinds of questions I have about forms of Asian settler colonial-
ism. A parallel discussion about mutually impacting capitalizations of “racial” 
difference in the university is due, particularly in light of the racialized groups 
at hand in Foley’s work.

Molecular life has in it a kind of ordinary storm. Sometimes  things crash 
and separate; sometimes they crash and  gently coagulate; sometimes they 
generate new collectivities, if but for an instant. I am thinking  here of  actual 
molecules and their physics, and the agitations they undergo in the course of 
ordinary existence, but also of the be hav iors of particulates that play a role 
in intoxication. In my previous work on animacy, molecularity was linked to 
sometimes spatially microcosmic and yet massively effective agencies such as 
toxicities, and represented one of many ironic potencies from the lower end of 
hierarchical  orders of being. (It might be useful to contrast this use of molecu-
lar and the kinds of constitutional shifts it allows with the imagination of what 
Deleuze and Guattari called the molar, which would be most aligned with the 
positive categories and actors of the university, including the unmarked  human 
package itself, who is white, nondisabled, masculine, “functionally” social, and 
creditable.) If I  were to draw on what this offers, I might want to think about 
the ways in which agitation is not equivalent to the exertion of long life, even 
if it points to the right to one. In a queer kind of way, agitation may not last. 
It may be poorly resourced, but it is vigorous in its own way. Agitation as col-
lectivity, no  matter the durability of every body within it, manages a form of 
po liti cal expression not dependent on individualistic virtuosity and promise 
of longevity;  here I’m referring to the evanescence of queer liveliness, and the 
po liti cal agility that is neither dependent on permanence nor even, arguably, 
agility itself. And indeed that may be its key. Considering how such agita-
tions are staged in the university raises questions about accumulation (and its 
partner, extraction), permanence, progressive development, and the durabil-
ity requirements of difference (race and disability being  either permanent, as a 
favored appearance of the university’s self- image, or short- term, at the limits 
of its tolerability, administered as opportunities for nonpermanent  labor or as 
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a requirement that disability cannot last beyond a semester  else it renders the 
person permanently inefficient and the university permanently and thus intol-
erably generous). Agitation is valuable, in some sense, precisely  because it re-
fuses identity, exists more comfortably as its undergrowth.

Witnessing Foley’s Black Opium, in a welcome and rare sense, puts me in 
a kind of suspension, to call back the conception of Choy and Zee, which is 
a suspension for disciplinary work— how to do justice in the work and also 
what does justice mean  here—as well as a rendering of materialities whose re-
lations are unclear, blurred, but also contingent, in the sense not of causal-
ity, but of touch. Intoxication’s plant- human- aerial- bloodborne materialities 
inhabit suspension.  Whether or not such materialities align with “ human” 
should also be relegated to suspension, insofar as their analy sis in  human 
terms (much less Wynter’s “Man”) constitutes a loss of sensitivity to under-
growth, including the slanting potencies, both resistive and oppressive, of 
intoxication. The undergrowth of education can be felt, immersively, in the 
stage of the Queensland State Library, and is made both real and inescap-
ably contingent at the hands of the students who populate Black Opium’s 
rooms. Reflecting on the uses of difference, it is also worth asking whose agi-
tations then “become” whose, in the perceptive/immersive encounter.  These 
are agitations— whether or not by the visual or by poetry or the sensory and 
experiential timespaces of ingested substance— that may never be cognized 
as such, and yet remind a bodymind of its fundaments of being, ones that 
may have their own history of environmental injustice as the implantation of 
substance- borne rhythms, impingements of attention and thought, ulterior (as 
versus majoritarian calculation) cognitions, forgettings, re- memberings. Tak-
ing agitations in their informative breadth and their urgency— while bracketing 
exclusory accounts of the  human, of agency, or of politics— allows transversal 
forms of differential being to “breathe” in an analy sis, or in the stories we tell. 
And accounting for differential being allows attunement to emergent agita-
tions that bear the marks of, and seek to act against, the exhaustive projections 
of colonial histories and pre sents.

Returning to Snaza and Singh’s phrasing of undergrowth: “myriad encoun-
ters, relations, and affective shuttlings that enable ‘education’ even if they 
happen at a scale . . .  that is outside of traditional humanist ways of viewing ed-
ucation,” and “fugitive ungovernability,” we have seen a canonical site of knowl-
edge production that was not the university but bore its students; that engaged 
in essentially ungovernable affective shuttlings in direct (if complex) relation-
ship to the university’s knowledge mandates; that served up an intoxicated ar-
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chive.  There is no reason not to think of  these as gifts, or in fact the ordinary 
unmarked turns of “education” at large, that perhaps includes unlearning, even 
as one agitates against the vio lence of the doubling of indictment, criminality, 
and medicalization of multiplied difference. If this is true, however, then new 
questions enter the fold of deliberation regarding what constitutes desirable 
education, the relation of difference to its multiplication and narrowing in the 
con temporary university, and even what constitutes the favored developmen-
tal narrative for a student’s individual pro gress, what ever the po liti cal program. 
No less, the stapling of securitization and medicalization to the ostensibly 
“core”  runnings of the university’s educational pro cesses requires that  those of 
us who live with it must also find how to be with agitative being.
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notes
 1 With Dana Luciano I discuss “inhuman” in relation to a wide map of previous criti-

cal work engaging the  human, in Luciano and Chen, “Has the Queer Ever Been 
 Human?,” 182–207. The discussion is extensive, but in the interest of affect I quote 
 here: “The slash through non/human, then, attempts to recollect and foreground the 
very histories of dehumanization too often overlooked in celebratory posthumanisms. 
‘Inhumanisms,’ in our view, performs a similar kind of work through its homonymic 
echo. Resonating against ‘inhumane,’ inhuman points to the vio lence that the cat-
egory of the  human contains within itself. Yet it also carries a sense of generativity— 
inhuman not simply as category, as a spatial designator or the name of a ‘kind’ of 
being, but as a pro cess, an unfolding.”

 2 Snaza and Singh, “Introduction,” 8.
 3 Moten and Harney, The Undercommons.
 4 My forthcoming book, Intoxicated: Race, Disability and Chemical Intimacy across 

 Empire, examines the elusive promise of slowness and agitation and their induction 
into forms of inhumanization, as played out in two nineteenth- century cases of the 
congealing of race, disability, and chemical imagination.
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 5 Choy and Zee, “Condition— Suspension,” 210–23.
 6 Glissant, Poetics of Relation, 189–94. I thank Alanna Thain and Megan Fernandes, 

the organizers of Thresholdings: Intimacies, Opacities, Embodiments, and all the 
interlocutors at McGill University on March 25, 2019, for a stunning collective 
 consideration of Glissant’s notion of opacity throughout our day together. See also 
the per for mance of obscurity and the objectification of the possessive desire of 
Western knowledge in Silviano Santiago, “The Wily Homosexual.” I think  here too 
of Kadji Amin, Amber Jamilla Musser, and Roy Perez’s description of “queer form,” 
“a name for the range of formal, aesthetic, and sensuous strategies that make differ-
ence a  little less knowable, vis i ble, and digestible.” Amin, Musser, and Perez, “Queer 
Form,” 235.

 7  There are innumerable examples of the criminalization or dismissal of unrest, as well 
as the defanging of dangerous subjects by alleging that they are not capable subjects. 
I am thinking  here of Colin Dayan’s argument about the law and its ability to hold 
slaves criminally liable, while at the same moment considering them mentally inca-
pable. Dayan, The Law Is a White Dog, 138–76.

 8 Chen, “Agitation,” 551–66.
 9 For neoliberal devisings tuned to extreme mea sures, the fictional TV series w1a does 

an excellent job of panning the cultures that result from the mandate of “ doing more 
with less” (bbc, dir. John Morton).

 10 Foley, Black Opium.
 11 I have been studying this act and its ramifications since approximately 2014, with 

visits to the Queensland State Archives in Runcorn outside of Brisbane and the 
Queensland State Library; I have also benefited from a number of written works, 
including Rosalind Kidd, The Way We Civilise, which also has been named by Fiona 
Foley as an influence.. This is my first article on the act. I committed to not publishing 
anything on this work  until it was far more than an object of scholarship, or an “ar-
chive,” but something living  today that deserves consideration  under a more informed 
commitment to Aboriginal sovereignty. The legacy of the act is found in the articula-
tions of race and indigeneity in Queensland and Australia, the profound alteration 
of Aboriginal life in Australia, Chinese economic and racial being in Australia (as 
well as forms of diasporic accountability), and the transhistorical urgencies of Link-
 Up (an organ ization that re unites Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island  people with 
their families from whom they may have been separated eight or nine de cades ago 
through the law’s enactment), for which the 1897 law foundationally began a massive 
series of child removals that they say is even worse  today. Most importantly, I wish 
to credit Fiona Foley with bringing so many of  these ele ments home for me— for 
literally allowing me into her home and engaging with me in significant conversa-
tion about her work, which was very meaningful to me as well as deeply informa-
tive. In the midst of my research, seeing the Black Opium installation, as I told her, 
changed every thing. The opportunity has been for me to rethink study; art; archive; 
and knowledge.

 12 State of Queensland Department of Environment and Science, “About Fraser Island 
Dingoes.”
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 13 “Aboriginal Elders Say Fraser Island Dingo Attacks ‘Could Have Been Avoided,’ ” 
nitv, April 22, 2019, https:// www . sbs . com . au / nitv / nitv - news / article / 2019 / 04 / 22 
/ aboriginal - elders - say - fraser - island - dingo - attacks - could - have - been - avoided.

 14 I attribute the phrase “chemical incarceration” to disability and mad studies scholar 
Erick Fabris. Fabris refers to the forms of obligatory (often opiate) sedative use im-
posed on formerly institutionalized psychiatric patients in Tranquil Prisons.

 15 Berg, Seeber, and Collini, The Slow Professor.
 16 Johnson and McRuer, “Cripistemologies,” 127–47.
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As part of the writing pro cess for the introduction of this book, Alison and Eun-
jung offered this prompt to the four of us, as individual writers and theorists:

Write 800 words on a word, concept, text, image, framework, experi-
ence, sound, sensation, movement, intervention, collective, figure, elder, 
imaginary, movement, tradition, or worlding that is key to your under-
standing and practice of disability studies. We are most interested in 
items (or persons) that are idiosyncratic to your own orientations and 
solidarities; what constitutes your disability studies (ds) (or its archive 
or crip genealogy) and why?

We now share it with you, your students, your comrades and colleagues and co- 
conspirators. And if you write your 800 words, multiple 800 words, we would 
love to read them.

Toad

Mel Y. Chen
My own orientations to the field of disability studies are an accumulation of a 
history of side- sallies, side- eyes, coming in at  angles and that was not a wrong 
way to come. What was most impor tant to me in ds was having a sense of 
welcome, welcome that came from the right  people— thank you for taking me 
in— and with whom mindbody sparks flew. Many anointed canons of ds, bril-
liant as the work is, have not felt very much central to my concerns. I mean 
that my orientations feel a  little idiosyncratic for the field’s self- fictions, or its 
pedagogical norms of inheritance. But attached to disability studies? Yes, I 
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am— certainly I am—to the kind that makes pos si ble cultures of embodied al-
lowance, where crips I know better and learn how to love can, from within the 
grip of colonial grief and the rejection of white masterly posturing and posses-
sion as well as the joyous sendup of imperial erectness, still and very much rest, 
love, cry, love, dance. Perhaps appropriately to my orientation, then, the image 
that “articulates” crip genealogy is— please  don’t ask me  whether this is serious, 
but  whether it is a commitment, and it is— a toad gesture. When I think of 
crip genealogy, I think of world- making. It’s not always clear what it means, but 
one  thing I think is proper to it is the possibility to reimagine time and kinship 
(and then  whether we even want inheritance to achieve any kind of solidity 
as a concept— I say prob ably not). The senses are  here, and we  haven’t cripped 
them nearly enough in the scholarship, I think. I am attached to a gestural 
world, including words as gestures, that  isn’t centrally dependent on  human 
meaning or being and spiritually and emotionally concentrates my disability 
“study” as much as it is a cross- species/trans- species encounter: it is something 
about honoring and remembering what is  here and has been  here and most 
easily bears the field’s novel categories but for the norms of practice, diagnosis, 
imperial positioning, including  here and now versus then and  there. My trans- 
species starts with recognizing the vio lence of a faux but consequential spe-
ciation discourse applied to Indigenous, enslaved, and colonized persons, and 
rejects the idea that nonhuman beings have no place in our thought or con-
sideration. My own tendentious humanity, living at a particularly unrecogniz-
able racial juncture, has always felt the diagnostic province of  others, and now 
I think mine is not worth claiming anyway, though I  will affirm it for  others 
who desire it. I believe crip genealogies can and should defer not only to the 
before of the colonial and recolonizing split between “man” and “animal”; they 
can and should also witness maps of unusual and yet true affinity. What does 
it mean to say that toads have been my greatest love, and that their movements 
hearten, plump, my crip genealogies? The toad wipes, the toad blinks, the toad 
hunches, cringes and wrenches, the toad scrapes and gapes, the toad pushes 
off, the toad sloughs and squints and steps through and the toad emerges toad, 
leaving skin puddle. What in  there I might call gesture is, on some level, my 
fancy, though I  don’t think it’s about imposing a template of symbolic rigor 
on the toad. Rather, it becomes a gesture to me, in part  because I remain igno-
rant before many, but not all, rich potentials of its signaling and yet confident 
of our tentative equaling and also my humility. Inside me as I face this toad, I 
feel the same movements. In the cinema, I tend to fill with what ever or whom-
ever has my attention, and I emerge with embodiments unimaginable before 
I entered the theater— Neo, Tom Cruise,  etc. If this becoming- filled is (invol-
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untary) consumption as much as observation, or if observation collapses into 
becoming, then I believe this becoming can sometimes be—in that queerly in-
consistent way— a world- making. In this “transmission,” which was not a trans-
mission, the gesture has been a gesture  after all: an arc traced in my being, given 
weight as a response- ability that might sit before thought and language, and 
when it becomes thought it pre sents as a high made low and a low made high, 
a primordial temporality of the pre sent, slowness and squatness, wrongashu-
man,  human’s ugly, orthogonal to erectness. It is in some world minor, but it is 
also world.

Impostor Syndrome

Julie Avril Minich
This proj ect represents my first time writing with other  people. I expected col-
lective writing to be hard, but I  didn’t know precisely how it would be hard.

Early in the pro cess, when we de cided we would each write an 800- word 
essay for this volume, I was excited about the assignment. And yet it was the 
day  after we began to compile the full manuscript to submit to the press for co-
pyediting that I fi nally sat down to start this piece. Note: I had drafted other 
versions of an 800- word reflection previously, but had deleted each draft. Each 
time, I was overwhelmed by the nakedness of my own words. This piece of writ-
ing, I was certain, would reveal to all that I am unqualified to be involved in 
this effort.

“Do you know what keeps you from writing your eight hundred words?” 
Mel asked me one day, on one of our co editor Zoom sessions, and without hes-
itation I responded that it was my impostor syndrome. I  didn’t know what it 
was that was keeping me from writing  until I verbalized it, but once the words 
 were out of my mouth I realized something  else: Key to my understanding and 
practice of disability studies, key to my understanding and practice of scholarly 
knowledge in general, is the sense that I  don’t  really belong. (This sense of nonbe-
longing is not, of course, uniquely mine; the first time I heard the phrase impos-
tor syndrome was also when I realized that I’m very much not alone.)

I remember the first sds I attended. asl interpreters and cart captioning 
at  every single session! Margaret Price, seated two rows ahead of me, a pair of 
socks on her knitting  needles! Access copies! For the first few sessions I  didn’t 
ask for an access copy,  because  those  were for “ people who  really needed them,” 
not for me. But then, at one session,  there  were copies left over and a second call 
went out, and I tentatively raised my hand.  Until that first sds, I thought my 
difficulty focusing at conferences was my fault. If I  were a “real” academic, I too 
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would be able to sit still for an entire panel, listening to paper  after paper with-
out fidgeting or losing focus. At that first sds, I learned that if I brought my 
knitting into the conference room and gave my hands something to do or occu-
pied my brain by reading along with the access copy or the cart transcription, 
I too could sit through a panel and retain most of the content.

I still did not know,  after that first sds, that I was not neurotypical, but 
it was nonetheless a revelation. At first, the main result was to shift my aca-
demic impostor syndrome into disability impostor syndrome: Was I “disabled 
enough” to ask for the  things I need to moderate my attention inconsisten-
cies? But even that shift did something impor tant for me, prompting the hope 
that I  wasn’t an inherently bad scholar or lazy person, that alterations to my 
physical surroundings could increase my ability to engage with  people and 
ideas around me.

(Parenthetical note regarding my use of the word lazy in the above para-
graph: I do not believe  there is anything wrong with being lazy! But for much 
of my life the word lazy has been a weapon that I wielded against myself, pun-
ishing myself for the gap between my own “productivity” and that of my peers.)

This is not to say that my academic impostor syndrome went away. Indeed, 
working on Crip Genealogies frequently stoked it. Over the years, as the four of 
us worked together, we all confessed feelings of inadequacy to each other. We 
all dropped out of the proj ect for periods of time, and we talked often about 
what it meant to be crip writers writing criply together, which often meant in-
tense bursts of activity followed by long periods of inactivity. But I could not 
lose the feeling that as soon as I put words to the page that  were just mine, 
words that my coauthors would not come back to polish and refine  later in the 
pro cess, every one would realize my incompetence.

It  wasn’t until Mel asked why I  hadn’t written my 800 words that I started 
to think criply about impostor syndrome. Specifically, I started to think about 
how the feelings of nonbelonging and unworthiness that get called impostor 
syndrome have accrued such medicalized language. What does calling  these 
feelings a syndrome do for us? For one, it teaches us that the prob lem is within 
us, within our bodyminds, not with the norms of academic comportment and 
productivity. It also turns  these feelings into something to vanquish instead of 
something to coexist with. What if I could listen to my impostor syndrome and 
let it ask me impor tant questions about the arguments I make in my scholarship 
and my positionality in relation to  those arguments without sliding immediately 
into nonbelonging/unworthiness?

I know I am not the only disability scholar to feel, constantly and si mul ta-
neously, both not academic enough and not crip enough. In some ways, dis-
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ability studies alleviated my impostor syndrome, but in other ways triggered it. 
In par tic u lar, it has not only nurtured suspicions about my relationship to dis-
ability but also prompted me to ask  whether the artists and writers I study por-
tray disability in the “right” ways or enact the “right” kind of disability politics. 
And this latter concern, I came to realize most fully in the pro cess of working 
on this book with my crip comrades, has had a  limited and limiting effect on 
the kind of knowledge that is pos si ble to place within recognizable crip gene-
alogies. It has, I am certain, had a limiting effect on some of my own work. But 
even if my work has been  limited by impostor syndrome, I also  don’t want to 
reject, pathologize, or overcome it. Maybe impostor syndrome is something to 
understand, to acknowledge, to work with—an occasion for making knowl-
edge differently. Maybe sometimes it’s good to make knowledge with an acute 
awareness of every thing I still  don’t know. Maybe impostor syndrome can en-
able as well as impair: prompting difficult questions about moments of misfit-
ting between myself and the intellectual genealogy/ies I claim, between the 
texts I love and the theories I use to read and teach them, between the knowl-
edges I want to make and the institutions (both universities and fields of study) 
in which I make  those knowledges.

Immigration Bags

Eunjung Kim
It was just one month before 9/11 in 2001. I had  stopped by the emergency room 
in Seoul before I left on the plane to Chicago. Still dizzy with medi cation, I got 
off the plane at O’Hare Airport, and went through immigration. At the baggage 
claim, I dragged two unwieldy bags off the moving  belt one by one.  These bags 
are named as immigration bags. The bag is collapsible and expandable in three 
tiers. The fully expanded bags  were lumpy and could not stand up on their own 
or move via the attached wheels. Perhaps the purpose of the bag is not mobility 
but a one- way trip. I wrestled with them one by one to stack them on the cart. 
It was my first time leaving my country, so I had packed so many  things, afraid 
that I was not  going to find  things I needed in a foreign city. In one of the bags 
 were four issues of the magazine Gonggam, published by the disabled  women’s 
group I have been part of. Each issue of the magazine came to existence out of 
many weekend meetings in the home shared by four disabled  women. In the 
bag also  were the xeroxed copies of The Rejected Body,  Sister Outsider, Inessential 
 Woman, Loud Proud and Passionate from the 1995 Beijing  Women’s Confer-
ence, and a collection of lesbian feminist writings. I  don’t remember the weight 
limit of each bag, and how I could bring all  those books and more.
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When I faced prejudiced and uncritical engagements with disability in 
 women’s studies classrooms in South  Korea, disability studies (ds) was a place 
I dreamed of. I left what was familiar to me, what was too painful, too fast- 
moving for me to be part of, something I cared for too much. A degree pro-
gram in ds was a sign of a space created to reveal the operations of society 
that exacts vio lence, oppresses, and segregates  human and nonhuman beings 
according to their values and functions. ds meant a connection with  others, a 
place where I could explore the questions I had, temporarily away from the de-
mands of fast activism. But the institutional legitimacy in US academia came 
with a price, as it valued certain kinds of writing and thinking over  others. 
With the alienation and exoticization of culture and ethnicity that I seemingly 
embodied, my exposure to ds was assumed to be a source of enlightenment. In 
one of the first courses I took, two professors conducted research on students 
about how our perceptions of disability would transform  after learning about 
ds. We  were asked regularly to answer the questions, “What is disability?” and 
“What is disability studies?” We  were asked to keep journals monitoring our 
own thoughts, so that the changes in our thoughts before and  after reading the 
canonical ds texts could be tracked. All of us knew what was expected, even 
though we  didn’t know every thing. In this “education as intervention” model, 
 there seemed no room for what students have brought into the classroom and 
what  those could do with existing texts in ds. One other “international” stu-
dent left the program  after the first semester. I stayed. And I started reading all 
the “foundational texts” in the list given to us, written by mostly white scholars, 
if not all, in the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom.

I was recently asked the same questions: How would you define disability 
and disability studies? The repeated exercise still lingers  after twenty years. But 
this time, as I tried to come up with my own answers, I ended up with more 
questions: How do I recognize, acknowledge, and reckon with the white and 
Western legacy of ds and my participation in it? What part of my northeast-
ern Asianness carries ethnic privilege in the United States and in the world? 
How can I fully investigate my complicity in South Korean cap i tal ist crimes 
of industrial disasters and environmental harms that disable us? How do we 
work with scholars who challenge racism, capitalism, imperialism, and het-
eropatriarchy but consider disability as largely a white concern or who view 
ds as a manifestation of white supremacy? Next time I travel, what  will I take 
and bring with me in my immigration bags whose six wheels refuse to roll? As 
I drag them, I sense my general reluctance to freeze disability and to courier 
knowledge out of its places and contexts for application. But maybe dragging 
back and forth is a way to weaken the borders and to erase the fantasy of single 
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origin and instead to reveal coincidental geneses of ideas in multiple places and 
their connections. Maybe next time when someone asks me to define disabil-
ity and ds, I’d say, “I would prefer not to” and pose diff er ent questions. Maybe 
we can start noticing what crossings do rather than selecting what is deemed 
worthwhile to be carried over.

May we feel the freedom to fill our bags with experiences, feelings, baggage, 
words, useless objects, what we know, and what we  don’t know, and drag them 
along the colonial borders  until they dis appear.

Faith, or Hope, or Desire: On Loving  People, Not Institutions

Alison Kafer
Eunjung and I wrote this prompt when we  were feeling low, or so I remember. 
Neither of us  were feeling like we had much to offer, and we procrastinated 
by thinking about how wonderful it would be to read the insights of every-
one  else. I  don’t think  either one of us  imagined we would eventually have to 
answer it ourselves. Reading it now, the very last day I can add my response to 
the volume, the cascade of terms itself feels like an answer. Not only is  there 
no single “word, concept, text, image . . .” that rises to the surface as the  thing, 
 there  isn’t even a single category of  thing. My thinking about disability stud-
ies has been  shaped as much by the sound of her breathing as by the pace of his 
gait, as much by the sting of that encounter as by the embrace of that theory, 
as much by my failure of imagination on this issue as by their fierce solidarity 
on that one.

I never took a single disability studies course as a student. I found my first 
references to the field in the library at uc- Boulder, while taking a “continuing 
education” class to see if I could hold a pen, sit up long enough to take a class, 
navigate a hilly campus alone. It took ages for me to tune in to the content 
and stop worrying about what was  going to happen if I dropped my book or 
where I was supposed to park my chair. I took a comparative religions course 
called Religion and the Body and I cried myself through  every essay, turning in 
tear- stained papers that an open- hearted professor marked up with care. I  don’t 
 really know what  you’re talking about, he wrote, but it reminds me of this, and 
this, and this, and I think you might have work to do  here. His belief that  there 
was something to be done saved me.

During my dissertation defense, one of my professors asked me what my 
proj ect had to do with religion (I was getting a PhD in “ women’s studies and 
religion,”  after all), and I think I said something about ethics, or right rela-
tions, or justice. I’m certain we talked about how, if I’d known anything about 
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the  acad emy before applying to gradu ate school, I would have gone into a very 
diff er ent program. This is primarily how I’ve narrated my degree to  others: a 
 mistake, an idiosyncratic degree plan that skirted the edges of the requirements, 
a solo journey. All  those interpretations are true. But perhaps my early immer-
sion in feminist and womanist ethics, and my classmates’ readings of Anzaldúa 
and hooks and Haraway via feminist theologies,  shaped my thinking in ways 
I’m only now learning to untangle. I have spent most of my scholarly and teach-
erly life theorizing  futures and imagining worlds for sick, mad, autistic, deaf, 
and disabled  people. How much of that thinking was made pos si ble by my ex-
posure to  those with deep faith that  things can change for the better, that hope 
is not necessarily naïve, that one can si mul ta neously oppose ongoing histories 
of harm and believe deeply in the love of  others?  Don’t get me wrong: I have 
not a single shred of religious faith. But I cannot stop imagining other wise.

What does it mean to be saved by the words of  others? I have often de-
scribed myself as being saved by the vibrant and messy, complex and contradic-
tory, infuriating and erotic field of disability studies, but that’s not  really true. 
I found the field through you, and you, and you, and you. You are the ones 
who saved me. And by that “you” I am not only thinking of specific artists and 
activists and scholars but also imagining  people I  don’t yet know,  people who 
I know are out  there, percolating and testifying and scheming and dreaming. 
That knowing— call it faith, or hope, or desire; name it dream or speculative 
fiction or spell—is perhaps the one constant to my “orientations, solidarities, 
archives, and genealogies.”

If  you’ve read your way through this book, then you know that all of us have 
found ourselves at odds with disability studies, and yet  here we are, hoping for 
other wise. Kar ma Chávez sat across from me at a small  table a few years ago, 
coffee and kolaches between us, and reminded me that we owe our loyalties 
to  people, not to institutions. We  were talking about our respective university 
jobs, and how to engage in feminist praxis within (and against) the acad emy. I 
think of her now, at the end of this long book grappling with the institution of 
disability studies, and I won der what such radical loyalties might mean. I know 
they  can’t mean holding on to disability studies, or even disability, recognizing 
both as context- bound constructs, inevitably full of exclusions and gaps. But I 
believe, I have faith, that that letting go, can and must coexist with yearnings 
 toward crip and disability justice  futures and the  people who inhabit them. I 
fail, and I fail, and I fail, but I’m still  here, yearning for you, and them, and us.
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